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he signs of the zodiac represent characteristics and
traits that indicate how energy operates within our lives.
The signs tell

the story of human evolution and development, and all are
necessary to form the continuum of whole-life experience. In
fact, all twelve signs are represented within your
astrological chart.

Although the traditional metaphors for the twelve signs
(such as Aries, the Ram) are always functional, these
alternative concepts for each of the twelve signs also
describe the gradual unfolding of the human spirit.

Aries: The Initiator is the first sign of the zodiac and
encompasses the primary concept of getting things started.
This fiery ignition and bright beginning can prove to be the
thrust necessary for new life, but the Initiator also can
appear before a situation is ready for change and create
disruption.

Taurus: The Maintainer sustains what Aries has begun and
brings stability and focus into the picture, yet there also can
be a tendency to try to maintain something in its current
state without allowing for new growth.

Gemini: The Questioner seeks to determine whether
alternatives are possible and offers diversity to the
processes Taurus has brought into stability. Yet questioning
can also lead to distraction, subsequently scattering energy
and diffusing focus.

Cancer: The Nurturer provides the qualities necessary for
g rowth and security, and encourages a deepening
awareness of emotional needs. Yet this same nurturing can
stifle individuation if it becomes too smothering.

Leo: The Loyalist directs and centralizes the experiences
Cancer feeds. This quality is powerfully targeted toward
self-awareness, but can be shortsighted. Hence, the
Loyalist can hold steadfastly to viewpoints or feelings that
inhibit new experiences.

Virgo: The Modifier analyzes the situations Leo brings to
light and determines possibilities for change. Even though



light and determines possibilities for change. Even though
this change may be in the name of improvement, it can lead
to dissatisfaction with the self if not directed in harmony
with higher needs.

Libra: The judge is constantly comparing everything to be
sure that a certain level of rightness and perfection is
presented. However, the judge can also present
possibilities that are harsh and seem to be cold or without
feeling.

Scorpio: The Catalyst steps into the play of life to provide
the quality of alchemical transformation. The Catalyst can
stir the brew just enough to create a healing potion, or may
get things going to such a powerful extent that they boil out
of control.

Sagittarius: The Adventurer moves away from Scorpio's
dimension to seek what lies beyond the horizon. The
Adventurer continually looks for possibilities that answer the
ultimate questions, but may forget the pathway back home.

Capricorn: The Pragmatist attempts to put everything into
its rightful place and find ways to make life work out right.
The Pragmatist can teach lessons of practicality and
determination, but can become highly self-righteous when
shortsighted.

Aquarius: The Reformer looks for ways to take what
Capricorn has built and bring it up to date. Yet there is also
a tendency to scrap the original in favor of a new plan that
may not have the stable foundation necessary to operate
effectively.

Pisces: The Visionary brings mysticism and imagination,
and challenges the soul to move beyond the physical plane,
into the realm of what might be. The Visionary can pierce
the veil, returning enlightened to the physical world. The
challenge is to avoid getting lost within the illusion of an
alternate reality.

 





strology is an ancient and continually evolving
system used to clarify your identity and your needs. An
astrological chart-which is calculated using the date, time,
and place of birth-contains many factors that symbolically
represent the needs, expressions, and experiences that
make up the whole person. A professional astrologer
interprets this symbolic picture, offering you an accurate
portrait of your personality.

The chart itself-the horoscope-is a portrait of an
individual. Generally, a natal (or birth) horoscope is drawn
on a circular wheel. The wheel is divided into twelve
segments, called houses. Each of the twelve houses
represents a different aspect of the individual, much like the
facets of a brilliantly cut stone. The houses depict different
environments, such as home, school, and work. The houses
also represent roles and relationships: parents, friends,
lovers, children, partners. In each environment, individuals
show a different side of their personality. At home, you may
represent yourself quite differently than you do on the job.
Additionally, in each relationship you will project a different
image of yourself. Your parents rarely see the side you
show to intimate friends.

Symbols for the planets, the Sun, and the Moon are
drawn inside the houses. Each planet represents a
separate kind of energy. You experience and express that
energy in specific ways. (For a complete list, refer to the
table on the next page.) The way you use each of these
energies is up to you. The planets in your chart do not make
you do anything!

The twelve signs of the zodiac indicate characteristics
and traits that further define your personality. Each sign can
be expressed in positive and negative ways. (The basic
meaning of each of the signs is explained in the
corresponding sections ahead.) What's more, you have all
twelve signs somewhere in your chart. Signs that are
strongly emphasized by the planets have greater force. The
Sun, Moon, and planets are placed on the chart according
to their position at the time of birth. The qualities of a sign,
combined with the energy of a planet, indicate how you
might be most likely to use that energy and the best ways to
develop that energy. The signs add color, emphasis, and



dimension to the personality.

Signs of the Zodiac

Signs are also placed at the cusps, or dividing lines, of
each of the houses. The influence of the signs on the
houses is much the same as their influence on the Sun,
Moon, and planets. Each house is shaped by the sign on its
cusp.

When you view a horoscope, you will notice that there
appear to be four distinctive angles dividing the wheel of
the chart. The line that divides the chart into a top and
bottom half represents the horizon. In most cases, the left
side of the horizon is called the Ascendant. The zodiac sign
on the Ascendant is your rising sign. The Ascendant
indicates the way others are likely to view you.

The Sun, Moon, or a planet can be compared to an actor
in a play. The sign shows how the energy works, like the
role the actor plays in a drama. The house indicates where
the energy operates, like the setting of a play. On a
psychological level, the Sun represents who you think you
are. The Ascendant describes who others think you are,
and the Moon reflects your emotional self.

Astrologers also study the geometric relationships
between the Sun, Moon, and planets. These geometric
angles are called aspects. Aspects further define the
strengths, weaknesses, and challenges within your
physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual self. Sometimes,
patterns also appear in an astrological chart. These



patterns have meaning.

To understand cycles for any given point in time,
astrologers study several factors. Many use transits, which
refer to the movement and positions of the planets. When
astrologers compare those positions to the birth
horoscope, the transits indicate activity in particular areas
of the chart. The Sun Sign Book uses transits.

As you can see, your Sun sign is just one of many factors
that describe who you are-but it is a powerful one! As the
symbol of the ego, the Sun in your chart reflects your drive
to be noticed. Most people can easily relate to the
concepts associated with their Sun sign, since it is tied to
their sense of personal identity.

The Planets

Meanings of the Planets

The Sun

The Sun indicates the psychological bias that will dominate
your actions. What you see, and why, is told in the reading
for your Sun. The Sun also shows the basic energy patterns
of your body and psyche. In many ways, the Sun is the
dominant force in your horoscope and your life. Other
influences, especially that of the Moon, may modify the
Sun's influence, but nothing will cause you to depart very far
from the basic solar pattern. Always keep in mind the basic
influence of the Sun and remember all other influences must
be interpreted in terms of it, especially insofar as they play



a visible role in your life. You may think, dream, imagine,
and hope a thousand things, according to your Moon and
your other planets, but the Sun is what you are. To be your
best self in terms of your Sun is to cause your energies to
work along the path in which they will have maximum help
from planetary vibrations.

The Moon

The Moon tells the desire of your life. When you know what
you mean but can't verbalize it, it is your Moon that knows it
and your Sun that can't say it. The wordless ecstasy, the
mute sorrow, the secret dream, the esoteric picture of
yourself that you can't get across to the world, or that the
world doesn't comprehend or value-these are the products
of the Moon. When you are misunderstood, it is your Moon
nature, expressed imperfectly through the Sun sign, that
feels betrayed. Things you know without thought-intuitions,
hunches, instincts-are the products of the Moon. Modes of
expression that you feel truly reflect your deepest self
belong to the Moon: art, letters, creative work of any kind;
sometimes love; sometimes business. Whatever you feel to
be most deeply yourself is the product of your Moon and of
the sign your Moon occupies at birth.

Mercury

Mercury is the sensory antenna of your horoscope. Its
position by sign indicates your reactions to sights, sounds,
odors, tastes, and touch impressions, affording a key to the
attitude you have toward the physical world around you.
Mercury is the messenger through which your physical body
and brain (ruled by the Sun) and your inner nature (ruled by
the Moon) are kept in contact with the outer world, which will
appear to you according to the index of Mercury's position
by sign in the horoscope. Mercury rules your rational mind.

Venus

Venus is the emotional antenna of your horoscope. Through
Venus, impressions come to you from the outer world. The
position of Venus by sign at the time of your birth
determines your attitude toward these experiences. As
Mercury is the messenger linking sense impressions (sight,
smell, etc.) to the basic nature of your Sun and Moon, so
Venus is the messenger linking emotional impressions. If
Venus is found in the same sign as the Sun, emotions gain
importance in your life, and have a direct bearing on your
actions. If Venus is in the same sign as the Moon, emotions
bear directly on your inner nature, add self-confidence,



make you sensitive to emotional impressions, and
frequently indicate that you have more love in your heart
than you are able to express. If Venus is in the same sign
as Mercury, emotional impressions and sense impressions
work together; you tend to idealize the world of the senses
and sensualize the world of the emotions to interpret what
you see and hear.

Mars

Mars is the energy principle in the horoscope. Its position
indicates the channels into which energy will most easily be
directed. It is the planet through which the activities of the
Sun and the desires of the Moon express themselves in
action. In the same sign as the Sun, Mars gives abundant
energy, sometimes misdirected in temper, temperament,
and quarrels. In the same sign as the Moon, it gives a great
capacity to make use of the innermost aims, and to make
the inner desires articulate and practical. In the same sign
as Venus, it quickens emotional reactions and causes you
to act on them, makes for ardor and passion in love, and
fosters an earthly awareness of emotional realities.

Jupiter

Jupiter is the feeler for opportunity that you have out in the
world. It passes along chances of a lifetime for
consideration according to the basic nature of your Sun
and Moon. Jupiter's sign position indicates the places
where you will look for opportunity, the uses to which you
wish to put it, and the capacity you have to react and profit
by it. Jupiter is ordinarily and erroneously called the planet
of luck. It is "luck" insofar as it is the index of opportunity,
but your luck depends less on what comes to you than on
what you do with what comes to you. In the same sign as
the Sun or Moon, Jupiter gives a direct and generally
effective response to opportunity and is likely to show forth
at its "luckiest." If Jupiter is in the same sign as Mercury,
sense impressions are interpreted opportunistically. If
Jupiter is in the same sign as Venus, you interpret
emotions in such a way as to turn them to your advantage;
your feelings work harmoniously with the chances for
progress that the world has to offer. If Jupiter is in the same
sign as Mars, you follow opportunity with energy, dash,
enthusiasm, and courage; take long chances; and play your
cards wide open.

Saturn

Saturn indicates the direction that will be taken in life by the



selfpreserving principle that, in its highest manifestation,
ceases to be purely defensive and becomes ambitious and
aspiring. Your defense or attack against the world is shown
by the sign position of Saturn in the horoscope of birth. If
Saturn is in the same sign as the Sun or Moon, defense
predominates, and there is danger of introversion. The
farther Saturn is from the Sun, Moon, and Ascendant, the
better for objectivity and extroversion. If Saturn is in the
same sign as Mercury, there is a profound and serious
reaction to sensory impressions; this position generally
accompanies a deep and efficient mind. If Saturn is in the
same sign as Venus, a defensive attitude toward emotional
experience makes for apparent coolness in love and
difficulty with the emotions and human relations. If Saturn is
i n the same sign as Mars, confusion between defensive
and aggressive urges can make a person indecisive. On
the other hand, if the Sun and Moon are strong and the total
personality well developed, a balanced, peaceful, and calm
individual of sober judgment and moderate actions may be
indicated. If Saturn is in the same sign as Jupiter, the
reaction to opportunity is sober and balanced.

Uranus

Uranus in a general way relates to creativity, originality, or
individuality, and its position by sign in the horoscope tells
the direction in which you will seek to express yourself. In
the same sign as Mercury or the Moon, Uranus suggests
acute awareness, a quick reaction to sense impressions
and experiences, or a hair-trigger mind. In the same sign
as the Sun, it points to great nervous activity, a highstrung
nature, and an original, creative, or eccentric personality. In
the same sign as Mars, Uranus indicates high-speed
activity, love of swift motion, and perhaps love of danger. In
the same sign as Venus, it suggests an unusual reaction to
emotional experience, idealism, sensuality, and original
ideas about love and human relations. In the same sign as
Saturn, Uranus points to good sense; this can be a
practical, creative position, but more often than not it sets
up a destructive conflict between practicality and originality
that can result in a stalemate. In the same sign as Jupiter,
Uranus makes opportunity, creates wealth and the means
of getting it, and is conducive to the inventive, executive,
and daring.

Neptune

Neptune relates to the deep subconscious, inherited
mentality, and spirituality, indicating what you take for
granted in life. Neptune in the same sign as the Sun or



granted in life. Neptune in the same sign as the Sun or
Moon indicates that intuitions and hunches-or delusions-
dominate; there is a need for rigidly holding to reality. In the
same sign as Mercury, Neptune indicates sharp sensory
perceptions, a sensitive and perhaps creative mind, and a
quivering intensity of reaction to sensory experience. In the
same sign as Venus, it reveals idealistic and romantic (or
sentimental) reactions to emotional experience, as well as
the danger of sensationalism and a love of strange
pleasures. In the same sign as Mars, Neptune indicates
energy and intuition that work together to make mastery of
life-one of the signs of having angels (or devils) on your
side. When in the same sign as Jupiter, Neptune describes
an intuitive response to opportunity along practical and
money-making lines. In the same sign as Saturn, Neptune
indicates intuitive defense and attack on the world, which is
generally successful unless Saturn is polarized on the
negative side; then there is danger of unhappiness.

Pluto

Pluto is a planet of extremes-from the lowest criminal and
violent level of our society to the heights people can attain
when they realize their significance in the collectivity of
humanity. Pluto also rules three important mysteries of life-
sex, death, and rebirth-and links them to each other. One
level of death symbolized by Pluto is the physical death of
an individual, which occurs so that a person can be reborn
into another body to further his or her spiritual development.
On another level, individuals can experience a "death" of
their old self when they realize the deeper significance of
life; thus they become one of the "second born." In a natal
horoscope, Pluto signifies our perspective on the world, our
conscious and subconscious. Since so many of Pluto's
qualities are centered on the deeper mysteries of life, the
house position of Pluto, and aspects to it, can show you
how to attain a deeper understanding of the importance of
the spiritual in your life.

 





Air: One of the four basic elements. The air signs are
Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius.

Angles: The four points of the chart that divide it into
quadrants. The angles are sensitive areas that lend
emphasis to planets located near them. These points are
located on the cusps of the First, Fourth, Seventh, and
Tenth Houses in a chart.

Ascendant: Rising sign. The degree of the zodiac on the
eastern horizon at the time and place for which the
horoscope is calculated. It can indicate the image or
physical appearance you project to the world. The cusp of
the First House.

Aspect: The angular relationship between planets, sensitive
points, or house cusps in a horoscope. Lines drawn
between the two points and the center of the chart,
representing the Earth, form the angle of the aspect.
Astrological aspects include conjunction (two points that
are 0 degrees apart), opposition (two points, 180 degrees
apart), square (two points, 90 degrees apart), sextile (two
points, 60 degrees apart), and trine (two points, 120
degrees apart). Aspects can indicate harmony or
challenge.

Cardinal Sign: One of the three qualities, or categories, that
describe how a sign expresses itself. Aries, Cancer, Libra,
and Capricorn are the cardinal signs, believed to initiate
activity.

Chiron: Chiron is a comet traveling in orbit between Saturn
and Uranus. Although research on its effect on natal charts
is not yet complete, it is believed to represent a key or
doorway, healing, ecology, and a bridge between
traditional and modern methods.

Conjunction: An aspect or angle between two points in a
chart where the two points are close enough so that the
energies join. Can be considered either harmonious or
challenging, depending on the planets involved and their
placement.

Cusp: A dividing line between signs or houses in a chart.

Degree: Degree of arc. One of 360 divisions of a circle.
The circle of the zodiac is divided into twelve astrological



signs of 30 degrees each. Each degree is made up of 60
minutes, and each minute is made up of 60 seconds of
zodiacal longitude.

Earth: One of the four basic elements. The earth signs are
Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn.

Eclipse: A solar eclipse is the full or partial covering of the
Sun by the Moon (as viewed from Earth), and a lunar
eclipse is the full or partial covering of the Moon by the
Earth's own shadow.

Ecliptic: The Sun's apparent path around the Earth, which is
actually the plane of the Earth's orbit extended out into
space. The ecliptic forms the center of the zodiac.

Electional Astrology: A branch of astrology concerned with
choosing the best time to initiate an activity.

Elements: The signs of the zodiac are divided into four
groups of three zodiacal signs, each symbolized by one of
the four elements of the ancients: fire, earth, air, and water.
The element of a sign is said to express its essential
nature.

Ephemeris: A listing of the Sun, Moon, and planets'
positions and related information for astrological purposes.

Equinox: Equal night. The point in the Earth's orbit around
the Sun at which the day and night are equal in length.

Feminine Signs: Each zodiac sign is either "masculine" or
"feminine." Earth signs (Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn) and
water signs (Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces) are feminine.

Fire: One of the four basic elements. The fire signs are
Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius.

Fixed Signs: Fixed is one of the three qualities, or
categories, that describe how a sign expresses itself. The
fixed signs are Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, and Aquarius. Fixed
signs are said to be predisposed to existing patterns and
somewhat resistant to change.

Hard Aspects: Hard aspects are those aspects in a chart
that astrologers believe to represent difficulty or challenges.
Among the hard aspects are the square, the opposition,
and the conjunction (depending on which planets are
conjunct).

Horizon: The word "horizon" is used in astrology in a



manner similar to its common usage, except that only the
eastern and western horizons are considered useful. The
eastern horizon at the point of birth is the Ascendant, or
First House cusp, of a natal chart, and the western horizon
at the point of birth is the Descendant, or Seventh House
cusp.

Houses: Division of the horoscope into twelve segments,
beginning with the Ascendant. The dividing line between
the houses are called house cusps. Each house
corresponds to certain aspects of daily living, and is ruled
by the astrological sign that governs the cusp, or dividing
line between the house and the one previous.

Ingress: The point of entry of a planet into a sign.

Lagna: A term used in Hindu or Vedic astrology for
Ascendant, the degree of the zodiac on the eastern horizon
at the time of birth.

Masculine Signs: Each of the twelve signs of the zodiac is
either "masculine" or "feminine." The fire signs (Aries, Leo,
and Sagittarius) and the air signs (Gemini, Libra, and
Aquarius) are masculine.

Midheaven: The highest point on the ecliptic, where it
intersects the meridian that passes directly above the place
for which the horoscope is cast; the southern point of the
horoscope.

Midpoint: A point equally distant to two planets or house
cusps. Midpoints are considered by some astrologers to
be sensitive points in a person's chart.

Mundane Astrology: Mundane astrology is the branch of
astrology generally concerned with political and economic
events, and the nations involved in these events.

Mutable Signs: Mutable is one of the three qualities, or
categories, that describe how a sign expresses itself.
Mutable signs are Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius, and Pisces.
Mutable signs are said to be very adaptable and
sometimes changeable.

Natal Chart: A person's birth chart. A natal chart is
essentially a "snapshot" showing the placement of each of
the planets at the exact time of a person's birth.

Node: The point where the planets cross the ecliptic, or the
Earth's apparent path around the Sun. The North Node is



the point where a planet moves northward, from the Earth's
perspective, as it crosses the ecliptic; the South Node is
where it moves south.

Opposition: Two points in a chart that are 180 degrees
apart.

Orb: A small degree of margin used when calculating
aspects in a chart. For example, although 180 degrees
form an exact opposition, an astrologer might consider an
aspect within 3 or 4 degrees on either side of 180 degrees
to be an opposition, as the impact of the aspect can still be
felt within this range. The less orb on an aspect, the
stronger the aspect. Astrologers' opinions vary on how
many degrees of orb to allow for each aspect.

Outer Planet: Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto are known as the
outer planets. Because of their distance from the Sun, they
take a long time to complete a single rotation. Everyone
born within a few years on either side of a given date will
have similar placements of these planets.

Planet: The planets used in astrology are Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. For
astrological purposes, the Sun and Moon are also
considered planets. A natal or birth chart lists planetary
placement at the moment of birth.

Planetary Rulership: The sign in which a planet is most
harmoniously placed. Examples are the Sun in Leo, Jupiter
in Sagittarius, and the Moon in Cancer.

Precession of Equinoxes: The gradual movement of the
point of the Spring Equinox, located at 0 degrees Aries.
This point marks the beginning of the tropical zodiac. The
point moves slowly backward through the constellations of
the zodiac, so that about every 2,000 years the equinox
begins in an earlier constellation.

Qualities: In addition to categorizing the signs by element,
astrologers place the twelve signs of the zodiac into three
additional categories, or qualities: cardinal, mutable, or
fixed. Each sign is considered to be a combination of its
element and quality. Where the element of a sign describes
its basic nature, the quality describes its mode of
expression.

Retrograde Motion: Apparent backward motion of a planet.
This is an illusion caused by the relative motion of the Earth
and other planets in their elliptical orbits.



Sextile: Two points in a chart that are 60 degrees apart.

Sidereal Zodiac: Generally used by Hindu or Vedic
astrologers. The sidereal zodiac is located where the
constellations are actually positioned in the sky.

Soft Aspects: Soft aspects indicate good fortune or an
easy relationship in the chart. Among the soft aspects are
the trine, the sextile, and the conjunction (depending on
which planets are conjunct each other).

Square: Two points in a chart that are 90 degrees apart.

Sun Sign: The sign of the zodiac in which the Sun is located
at any given time.

Synodic Cycle: The time between conjunctions of two

planets.

Trine: Two points in a chart that are 120 degrees apart.

Tropical Zodiac: The tropical zodiac begins at 0 degrees
Aries, where the Sun is located during the Spring Equinox.
This system is used by most Western astrologers and
throughout this book.

Void-of-Course: A planet is void-of-course after it has
made its last aspect within a sign, but before it has entered
a new sign.

Water: One of the four basic elements. The water signs are
Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces.





 





his book contains what is called "Sun sign astrology,"
that is, astrology based on the sign that your Sun was in at
the time of your birth. The technique has its foundation in
ancient Greek astrology, in which the Sun was one of five
points in the chart that were used as focal points for
delineation.

The most effective way to use astrology, however, is
through one-on-one work with a professional astrologer,
who can integrate the eight or so other astrological bodies
into the interpretation to provide you with guidance. There
are factors related to the year and time of day you were
born that are highly significant in the way you approach life
and vital to making wise choices. In addition, there are
ways of using astrology that aren't addressed here, such as
compatibility between two specific individuals, discovering
family patterns, or picking a day for a wedding or grand
opening.

To best use the information in the monthly forecasts, you'll
want to determine your Ascendant, or rising sign. If you
don't know your Ascendant, the tables following this
description will help you determine your rising sign. They
are most accurate for those born in the continental United
States. They're only an approximation, but they can be used
as a good rule of thumb. Your exact Ascendant may vary
from the tables according to your time and place of birth.
Once you've approximated your ascending sign using the
tables or determined your Ascendant by having your chart
calculated, you'll know two significant factors in your chart.
Read the monthly forecast sections for both your Sun and
Ascendant to gain the most useful information. In addition,
you can read the section about the sign your Moon is in.
The Sun is the true, inner you; the Ascendant is your shell or
appearance and the person you are becoming; the Moon is
the person you were-or still are based on habits and
memories.

I've also included information about the planets'
retrogrades this year. Most people have heard of "Mercury
retrograde." In fact, all the planets except the Sun and Moon
appear to travel backward (retrograde) in their path
periodically. This only appears to happen because we on
the Earth are not seeing the other planets from the middle



of the solar system. Rather, we are watching them from our
own moving object. We are like a train that moves past
cars on the freeway that are going at a slower speed. To us
on the train, the cars look like they're going backward.
Mercury turns retrograde about every four months for three
weeks; Venus every eighteen months for six weeks; Mars
every two years for two to three months. The rest of the
planets each retrograde once a year for four to five months.
During each retrograde, we have the opportunity to try
something new, something we conceived of at the
beginning of the planet's yearly cycle. The times when the
planets change direction are significant, as are the
beginning and midpoint (peak or culmination) of each
cycle. These are noted in your forecast each month.

Your "Rewarding Days" and "Challenging Days" sections
indicate times when you'll feel either more centered or
more out of balance. The rewarding days are not the only
times you can perform well, but the times you're likely to feel
better integrated! During challenging days, take extra time
to center yourself by meditating or using other techniques
that help you feel more objective.

The Action Table found at the end of each sign's section
offers general guidelines for the best time to take a
particular action. Please note, however, that your whole
chart will provide more accurate guidelines for the best
time to do something. Therefore, use this table with a grain
of salt, and never let it stop you from taking an action you
feel compelled to take.

You can use this information for an objective awareness
about the way the current cycles are affecting you. Realize
that the power of astrology is even more useful when you
have a complete chart and professional guidance.

 





he aftermath of the economic crisis has created a
new normal both for individuals and global society as a
whole. And just as we're beginning to adapt and adjust to
this new normal, 2012 will bring different and also related
challenges that will further define this new normal. The first
signs of this were apparent in the winter and spring of
2011, with deficits at all levels of government and
revolutions in the Middle East and similar upheavals in
several American states. We will see more of this in 2012,
and government leaders continue to grapple with the new
economic conditions and citizens rebel against cutbacks.

All of this is the influence of Uranus in Aries and Pluto in
Capricorn. Although they will form an exact alignment in
June and September, the effects of these planets will be
apparent much of the year. Uranus is the planet of change
and sudden, unexpected events. Pluto is associated with
global events and money; and in Capricorn, with
government, rules, and structure. When these two clash, we
can thus expect change on many levels-change that is all a
part of the process of creating a new foundation and a new
reality.

Jupiter, Saturn, and Neptune will bring their own version
o f change this year when they shift signs. Jupiter spends
the first half of the year in Taurus, the sign of stability and
money, where it should continue to help strengthen the
economy. But food prices will continue to rise until Jupiter
changes signs June 11, moving on to Gemini, the sign it will
occupy for about the next year. In Gemini, Jupiter will
emphasize learning and education, neighborhood
activities, and all forms of communication, in addition to the
lighter side of life.

Saturn changes signs October 5, moving from Libra to
Scorpio. Relationships are the main focus of Saturn in
Libra, reinforcing the value and importance of people we
love rather than the things we want. Scorpio is a money
sign, so Saturn's two-and-a-half year transit of this sign will
bring a financial restructuring on personal and
governmental levels, whether out of necessity or desire, as
well as an emphasis on core values and saving money.

Neptune concludes its transit of Aquarius when it shifts
into Pisces on February 3. During its long transit of this



sign-until 2025-it will emphasize health and welfare, the
environment, and the oceans, along with more interest in
charitable causes and neighbors helping neighbors. The
oceans may provide a new source of fuel, and will certainly
be explored as never before.

But 2012 is not only a year of change. It's also a year of
opportunity for anyone who relies on the knowledge and
experience of the past and looks to the future with
enthusiastic optimism. Embrace life, have faith in yourself,
and recreate your world the way you want it to be!

Forecasts

By Kris Brandt Riske
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Your Strengths and Challenges

You're the epitome of action, energy, and initiative, and all
these traits can contribute to your success. But you also
can be impulsive and impatient, dashing through life with
little consideration of consequences. If you use your best
qualities to advantage, however, they can help you snap up
opportunities while the competition is still debating the pros
and cons.

Born under the first sign of the zodiac, you're a natural
leader; almost always the first in line; and the one who
jumps in, takes charge, and makes decisions. This
infectious enthusiasm, fueled by fiery Mars, your ruling
planet, is the spark that gets things moving. With it,
however, comes a challenge: follow-through. You have a
passion for new endeavors, but when the newness wears
off, your interest begins to wane. Try to develop some
staying power; you'll go further in life.

Noted for your quick mind, you can size up a situation in
an instant, easily grasping most of the important points and
players. Yet there are times when you jump to conclusions



and make snap decisions you later regret. Learn from
these experiences and teach yourself to think before you
act; careful thought truly is sometimes the wisest option.
Adopt a similar approach when driving and in physical
activities, where being a daredevil is foolish.

Confident and outgoing, you greet each day with
optimism and the freshness of your springtime sign, ready
for life's latest adventure. This pioneering attitude sets you
apart as someone who truly knows how to live each day to
the fullest with all the zesty enthusiasm that can lead to
great achievements.

Your Relationships

Although you delight in the company of others, only those
who know you well realize the high value you place on
relationships. Some see you as a mover-and-shaker who
flies solo, interested only in your own agenda. That's true at
times, but overall you want and need human
companionship and have a knack for connecting with
people. Just be sure to greet differing opinions with an
open mind. Chances are, you'll learn something and might
even change your views.

You're a fabulous friend to those few in your inner circle,
and also popular with your many acquaintances.
Networking is your specialty, one of your keys to success,
and you excel at teamwork when you feel it's in your best
interest to join the crowd. Group activities, including clubs
and organizations, bring out your best and maximize your
leadership skills.

Your natural flair for romance will impress a date, or your
partner. You know how to keep love alive, and partnership
is very important to you because you feel incomplete until
you link hearts with a soul mate-someone who can not only
share your dreams but teach you the art of compromise.
Libra, your opposite sign, could be your best match, and
you might be compatible with a Leo or Sagittarius, the
other fire signs. Airy Gemini and Aquarius would stimulate
your thinking, but conflict could be more the norm than the
exception with a Cancer or Capricorn.

Domestic life is equally important to you, and most Aries
people are actively involved in the lives of their children and
extended family-parents, siblings, cousins, aunts, and
uncles. These strong ties are a part of your emotional well-
being and bring out your softer, nurturing side. Your children
are a source of pride, although you can overindulge them.



Remember: sometimes it's better to let children learn life
lessons the hard way rather than try to insulate them from
reality.

Your Career and Money

You have wealth potential and a better chance of achieving
it if you resist impulsive purchases. Think long-term, let your
practical side emerge, and live within a budget. You also
have a knack for finding bargains if you take your time.
Some people with an Aries Sun receive a sizable
inheritance from a family member, and you also could do
well in real estate. If you enjoy do-it-yourself projects, you
might profit from remodeling houses or owning rental
property.

Your ambitions are centered on your career, where you
have the potential to rise above the rest. Be aware, though,
that it may take you longer than your peers to find your
niche. Once you do, there's little that can deter you from
your goal because you meet challenges head-on, knowing
that with determination and effort you can succeed. So
once you're on the right career path don't let impatience
prompt you to move on, unless of course a new position
can advance your aims.

You're good with details in your everyday work, although
you also need the freedom to set your own pace. A hard
worker, you expect coworkers to do the same and have
little tolerance for those who don't perform up to their
abilities or fulfill their responsibilities. Try to remember that
not everyone has your drive.

Your Lighter Side

As an Aries, you have an insider's view of the zodiac. This
unique perspective comes from your position as the first in
line. You have a sixth sense about the other eleven, and the
ability to use the energy of each in its purest form. It's your
gift from the universe and one that can keep you a step
ahead in life, relationships, family, finances,
communication, and learning.

Affirmation for the Year

I value relationships and security as much as I value
independence.

The Year Ahead for Aries



People and places are emphasized this year, as are your
career and money. Travel is likely, whether you take a few
getaway weekends or opt for a longer trip anywhere in the
world. The strong focus on people includes a partner
(business or personal), friends, neighbors, and relatives,
especially siblings.

Expansive Jupiter will spend the first half of the year in
Taurus, your solar Second House of income and spending.
Keep these two descriptive words in mind, because you
may see your income rise, and you're likely to spend more.
Unexpected bills could arise, primarily later in the year, so
it's wise to save while Jupiter transits Taurus through June
10. You'll also have a better eye for bargains, but just
because it's a good deal doesn't mean you have to buy,
which you'll be in the mood to do.

Your Solar Second House is also about possessions.
Take a look around you. If you see clutter or long-unused
items and clothing, now is the time to restore order. You
also can profit from what you no longer need. Organize a
neighborhood yard sale and take clothing to a consignment
shop. Chances are, you'll be pleasantly surprised by how
much extra cash you can generate from recycling your
discards. March is an especially good month to do this.

Jupiter's focus shifts to Gemini, your solar Third House,
June 11. During the following twelve months, you'll have
more contact with neighbors, siblings, and relatives, and
might even take a weekend trip with some of them. Overall,
relationships with these people will be upbeat. You might
also have a sudden desire to get involved (or more
involved) in your community or a neighborhood project. Be
a little cautious, though, if such an activity requires more
than a minimal personal financial commitment.

Jupiter in Gemini will also stimulate your interest in
learning. You might decide to return to school or simply
become a voracious reader. Or take a class for the fun of it
to learn more about a subject that has always interested
you. This transit, however, can also make it tough to keep
up with what will be a more hectic daily pace. Meetings,
calls, texts, e-mail, and social media sites could eat up an
incredible amount of time if you're not careful.

Saturn transits Libra, your solar Seventh House, through
October 4, and then moves on to Scorpio. During its time in
Libra, Saturn will focus on the relationships in your life,
especially a partner and those closest to you. Although
Saturn here can indicate strained relationships, it doesn't



always manifest this way. Solid ties are usually
strengthened, while you may choose to distance yourself
from those you've outgrown.

Saturn is the planet of lessons and karma, so be alert for
people who might fit in either of these categories. Learn
from them, and if you realize you dislike something about
the other person, it's likely to be a lesson about your own
view of relationships. You'll also want to take care not to
prematurely break ties, lest you have to repeat the lesson in
the future. Overall, this transit can be a blessing in that you
will learn much about yourself from observing and
interacting with others.

Saturn's emphasis shifts to your solar Eighth House of
joint resources when it moves on to Scorpio October 5.
Here you will have the opportunity to better learn the value
of budgeting and financial management, including
investments and preparing for retirement (however many
years away it is). If you have created sizeable consumer
debt, this is an excellent transit for paying off what you owe
during the next two and a half years, and for building up
savings through regular deposits. However, if debt is not an
issue, you'll be even more financially conservative,
spending less and saving more.

Joint resources include your partner's income, which
could be reduced, as well as insurance, inheritance, loans,
and your credit score. Be sure to check the latter as errors
related to the past can pop up now. Insurance premiums
can increase during this transit, or coverage could be less
comprehensive, so be sure to read any policy changes and
to double-check that property is adequately covered.

Uranus continues to advance in your sign this year, where
it will be until 2018. This independence-loving planet can
motivate you to flip your life upside down, especially during
the year it contacts your Sun. During the other years, you'll
periodically feel its presence when an unusually strong
spontaneous urge takes hold. The unexpected may
become more the norm than the exception in your life.

However, Uranus's main influence as it moves through
your Sun sign is to encourage you to embrace personal
change. This could be your outward appearance, or you
might sense an increasing desire to aim your life in a new
direction with a fresh set of goals that will help you to
maximize your skills and talents. You'll also welcome new
experiences, things that never interested you in the past.
The best way to fulfill your new-found need for freedom is to



change self-limiting behaviors rather than let the energy
emerge as a rebellious streak. Use this influence in a
positive way and by 2018 you will view and approach the
world differently and for the better.

Neptune, which entered Aquarius in 1998, concludes its
transit of your Solar Eleventh House February 2. Friendship
and groups are the main focus of Neptune here, and during
these many years you've undoubtedly seen the best and the
worst of both. You've been inspired and disappointed, and
wondered how you could have been so wrong about some
people. Others, however, have helped to fulfill your life by
serving as mentors or simply by being there when you
needed them. And you have done the same for many,
becoming wiser in the process.

Now Neptune begins its next fourteen-year transit, this
time in Pisces, your solar Twelfth House. Neptune is very
comfortable here, transiting its home sign. In the coming
years you might at some point become involved in a good
cause as a volunteer, or take on the role of care-giver for a
relative. But Neptune's main influence is to encourage you
to look inward, to retreat from your hectic life at times in
order to get in touch with your inner voice and the inner you.
Meditation can be beneficial and also help to nurture your
sixth sense, which will be more active during this transit.

This sector also relates to all things hidden and behind
the scenes, so take care not to become involved in any
activities, even unwittingly, that could in some way damage
your reputation. Honesty and integrity are of utmost
importance now as anything else is liable to catch up with
you sooner rather than later. At the same time, find your
spiritual connection and use it to build a strong faith in
yourself and your abilities. Be true to yourself and your
word.

Transformative Pluto continues in Capricorn, your solar
Tenth House of career and status. This transit can spark
your ambitions, elevate you to stardom, or result in a
complete reversal of career fortunes. In many respects, a
Pluto transit is less about the individual and more about
societal trends. It often indicates massive changes on a
national or global scale that affect the individual. But Pluto
also has its personal element, initiating needed change that
ultimately results in a far better and transformed life.

Pluto's transit will be more apparent during the year it
contacts your Sun. At other times you might see career-
related changes such as restructuring, the departure of



coworkers and supervisors and the arrival of new ones, and
disruptive power plays or even dictatorial attitudes. Rise
above them and try not to get caught in the middle as you
cultivate your ambitions.

What This Year's Eclipses Mean for You

There are four eclipses this year, two lunar and two solar,
with two in Gemini, one in Sagittarius, and the fourth in
Scorpio. The influence of each is in effect for six to twelve
months.

May 21 is the date of the first solar eclipse in Gemini,
your solar Third House of communication and quick trips.
Two weeks later (June 4), a lunar eclipse in Sagittarius will
light up your solar Ninth House of travel and education.
November 28 will bring the year's second lunar eclipse, this
time in Gemini.

This emphasis in Gemini and Sagittarius (your solar
ThirdNinth House axis) has many possibilities, and even
more so because lucky Jupiter arrives in Gemini on June
11. Chances are, you'll travel for business, pleasure, or
both; possibly to visit relatives or attend a reunion or
conference. You'll also be in contact with many people,
perpetually on the go, and juggling many commitments.
These eclipses may be just the motivation you need to
begin a course of study that will benefit your career. If so,
investigate online learning programs that offer a flexible
schedule. Just be sure not to fall into the Jupiter trap of
taking on too much. You'll also come in contact with other
cultures through travel, reading, or meeting people whose
roots differ from yours. This could lead to an interest in
learning another language.

The second 2012 solar eclipse is November 13 in
Scorpio, the same sign Saturn enters October 5. Like
Saturn, this eclipse will focus your attention on debt,
savings, long-term investments, insurance, and inheritance.
Whatever your age, you should devote some time to
thinking about and planning for your financial future. If you're
part of a couple, get your partner involved and make joint
decisions of mutual benefit. You could also use this eclipse
to learn about financial planning and how to better manage
your resources. It's possible that you or your partner will
need to handle a relative's financial affairs.

Saturn

If your birthday is between April 10 and 19, Saturn will



contact your Sun from Libra, your solar Seventh House of
relationships, before October 5. Every planetary contact to
your Sun serves a particular purpose, and with Saturn here,
your challenge is to deepen your understanding of people
and relationships. Saturn doesn't always make this an easy
task, but what you learn now will serve you well for the next
twenty-eight years, when Saturn will again return to this
position. It's possible that someone from the past could re-
enter your life now.

Low vitality is also common during this transit so rest and
sleep should be priorities. This can be compounded if you
try to do it all, taking on responsibilities that aren't rightly
your own. Strained relations with some people, especially
workplace supervisors (or a business partner) can make
you feel as though you're backpedaling rather than
narrowing the gap between you and your goals. But this too
is a Saturn lesson, and you may connect with someone who
can be a mentor or in some way help you succeed about
five years from now.

If you were born between March 20 and 29, Saturn will
contact your Sun after it enters Scorpio, your Solar Eighth
House of joint resources, October 5. Because it will make
this solar connection again during the first nine months of
2013, you should think of this year's contact as a first step.
For example, if you have credit card debt, commit to a pay-
off plan and you could be debt-free by the end of next year.
Do the same with a savings goal, getting a head start as
Jupiter completes its transit through Taurus during the first
half of 2012. But if you're need of a loan or mortgage, be
prepared for delays and a possible negative response. If
this occurs, ask the lender what you can do to qualify next
year. You might also find an error in your credit report or a
long-forgotten, unpaid debt.

Your financial attitudes will gradually evolve during this
transit, which is one of Saturn's missions here. Another is to
assess what you value and whether, for example, owning
the latest status symbol is more important to you than
financial security. Saturn will promote the latter as it
contacts your Sun and encourages you to think long-term
rather than just about tomorrow. If you're part of a couple,
you and your mate could disagree about financial matters,
but this too is part of Saturn's role: learn to compromise.

Uranus

If you were born between March 20 and 28, Uranus in Aries
will join forces with your Sun, so plan on a year that features



change and the unexpected. You'll discover (or rediscover)
the meaning of your life, what is most important to you and
what you need in order to achieve success and happiness.
This process will free you, in a sense, to grow into yourself
and become the real you as you shed accumulated
baggage. While this is positive, it also can be detrimental
to those around you, especially your relationship with a
partner. Cutting ties just to achieve freedom, for example, is
no t the best use of this Sun-Uranus contact. Although
changing the outward circumstances of your life might be
momentarily invigorating, this transit is directed most
strongly toward the inner you, and major life changes made
now will be irreversible.

Used at its best, your Uranus year can be one of the most
exciting and stimulating of your life. This energizing contact
can turn every day into an adventure, and you'll feel more
and more in touch with yourself as you truly discover what
makes you a unique individual. But you might want to ask a
close friend to apply the reins when your impulsive side
emerges. Despite how things may look on the surface, not
every opportunity is worth pursuing.

Neptune

If you were born April 17, 18, or 19, Neptune will contact
your Sun from Aquarius, your solar Eleventh House, just as
it did last year. Friendship is a main focus here. Some of
these relationships could fade away before Neptune enters
Pisces February 3, and you could meet someone who
touches your heart. Take time to finalize the wish list of
goals that began to emerge last year, and then inspire
yourself to put plans in motion. Journaling can serve as a
helpful reminder because you can go back and read words
written during this inspirational period.

Neptune will contact your Sun from Pisces after February
2 if your birthday is between March 20 and 23. With the
energy coming from your solar Twelfth House, your dreams
could be significant, and you'll be more aware of your sixth
sense. Listen to hunches and record your dreams so you
can refer to them as events occur and unfold. This will help
you nurture your inner voice as it releases subconscious
thoughts and images. In turn, you'll benefit from the
inspiration that comes from having faith in yourself.

You're likely to hear many secrets and other confidential
information as Neptune connects with your Sun. Keep it all
to yourself even though it will be tempting to spread the
news. Similarly, this is not the time to share your deepest



secrets with others; sooner or later they will be revealed.
You should also be alert for people who appear to be
supporters but in reality have a hidden agenda that could
be detrimental to you.

Pluto

If your birthday is March 27, 28, or 29, Pluto will contact
your Sun from Capricorn, your solar Tenth House. Stay alert
and in touch with what's happening in your job and career
field. Significant changes, including downsizing, are
possible this summer or fall when Uranus in your sign
squares off with Pluto in your career sector. In any case, a
major career change is possible. It could be the result of
you being caught in a power play or a clash with a
supervisor. You also could make a sudden decision to
move on because of a difficult situation and an
overwhelming desire to pursue your own dreams. This isn't
the best year to make such a move, however, because
planetary alignments caution against self-employment or
finding a new position.

Although this Pluto-Sun contact can be very challenging,
you'll appreciate its value in a year or so when your life and
career begin to reap the benefits of this influence. Both will
ultimately be the better because of this transformational
period. Patience and tolerance are part of Pluto's
message, as is the need to adapt and go with the flow in
order to become the best that you can be.

Planetary Lightspots

The domestic scene attracts your interest as the January 9
Full Moon in Cancer shines brightly in your solar Fourth
House. This lunar energy is especially favorable for
entertaining friends, enjoying time with family, and using
your creativity to update decor on a budget. You'll also
enjoy cozy, relaxing evenings at home watching videos and
celebrating love and romance.

Relationships

Social events and time with friends delight you with
January's emphasis on your solar Eleventh House. The
energy continues to flow with the Sun, Venus, and Mercury
in Aquarius part of the month, along with the New Moon on



the 23rd. If you're single, a friend could introduce you to a
potential romantic interest midmonth.

Money and Success

Visibility is your best career asset January 8-26 as Mercury
transits Capricorn, your solar Tenth House. Speak up.
Share your ideas. An opportunity could come your way
during the first two weeks of the month. But be prepared for
a setback in plans the third week of January when
management could block progress.

Planetary Hotspots

Try to do as much as possible at work before January 23,
when Mars turns retrograde in Virgo, your solar Sixth
House. Do the same with personal endeavors. Progress
will be slow in the following three months, and you can
expect reversed and delayed decisions and more than a
little frustration at times. Keep your cool and go with the
flow rather than try to force things.

Rewarding Days

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 15, 18, 19, 23, 27, 29

Challenging Days

8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 20, 22, 28

Planetary Lightspots

Venus arrives in your sign February 8, which is a real plus
for your powers of attraction. So focus on what you want
and then release the energy with positive thoughts and
every expectation that it can be yours. Venus here will also
boost your charisma, and you could meet someone exciting
around February 9.

Relationships This is another great month to socialize,
especially near the February 7 Full Moon in Leo, your solar
Fifth House. And with Mercury in Aquarius, your solar
Eleventh House of friendship, through the 12th and the Sun
in the same sign through the 18th, you can widen your circle
of acquaintances and possibly meet a new romantic
interest. Mid-January could bring a reunion with a friend you
haven't seen for a long time.



Money and Success

Retrograde Mars in Virgo continues to slow the pace of
work, but try not to let the frustration get to you. Think calm
thoughts in midFebruary, when difficult planetary alignments
could trigger a clash with a coworker or supervisor. Also do
your best steer clear of controlling people, and be wary of
anyone who wants to form a behindthe-scenes alliance.
Ultimately, you could end up being blamed for something
that is in no way your fault.

Planetary Hotspots

Treat yourself well this month to help prevent a cold or flu,
which could be triggered by the February 21 New Moon in
Pisces, your solar Twelfth House. Also do your best to
minimize workplace stress. Emphasize sleep, rest, and
healthy food.

Rewarding Days

2, 6, 11, 14, 16, 19, 20, 25

Challenging Days

3,4, 15, 17, 22, 24

Planetary Lightspots

The March 22 New Moon in Aries puts you in the spotlight,
ready to dash into your new solar year. Before you do that,
though, pause and think about what you want to achieve in
the next twelve months and how you plan to get there. Then
you'll be ready to put all your energy into the future when
Mars, your ruling planet, turns direct next month.

Relationships

Relationships are prone to mix-ups and misunderstandings
after Mercury turns retrograde in your sign March 12.
Confirm dates and places, think before you speak, and
clarify your thoughts. You can also use retrograde Mercury
to your advantage after it retreats into Pisces, your solar
Twelfth House on the 23rd. Listen to your intuition, which
can help you sense how best to handle workplace issues.

Money and Success



Your bank account could benefit from Venus in Taurus, your
solar Second House, after March 4. Even better, it joins
forces with several planets, including lucky Jupiter, mid-
month. You could hear news of a nice raise, bonus or
additional company benefits, and receive a long-hoped-for
gift. Be cautious, though, if you're offered a promotion or
new position as you may not have all the facts.

Planetary Hotspots

Although slow progress continues to prevail in the
workplace, you could make moderate strides near the
March 8 Full Moon in Virgo, your solar Sixth House.
Finesse will be of utmost importance, however, if you hope
to impress decision-makers. Resist the urge to push
coworkers even if they do frustrate you. Instead, let your
natural leadership skills emerge. Make a point to avoid
difficult people at month's end.

Rewarding Days

1, 5, 6, 13, 14, 18, 23, 26

Challenging Days

2,3,4,9, 15, 20, 27, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Look forward to April 13. That's the date that Mars, your
ruling planet, turns direct in Virgo, your solar Sixth House.
Just don't expect an instant turnaround in job matters put on
hold. Momentum will gradually build in the following weeks,
and soon your life will be back on track.

Relationships

Two planetary influences favor relationships and
communication this month: Venus enters Gemini, your solar
Third House, April 3, and Mercury resumes direct motion
on the 13th and enters your sign three days later. Use all
this positive energy to meet new people, get acquainted
with neighbors, and straighten out any mix-ups that
occurred while Mercury was retrograde. End a
conversation the first week of the month if you sense



conflict, especially with a relative.

Money and Success

Money could flow your way again this month, thanks to the
April 21 New Moon in Taurus, your solar Second House. If
you didn't receive a raise last month, it could come through
now. But be alert for a tendency to buy on impulse the last
week of April. Take your time and think thrifty. Then a sale
could net some work clothes at a great price.

Planetary Hotspots

Workplace relationships could be challenging around the
April 6 Full Moon in Libra, your solar Seventh House. A
power play could be part of the scenario as the lunar
energy triggers difficult planetary alignments. It will be tough
to for others to see things from your point of view. Be sure
to document important talks and meetings, and to get
instructions in writing.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 10, 12, 14, 18, 19, 25, 28, 29

Challenging Days

3, 5, 9, 11, 15, 16, 20, 26

Planetary Lightspots

Pack a weekend bag and head for a nearby location near
the May 20 New Moon (solar eclipse) in Gemini, your solar
Third House of quick trips. If you can't spare the time, make
it a day trip instead, or treat yourself and your mate or the
family to a night at a local luxury hotel or resort. This New
Moon is also good for a holiday get-together with
neighbors. Among them could be someone who becomes
a good friend or networking contact.

Relationships

Relationships are mostly easygoing this month despite the
potential pitfalls of Venus retrograde, which can trigger
misunderstandings. Mercury, the communication planet,
visits three signs-Aries, Taurus, and Gemini-and in each it
will put you in contact with many people. Personal



relationships are featured early in the month, followed by
career connections, and finally, siblings and neighbors.
Promising career news could come your way mid-month.

Money and Success

The May 5 Full Moon in Scorpio, your solar Eighth House,
has much potential to trigger financial gain for you or your
mate. Save for a summer vacation or expenses that could
arise later this year, rather than spend just for an ego boost.
Take a chance on the lottery around the Full Moon.

Planetary Hotspots

Your social life could suffer a setback as Venus in Gemini
travels retrograde from May 15 to June 26. Placed in your
solar Third House, its retrograde status can also affect
communication, especially with a partner. If you're wavering
about a commitment, postpone the decision until after
Venus turns direct. Weddings and major purchases are
also inadvisable during this period.

Rewarding Days

7, 8 11, 17, 20, 22, 26, 27, 31

Challenging Days

3, 4, 9, 13, 16, 23, 30

Planetary Lightspots

This month's Full Moon (lunar eclipse) on June 4 in
Sagittarius, and the New Moon in Gemini on the 19th
activate your solar Ninth and Third Houses of quick trips,
travel, and learning. The New Moon is a better influence if
you want a change of scenery again this month, especially
because lucky Jupiter enters Gemini on the 11th. Take a
best seller along and relax. Or take a class for the fun of it
to learn more about a subject that interests you.

Relationships

You can easily resolve any recent disagreements or
misunderstandings after Venus turns direct on the 27th.
And if you've been considering taking a relationship to the
next level, your thoughts and feelings will become clear at



month's end or in early July.

Money and Success

In addition to your career sector being this month's hotspot,
you'll have some job challenges in early June when planets
clash with Mars in Virgo, your solar Sixth House. This is all
the more reason to keep thoughts and comments to
yourself, and to be careful about sharing confidences with
coworkers.

Planetary Hotspots

June 24 is the date of this year's first Uranus/Pluto
alignment (the second is September 19) in Aries and
Capricorn, your solar First and Tenth Houses. You'll need to
hold yourself back and keep your impulsiveness in check.
Anything else could have a detrimental effect on your
career. This influence could also affect domestic life, with a
possibility for disruptive relocation or weather damage to
your home. And, this is not the time to ask anyone to join
your household.

Rewarding Days

3, 7, 8, 13, 17, 22, 23, 26, 27

Challenging Days

5,10,11,12,20,21,24,29

Planetary Lightspots

Home is your favorite location as the July 19 New Moon in
Cancer accents your solar Fourth House. A summer
vacation at home might be more appealing than travel this
year, especially because you'll be in the mood to tackle
your domestic to-do list. Just don't invest a lot of money in
new furnishings or decor while Mercury is retrograde.

Relationships

Mars enters Libra, your solar Seventh House, on the 3rd. It
will add passion to a partnership, but can also spark
disagreements, which you'll be all too aware of in mid-July.
Challenges with a coworker or supervisor are possible at
that time, and in turn you could take your frustrations home.



Think calm thoughts and say little.

Money and Success

Last month's difficult planetary energy will be triggered by
the July 3 Full Moon in Capricorn, your solar Tenth House.
Career matters, particularly relations with superiors, will
continue to need careful handling. Try not to let your
frustration get the best of you. This influence will pass in
time. In the meantime, think of it as an exercise in patience.

Planetary Hotspots

Mercury reverses motion, turning retrograde in Leo July 14.
This can lead to mix-ups in dates, times, and places for
social events and your children's activities, so be sure to
confirm plans before you head out the door. Avoid
investment decisions, no matter what someone urges you
to do, because you won't have all the facts. However, you
can use the retrograde period to fine-tune hobby projects.

Rewarding Days

1, 5, 6, 10, 14, 15, 20, 28

Challenging Days

3, 9, 17, 18, 19, 24, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Once past mid-month, Venus in Cancer, your solar Fourth
House, adds a beneficial influence to family ties and
domestic projects. Ignite your creative spirit and update a
room with paint or wall-covering and artwork. Do it all with
your budget in mind and without using credit. The results
will add fresh energy to your home.

Relationships

Relationships are in high focus this month, thanks to the
August 1 Full Moon in Aquarius, your solar Eleventh House,
and the New Moon in Leo, your solar Fifth House, on the
17th. They're an ideal match to energize your social life.
See friends, get involved in a community organization, and
cheer your children in their activities. Along the way you're
likely to meet some fascinating people, and if you're single,



a new romance could be in the forecast.

Money and Success

Mars zips into Scorpio, your solar Eighth House, August
23. This can be a positive financial influence, but you'll need
to curb the urge to snap up easy credit, which will be very
tempting. Concentrate instead on increasing income.

Planetary Hotspots

You'll find August to be far more easygoing than July, with
mostly favorable planetary alignments. However, don't be
hasty about family and domestic decisions mid-month.
Change for the sake of change is seldom the best idea.
Also take care to get plenty of sleep in the two weeks
following the August 31 Full Moon in Pisces, your solar
Twelfth House. It will help your immune system fend off a
cold.

Rewarding Days

2, 5, 9, 10, 11, 25, 29

Challenging Days

6, 7, 12, 13, 20, 21, 26

Planetary Lightspots

Your social life continues to be active this month, thanks to
Venus in Leo, your solar Fifth House, after September 5.
See friends, spend quality time with your kids, and set
aside a few evenings for romance. Venus here also
accents creativity. Express your unique self through a
hobby project. But be cautious with investments because
you could end up with a net loss.

Relationships

Despite the difficulties surrounding some relationships this
month, most are upbeat as several planets connect with
Jupiter in Gemini, your communication sector. Touch base
with siblings and get better acquainted with neighbors.
Seek the opinions of others and brainstorm ideas around
the 7th.



Money and Success

Your job and daily work are generally satisfying this month
with Mercury in Virgo, your solar Sixth House, through the
15th, the date of the New Moon in the same sign. Aim for
high productivity with attention to detail, but be cautious
about sharing personal information and negative thoughts
about your workplace. Either of these could have
repercussions.

Planetary Hotspots

September 19 brings the year's second Uranus/Pluto
alignment in Aries and Capricorn, your solar First and
Tenth Houses. Relationships will be the target at month's
end when the Full Moon in Aries on the 29th also activates
your solar Seventh House. The lunar energy also could
trigger conflict with a supervisor or your partner. Again,
focus on calm images and say little. Impulsive, self-
indulgent actions could have undesirable results.

Rewarding Days

3, 7, 12, 13, 17, 21, 25, 30

Challenging Days

2, 10, 11, 16, 20, 23, 24, 29

Planetary Lightspots

Travel could be in the forecast this month or next with Mars
beginning its seven-week transit of Sagittarius, your solar
Ninth House, on the 6th. You also can use this influence to
take a quick class to learn a specific skill, or to attend a
company training class in anticipation of possible career
advancement before year's end. Go for it, especially if a
decision-maker encourages you to make the effort.

Relationships

Relationships are at their best under the October 15 New
Moon in Libra, your solar Seventh House. If you're part of a
couple, use the first few days of October, before Saturn
leaves Libra, to reflect on all you've learned about yourself,
those closest to you, and relationships in general during the
past few years. When you think about it, you'll discover your



attitudes have changed as much as your knowledge of
human nature.

Money and Success

Venus transits Virgo, your solar Sixth House, October 3-27,
mak i ng this an ideal time to strengthen coworker
relationships both on and off the job. But steer clear of a
workplace romance, which won't sit well with your company.
And people will know, despite what you might think.

Planetary Hotspots

Saturn enters Scorpio, your solar Eighth House, October 5,
a twoand-a-half year influence that advises financial caution
as well as debt reduction and the possibility of reduced
income. This month, however, the Full Moon in Taurus, your
solar Second House, on the 29th, will be quick to point out
where you need to conserve and what steps you need to
take to achieve financial security.

Rewarding Days

5, 10, 13, 18, 19, 22, 28, 31

Challenging Days

1,4, 7, 11, 14, 20, 27

Planetary Lightspots

The daily pace picks up under the November 28 Full Moon
(lunar eclipse) in Gemini, your solar Third House, which will
also bring increased contact with siblings and neighbors.
Look for holiday social invitations, and also consider
hosting a party of your own in December.

Relationships

People close to you will be full of surprises in early
December as Venus, which advances in Libra through the
20th, connects you with many people this month. This
influence is especially favorable for couples, and quality
time with loved ones and your best friend. But choose your
words with care or say nothing at all at month's end when
challenging days could trigger conflict.



Money and Success

Mars enters Capricorn, your solar Tenth House of career
and status, on the 16th. Although it will give you extra
incentive for hard work, be sure to first clarify instructions
and assignments. This is not the time to let your initiative
run wild, or to implement your ideas before first clearing
them with a supervisor.

Planetary Hotspots

November 6 marks the start of another Mercury retrograde
period, this time in Sagittarius, your solar Ninth House.
Travel will thus be prone to delays and cancellations,
especially the third and fourth weeks of the month. On the
14th, Mercury slips back into Scorpio, your solar Eighth
House, the sign of the November 13 New Moon (solar
eclipse). Although you could see income rise, the check
may be slow in arriving. But you could find some bargains
around the time Mercury turns direct on the 26th.

Rewarding Days

2, 6, 7, 11, 14, 15, 24, 29

Challenging Days

3, 10, 12, 16, 23, 25, 30

Planetary Lightspots

The urge to get away from it all will be strong under the
December 13 New Moon in Sagittarius. Make travel plans
for the new year or try to squeeze in a long weekend now,
time permitting. The lunar energy could also awaken your
spirituality as well as your sixth sense. Listen to the
messages released by your subconscious and your
dreams, both of which can open your mind to new
perceptions of your place in the world.

Relationships

Family ties become more important as the December 28
Full Moon in Cancer accents your solar Fourth House. But
you'll also be pulled by career responsibilities. The goal
here is to find a balance without neglecting either one. This
can be tough to achieve in late December, but becomes



more manageable in January. Mars will help things along
after it enters Aquarius, your solar Eleventh House, on the
28th, to emphasize friendship and socializing.

Money and Success

You could be rewarded with a modest year-end bonus in
late December. Remember that Saturn's message as it
transits your solar Eighth House: save, pay off debt, and
invest for the long term.

Planetary Hotspots

Continue to take precautions this month regarding work
procedures and contact with supervisors, especially during
the last week of December, when tension can also be an
issue. Hard work and long hours, combined with less
personal and family time, can push your limits and trigger
impulsive actions. Find a stress reliever to help yourself
unwind, and be sure to thank your family for their support.

Rewarding Days

3, 12, 16, 17, 21, 26, 31

Challenging Days

1, 7, 8, 14, 20, 28
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Your Strengths and Challenges

Dependable, thorough, and practical, you also have
exceptional follow-through and finish what you begin. Rarely
are you sidetracked once you focus on a task, so people
rely on you to deliver. But there are times when
stubbornness emerges. You can benefit, too, if you practice
the art of give-and-take as well as letting the wishes of
others prevail. You enjoy comfort, cherish your established
routine, and dislike being rushed. You do nothing half way
and always move at your own pace, with patience and care.
Motivated by a high need for security and stability, you
dislike change. But this also means you can get stuck in a
rut, which can diminish your life success. Change is
inevitable, so accept it and occasionally initiate it. You
might discover it's easier than you think. You're especially
attuned to the sense of touch and unconsciously feel
clothes and objects when shopping; a hug renews your
spirit. Your voice may be distinctive, and you could be a
talented amateur or professional singer or speaker. Venus,
your ruling planet, gives you an eye for beauty and many
people with a Taurus Sun surround themselves with artwork
and collectibles. The homes of some, however, are
cluttered from basement to attic, with every closet stuffed to
the max. If this describes your space, ask yourself why it's
so tough to let go.



Your Relationships

Your earthy sign is the most sensual of the zodiac, and you
cherish passionate moments. You also take matters of the
heart seriously. Although lifetime commitment is your goal,
it can be a challenge because you're highly selective about
whom you date. That's admirable, but remember that first
impressions aren't always accurate. Take a chance and
you could meet the soul mate you desire. Possessive by
nature, your partnership lesson is to develop trust and
confidence in love. Face your fears rather than let jealousy
become a relationship issue. You could make a sizzling
match with Scorpio, your polar opposite, and you have
much in common with earth signs Virgo and Capricorn.
Cancer and Pisces complement your solar energy, but life
with Leo or Aquarius could have you feeling insecure.

You take great pride in your home, and are loyal and
devoted to those you love. They're a source of confidence
for you, as you are for them. Your home is also an
expression of your ego and you strive to make it a reflection
of yourself and your worldly achievements.

Taurus parents expect a lot from their children, often to
the point of perfection. Even though you have their best
interests at heart, this can undermine their self-esteem. So
rather than be critical, aim for constructive, supportive
encouragement. Praise their efforts as you grant them the
freedom to explore their own interests, which may or may
not be your own.

You're a caring, compassionate friend who goes out of
your way for those in your inner circle. Most are worthy of
your generosity, but there will always be those few who take
advantage of your kind heart. Be selective and trust only
those people you know well, who also benefit from your
talent for inspiring others to do and be their best.

Your Career and Money

Your financial instincts are among the best, and you have a
knack for making money. Value is of utmost importance,
and no matter the price, you rarely spend unless you get
your money's worth. You have a sixth sense about where to
shop and when. Many people with a Taurus Sun gain
through a family inheritance or careful, long-term
investments, as well as high earnings. Budgeting, however,
is also important, because you can be overly optimistic and
spend on a whim.



You'd prefer a life-long career with stability that makes
you feel safe and secure. But this area of your life is prone
to sudden changes. In today's world it's important to be
aware of trends so you can take action before it becomes a
necessity. And by doing this, you can make your own luck
and seize the best opportunities. Day to day, you're
happiest in an upscale environment with congenial
coworkers; conflict and controversy are not for you.

Your Lighter Side

You love your leisure time, and nothing compares with an
evening in a comfy chair. But you also get great satisfaction
from the results of practical hobbies such as gardening,
woodworking, refinishing furniture, and home
improvements. All of these are popular freetime activities
for many born under your sign. It's even possible you could
turn a weekend interest into a profitable second income.

Affirmation for the Year

Change inspires me to broaden my horizons.

The Year Ahead for Taurus

Money is a featured theme this year, and with careful
planning, saving, and thrifty shopping, you can greet 2013
with a bigger bank account. Much of this will come your way
the second half of the year, which is just as well because
you should postpone investment decisions and loan
applications until after April. People are another 2012
emphasis-both friends and your partner. If you're in a
serious relationship, you could make a lifetime commitment
this year.

Optimism accompanies Jupiter's transit of your sign
through June 10. This influence, which only occurs every
twelve years, boosts enthusiasm and has the potential to
bring you many blessings. With Jupiter's luck on your side,
more often than not you'll be in the right place at the right
time to snap up opportunities that come your way. But like
every planet, Jupiter also has a downside. Overconfidence
can encourage you to take on more than you can
accomplish. So tame your high hopes with your natural
common sense and try not to overdo it. Jupiter in your sign
can also lead to weight gain simply because you'll tend to
overindulge at times.

Chances are, you'll cash in as Jupiter transits Gemini,



your solar Second House of personal resources. Set your
financial priorities before this expansive planet begins its
year-long transit of Gemini on June 11. Your income could
definitely rise, but so could expenses, primarily because
you'll be in the mood to spend and your thrifty eye will find
much to purchase. So set a budget when your income gets
a boost, and commit to a regular savings program.

Saturn spends much of the year in Libra, your solar Sixth
house, moving on to Scorpio October 5. Since November
2009, when Saturn entered this sector, work has been a
major theme in your life. This transit is in a very real sense
all about working hard and proving your ability. But
recognition is often missing. Be patient. Recognition will
begin to come after Saturn enters Scorpio later this year,
and it will reach a peak in about seven years when Saturn
enters your solar Tenth House of career. Aim high and set
your sights on your desired career pinnacle. In the
meantime, follow procedures to the letter, learn all you can,
and find satisfaction in a job well done.

The Sixth House is also a wellness sector, so get a
check-up if you haven't had one recently and listen to your
body's rhythm. If you could benefit from improvements in
this area, make this one of your goals for 2012. Walking or
moderate exercise can also help to relieve work-related
stress.

Saturn concludes the year in Scorpio, entering this sign
October 5 to focus on your relationship sector. Although this
transit can be viewed as a negative, it isn't necessarily so.
Deep bonds can form with Saturn in your solar Seventh
House, and people who commit to a partnership under this
influence often remain together for a lifetime. But you may
also purposely distance yourself from some people, and
others will be drawn into your life for a specific purpose,
usually because of something important you can learn from
them.

Saturn in Scorpio also encourages you to learn more
about relationships, human nature, and how you interact
with other people. Everyone has room for improvement in
this area, and there is nothing Saturn likes more than being
the teacher. Be observant, listen to your own responses,
and recognize your challenges as you celebrate your
strengths in this area. Then share the information with those
closest to you, and don't be surprised when they confirm all
you say.

Uranus focuses on your solar Twelfth House this year as it



continues its transit through Aries, the sign it will occupy
until 2018. Placed here, in your self-renewal sector, Uranus
encourages you to look within for insights into your life and
lifestyle. Because this is a health sector, you can use
Uranus as the spark of change to alter your diet or begin an
exercise program.

At times, you'll get flashes of insight-hunches activated by
Uranus and your subconscious. Listen to them, especially
concerning friends and your career. You might also be
drawn to a good cause that would benefit from your time
and effort. But be cautious about sharing your deepest
secrets, even with your closest friends. All could be
revealed in the least expected moment.

Neptune wraps up its time in Aquarius on February 2.
During its long transit of your solar Tenth House of career
and status, you've undoubtedly experienced every facet of
this mysterious planet. Neptune is known for confusion and
illusion, but also inspiration, creativity, and glamor. Set
aside time during the first month of 2012 to reflect on all the
Neptune-related events that have occurred in the past
fourteen years. Then take these lessons with you as
Neptune moves on to Pisces, your solar Eleventh House.

You'll connect with many people through 2025 as Neptune
transits Pisces. Some friends will trigger the inspiration you
need to pursue and achieve your goals, while others will
disappoint you and leave you wondering why you ever
trusted them. Be a little cautious about inviting new people
into your life, because first impressions can be deceiving.
One of the best uses of this transit is to get involved in a
group activity at work or on your own that will benefit others.
You also can be a motivational force by using Neptune to
sense what others need.

Pluto in Capricorn, your solar Ninth House, emphasizes
knowledge, wisdom, and education. Explore the idea of
returning to school even if it's unrealistic to do so this year.
At some point during Pluto's long transit of Capricorn (until
2025), you'll feel compelled to take this journey. This sector
also governs spirituality (and religion), legal affairs, and
long-distance journeys, as well as gaining an appreciation
for other cultures and customs. However, travel to other
countries isn't the best idea this year because of difficult
planetary alignments this summer and fall. Expand your
horizons instead through books, the Internet, and travel
programs.

However, the main thrust of Pluto's transit is



transformation-a profound change in thinking or life
direction. Don't be surprised if you find yourself questioning
long-standing beliefs and principles, some of which are
closely tied to your childhood. Self-help books could be
especially valuable as you work through this process.

What This Year's Eclipses Mean for You

Four eclipses highlight two of your favorite areas of life:
money and relationships. The influence of each, which lasts
six to twelve months, will be reinforced by Jupiter and
Saturn later in the year.

The first of two solar eclipses is in Gemini, your solar
Second House of personal resources, May 21. Two weeks
later, the first lunar eclipse (June 4 in Sagittarius) will shine
its rays in your solar Eighth House of joint resources,
followed by another lunar eclipse on November 28 in
Gemini. All of this is very promising for income, including
the possibility of a significant windfall. But the planetary
alignments can also trigger extra expenses, so maintain
your usual thrifty attitude, saving first and spending later.

This year's second solar eclipse is in Scorpio, your solar
Seventh House of relationships, November 13. By this time,
Saturn will be in the same sign, prompting some with a
Taurus Sun to commit to lifetime togetherness. If you're
involved in a long-term relationship, Saturn can renew your
love and commitment. Be a bit cautious, though, if you're
considering a business partnership. The outcome could be
a very expensive lesson.

Saturn

If you were born between May 12 and 20, Saturn will
contact your Sun from Libra before it leaves this sign
October 5. Saturn's influence will be focused in June and
July if your birthday is May 11, 12, or 13. If you were born on
any of the other dates, Saturn will contact your Sun twice,
once between January and May, and again in August or
September.

With this planet in your solar Sixth House, your work life
will feel unsettled and you'll have an indefinable sense of
dissatisfaction. Your thoughts are likely to drift toward
changing jobs, although it will be tough to zero in on exactly
what you seek and the position that would make you happy.
This is only the universe at work, encouraging you to
consider various options and which path to pursue. Aim for
the one that can lead to maximum results in about eight



years. In the short term, you'll be better prepared to find
your niche in 2013.

You'll also want to listen to your body because the Sixth
House is associated with health and wellness. Get a check-
up in addition to doing a self-assessment. If you could
benefit from a healthier lifestyle, educate yourself on the
advantages of exercise and healthy eating, and then use
your determination to implement the change. You could
even go a step further and take several cooking classes to
learn how to make tasty, low-fat meals. All of this will have
the added benefit of easing work-related stress.

You'll be among the first to have Saturn in Scorpio contact
your Sun if you were born between April 19 and 29. With
this emphasis on your solar Seventh House from October 5
to year's end, you'll experience both the upside and
downside of relationships. Some will be amazingly positive,
while others will incline toward conflict. There is something
to be learned from each of these connectionsabout you, the
people in your life, and how you react in various situations.
Chances are, you'll see more than a little of yourself in the
responses you receive from others.

Someone from the past may reappear, giving you an
opening to resolve any lingering issues. You might also
have more contact with elderly people, and form new
business or professional alliances. If you've been
contemplating a romantic commitment, this transit will push
the decision, either by you or your potential mate.

Uranus

If you were born between April 19 and 28, Uranus will
contact your Sun from Aries, your solar Twelfth House.
Because this is the sector of hidden matters, you'll hear
secrets and confidential information this year. This could
involve an employer, your boss, or your future with the
company. Be cautious. It's possible someone could try to
make you a scapegoat. But Uranus can also reveal
surprising information that could give you access to
decision-makers. Above all, take no risks with your
reputation.

On another level, this Uranus transit is about your
subconscious mind. Memories of past events may
suddenly emerge and you could, for example, remember an
incident from your teenage years that impacted your self-
esteem. Overall, though, the purpose here is to identify
patterns of negative self-talk and issues that hold you back.



View them from a more enlightened perspective and fill
your mind with upbeat thoughts. In the process you may
sense that your intuition is coming alive or growing
stronger. This can help you in many everyday situations and
trigger new insights into yourself and the people that
surround you.

Neptune

If your birthday is May 18, 19, or 20, Neptune will contact
yo ur Sun between January 1 and February 2, as it
completes it transit of Aquarius, your solar Tenth House. On
both a personal and career level, this transit can have you
feeling somewhat lost at sea and questioning exactly what
it is you want from life. But this isn't the best time to make
major life decisions, because it's tough to see any issue
with clarity or even to define the source of your
dissatisfaction. The best course is to do nothing. Once this
transit passes in early February, answers will begin to
emerge. Neptune also has an upside: you can easily adapt
to any situation, presenting the image that will yield the
greatest gain.

If your birthday is between April 19 and 23, Neptune will
contact your Sun after it enters Pisces, your solar Eleventh
House, February 3. This favorable connection will bring
many enjoyable and inspirational moments with friends and
in group endeavors. You could meet someone who will
become a mentor or serve as a valuable networking
contact, and you might do the same for others through a
charitable organization. At its best, Neptune is the planet of
compassion, so by helping others to help themselves you
will receive intangible gifts from the universe.

However, try not to put too much faith in anyone other than
yourself. Not everyone shares your good intentions. Be
cautious and skeptical when people make promises you
sense are too good to be true. You also could become
disillusioned with a friend or organization, wondering how
you could have been so wrong. Overall, though, you will
gain much from interacting with longtime friends as well as
new ones.

Also listen to your sixth sense, which is active this year,
and take note of your dreams. Both provide clues about
current life events.

Pluto

Pluto will favorably contact your Sun from Capricorn this



year if your birthday is between April 26 and 29. This
emphasis on your solar Ninth House can involve legal
matters, higher education, travel, in-laws, or a spiritual
awakening. Give serious thought to returning to school to
begin or complete a degree or certification program.

Even if you don't directly experience the events
associated with Pluto's transit, at least some of them will be
active in your life or the lives of those around you. It's
important to remember that Pluto triggers needed-not
unnecessary-change as a means of removing the old to
make way for the new. And when you combine this planet's
considerable willpower with your own, you can accomplish
amazing things. Stay focused on your mission and refuse to
be deterred.

Because of its friendly contact with your Sun, Pluto's
transformational process would normally be an easier one.
But this year, Uranus in Aries, your solar Twelfth House, will
align itself with Pluto in June and September. The clash of
these two planets can trigger unexpected events related to
your solar Ninth and Twelfth Houses. You could be involved
in the care of a relative, particularly an in-law, who is
confined or otherwise institutionalized. Take every
precaution to avoid potential legal entanglements, including
always using a designated driver. If possible, avoid
overseas travel this year, as well as unknown or desolate
areas of your own country.

For all the potential negatives of the Uranus/Pluto
configuration, however, you'll also experience the positive
power of change. This is primarily an internal process, and
one that can ultimately better your life as you look toward
the future.

Planetary Lightspots

Need an excuse to take a day trip or to dash off for the
weekend? Tap into the energy of the January 9 Full Moon in
Cancer, your solar Third House of quick trips. With Mercury
in Capricorn, your travel sector, from the 8th to the 26th,
fresh scenery can provide needed stress relief. Business
travel could also be on your agenda. If so, try to work in an
extra day for fun.

Relationships



Your social life gets a boost from Venus in Pisces, your
solar Eleventh House, from January 14 on. Line up get-
togethers with friends where you can meet other people.
But try to avoid dates around the 14th and 20th, when you
and a friend or someone you meet could clash on
philosophical differences. Also try to avoid in-laws on those
dates.

Money and Success

Success and high visibility are yours under the January 23
New Moon in Aquarius, your solar Tenth House. Make the
most of the following two weeks, which could bring
surprising news and support from someone behind the
scenes. Be cautious, though, because this person could
have other motives that are yet to be revealed.

Planetary Hotspots

A dating relationship could cool as Mars turns retrograde in
Virgo, your solar Fifth House. Consider the retrograde
period (January 23April 12) a gift of time to think about your
feelings and whether you want to continue on a path toward
commitment. If you're a parent, your children may need
extra attention during this time. The time is right for
completing unfinished hobby projects, as well. Be very
cautious, however, with investments.

Rewarding Days

3, 4, 9, 12, 13, 17, 25, 30, 31

Challenging Days

2, 7, 14, 16, 19, 20, 22, 28

Planetary Lightspots

Home life is satisfying in the two weeks following the
February 7 Full Moon in Leo, your solar Fourth House,
because these will also be busy career weeks. Talks with
loved ones can be uplifting, and the 18th is a good choice if
you want to entertain friends or coworkers. Set aside some
time, because it's not too early to think about or begin
planning any summer redecorating or home improvement



projects.

Relationships

Friendship takes on added importance under the February
21 New Moon in Pisces, your solar Eleventh House.
Schedule evenings out and weekend activities, and
encourage your friends to bring their friends along. It's a
good way to expand your circle as long as you're a little
wary. First impressions can be deceiving. With Mars still
retrograde in Virgo, your solar Fifth House, you're unlikely
to click with a potential romantic interest this month.

Money and Success

You benefit from the visibility promoted by the Sun and
Mercury in Aquarius, your solar Tenth House of career and
status, during the first part of February. Maintain the
momentum by building on January's achievements, and
take advantage of favorable planetary alignments around
the 7th and again mid-month. This timing is great for
presentations and impressing decision-makers.

Planetary Hotspots

The stress and strain of daily life could catch up with you as
Venus, your ruling planet, transits Aries, your solar Twelfth
House, from February 8 on. View this as a signal to take
time off or to spend some evenings and weekends with a
favorite activity. Time alone or in meditation can also help
ease job stress or a difficult situation with a relative or in-
law.

Rewarding Days

5,8, 9, 13, 18, 21, 26, 27

Challenging Days

3,4, 10, 15, 22, 24

Planetary Lightspots

This is a special time of year because Venus, your ruling
planet, will be in your sign after March 4. In addition to
increasing your powers of attraction, you'll have an extra



level of charm and charisma that can bring positive people
and events your way. This is also a great time to treat
yourself to a spa day, get a massage, or update your look
with a makeover or new hairstyle.

Relationships

The timing is perfect, because with Venus in your sign and
the March 8 Full Moon in Virgo, your solar Fifth House,
you'll want to get out and socialize. Join friends mid-month
at a favorite dinner or night spot, and catch up on all the
latest news and activities. In early and late March, however,
try to avoid talking with relatives.

Money and Success

Put this month's favorable planetary alignments to work for
you. Take the initiative to expand your investment and
money management knowledge. Choose trusted websites
with objective information rather than those sponsored by
various companies. This way you can learn and form your
own opinions about how best to maximize your resources.

Planetary Hotspots

Life will proceed at a slower pace this month. Not that this
is a bad thing. But you'll need to counteract the frustration
that can accompany Mercury's switch to retrograde motion
on March 12. Placed in Aries, the same sign as the March
22 New Moon in your solar Twelfth House, you can still your
mind through meditation or during quiet moments. This will
help to activate your sixth sense, leading to fresh insights
about life and yourself.

Rewarding Days

3, 7, 11, 12, 16, 18, 21, 25, 26

Challenging Days

1, 5, 9, 13, 15, 22, 27, 30

Planetary Lightspots

April 21, the date of the New Moon in your sign, marks the
symbolic beginning of your new solar year. With it comes



the inspiration of Neptune and the energy of Mars, which
turns direct April 13. Both these planets are favorably
aligned with the New Moon, so tap into them and use their
influence to help achieve your goals.

Relationships

Mercury turns direct in Pisces, your solar Eleventh House,
on the same date as Mars turns direct in Virgo, your solar
Fifth House. Connect with friends in the next few weeks,
and if you're single, ask them to introduce you to anyone
they know who might be a good match. You could also
connect with new people by getting involved in your
children's sporting activities where you can meet other
parents.

Money and Success

The April 6 Full Moon in Libra, your solar Sixth House,
spotlights your work life. Although you'll have the incentive
for high productivity, try not to push yourself too hard.
Otherwise you could wear down your immune system and
end up with a cold or flu. Make wellness just as much of a
priority as work output, including getting plenty of sleep.
Avoid difficult coworkers the week of the 15th.

Planetary Hotspots

Finances require caution the first week of March, when
difficult planetary alignments signal confusion in money
matters. This is not the time for financial decisions or
investments. And don't hesitate to say no if a friend or
relative asks for a loan. It's doubtful you will be repaid.
Apply the same caution to purchases and anyone who
guarantees a return on an investment.

Rewarding Days

4,8, 12, 17, 19,21,22,27

Challenging Days

5, 7, 11, 13, 15, 23, 26

Planetary Lightspots

Mercury transits your sign May 9-23, giving you a charming



way with words. Favorable planetary alignments add an
enthusiastic optimism that will help put you in touch with
many, from friends to family to colleagues. You could
receive encouraging news near the 13th, when quality time
with your children can give you a new appreciation for their
individuality.

Relationships

The May 5 Full Moon in Scorpio, your solar Seventh House
of relationships, works in tandem with Mercury in your sign
to also help you connect with people. It's especially positive
for couples and business partners because you'll be on the
same wavelength. Take advantage of this opportunity to
share your hopes and wishes as well as your frustrations
and challenges with each other in a supportive
environment. Then share your advice.

Money and Success

Although retrograde, Venus in Gemini can delay the arrival
of an anticipated check, although the May 20 New Moon in
the same sign makes this a promising financial phase. The
exception is investments. Don't ignore your usual financial
sense no matter what anyone tells you. Also be prepared
for your children to launch a campaign for you to buy the
latest must-have items.

Planetary Hotspots

Progress on plans will slow somewhat as Venus, your ruling
planet, turns retrograde May 15. Use the following six
weeks to evaluate personal plans and directions; revise as
necessary. On the plus side, your thrifty mindset can lead
you to great values during this time. Two cautions apply,
however: be sure all items can be returned if you change
your mind, and avoid major purchases.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 6, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19, 24

Challenging Days

3,4, 7. 8, 9, 17, 23, 28, 29, 30



Planetary Lightspots

Mars continues to advance in Virgo, your solar Fifth House,
where it energizes your social life as well as your creativity.
Hobbies and sports can provide excellent stress relief this
month, and you'll also enjoy time with your kids and their
activities.

Relationships

Home life is at its best after Mercury enters Leo, your solar
Fourth House, on the 25th. A talk with a family member can
be uplifting at month's end, when you might also receive
good news. Work relationships will also be generally
upbeat, but you'll want to avoid meetings and important
talks the third week of June.

Money and Success

You may have challenges in other areas of your life, but
finances are not among them. Three planetary events
signal potential for a bigger bank account by month's end:
Jupiter moving into Gemini, your solar Second House, June
11, along with the New Moon in the same sign on the 19th,
and the June 4 Full Moon (lunar eclipse) in your solar Eighth
House. Remember to save before you spend as money
flows your way.

Planetary Hotspots

Uranus in Aries and Pluto in Capricorn make the first of
their two alignments this year. (The second is in
September.) With these two planets in your solar Twelfth
and Ninth Houses, and this month's trigger coming from
your solar Third House, you should avoid longdistance
travel as well as trips to nearby locations. Be especially
cautious on your daily commute, where accidents can
happen in a flash through no fault of your own. The influence
will be particularly active around the 11th, 12th, and 29th.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 9, 14, 15, 16, 19, 25, 28

Challenging Days

5, 10, 11, 12, 20, 21, 24, 27, 29



Planetary Lightspots

Luck is with you as Venus and Jupiter in Gemini, your solar
Second House, make favorable connections this month.
You could stumble upon a lucky find around the 21st.
Browse consignment and thrift shops and look around your
home for childhood favorites or collectibles that might have
gained in value over the years.

Relationships

Mercury's retrograde period from July 14 to August 7 can
disrupt family life with mix-ups and misunderstandings.
Double-check schedules, and also take the time to clarify
your thoughts and words. The effect is likely to spill over into
your work life where confusion could cause difficulties with
a supervisor or coworker. But this is a good time to revisit
previously made family and domestic plans to be sure
everyone is still in agreement.

Money and Success

Mars dashes into Libra, your solar Sixth House, on the 3rd.
With it comes a faster pace at work, which could cause you
to overlook details. Check all work for errors. Be especially
cautious on the 17th and 18th, when you could find yourself
caught in the middle of a power play and pushed to take
sides. Remain neutral and let others resolve their own
problems.

Planetary Hotspots

Travel continues to be inadvisable as the July 3 Full Moon
in Capricorn, your solar Ninth House, activates difficult
planetary alignments. The same is true of the New Moon in
Cancer, your solar Third House, on the 19th, which can
trigger delays and cancellations. The New Moon could also
bring the need for a vehicle repair. Don't ignore a
suspected problem as it will only become worse.

Rewarding Days

7, 8, 11, 12, 21, 26, 27

Challenging Days



9, 17, 18, 24, 28, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Domestic life is upbeat, especially after Mercury in Leo
turns direct in your solar Fourth House on the 8th. That's
followed by the New Moon in the same sign on the 17th.
You can use all this positive energy to improve your home
or redecorate a room. Even better, your thrifty mind-set and
planetary alignments will help you maximize your budget.

Relationships

There are two Full Moons this month, with the second, on
the 31st, highlighting your solar Eleventh House. Lunch,
outings, and social events with friends are a great way to
wrap up your summer as you head into September. Be
choosy, though, about which friends you see, as some will
take advantage of your generosity, expecting you to pick up
the tab.

Money and Success

August begins with a Full Moon on the 1st with potential to
make you an attention-getter. Placed in Aquarius, your
solar Tenth House, and aligned with Jupiter, the lunar
energy could trigger a nice raise and recognition. You'll
also realize that several years of extra hard work are
beginning to pay off and that your efforts truly are valued.
Enjoy the boost in self-esteem as you celebrate with loved
ones.

Planetary Hotspots

Relationship challenges and mechanical problems could
pop up again this month after Venus enters Cancer August
7. Be alert for these mid-month, when travel disruptions are
also possible. The same time frame could bring increased
stress and frustration at work. Ease it with a lunchtime walk
so you can get a fresh perspective.

Rewarding Days

3, 4, 8, 9, 14, 18, 19, 22, 27

Challenging Days



6, 7, 13, 15, 20, 21, 26, 28

Planetary Lightspots

Kick back and relax a little with your favorite people at
home after Venus enters Leo, your solar Fourth House, on
the 6th. Continue with a decorating project you began last
month or choose to enjoy the final days of summer with lazy
weekend hours outdoors in the company of a good book.

Relationships

As much as you'll delight in lazy hours at home, the
September 15 New Moon in Virgo, your solar Fifth House,
will trigger the urge to socialize. Line up outings with friends
and other families, spend time with a hobby, and also put
romance high on your priority list. Some singles will launch
a new dating relationship with much potential, while couples
celebrate love. But be wary if a friend makes lofty promises
or tries too hard to persuade you to embrace another
opinion.

Money and Success

Finances follow the status quo most of this month as Jupiter
continues to advance in Gemini, your solar Second House.
But you'll be tempted at times to forget your thrifty attitude in
favor of spend, spend, spend. Be kind to your budget and
your savings account. An investment could pay off nicely
this month.

Planetary Hotspots

The Uranus/Pluto alignment returns September 19, but you
feel its strongest effects at month's end. Most of the
challenges will be jobrelated and occur around the time of
the Full Moon in Aries on the 29th. Someone may try to
convince you to forget your ethics. Be your strong and
determined self. If a supervisor is involved, be sure to
document conversations and other communication. It's also
possible you could be called for jury duty or be involved in a
legal matter.

Rewarding Days

1, 5, 6, 8, 9, 14, 27, 28, 30



Challenging Days

2, 10, 11, 16, 19, 20, 23, 26, 29

Planetary Lightspots

Your social life continues to be active this month, thanks to
Venus, which enters Virgo, your solar Fifth House, on the
3rd. So you can look forward to more fun with friends, and
possibly even a day trip or weekend away. Venus here is
an even better creative influence than last month's New
Moon. Take advantage of it. Get a head start on crafting
small holiday gifts for coworkers and friends.

Relationships

Your solar Seventh House is the site of a major relationship
influence this month: Saturn enters Scorpio on the 5th,
where it will be for the next two and a half years. If you're
part of a couple, this serious planet can reinforce your
partnership. For others, it will bring commitment. With
Mercury transiting this sector October 5-28, you and those
closest to you will be on the same wavelength, so use this
time for long, leisurely talks that can strengthen ties.

Money and Success

Your job is in focus this month as the October 15 New
Moon in Libra highlights your solar Sixth House. Work will
be busy but you can easily keep up with it all. Finances
could benefit from Mars in Sagittarius, your solar Eighth
House, from October 6 and on. Try not to spend as fast as
you earn.

Planetary Hotspots

Perceptions can steer you in the wrong direction this
month, especially with money matters. This is not the time
to take out a loan, even a short-term one without interest; or
to hire a financial advisor or stock broker. But if a loan is an
absolute must, read all the fine print rather than take
someone's word for it. Chances are, you'll find a hidden
clause that could cost you money.

Rewarding Days



2, 3, 8, 12, 16, 21, 24, 26, 30

Challenging Days

1, 7, 9, 11, 14, 20, 31

Planetary Lightspots

You'll find inspiration in the words of others, and they'll
appreciate the same from you. Just as easily you can
motivate others, especially coworkers and friends, with your
enthusiastic optimism. You also can be a steadying
influence in the midst of everyday chaos as Venus transits
Scorpio from the 21st on.

Relationships

Despite retrograde Mercury, relationships will be a high
point this month as the November 13 New Moon (solar
eclipse) in Scorpio energizes your solar Seventh House.
This could trigger an engagement for some couples. You'll
also create fond memories with friends, and people in
general are responsive and helpful. But there could be
challenges with someone at a distance, possibly an in-law.
Be patient and think calm thoughts.

Money and Success

The November 28 Full Moon (lunar eclipse) in Gemini, your
solar Second House could bring you a raise or holiday
bonus within the following two weeks. But the urge to
splurge will return because of Jupiter's influence. Spend it if
you have it and when you get it. But first add a percentage
to savings.

Planetary Hotspots

You could get frustrated when Mercury turns retrograde on
the 6th in Sagittarius, your solar Eighth House, before it
retreats into Scorpio (your solar Seventh House). This
makes money matters and relationships prone to mix-ups
and misunderstandings. Check bills for errors when they
arrive, and be sure payments are actually received. Like
last month, this is not the time to apply for a loan or to sign
a contract. Clarify your thoughts and words. Don't assume
the other person knows what you mean.



Rewarding Days

4, 8, 20, 21, 22, 27

Challenging Days

3, 5, 10, 16, 18, 23

Planetary Lightspots

Try innovation and creativity when your holiday budget
reaches its limits. Make ornaments, get the family involved
in baking, and keep a sharp eye out for deep discount
sales. With what you find on sale, you can create and
innovate cheery baskets for your closest friends. Include a
photo of the two of you together. Favorable alignments with
Uranus will help spark even more ideas.

Relationships

December is all about love and togetherness as Mercury
transits Scorpio, your solar Seventh House, through the 9th,
and Venus is in the same sign through the 14th. These
planets, in addition to favorable alignments with Neptune in
Pisces, your solar Eleventh House of friendship, will
enhance your social life and bring opportunities to get
together with those closest to you.

Money and Success

With Mars entering Aquarius, your solar Tenth House of
career on the 25th, the last week of the year could be a
busy one. But it will only be the start because Mars will
transit this sector until early February. You and your mate
could receive some nice gifts and even some cash, thanks
to the December 13 New Moon in Sagittarius, your solar
Eighth House.

Planetary Hotspots

If you plan to travel this month, avoid the last week of the
year. The December 28 Full Moon in Cancer, your solar
Third House, will activate difficult planetary alignments that
could trigger delays and cancellations, possibly because of
weather. It's also possible your vehicle could have
mechanical problems if you plan to drive out of town. Be



safe. Stay home or travel earlier or later.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 23, 24, 29

Challenging Days

3, 4, 14, 16, 20, 30

The Twins



May 20 to June 20

 





Your Strengths and Challenges

You're always on the go, and people wonder how you
manage to do all that you do-and seemingly all at the same
time. That's because you have the mental agility to quickly
switch topics, thought patterns, and activities in a flash. You
can even think about two things at once. That's the nature of
your mutable air sign, which also excels at multitasking. In
fact, the more things you can juggle at once the happier you
are. But this also makes it easy to spread yourself too thin
and difficult to focus on demanding tasks.

Lively, witty, and fun-loving, you have a youthful spirit,
whatever your age. Your notable curiosity is part of your
charm, and you know a little about a lot of things-just
enough so people perceive you as an expert in many
subjects. Depth, however, is not your strength because your
interests are wide and varied.

Mercury-ruled Gemini is the sign of communication. A
master at gathering information, you enjoy learning and
sharing what you know. But some Geminis forget to listen,



and thus dominate conversations. And this can frustrate
other people more than you can imagine. If you're among
the Gemini talkers, you'll get further if you say less and give
others your full attention. You'll also gain a lot of information
you can use to advantage.

You're restless and easily bored, yet agreeable and
adaptablean ideal combination for circulating on the social
scene, where you're well liked. In other areas of life,
however, such as your career, follow-through is essential to
success. Try to complete important projects before
beginning new ones, which will ultimately reduce your
stress level.

Your Relationships

Gemini is the consummate flirt of the Zodiac, which makes
you popular on the social scene, and in touch with many
potential mates during your dating years. But as much as
you enjoy playing the field, you prefer a single dating
relationship at a time-even if this means only one or two
dates before moving on to the next person who catches
your eye. It's togetherness you crave-that special feeling of
one-on-one that prompts some Geminis to mistake
infatuation for true love.

Your soul mate is likely to be someone at least as
carefree as you are and even more adventuresome. In fact,
the two of you should set aside designated togetherness
time every week. Otherwise you could find yourselves
passing in the night as you each dash off to the next
adventure. A match with another air sign-Libra or
Aquariuswould fulfill your need for intellectual stimulation,
but the relationship might be too easygoing and lack
passion. An Aries or Leo would keep things lively, but
earthy Virgo or watery Pisces probably isn't your style. Your
best match might be enthusiastic Sagittarius, your opposite
sign.

Family communication is a high priority for most Geminis,
and you encourage your children to share their thoughts
and lives with you, even when they're adults. Your home
probably has bookcases, games, and the latest technology
and is either messy or neat-nothing in between-but still
organized, even if you're the only one who can find
everything! Geminis usually have a friendly if somewhat
distant relationship with in-laws, but some develop a solid
friendship with them.

Your friends are few, your acquaintances many, and



people move in and out of your ever-evolving circle. That's
just the way you like it; new people stimulate your active
mind and you especially enjoy getting to know people. In a
best friend you want a strong mental rapport as well as
someone who's as active and spontaneous as you are.

Your Career and Money

Many Geminis seek a career in the communications field or
o ne that requires strong communication skills. Creative
expression is a must for career success, whether it takes
the form of ideas, design or artistic talent, or finding the
right approach in sales or promotional activities. But be
patient with yourself if it takes you longer than most to find
your ideal career niche. Because so many things interest
you, it can be tough to settle on a single endeavor. This is
why some Geminis have dual careers-one to pay the bills
and another to satisfy their emotional needs. In your day-to-
day work environment you're happiest when in charge. So
look for positions that allow you the freedom to structure
your daily work. You also like privacy in the workplace and
prefer to keep your work and home lives separate.

Although you have a periodic spending streak, overall
you're more conservative about money than you are about
a lot of things. You also understand the value of thinking
long-term, especially with savings and investments. Some
Geminis, however, shop when they're feeling low and end
up with a closet full of unworn clothing. If this describes you,
find an alternative to boost your spirits, such as exercise or
a creative hobby. Your bank account will benefit from it.
You're also likely to see your net worth increase more
rapidly later in life, and could receive an inheritance from a
male relative.

Your Lighter Side

People find you fascinating, albeit a bit of a puzzle. You can
blend in or stand out, speak on almost any topic, out-charm
the best of them, and adapt to fit into almost any situation
and group. It's rare that you're exactly the same two days in
a row, or sometimes from one hour to the next. This keeps
people guessing and wondering as they try to identify the
many facets of the real you.

Affirmation for the Year

My life is an opportunity!

The Year Ahead for Gemini



You're in the spotlight this year, thanks to Jupiter and two
eclipses in your sign. And although you'll have plenty of
opportunities for fun, friends, and close relationships, your
job and career will come into focus later in 2012 to set a
pattern for the next several years.

Jupiter begins 2012 in Taurus, the sign it transits through
June 10. Placed in your solar Twelfth House, Jupiter
accents special times with your favorite people, including
your partner. You might also get involved in a charitable
cause, possibly with a group of coworkers, to in some way
benefit others. Chances are, you'll gain far more from this
activity than you ever imagined possible.

By far, though, the best influence of Jupiter here is that it
functions like a guardian angel. It won't always save the
day, but it will come to your rescue more often than not, and
in March it could bring a minor windfall or a beneficial
financial decision. Just don't get too carried away because
you may need any extra funds this summer or fall.

Look forward to June 11. That's the date Jupiter begins
its yearlong transit of your sign. You'll attract luck, people,
and opportunities, all of which may lead to a career or
leadership position this summer. Part of the reason for this
is that you'll have an abundance of enthusiastic optimism,
so much in fact that it will be easy to take on far more than
you can reasonably accomplish. Be selective, and find a
way to stay organized because it will be tough at times to
keep up with your life. Also plan ahead to eat healthy foods.
With so much going on, it will be all too easy to resort to
calorie-laden fast food.

Saturn will be in Libra, your solar Fifth House, for about
the first nine months of the year, and then move on to
Scorpio. During its time in Libra, the sign it has occupied
since late 2009, Saturn will focus its energy on children,
creativity, leisure-time activities, such as sports and
hobbies, investments, and romance. Although Saturn can
put a damper on whatever it touches, it's also a planet that
delivers rewards earned in the past or over the long term.

You should thus invest with no thought of an immediate
return. In matters of the heart, a former romantic interest
could reappear, or you might decide to either end of take a
long-term dating relationship to the next level. Your children
and their activities could generate extra expenses, and if
they're young, Saturn encourages you to begin a college
fund and then make monthly contributions. This is not the



year, however, to make a significant investment in a hobby
you think could generate a second income.

Your focus will shift to the workplace when Saturn enters
Scorpio, your solar Sixth House, October 5. Prepare
yourself for several years of extra job responsibilities and
the feeling that you're under- appreciated. What you do now
will eventually pay off, so don't be tempted to cut corners. At
the same time, resist pressure from coworkers to handle
tasks that aren't yours to do.

Saturn in your solar Sixth House also emphasizes service
a n d wellness. This means a healthy diet, moderate
exercise, and a volunteer activity could be the ideal
antidotes for job stress. Do something nice for yourself: get
a check-up early in this transit period. An elderly pet could
require more of your time and attention now.

Uranus continues its seven-year transit of Aries, your
solar Eleventh House, where it will be until 2018. Its
influence here is friendship, groups, and organizations, so
you'll be involved with all of these during these years. New
people will suddenly appear, and some will just as quickly
disappear, having served their purpose in your life. With
only a little effort you can expand your business and
personal network with a wide variety of acquaintances.

Uranus in your solar Eleventh House will also work on a
more internal level, urging you to assess and realign your
goals in terms of your overall life philosophy, what is most
important to you, and where you want to invest the best of
your time and effort. Your thinking is likely to focus on job
satisfaction, career direction, and income. Listen to your
sixth sense in July when a flash of insight and
understanding could unexpectedly reveal answers, possibly
through a friend. Seize the opportunity to take charge of
your life!

Neptune also changes signs this year, spending about
the first month of 2012 in Aquarius. During its long transit
through your solar Ninth House, this mystical planet has
emphasized spirituality and knowledge, and encouraged
you to look beyond the material world. Rewind your mind to
1998, when Neptune entered Aquarius, and review all the
years in between. You'll discover you've gained a greater
sense of who you are, greater faith in yourself, and
knowledge that you can use in your career as Neptune
moves on to your solar Tenth House.

After a brief visit in Pisces in 2011, Neptune makes its



permanent shift into this sign February 3, where it will be
until 2025. Neptune here has both a positive side and a
challenging one. You can mix with many people you meet
through your career, but you'll be more susceptible to false
promises. Misunderstandings and confusion can occur,
and you will question your role in life and whether your
career has true value at times. A mentoring relationship can
be helpful, although you should put more faith in yourself
and your abilities than rely on someone else to come
through for you. Remember: Neptune provides the
inspiration, you provide the motivation.

Pluto continues its long trip through Capricorn. Its
influence here, in your solar Eighth House, is joint
resources, including your partner's income, insurance,
inheritance, and loans and lenders. As the planet of
transformation, Pluto pushes for change wherever it's
located and will not take no for an answer. It's therefore
easier to do what Pluto asks of you rather than try to resist
the inevitable.

In this sector, Pluto urges you to establish a path toward
financial security. Pay off debt, spend less, save, and
create a retirement plan even if it's years away. Also take
the time to update insurance coverage and compare
premiums. But don't do all this alone. Get your partner
involved in financial planning and decision-making. If you're
planning a major purchase such as a home, take your time,
look for the best mortgage rate, and bargain hard. Don't put
funds at risk, however, because Pluto can trigger a major
loss.

What This Year's Eclipses Mean for You

There are four eclipses this year, two of which put you in the
spotlight. The third highlights your relationship sector, and
the fourth accents your work life. Each is in effect for six to
twelve months.

The May 21 solar eclipse in your sign is all about you and
t he empowerment to achieve your goals. With Jupiter
entering your sign about three weeks after the eclipse, you'll
have an extra edge here, along with optimism and good
fortune to make things happen. Not all you touch will turn to
gold, but with a clear direction you can turn the odds in your
favor. Measure your progress at the November 28 lunar
eclipse in your sign, adjust as necessary, and continue on
your path into 2013.

Other people will be an integral part of your success the



second half of the year because the June 4 lunar eclipse
will be in Sagittarius, your solar Seventh House of
relationships. You can use this influence to connect with
people, network, and expand your list of contacts. But its
main significance is in close relationships-your partner and
dearest friends. This eclipse could trigger a marriage or
commitment if you're involved in a serious relationship.

November 13 will bring a solar eclipse in Scorpio, your
solar Sixth House. With Saturn also in Scorpio by then, you
can expect your work life to be a main focus well into 2013.
Although Saturn here will add to your responsibilities, the
solar eclipse will give you an opportunity to shine. Stretch
your leadership skills and aim high, while remembering that
decision-makers will be watching. This eclipse will also
give you the willpower to adopt a healthier lifestyle

Saturn

If you were born between June 11 and 21, Saturn will
contact your Sun from Libra before October 5. This easy
connection is a steadying influence that will give you
additional stamina and strengthen your ability to focus on
the task at hand. With the energy coming from your solar
Fifth House, you can deepen your relationship with your
children of any age while teaching them responsibility and
other life skills. If you're the parent of a teen, you may need
to adjust when your child heads off to college, including
helping with expenses.

Investments can be profitable if you think long term,
because there are no quick returns where Saturn is
involved. Be cautious and conservative. Another good use
of this contact is to add or perfect a hobby or creative skills,
learn a sport, or travel where you can experience another
culture. Do all you can to acknowledge your talents,
strengths (and challenges), and the knowledge you've
gained from life experience. With this ego boost firmly
planted in your mind, you'll be ready for the next Saturn
stage in your life.

If your birthday is between May 20 and 30, Saturn in
Scorpio, your solar Sixth House, will connect with your Sun
during the last three months of 2012, and again next year.
Get ready to experience a new dynamic in your job, one
that will have you feeling unsettled at times and elated at
others. Whether you're in a new position, a longtime one, or
returning or entering the work force, be prepared to be
adaptable even though this can be a challenge. Also make
a point not to share too much information with coworkers



about your personal career goals.

Because this is a wellness sector, you should organize
your life to include time for you, moderate exercise, leisure
time, and activities that can help ease tension. By making a
balanced lifestyle a priority you'll be more effective at work,
where you'll feel overloaded at times and as though you're
the only one who's working hard. All of this is perfectly
normal with this Saturn connection. Take note of what
occurs regarding your job late this year and put this
knowledge to work for you in 2013.

Uranus

If you were born between May 20 and 30, Uranus will
contact your Sun from Aries, your solar Eleventh House.
With the spotlight on friendship and group activities, this is
an opportunity to widen your circle of acquaintances. Any
group endeavor, from an organization to teamwork in the
workplace, can further your aims, and you could be tapped
for a leadership position. Some of the people you connect
with will enlighten you and others will spark fresh ideas for
future achievements. On another level, this Uranus-Sun
connection in tandem with Jupiter in your sign the second
half of the year, encourages you to look beyond today and
toward the future. Opportunities will come your way, but the
cues may be subtle so you'll need to be aware in order to
take full advantage of them. Intuition and networking can
spark possibilities, but the best will come through being in
the right place at the right time. Be aware, especially in
July. Make your own luck.

Neptune

Neptune will contact your Sun from Aquarius during the first
month of 2012 if you were born between June 17 and 21.
You experienced this favorable connection last year, and
now Neptune encourages you to take action on the dreams
and aspirations that began to take hold in 2011. Use the
time before February 3, when Neptune moves on to Pisces,
to record your thoughts and reflections in a journal so you
can refer to them as your journey progresses. This way
you'll be able to recharge yourself with inspiration when you
need it.

If you were born between May 20 and 24, Neptune will
contact your Sun after it enters Pisces February 3. Known
as the planet of illusion, Neptune in your solar Tenth House
of career and status has the potential to bring fame (or
infamy), or simply make you wish for a starring role in life.



Take a more realistic view and you can benefit from the
almost magical aura of popularity this mystical planet can
bestow. On the flip side, however, is a tendency to believe
that rules can be broken and that you can get away with just
about anything-without consequences. This influence also
makes it easy to be lulled into a false sense of security and
complacency, which could result in you ending up as the
scapegoat. Find a trusted friend or mentor who can confirm
or challenge your career decisions. Even though you
believe your thinking is on track, it may not be.

At times you may feel somewhat adrift, questioning
whether you and your career are on track. Resist the urge
to jump into something new that seems like the ideal. This
too is unrealistic because Neptune will still be active in any
new endeavor. Instead, have faith in yourself, who you are,
what you know, and your many talents, skills, and abilities.

Pluto

If you were born between May 27 and 30, Pluto will contact
your Sun from Capricorn, your solar Eighth House of joint
resources. Because this transit indicates a certain level of
stress and strain involving finances, you should spend less
rather than more and make savings and debt reduction
your priorities. Be very cautious with investments and avoid
loans if at all possible. It's also possible you or your partner
may see a decrease in income or benefits. This is not the
year to invest in a business of your own despite enthusiasm
for the idea.

Financial challenges may arise when Pluto clashes with
Uranus in Aries in June and September. The source could
be a friend who asks for a loan or wants you to cosign for
one, or one who pressures you to get involved in a
business enterprise. Say no even if it damages the
friendship. You're unlikely to ever again see your money.
These same periods could bring difficulties with an
insurance settlement, legal matter, inheritance, or in-laws.
And if you're involved in an organization or group activity,
be alert for a power struggle.

Planetary Lightspots

Learning and teaching are strong themes this month with



the January 23 New Moon in Aquarius, your solar Ninth
House. You could travel on business to attend a
conference, or be asked to teach a class in your workplace.
This influence also favors taking a class for fun. Make a
point to connect with out-of-town friends, but be cautious if
someone from the distant past reappears in your life.

Relationships

Personal relationships, especially with a partner, benefit
from Mercury in Sagittarius, your solar Seventh House
through January 7. Set aside a weekend or weeknight
evening for dinner and talk, as it's a perfect opportunity to
catch up on each other's lives. Or get together with a close
friend. A dating relationship could reach a turning point
around the 7th. However, be wary if a coworker tries to
enlist your support around the 14th or 20th.

Money and Success

The January 9 Full Moon in Cancer, your solar Second
House, could trigger a surprising raise or bonus that may
be more or less than you expect. Either way, be gracious,
and also keep the information to yourself rather than share
it with coworkers. Extra expenses could pop up at month's
end.

Planetary Hotspots

Home life could be a bit rocky the next few months as Mars
in Virgo travels retrograde from January 23 to April 13.
With this influence in your solar Fourth House, the wise
choice is to avoid home improvement projects as well as
inviting anyone to share your space as a roommate.
Mechanical problems with appliances are also possible,
and family conflict could arise at times.

Rewarding Days

2,5,6,10,11,15,18,23,24,27

Challenging Days

1, 12, 13, 14, 16, 20, 22, 26

Planetary Lightspots



The February 7 Full Moon in Leo triggers your curiosity and
renews your interest in reading, games, and puzzles. Visit
the library or download a novel to your e-reader, and
challenge your kids to a card or board game. The lunar
energy is also a plus for getting better acquainted with
neighbors, so consider hosting a get-together near the
20th.

Relationships

Friendships benefit from Venus, which enters Aries, your
solar Eleventh House, February 8. This is great influence
for long talks with your best friends as well as for widening
your circle of acquaintances. Someone exciting could enter
your life around the 9th, and if you're single, you could feel
an instant attraction to a potential romantic interest. You
might also hear surprising news from a close friend.

Money and Success

February 21 will bring the New Moon in Pisces, your solar
Tenth House of career. Make the most of this lunar energy
by snapping up every opportunity to showcase your skills
and talents. This could elevate your status in the eyes of
decision-makers. If your goal is a promotion, your desire
could be fulfilled mid-month.

Planetary Hotspots

Although February is mostly easygoing, difficult planetary
alignments can trigger conflict around the 15th and 24th
with a friend, family member, or coworker. The trigger could
be as simple as an ego clash or as challenging as money
matters. Do your best to keep things in perspective and to
avoid getting emotionally involved. Don't let anyone
pressure you into parting with your money unless you truly
believe it's the right thing to do. If someone asks for a loan,
view it as a request for a gift.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 5, 6, 11, 12, 19, 20, 25

Challenging Days

3, 4, 15, 17, 18, 22, 24



Planetary Lightspots

Indulge the urge the spend more time at home when the
March 8 Full Moon in Virgo activates your solar Fourth
House. Spend time with family, entertain friends, and
simply enjoy time to kick back and curl up in your favorite
chair with a best seller. If you feel motivated, begin making
a list of domestic projects you'd like to accomplish after
Mars, also in Virgo, turns direct next month.

Relationships

Friends delight you under the March 22 New Moon in Aries,
your solar Eleventh House. Make plans to get together with
your favorite pals, but be sure to confirm details. Groups
are also emphasized here, and you could be part of a job-
related teamwork project or get involved in a community or
professional organization. Don't agree to a leadership role
just yet, though, as conditions could change in April or May.

Money and Success

Double-check details at work, and then do it again,
especially after retrograde Mercury retreats into Pisces,
your solar Tenth House of career, on the 23rd. And don't be
surprised if projects are put on hold or seem to be in a
constant state of flux. Choose family time over socializing
with coworkers the first few days of the month.

Planetary Hotspots

Mercury, your ruling planet, turns retrograde March 12, as it
does three or four times each year. So you can expect the
usual mix-ups and misunderstandings during its retrograde
period, which lasts for about a month. Also expect some
frustration in personal plans, and challenges with achieving
your immediate goals. Laughter is a good antidote. Use it
often!

Rewarding Days

1, 5, 6, 14, 18, 19, 23, 28

Challenging Days

3, 4, 7, 9, 13, 20, 27, 30



Planetary Lightspots

The universe grants you a gift this month: the April 21 New
Moon in Taurus, your solar Twelfth House. Take advantage
of the following two weeks to kick back a little and spend
time with your favorite activities. You can also use the lunar
energy to clean closets and storage spaces in preparation
for a spring yard sale with neighbors. Or cash in by taking
the best to a consignment shop.

Relationships

A dating relationship could reach a turning point under the
April 6 Full Moon in Libra, your solar Fifth House. Don't
hesitate to move on if it isn't living up to your expectations,
and especially if finances are a stumbling block. The same
influence could trigger the need to reinforce family rules
with your children. As tough as that can be, remind yourself
that it is in their best interests.

Money and Success

Breathe a sigh of relief April 13. That's the date Mercury
turns direct in Pisces, your solar Tenth House. Career
matters will gradually resume momentum, although you can
expect previous decisions to be reserved and errors to
come to light. At least you'll feel as though your career and
life overall are getting back on track because Mars turns
direct the same day.

Planetary Hotspots

Be prepared for challenging days in early April when
difficult planetary alignments could trigger domestic,
financial, or family difficulties. Keep your cool and your
patience. It may take until month's end to sort it out, with a
few rough spots along the way, but things will improve by
May.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 10, 14, 17, 19, 22, 25, 28

Challenging Days



3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15, 16, 26

Planetary Lightspots

Despite Venus's retrograde motion, you'll be a shining star
after the May 20 New Moon (solar eclipse) energizes your
sign. Use it to renew your inspiration for career
achievements as well as personal ones, and launch
yourself in a new direction. Just be sure to set realistic
goals rather than set yourself up for disappointment.

Relationships

See friends on the 4th or 8th, as Mercury transits Aries,
your solar Eleventh House, through the 8th. But avoid the
5th, when you and a pal, or romantic interest, could
disagree. Enjoy time with your partner and away from the
social scene while Mercury is in Taurus, your solar Twelfth
House, May 9-23. Then you'll be refreshed and ready to
engage your mind when Mercury enters your sign four days
after the New Moon.

Money and Success

This month's Full Moon in Scorpio, your solar Sixth House,
will step up the pace at work. Even better, it will boost your
overall luck, steering you to the right place at the right time.
A lucky break is possible, and you could hear good news if
you're in search of a new job. Just be sure you consider the
potential downside in addition to the many positives.

Planetary Hotspots

Venus turns retrograde in your sign on the 15th, and will
stay that way until June 26. It will be tougher, although not
necessarily impossible, during this six-week period to
connect with people and especially to convince them to
support your plans. Less likely to grant favors, they will at
least listen, so you can use this time to lay the groundwork
for future help. This is not the time, however, to take a
relationship to the commitment level.

Rewarding Days

4,8,11,12,17,20,22,26,31



Challenging Days

3, 7, 9, 13, 16, 21, 24, 28, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Jupiter enters your sign on the 11th to begin a year-long
lucky influence. So get ready to dash into a future with high
personal expectations and enthusiasm. You'll get another
burst of incentive from the second 2012 New Moon in your
sign on the 19th. Consider this a bonus from the universe
and use it well rather than indulge Jupiter's tendency to take
it easy.

Relationships

The June 4 Full Moon (lunar eclipse) in Sagittarius could
initially bring a rocky few days with someone close to you
as it aligns with retrograde Venus in your sign and Mars in
Virgo, your solar Fourth House. Reflect on words spoken
and actions taken and use them as learning experiences in
the importance of compromise. You'll be able to see
relationships with maximum clarity after Venus turns direct
on the 27th.

Money and Success

Finances will be up and down with Mercury in Cancer, your
solar Second House, June 7-24, and the Sun in the same
sign from the 20th on as these planets contact Uranus and
Pluto. Be proactive rather than dwell on these matters, and
don't let frustration take hold when resolution is delayed.

Planetary Hotspots

Money matters will be in high focus as Uranus in Aries
clashes with Pluto in Capricorn June 24. However, it will be
the last few days of June when you'll experience the most
impact from this alignment, with the first clues appearing
around the 11th and 20th. You could lose a valuable, a
friend could ask for a loan (say no unless you can
designate it as a gift), or you could have an unexpected
expense. Check your credit reports for errors.

Rewarding Days



7, 8, 9, 13, 17, 18, 22, 23, 27

Challenging Days

5,6,10,11,12,20,21,24,29

Planetary Lightspots

Good fortune is on your side this month, with the two most
beneficial planets, Venus and Jupiter, in your sign. They
won't solve everything, but they will bring you much-needed
help when you need it. The 5th, 6th, and/or 20th could bring
opportunities through a friend or group as well as valuable
advice. Listen and think.

Relationships

Mars energizes your solar Fifth House after it enters Libra
on the 3rd. This is great for your social life and leisure-time
interests, but possibly not a romantic relationship or
friendship, either of which could end when values or money
become an issue. One of your children could display a
strong independent streak that results in a battle of the wills.
But you'll also have the love and support of many to help
you weather the challenges.

Money and Success

Last month's financial difficulties continue as the July 3 Full
Moon in Capricorn and the New Moon in Cancer on the
19th activate Uranus and Pluto. And even though it may not
feel like it at the time, you will make progress toward
resolving these issues.

Planetary Hotspots

Just when it seems like your life might be getting back on
track, Mercury turns retrograde July 14 in Leo, your solar
Third House of communication. This will interfere with your
quest for information and also trigger mix-ups in dates,
times, and places. Laughter can help as much as the
knowledge that this phase won't last forever (until August 8).
You'll also need patience.

Rewarding Days



1, 5, 6, 10, 14, 15, 20

Challenging Days

2, 9, 17, 19, 4, 26, 30

Planetary Lightspots

If you can manage a few days away, plan a long weekend
near the August 1 Full Moon in Aquarius, your solar Ninth
House. It's a better choice than the New Moon in Leo, your
solar Third House, on the 17th, when the trip could be
pricey. If time is at a premium, explore new horizons by
taking a community class to enhance hobby or financial
skills, or to learn more about something that's always been
of interest.

Relationships

Relationships benefit from Mercury after it turns direct in
Leo, your solar Third House, August 8. Easy planetary
alignments enhance the effect, although the potential for
challenges with a friend still exists. Touch base with siblings
and relatives later this month, and also set aside a day for a
fun outing with your kids. They'll appreciate the extra
attention.

Money and Success

The 31st brings this month's second Full Moon, this time in
Pisces, your solar Tenth House. This will favor career
matters into September, as will Mars, which advances into
Scorpio, your solar Sixth House of daily work on the 23rd.
You could earn a small raise near month's end, but praise
is more likely.

Planetary Hotspots

The recent financial pattern continues as Venus in Cancer,
your solar Second House, clashes with Uranus and Pluto
mid-month. But again you'll see progress, and Venus could
bring you additional income. It will also guide you to
bargains, and you could profit from a yard sale or items
taken to consignment shops.

Rewarding Days



1,11,16,25,28,30

Challenging Days

7, 13, 20, 21, 24, 26, 27

Planetary Lightspots

This month's New Moon in Virgo on the 15th aligns
beautifully with Mercury in your solar Fourth House. In
addition to encouraging family communication, you'll enjoy
spending as many hours as possible at home. Earlier in
September, planetary influences favor cleaning and
cleaning out closets, cabinets, and storage spaces. You'll
be in the mood to toss a lot, so be careful not to overdo it.

Relationships

Despite the relationship difficulties indicated by Uranus and
Pluto this month, you'll also have many upbeat moments,
primarily with those closest to you. Venus in Leo, your solar
Third House, makes this another good month to connect
with neighbors and siblings. You also could make a
valuable networking contact near the 13th, possibly through
a community activity.

Money and Success

Work continues to be fast-paced this month as Mars
advances in Scorpio, your solar Sixth House. But slow the
pace a little rather than race through projects. Otherwise
you could miss important details, which will come to light at
month's end.

Planetary Hotspots

The Uranus/Pluto alignment makes a return engagement on
the 19th, to re-activate this summer's financial challenges.
This time, extra expenses could arise regarding your
children or another family member. Also in focus could be a
friendship or dating relationship that might have been rocky
in recent months. If so, you could finally end the relationship
when the Full Moon in Aries on the 29th aligns with Uranus
and Pluto.



Rewarding Days

3, 7, 8, 13, 16, 17, 25, 30

Challenging Days

2,4, 10, 11, 23, 24, 29

Planetary Lightspots

Home life and all things domestic get the best of Venus in
Virgo, your solar Fourth House, October 3-28. Household
projects will catch your interest, but you could take on far
more than you can do yourself or accomplish in your free
time. Scale back and tackle one room at a time. Creativity
will help you stretch your budget.

Relationships

The October 15 New Moon in Libra, your solar Fifth House,
accents your social life and quality time with your children.
Plan a day trip with your kids to a museum or local
attraction, and also be their loudest cheerleader at sporting
events and other activities.

Money and Success

Investments could be profitable this month, but you'll still
want to be cautious about anything other than those for the
long term. A better use of the energy might be to learn more
about specific investments and financial planning in
general. Listen for praise at work in early October, but take
care at month's end not to make assumptions.

Planetary Hotspots

Saturn enters Scorpio, your solar Sixth House, October 5.
This transit signifies hard work with limited recognition.
Think carefully if a promotion comes your way. It may or
may not be a true step up. Instead, you could actually put in
more hours, thereby reducing your hourly rate. You'll begin
to grasp the meaning of this transit in your life near the
October 29 Full Moon in Taurus, which also advises you to
balance work with time for yourself and family.

Rewarding Days



5, 6, 10, 18, 22, 27, 28

Challenging Days

4, 7, 9, 11, 14, 20, 25

Planetary Lightspots

The November 28 Full Moon (lunar eclipse) shines brightly
in your sign, bringing you to the attention of many. It's best
influence, however, is in relationships with those closest to
you, including your partner. Treat your mate to a special
evening out, and take the time to tell your favorite people
how important they are to you.

Relationships

Your social life continues to be active this month, thanks to
Venus in Libra, your solar Fifth House, through the 20th. But
be sure to estimate the price before you go. If it's too high
for your budget, be ready to suggest an alternative. But
avoid the 3rd, which is equally unfavorable for dates. Also
take care to avoid misunderstandings at work near the 12th
and 23rd.

Money and Success

The November 13 New Moon (solar eclipse) in Scorpio
energizes your work life with potential that extends into
2013. Plan now how you can make the most of this
influence as you move forward into the new year. Mars
transitions into Capricorn, your solar Eighth House, on the
16th to remind you to budget carefully for holiday spending.
Remember coworkers with something small, an ornament
or a tin of homemade cookies.

Planetary Hotspots

Mercury, your ruling planet, begins retrograde travel
November 6 in Sagittarius, your solar Seventh House. It
then slips back into Scorpio, your solar Sixth House, on the
14th, before turning direct on the 26th. Work and personal
relationships are thus prone to mixups and
misunderstandings, and you'll need to give careful attention
to detail. Confirm times, dates, and places for meetings
and social events, and be sure to clarify your thoughts



before you speak.

Rewarding Days

2, 6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 15, 24, 29

Challenging Days

3, 10 12, 16, 18, 19 23, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Mars dashes into Aquarius, your solar Ninth House, on the
25th. Plan a vacation trip for February rather than now, as
planetary alignments caution against travel. Or invite out-of-
town friends to visit you during the holidays. This influence
will also trigger your curiosity and desire for knowledge.
Take it a step further and enroll in a short-term class in
January that can benefit your career.

Relationships

Memorable moments with your partner and those closest to
you are in the forecast as the New Moon in Sagittarius
spotlights your solar Seventh House on the 13th. Two days
later, Venus, the universal planet of love, will enter the same
sign, and Mercury promotes communication with its transit
of Sagittarius December 10-30. The combined influence
will prompt some Geminis to take a relationship to the next
level, and others will celebrate an engagement.

Money and Success

Although money will be tight in the two weeks following the
December 28 Full Moon in Cancer, your solar Second
House, you could earn a small year-end bonus that will help
to balance your budget. You could also earn more this
month, possibly through a temporary job. Take care,
though, not to push yourself too hard.

Planetary Hotspots

Be choosy when you plan your December social schedule.
There's no need to see friends you'd rather avoid.
Remember that living within your budget is more important
than stretching it in order to give expensive gifts to
everyone on your list. Scale back and focus on thrift. And



everyone on your list. Scale back and focus on thrift. And
don't give in if a friend or coworker pressures you to
support a favorite cause. Put you and yours first.

Rewarding Days

12, 15, 16, 17, 21, 26, 31

Challenging Days

7, 11, 18, 20, 28, 30



The Crab

June 20 to July 22

 





Your Strengths and Challenges

You're sensitive, caring, and sympathetic, and when you get
close to people you want to fulfill their every need and
desire. It's this nurturing quality that draws others into the
warmth of your aura. You're also intuitive and easily sense
how others feel, but you need to be cautious about
becoming too emotionally involved in their lives and
problems.

Because you're so responsive to others, some people
underestimate your inner strength, believing you're a
pushover. Not so! Cancer is a cardinal water sign, which
gives you two major assetsdynamic action and the ability to
win people's loyalty. And when someone pushes you too
far, you're more than capable of holding your own.

Your Moon-ruled sign is very sensitive to the environment.
When entering a room you pick up the vibrations, both
positive and negative. It's partly your sixth sense and partly
your receptive nature. This can be a real plus when you
need to know how to present your ideas, for example. But
it's also wise to mentally surround yourself with a protective
shield rather than take the chance of absorbing unwanted
energy.



You're happiest when life is predictable, safe, and
secure. But with the Moon as your ruling planet, your life
and your emotions are in a continual state of flux. That gives
you a reputation for moodiness and others find it difficult to
understand why you're up one minute and down the next.
This is especially true when someone hurts your feelings,
whether this is reality or only your perception.

Traditional and patriotic to the core, you value the past,
might collect or refinish antiques, and probably have a large
collection of family photos and memorabilia. Most Cancers
are excellent cooks and enjoy entertaining friends and
family in their tastefully decorated homes.

Your Relationships

Because Cancer is the universal sign of family, most
people with the Sun in this sign have strong ties to loved
ones-parents, grandparents, children, siblings, cousins,
aunts and uncles. Most also want children to cherish and
nurture. But as a parent you can be overly protective and try
to shield your children from the hurts and realities that are
good learning experiences. Give them room to grow and to
explore their own personalities and talents while they have
the safety and security of a supportive, loving home life.
They'll thank you later when they become adults.

As a friend you're one of the best-loyal and supportive.
Your circle, whether large or small, is filled with people
around whom you can be yourself, and you most enjoy time
with them one-on-one or in small groups. Generous with
your time and resources, you treasure your friendships and
have many lifelong associations. Some of these people
become members of your extended family.

In love, your feelings run deep and at times you can be
possessive and even jealous, hanging on to a dating
relationship when you know in your heart it's time to move
on. You also experience the ultimate in passionate,
romantic moments when you're with the right person.
Although it might take you longer than your peers to find a
soul mate, when you find your ideal match, he or she is
likely to share your desire for financial security and a stable
family life. You could find happiness with one of the earth
signs, Taurus, Virgo, and especially Capricorn, your polar
opposite. The other water signs, Scorpio and Pisces, are
in tune with your energy, but it could be difficult to satisfy
your emotional needs with an Aries or Libra.



In all relationships, Cancers have a tendency to sacrifice
their needs for others. Although compromise is necessary
when two people come together, being too
accommodating is unhealthy for both parties. Strive for a
fifty-fifty average, sometimes giving more, sometimes less,
in order to satisfy both your and your mate's needs, hopes,
and wishes.

Your Career and Money

You have excellent financial instincts and a talent for
making money. That's a plus to fulfill your security needs.
But some Cancers take things too far and never achieve
this goal because enough never seems to be enough-even
when assets run into the millions. And this can encourage a
fearful mind-set as well as a miserly one. Learn to keep
finances in perspective and be thrifty and wise, investing for
the long term and saving to cover the inevitable unexpected
expenses that are a normal part of life. Periodically reward
yourself and loved ones with the luxury items you desire.

Your cardinal-sign initiative is especially evident in your
career life where you invest maximum energy to achieve
your goals. A career with growth potential is a must, as is
one where you can use your leadership skills. But therein
lies a possible challenge. If promotions don't come as fast
as you wish, your thoughts soon turn elsewhere. This can
lead to job-hopping, which could slow your progress even
more. Patience can pay off handsomely. In your daily work
you need an upbeat, enthusiastic environment with a high
level of activity and freedom, or at least limited supervision.
For this reason many Cancers avoid desk jobs. You also
need a job in which you can learn or teach others, formally
or informally, along with open-minded coworkers and a free
exchange of ideas.

Your Lighter Side

It's a well-kept secret that Cancer is one of the most
observant signs of the zodiac. Little escapes your notice,
thanks to intuition and your excellent eye for detail. This and
your tenacity make you an outstanding researcher. You
persist until you find the answers. It's also difficult, if not
impossible, for your children and others close to you to get
away with much of anything as you're nearly always a step
ahead of them.

Affirmation for the Year

People are my foundation, but strength comes from within.



The Year Ahead for Cancer

This year you can achieve an ideal balance of socializing
and retreat. Although the two are completely different, you'll
be able to enjoy people when you're in the mood and enjoy
the comforts of home when you're not. Some relationships
will be rocky and others will bring you joy. This is also a
great year for travel and widening your horizons. Do that
earlier in 2012 if you can because the second half of the
year will bring an increased focus on work.

Fun, friendship, and socializing are highlighted through
June 10 as Jupiter transits Taurus, your solar Eleventh
House. This sector also governs groups and organizations,
so you could find yourself in a leadership position or
involved in a job-related teamwork project. Any of these can
bring you luck during this transit, but because Jupiter is also
the planet of expansion, take care not to become
overcommitted. Social events with friends and coworkers
will bring new networking opportunities, and you could form
a strong personal or professional alliance with someone
you meet in March. This transit also encourages you to
assess and redefine your career goals, especially as they
relate to your daily job activities.

Jupiter spends the second half of the year in Gemini, your
solar Twelfth House of self-renewal. Time for yourself will
become more of a priority, and this influence is one of the
best for meditation and looking within in order to learn more
about yourself, what motivates you, and what holds you
back. People will confide in you, sharing their secrets, and
a behind-the-scenes supporter could help to advance your
career or status in July. Jupiter in this sector can also
function like a guardian angel, providing just the help you
need, often at the eleventh hour.

Saturn changes signs late this year after spending the
first nine months in Libra, your solar Fourth House.
Transiting here, Saturn emphasizes home and family as
well as your roots and everything domestic. Saturn has
been in Libra since November 2009, so you may have
already relocated; if not, this could be the year you decide
to find a new home. This influence can also trigger a desire
f o r a major remodeling project, or a change in your
household with someone moving in or out. You might
research your family history, or resolve any family-related
issues.

Give some thought to where you'd like to be career-wise



in about twelve years when Saturn moves into your Solar
Tenth House. Although this might seem like a long time,
what you do between now and then can contribute greatly to
your success. And it's tough to know where you're going
without a map to get there.

Saturn enters Scorpio, your solar Fifth House, October 5.
Here, Saturn will influence children, creativity, romance,
investments, and leisure-time activities. All of these will in
some way have a role in your life in the next few years, and
most will have the more serious overtone of Saturn, which
is also the planet of responsibility. So this can be a time
when you develop a stronger relationship with your children,
see them grow into young adults, or become more involved
with their lives, whatever their age. A dating relationship
could evolve into one that is comfortable but without the
passion and motivation to take it a step further.

A new hobby could capture your attention, including
learning all you can to perfect your creative skills. At some
point it could become a source of extra income or even
evolve into a career in the more distant future. Investments
should be handled with a longterm view as Saturn here can
limit immediate gains. A conservative approach is the best
choice now. You could also use Saturn strength to begin or
enhance an athletic skill, or to simply devote some of your
evening or weekend hours to walking or working out at the
gym.

Uranus continues its multiyear trip through Aries. This
planet of the unexpected will bring change to your career
life at some point, even if not this year. Or it's possible you
experienced this in the past two years. Although an
unexpected change is disruptive at best, Uranus here
encourages you to look beyond the immediate and well into
the future. By reinventing your career and the self-identity
you associate with it, you will ultimately become closer to
achieving financial security.

This year a sudden career opportunity could pop up in
May or July. Consider both the upside and the downside
before making a change because optimism can get the
best of you. A better use of this might be networking and
aligning yourself with the most advantageous decision-
makers. The result could be job protection or gain through a
small advancement.

Neptune concludes its transit of Aquarius, your solar
Eighth House, on February 2, and then moves on to Pisces.
During its time in Aquarius, you've experienced its effect on



joint finances. Use the first month of 2012 to handle any
financial matters left unresolved from last year, especially
loans, insurance, and communication with lenders. Also
check your credit report.

Neptune moves on to Pisces, your solar Ninth House,
February 3, where it will be until 2025. This is an excellent
influence if you have yet to complete your education or want
to get an advanced degree or training. If not this year, you
may begin a course of study when Neptune contacts your
Sun. But even then you might have to push yourself to
commit the time and effort, despite the knowledge that it
would be in your best interest. Neptune is great for
dreaming but less than effective for action. Wherever you
are in life, make it a point to learn. Read, take a class for
fun, study something you've always been curious about, or
learn another language. Neptune is also likely to pique your
interest in other cultures, and you might develop a desire to
see many other countries around the world. If you plan a trip
this year, schedule your departure for mid-April or later, or
even better, in mid-October, when Neptune will favorably
align with Saturn in Scorpio. It's wise to avoid legal matters
while Neptune is in Pisces as it will be more difficult to
resolve them.

Pluto continues to advance in Capricorn, your solar
Seventh House of relationships. It will bring many
relationship changes as people enter and depart your life.
Some of these people will be positive and uplifting,
encouraging you on a personal level. Others, however, will
be decidedly negative and controlling. Both types of people
will teach you more about relationships and your role in
them. As a result you may purposely make a healthy choice
to distance yourself from some. In this sense, Pluto in your
relationship sector is more about you than about others.
The best part of this transit is self-awareness and the
courage to do what's right for you.

What This Year's Eclipses Mean for You

There are four eclipses this year, two solar and two lunar.
Three of them bracket your solar Sixth/Twelfth House axis,
and the fourth is in your solar Fifth House. Each is in effect
for six to twelve months.

The year's first solar eclipse is in Gemini, your solar
Twelfth House, May 21. Two weeks later (June 4) a lunar
eclipse in Sagittarius will highlight your solar Sixth House.
November 28 will bring a lunar eclipse in Gemini. The
emphasis on these solar sectors will focus your attention on



wellness, work, and service, and it will be amplified by
Jupiter in Gemini the second half of the year. Tune in to
yourself, assess your lifestyle and your health, and use this
time to focus on what's best for you. With eclipses in these
opposite signs, the goal is to strive for a balance between
work and play, and to make wellness a priority through diet
and exercise. You also could use your nurturing spirit to
help others who are less fortunate.

November 13 is the date of the year's second solar
eclipse. Placed in Scorpio, your solar Fifth House, this
eclipse emphasizes socializing, leisure-time activities,
children, and romance. By the time this eclipse occurs,
Saturn will be in Scorpio, so you can use the combined
energy to strengthen the close relationships in your life.
Most of all, though, this can reinforce self-reliance and faith
in yourself, creating a much greater sense of security than
you can gain from other people.

Saturn

If you were born between July 13 and 22, Saturn will contact
your Sun from Libra, your solar Fourth House before
October 4. You'll experience the full effect of Saturn in June
or July if your birthday is July 13, 14, or 15. Cancers born
on the other dates will be under Saturn's influence twice,
once between January and May, and again in August or
September.

This Saturn-Sun contact can have you feeling low and as
though your life is not progressing as you wish. It also can
lower your vitality, so adequate sleep is a must. This is all
perfectly normal with this planetary alignment, which is
designed to encourage you to assess both your
accomplishments and challenges in the past seven years.
Then use this knowledge to set your path for the next seven
and fourteen years.

On another level, you can expect home and family to be
more of a priority, and to bring increased responsibilities.
Elderly relatives or a parent may need your time and
attention, and you also could see an adult child or another
relative move in or out of your household. It's also possible
your home may need significant repairs or that you could
relocate.

Be cautious, though, if you're considering a property
purchase or a new roommate. Both are likely to bring more
difficulties than rewards. If you do buy a home, be sure to
make the sale conditional on the results of an expert



property inspection. However, if you've been trying to sell a
home, Saturn could make this a reality. Also double-check
that your insurance coverage (renter's or homeowners) is
adequate for any eventuality.

Uranus

If you were born between June 21 and 29, Uranus will
contact your Sun from Aries, your solar Tenth House of
career and status. Uranus could trigger a sudden career
change-a step up, a new job, or unfortunately, the loss of
one. But Jupiter in Gemini, especially during July and
August, puts the odds in your favor for a positive outcome.
Keep in mind, though, that Jupiter promises a lot but
sometimes fails to deliver.

On a personal level, Uranus can trigger an unrelenting
desire for freedom, independence, and change. This can
be positive if you initiate change for all the right reasons,
including reinventing yourself in order to be more effective
in the world and your overall life. The danger lies in change
for the sake of change because actions taken under this
transit are rarely reversed.

Uranus can also trigger sudden changes initiated by
others or events in your environment. This is often ultimately
positive because Uranus is simply fulfilling its mission to
bring needed change into your life. Upon reflection, you will
know this is true even though the process and adapting to
new conditions will challenge you.

Neptune

Neptune will be in Aquarius, your solar Eighth House,
through February 2, where it will contact your Sun if you
were born between July 19 and 22. You also experienced
this transit in 2011, when it may have triggered financial
worries, mix-ups, and misunderstandings. Overall, Neptune
adds confusion to money matters, making it difficult to take
action or to successfully resolve financial issues. Now is the
time, however, to make one more attempt. Chances are,
you will be able to accomplish your goal.

If you were born between June 21 and 24, Neptune will
contact your Sun from Pisces, your solar Ninth House, after
it enters this sign February 3. This favorable alignment is
ideal for creative projects, education, and travel. It also will
boost your sixth sense and initiate a spiritual journey. You
will view your world through a different lens during this
transit, which is also one of idealism rather than practicality.



Be cautious. It will be much easier now to accept people on
faith, believing that everyone shares your high ideals.
Unfortunately, this may not be the reality. Be skeptical.
S o me people you encounter will not have your best
interests in mind.

Pluto

Pluto will contact your Sun from Capricorn, your solar
Seventh House, if you were born between June 27 and 30.
Although this is a difficult transit that occurs only once in a
lifetime, it also has its upside. Pluto transforms whatever it
touches. This means you and someone close to you will
undergo irreversible change in the coming year: the
relationship could deepen or end as Pluto does nothing half
way. What Pluto challenges you to do is to examine not only
the relationships in your life but your perspective of them,
and then to make the necessary changes. This process
probably won't be an easy one, but you'll emerge stronger
and wiser, which is Pluto's ultimate aim. And nearly
everyone who undergoes a Pluto transit is a better, more
confident person for the experience. You can also use Pluto
to revamp yourself through diet, exercise, and healthy
eating and living.

The toughest part of this transit, however, may be Pluto's
clash with Uranus in Aries, your solar Tenth House, in June
and September. This could trigger a career-related change
such as company restructuring, power politics, or a clash
with a controlling supervisor. Do all you can to avoid people
or situations that could put your job in jeopardy. Also keep
your options open to new opportunities. Unfortunately, you
could encounter the same difficult people and environment
if you accept a new position. This is also not the year to
form a business partnership, even with someone you know
well.

Planetary Lightspots

You attract energy and people during the two weeks
following the January 9 Full Moon in Cancer. Take
advantage of the time to connect with neighbors. Be on the
lookout for a possible career contact, someone who might
open a door for you later this year. A sibling could share



surprising information mid-month.

Relationships

Relationships are mostly positive this month as Mercury
transits Capricorn, your solar Seventh House, January 8-
26. But you can expect a few challenges along the way. You
could be at odds with a coworker, supervisor, or family
member around the 8th, 14th, or 18th. Change will be the
issue, and although you should be true to your values, life
will be easier if you keep an open mind. Time with friends
is uplifting in early January and at mid-month.

Money and Success

Money matters get a boost from this month's New Moon in
Aquarius (January 23), your solar Eighth House, and Venus
in the same sign through the 13th. Be prepared, though, to
remember your budget when socializing with friends. A
generous mood could encourage you to pick up the tab,
expecting others to do the same in the future. They may not.

Planetary Hotspots

Mechanical problems with a vehicle or appliance may pop
up late in the month as Mars in Virgo travels retrograde
from January 23 to April 12. Check problems out sooner
rather than later. This retrograde period will also affect
communication. Be especially cautious about job-related e-
mail-what you say and when you click the send button.
Postpone the purchase of electronics, phones, and
computers unless absolutely necessary. Consider an
extended warranty.

Rewarding Days

3, 4, 13, 16, 17, 25, 31

Challenging Days

1, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, 18

Planetary Lightspots

If you can manage the time, let the February 21 New Moon
i n Pisces, your solar Ninth House, motivate you to take a



winter vacation or even a long weekend away. Either one
will be just the change of scenery you need to refresh your
mind and spirit. Ask friends to join you, or choose sweet
days of romance with your partner.

Relationships

You could hear positive news from an out-of-town friend or
relative around February 13, and again near the 25th. But
avoid contact with relatives and neighbors on the 22nd and
24th, when you should take extra care on the road. Overall,
you'll have a tough time reaching people this month as
Mars continues to retrograde through your solar Third
House. Don't push others for decisions, especially on the
job. Be patient.

Money and Success

Cross your fingers for extra income and favorable financial
news as the February 7 Full Moon in Leo spotlights your
solar Second House of personal resources. You could be
approved for a loan, or receive an anticipated check or gift
from a family member. The lunar energy is also beneficial
for budgeting and organizing tax information. If you file now,
you could get a nice refund.

Planetary Hotspots

You'll be an attention-getter as Venus transits Aries, your
solar Tenth House of career, from February 8 on. That's all
to the good. Unfortunately, difficult planetary alignments
around the 10th and 15th could trigger workplace conflict.
Do your best to remain on the sidelines rather than get
involved, and take care not to challenge the boss. Jealousy
on the part of a coworker is possible.

Rewarding Days

5,9, 12, 13, 21, 23, 26, 27

Challenging Days

3,4, 10, 15, 16, 17, 22, 24

Planetary Lightspots



Although Mars is still retrograde in Virgo, the March 8 Full
M o o n in the same sign favors communication and
socializing with friends and neighbors. Someone you
connect with mid-month could bring you luck, and possibly
help you network your way to career gains.

Relationships

Venus in Taurus, your solar Eleventh House, benefits your
social life after March 4. Join a group of friends for an
evening out on the 12th or 14th, or ask another couple to
meet you and your mate for dinner and a movie. If you're
single, March could bring a romantic opportunity, but it's
unlikely to be long-lasting. Nevertheless, enjoy the brief
connection, which can widen your circle of acquaintances.

Money and Success

Career-related changes could be in the forecast as the
March 22 New Moon in Aries, your solar Tenth House,
merges its energy with Uranus and retrograde Mercury.
This may or may not affect you directly, and is likely to
remain unfinished business until later in April. If you have
your sights set on a promotion or a new job, submit your
resume before March 8.

Planetary Hotspots

Mercury turns retrograde March 12, and stays that way until
April 13. Take precautions during this time to minimize mix-
ups and misunderstandings. Confirm dates, times, and
places, and double-check details even if you're sure
everything is correct. But you can also use this period to
advantage by reviewing, revising, and improving previous
projects. Beware of computer viruses, and re-read
important e-mail before you click the send button.

Rewarding Days

7,11, 12, 16, 18, 21, 25, 26

Challenging Days

2,4, 9, 13, 15, 20, 30

Planetary Lightspots



The April 6 Full Moon in Libra highlights your solar Fourth
House of domestic activities. Although you'll have little time
that week for household projects, the crunch will ease later
in April, when you can make up for lost time. Plant flowers,
give your place a spring cleaning, and host a get-together
around the 21st or 28th. Take care, though, not to toss out
anything that belongs to your mate or your children.

Relationships

Friendship gets the spotlight under the April 21 New Moon
in Taurus, your solar Eleventh House. Connect with friends
you haven't seen a while, and also get a group of
coworkers together for an evening out. Ask them to bring
their friends and then take advantage of this networking
opportunity. Think carefully, though, if you're asked to take
on a leadership role at work or in an organization. There
could be personality challenges.

Money and Success

After resuming direct motion, Mercury returns to Aries, your
solar Tenth House, on the 16th, where it will be the rest of
the month. Previous work will probably need revisions, but
you'll also be well placed to catch the attention of decision-
makers. Share your ideas.

Planetary Hotspots

Although Mars and Mercury turn direct April 13, planetary
alignments caution against travel. You could experience
anything from car trouble to lost luggage and weather-
related cancellations or delays. Find a good substitute to
satisfy curiosity, such as visiting a local museum or historic
spot. Also avoid difficult relatives and in-laws this month if
you can. There will be no way to please them.

Rewarding Days

4, 8, 12, 17, 21, 22, 27, 28

Challenging Days

3,5,7,11,13,15,23,26



Planetary Lightspots

Like Venus in Gemini, this month's New Moon in the same
sign on the 20th encourages you to slow the pace a little.
Treat yourself well, sleep, relax, and eat healthy foods. All of
this will help to boost your immune system and prevent a
cold. Set aside at least thirty minutes a day just for you.
Read, meditate, go for a walk, or do something else you
enjoy.

Relationships

The May 5 Full Moon in Scorpio, your solar Fifth House,
aligns with Jupiter in Taurus, your solar Eleventh House of
friendship. Make time for your closest friends, who can be
an inspiration as they spark laughter and optimism. One of
them could connect you with someone who will be a
valuable networking contact in the future.

Money and Success

Mercury spends the first eight days of May in Aries, your
solar Tenth House of career and status. Although the first
few days of the month will be challenging ones, you and
your efforts will be recognized and you'll have an
opportunity to learn from someone whose wisdom can
guide you in the coming months. Expect finances to be
status quo, but an extra expense at month's end could be
related to a vehicle repair.

Planetary Hotspots

Your social life will take a back seat to other areas of life
while Venus travels retrograde in Gemini, your solar Twelfth
House, May 26. Not that this is a bad thing. Used to
advantage, this is a great period to spend quality time with
your favorite people in a relaxed setting. It's also possible
you'll need to help care for an elderly family member, which
will limit the hours available for all else in your life.

Rewarding Days

1, 6, 13, 14, 18, 19, 24

Challenging Days

3, 4, 7, 9, 16, 17, 30



Planetary Lightspots

Lucky Jupiter enters Gemini, your solar Twelfth House, on
the 11th. Transiting here, as it will be for the next twelve
months, Jupiter functions much like a guardian angel. Lean
on it when you need it, but don't assume it will come to your
rescue all of the time.

Relationships

Your social life will get back on track after Venus turns
direct on the 27th, and before then you'll enjoy the last days
of Jupiter in Taurus, your solar Eleventh House of
friendship. Although the UranusPluto alignment will affect
career-related relationships, it can also impact personal
and family ties. Try not to take your frustrations out on those
you love. Instead, look to them for support and return the
favor.

Money and Success

You'll be pushed to the max under the June 4 Full Moon
(lunar eclipse) in Sagittarius, your solar Sixth House. This
will contribute to the tension that builds as the month
progresses because the lunar energy will activate difficult
planetary alignments. This is not the time for a workplace
romance, but if you're already involved in one, that could
trigger this month's challenges.

Planetary Hotspots

June 24 is the date of this year's first Uranus/Pluto
alignment. (The second is September 19.) This difficult
planetary alignment will focus on your career and business,
and on personal relationships. The outcome this month
depends in part on how you handle challenging situations,
but some events will be out of your control. Think before you
speak and act, say little, and try not to challenge
supervisors. If you push things too far, your job could be in
jeopardy. Events will center around the 11th and 29th.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 14, 15, 16, 19, 21, 25, 28

Challenging Days



Challenging Days

5,6,10,11,12,20,24,27,29

Planetary Lightspots

The July 19 New Moon in your sign marks the symbolic
beginning of your new solar year. Use it to set an ambitious
agenda for the next twelve months, with a focus on home
life. You could relocate before the end of 2012, or embark
on a journey to learn more about your ancestors and to
discover your genealogical roots.

Relationships

Last month's relationship challenges will again be apparent
when the July 3 Full Moon in Capricorn, your solar Seventh
House, aligns with Uranus and Pluto. This time, though,
you'll have a better change to resolve the pertinent issues,
or you will if you and the other person listen with open
minds and search for a compromise. Set ground rules
before you talk.

Money and Success

Finances require close attention this month after Mercury
turns retrograde on the 14th in Leo, you solar Second
House. Bills can go astray, even if you use online
payments, and you could find errors on statements. Take
extra precautions to safeguard your wallet or purse when
out and about, especially when in crowds. But you also
could find something you lost in June or early July.

Planetary Hotspots

Mars enters Libra, your solar Fourth House, July 3.
Although this is a positive influence for household projects,
you'll want to hold off on them until after the 10th. Before
then, Mars could spark everything from a domestic
accident to family conflict. Be especially careful with
electricity, tools, and sharp objects, and in the kitchen.

Rewarding Days

7,8,11,12,16,22,23,27

Challenging Days



2, 3, 9, 10, 17, 18, 24, 30

Planetary Lightspots

The 31st is the date of this month's second Full Moon. Take
advantage of this Full Moon in Pisces, your solar Ninth
House, to plan or depart on a vacation. The change of
scenery will refresh your spirit and your faith in yourself in
addition to providing some much-needed stress relief. Or if
that's not realistic, opt for a long weekend at a nearby
destination where you can relax and get away for a few
days.

Relationships

Mars moves on to Scorpio, your solar Fifth House, August
23, just in time to enjoy the last weeks of outdoor summer
activities. Plan a family day trip to an amusement park or
sporting event that your kids would enjoy. Reserve some
time for yourself, too. Take a daily walk or visit the gym,
enjoy a hobby, and socialize with friends. The goal is fun!

Money and Success

Money matters benefit from the August 1 Full Moon in
Aquarius, your solar Eighth House, and the New Moon in
Leo, your solar Second House, on the 17th. Also a plus is
Mercury, which resumes direct motion in Leo on the 8th.
You could gain through a raise or bonus, or even a small
windfall. Shop for clothing before Mercury turns direct, when
you could find some sensational bargains. Just be sure the
store allows returns.

Planetary Hotspots

Venus enters your sign August 7, but you may not
experience its beneficial influence until after the 16th.
Before then, you'll need to deal with more relationship
issues as Venus clashes with Uranus and Pluto. The 8th
and 9th, however, could bring helpful information, and your
sixth sense will be active on the same dates.

Rewarding Days

3, 4, 8, 9, 14, 19, 22, 23



Challenging Days

6, 7, 13, 16, 20, 21, 26, 28

Planetary Lightspots

Neighbors, siblings, and a fast-paced daily life are all
featured this month as the September 15 New Moon in
Virgo accents your solar Third House. Take advantage of
this time to get acquainted with neighbors, possibly through
involvement in a community project. This sector is also
associated with learning, so consider taking a quick class
for fun. And be sure to set limits for calls, e-mail, and more
as these can quickly eat up time.

Relationships

Seeing friends and spending time with your kids continue
to be priorities this month as Mars advances in Scorpio,
your solar Fifth House. But you could have issues with a
dating relationship in early or late September. Don't be
hasty, but don't postpone ending things if it's the best
choice for you.

Money and Success

Money matters continue on the upswing this month, thanks
to Venus in Leo, your solar Second House, from the 6th on.
You could make a lucky find and see a raise earned last
month appear in your pay check. Mostly, though, you'll have
the funds you need when you need them. Be prepared,
however, for some extra expenses related to your children.

Planetary Hotspots

September 19 brings this year's second Uranus/Pluto
alignment, but you'll experience it most strongly around the
29th when the Full Moon in Aries triggers these two planets.
Events will involve your career, relationships and home life,
with changes in all or some of these sectors. This is not the
time to invite someone to join your household, whether
roommate, relative, or romantic interest.

Rewarding Days

1, 3, 5, 6, 9, 13, 27, 28, 30



Challenging Days

2, 10, 11, 16, 19, 20, 23, 24, 29

Planetary Lightspots

Home life is upbeat this month with various planets and the
October 15 New Moon in Libra, your solar Fourth House.
This is a great time to winterize your home, redo a room, or
simply enjoy being cozy and comfortable in your own
space. If you want to entertain friends, the 12th is a good
choice.

Relationships

Saturn changes signs this month, entering Scorpio, your
solar Fifth House, October 5. Soon after, you could be
traveling on a family or business trip. During the next
several years, Saturn will help you strengthen some
relationships, and you'll be more involved in your children's
lives, whatever their age. This month the October 29 Full
Moon in Taurus, your solar Eleventh House, could trigger
contact from someone from the past. If it's a romantic
interest, remember why you're no longer together.

Money and Success

The work pace will pick up after Mars enters Sagittarius,
your solar Sixth House, on the 6th. It will stay that way until
mid-November, so be sure to plan ahead and carefully
budget your time. An exciting opportunity could come your
way this month. Think before you leap and don't take on
more than you can realistically do.

Planetary Hotspots

Life will be more easygoing this month, but you'll need to
listen to your sixth sense in the month. Someone could
appear to be a supporter who has your best interests in
mind. This may or may not be true. Be wary if this person
pushes too hard, tells you what you want to hear, or makes
guarantees. If promises sound too good to be true, they
probably are.

Rewarding Days



2, 3, 8, 12, 16, 21, 24, 30

Challenging Days

1, 4, 7, 14, 20

Planetary Lightspots

Despite retrograde Mercury, your social life will move into
high gear under the November 13 Full Moon (solar eclipse)
in Scorpio. Fill your calendar through the holidays with
social events and outings, but reserve time to romance your
partner. Fun-filled hours with your kids are also in the
forecast, and you'll be a proud parent at their after-school
events.

Relationships

Mars enters Capricorn, your solar Seventh House,
November 16. This transit has its pluses and minuses for
relationships. As much as it can spark passionate
moments, there will also be tense and difficult times
reminiscent of last summer. Be alert around the 23rd and
30th. Go slowly if a potential romantic interest enters your
life this month as your interest may quickly wane.

Money and Success

You could hear confidential information at work around the
November 28 Full Moon (lunar eclipse) in Gemini, your
solar Twelfth House, when the Sun will be in Sagittarius,
your solar Sixth House. The news could offer a hint of what
might come your way in December or early next year, but
don't bank on it.

Planetary Hotspots

When Mercury turns retrograde November 6, it will influence
two sectors rather than one before it resumes direct motion
on the 26th. While in Sagittarius, your solar Sixth House,
you'll need to pay close attention to details and double-
check all work for errors. Even then, some will be missed
and come to light in December. Mercury will retreat into
Scorpio, your solar Fifth House, on the 14th, where it can
trigger mix-ups with dates, places, and times for social
events and your children's activities. Confirm plans before



you go.

Rewarding Days

4,8, 9, 11, 12, 20, 27

Challenging Days

3, 10, 16, 18, 23, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Mercury transits your solar Fifth House through the 10th,
and Venus does the same through the 15th. Both continue
to enhance your social life. They also provide just the
creative spark you need to decorate your home for the
holidays and to craft gifts or bake cookies for coworkers
and friends. Get your children involved in these projects so
they too can explore their creativity.

Relationships

Some of the best and most uplifting relationships this
month will be those with coworkers. Plan an after-work get-
together or step up and offer to organize a holiday party.
You'll also connect with several out-of-town relatives and
friends, and could get acquainted with some new faces
while participating in a volunteer effort for a good cause.

Money and Success

You could receive a year-end bonus or nice gift from your
employer during the two weeks following the December 13
New Moon in Sagittarius, your solar Sixth House. If you're
job-hunting, take advantage of the lunar energy to submit
your resume on the 15th. Shop for gifts on the 1st, when you
can find bargains, but avoid the 16th when it will be tough to
find what you want.

Planetary Hotspots

December's Full Moon in your sign on the 28th could trigger
ye t more relationship challenges as it activates several
planets. Don't hesitate to walk away from controlling people
rather than reinforce their behavior by entering into a battle
of the wills. And remember, you have the strength of Saturn



in Scorpio on your side. Tap into it.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 6, 9, 15, 19, 23, 24, 29

Challenging Days

5, 7, 8, 14, 20, 28, 30

The Lion



July 22 to August 22

 





Your Strengths and Challenges

You're generous, lovable, and outgoing, and almost always
the center of attention. People can't help but notice you
because they're drawn to your sunny smile, your warmth,
and your upbeat attitude. A true extrovert, you're also a
leader who instinctively knows how to bring out the best in
people.

Your ruler, the Sun, is also the planet associated with
ego, so it's only natural that you're confident in your skills,
talents, and abilities. Nevertheless, your pride is easily
wounded, and you're far more sensitive to slights than most
people imagine. The solar energy also gives you a flair for
the dramatic. But some Leos let ego interfere with worldly
success, because they find it difficult to share the spotlight
and expect constant royal treatment.

Leo is the fixed-fire sign of the zodiac, which gives you
the determination to go after what you want and achieve it.
When the spark ignites, nothing holds you back, and you
have the follow-through to complete what you begin. Used
positively, these qualities can fulfill your ambitions and set



you apart from the crowd. But there's a fine line between
determination and stubbornness, so learn to give in and
adapt when necessary; flexibility will get you further in life.
The same applies to your thinking. Generally broad-
mi nded, you're nevertheless sometimes unwilling to
compromise your strong beliefs and opinions. Be the
leader you are and listen to others. They just might have a
better idea that will reflect positively on you if you join the
team.

Your playful spirit endears you to many, and your creative
energy is exceptional. Whether you express it through the
arts, ideas, your job, or hobbies, you add a distinctive zest
to just about everything you do.

Your Relationships

People enjoy your company and your lively, outgoing
personality so it's no surprise that you have many
acquaintances. An excellent networker, you're a favorite on
the social scene and excel at circulating a room and
charming everyone you meet. You definitely have a way
with words and a talent for making people feel they're the
center of your universe. Close friends, although few in
number, stimulate your thinking and help keep you on track
toward your goals. Long talks with them are among your
fondest memories.

You have a sixth sense for romance, and know exactly
how to impress a date with the dramatic flair that wins
hearts, whether that's a picnic in the park or a candlelight
dinner. Playing the field is just your style, and it gives you
plenty of opportunities to meet a potential mate. He or she
is likely to be tough to catch, however, because you're
attracted to independent souls. That's the influence of
Aquarius, your partnership sign. In fact, you could make a
beautiful match with someone whose Sun is in that sign.
You have much in common with the other fire signs, Aries
and Sagittarius, but it could be tough to share center stage
with another Leo. Gemini and Libra are intellectually on
your wavelength, but a Taurus or Scorpio could be too
possessive.

You're an enthusiastic parent who enjoys participating in
yo u r children's activities, especially sports. You also
promote learning and encourage them to expand their
experiences and knowledge. But you can be a soft touch,
giving in when taking a stand would be more beneficial. Go
ahead and spoil them once in a while. You have deep
feelings about family, and at least one relative probably had



a profound influence on your childhood. Overall, you prefer
to keep family matters private and enjoy having a space
within your home reserved just for you, even if it's only a
comfy chair. Many Leos enjoy home remodeling and
renovations and profit from real estate.

Your Career and Money

You're an ambitious hard worker who will stick with a career
field, company, or job as long as your skills and talents are
recognized. Opportunities for the future are a must, and you
can excel in supervisory positions. Just remember that it
takes a while to move up the ladder; patience is required.
You prefer a structured, task-oriented daily work
environment with measurable goals, and one where your
knowledge and experience are valued. Coworker
relationships, although congenial, are usually limited to
business. You instead invest your energy in developing
contacts that can advance your career.

You expect to be well paid for what you do, and you
should be because you're worth it. Most Leos are
meticulous about personal financial records, but you're
prone to worry, often unnecessarily, and can put too much
emphasis on small change rather than the big picture. Think
long term and aim for steady growth in savings and
investments, which you should closely monitor. Otherwise,
you could find yourself poorer but wiser; the same applies
to promises of guaranteed gains. If in doubt, don't. Do,
however, use your sixth sense and negotiate for better
terms, benefits, and compensation.

Your Lighter Side

Whatever your age, you have the fun-loving spirit of a kid
who ' s fearless and competitive, adventuresome and
spontaneous. And there's no reason not to act like one
during your leisure-time hours, which many Leos fill with
sports, travel, creative endeavors, and learning for the fun
of it-in addition to socializing and romance, of course.

Affirmation for the Year

Knowledge enhances success.

The Year Ahead for Leo

Your job and career will be in the spotlight this year. Take
advantage of the first half of 2012 if you're aiming for more,
because your work life could be rocky the last six months of



the year. Relocation or extensive business travel is
possible. Home and family will capture more of your
interest as 2012 winds to a close, and will bring bonus
opportunities for socializing and romance.

Your popularity rises through June 10 as lucky Jupiter
transits your solar Tenth House. This could also give you a
career boost; a promotion or new position that advances
your status. But there's also a potential downside: planetary
alignments during the remainder of the year urge caution in
job and career matters. What seems to be a great
opportunity this spring may be much less than you hoped
f o r , or you could be faced with relationship and
communication challenges. So weigh your options carefully,
considering the risk versus the reward, because these
hurdles will occur wherever you are.

Jupiter advances into Gemini, your solar Eleventh House,
June 11, where it will remain throughout the year. Placed
here, Jupiter emphasizes friendship, groups, and setting
and achieving goals. Luck can come through friends and
organizations, emphasizing the importance and value of
networking. Consider getting involved in a club or
organization that can help to advance your aims, and make
an effort to widen your circle of acquaintances. Jupiter in
Gemini could also bring relationship challenges, however, if
you're involved in a job-related team effort. All will not go as
smoothly as you'd like, and it will be difficult to reach
consensus at times. And, someone may tell you what you
want to hear, omitting pertinent facts. So cover your bases
if you're asked to take on a new responsibility in June or
July. Difficulties will reach a peak at year's end.

Saturn transits two signs this year, completing its time in
Libra transit and entering Scorpio October 5. This planet of
responsibility entered Libra, your solar Third House, in
November 2009, and during the past few years has
emphasized communication, siblings, extended family
relatives, short trips, and learning. Saturn here also tends
toward serious thinking, especially regrets. But rather than
dwell on the past, look toward the future with Jupiter's help
a nd take action to deal with lingering issues that limit
success.

Complete a course of study you began when Saturn
entered your solar Third House or embark on one that can
benefit your career. It's also a great time to learn or perfect
do-it-yourself skills, get involved in a neighborhood
improvement project, and even to take on a leadership
position in the community. Strive to resolve past difficulties



position in the community. Strive to resolve past difficulties
with siblings or other relatives, or at least to understand
where they're coming from. This will free your mind to focus
on where you're going rather than where you've been. On a
practical level, be sure to schedule routine maintenance on
your vehicle. Neglect this and you'll compound or create a
problem.

The emphasis shifts to your solar Fourth House when
Saturn begins its two-and-a-half year transit of Scorpio.
During this time you may relocate or undertake a major
home improvement project. Be cautious, though, about
purchasing property, especially if you have no legal
relationship with the other person.

This Saturn transit is excellent for discovering your roots,
researching your family tree, and organizing a family
reunion. You can also successfully come full circle on your
childhood years, recognizing the events and experiences
that benefit you today as well as the challenging lessons
that give you strength and resilience. It's also possible you
may become more involved with the care of an elderly
relative or parent.

Uranus continues its seven-year trip through Aries, your
solar Ninth House of travel, knowledge, legal matters, life
philosophy, and spirituality. You may experience all of these
or only some of them at various times between now and
2018, when Uranus will shift its focus to your career sector.
And each will have an element of the unexpected, which is
what Uranus is noted for. Uranus can also bring amazing
flashes of insight and sudden clarity.

Rather than focus solely on today, however, look to the
future, whether in days, months, or years, because you'll be
especially prone to spontaneous, and possibly premature,
actions and decisions. Think before you act, and keep
Uranus' future transit of your career sector in mind. What
you do between now and 2018 can be to your benefit or
detriment when Uranus moves on to your solar Tenth
House. Consider returning to school, read self-help books
to discover what you really want out of life, and learn about
other

cultures through reading or travel. All of this and more will
help prepare you for a bigger role in the wider world.

Neptune also travels in two signs this year, spending its
last weeks in Aquarius before moving on to Pisces, your
solar Eighth House, February 3. As this planet of illusion
and inspiration concludes its long transit through your solar



Seventh House, reflect on what you've learned about
relationships since it entered Aquarius in 1998. This, like all
planetary influences, has a purpose and what you learn
from it can be invaluable in the years ahead. Chances are
you've experienced both disappointment and inspiration as
you connected with people, and may have had the same
effect in the lives of others.

Neptune will transit Pisces, its own sign and your solar
Eighth House, until 2025. Although it won't be active at all
times, there will be periods when Neptune can affect your
finances, both positively and negatively, especially the
years when it contacts your Sun. Nevertheless, the wise
choice is to be cautious with money matters that involve
other people and financial institutions: loans, mortgages,
investments, insurance, and all related documents. Take
time to read the fine print and check references, and avoid
the trap of betting on a "sure thing." Chances are, it will be
anything but.

Pluto, the slowest moving planet, continues to creep
ahead this year in Capricorn, your solar Sixth House of
daily work, health, service, and pets. This transformative
planet does nothing half way, and it's often associated with
events on a global scale that then influence life on a
personal level. Change is Pluto's mission, and it offers you
maximum willpower in order to achieve the transformation.

You can use Pluto, for example, to embrace a healthier
lifestyle that includes exercise and a more nutritious diet.
Effort expended as a volunteer for a good cause can be
especially rewarding under this transit. But there's also
potential for job difficulties, particularly during the years
when Pluto contacts your Sun. These challenges can come
as a result of personality conflicts, your employer's financial
situation, or possibly because of your family situation.

What This Year's Eclipses Mean for You

There are four eclipses this year, two lunar and two solar.
Three spotlight your solar Fifth and Eleventh Houses, and
the fourth occurs in your solar Fourth House. Together they
make 2012 a year with added focus on home and family,
and contact with many people. Each eclipse is in effect for
six to twelve months.

May 21 brings the first solar eclipse of the year. Placed in
Gemini, your solar Eleventh House, it emphasizes
friendship, networking, groups, organizations, and goals. It
mixes well with expansive Jupiter, which enters this sector



June 11, to provide added emphasis and good fortune
through others. The influence continues into 2013, because
the November 28 lunar eclipse will be in the same sign.
Make a point to expand your world this year by getting
involved in an organization or another group where you can
connect with many people, possibly worldwide. Some of
these people, especially a Gemini, may become lifelong
friends, while others will be your link to potential
opportunities.

Sagittarius, your solar Fifth House, is the sign of the June
4 lunar eclipse in Sagittarius. This is perfect for summer fun
and romance. If you're a parent, plan to spend extra time
with your children and get involved in their activities, which
is another way to meet new people. This eclipse also
emphasizes leisure-time activities, such as sports and
hobbies, as well as socializing with friends. Romance is in
the forecast for singles and couples alike.

The November 13 solar eclipse in Scorpio, your solar
Fourth House, emphasizes family life. This eclipse could
trigger relocation or major home improvements. But the
solar energy also invites you to strengthen your connection
with family members, and to assess your life progress,
especially in career matters. Set long-term goals with an
eye to where you want to be in fourteen years.

Saturn

If you were born between August 13 and 22, Saturn in Libra
will contact your Sun between January 1 and October 4 as
it completes its transit of your solar Third House. Leos with
August 13, 14, or 15 birthdays will experience Saturn's
influence in June or July, while Saturn will contact the Sun of
other Leos twice, once between January and May, and
again in August or September.

The emphasis here is on communication, primarily as it
relates to your job and career. You'll want to be especially
tactful in May, when job conditions will feel unsettled,
leading to worry and tension. The same timing could bring
a health concern; if so, consult a physician rather than let
this trigger added stress.

Saturn in this sector also encourages deep thinking and
learning, both of which can ease and benefit your path now
and for many years to come. Formal learning is one option
to boost your skills, either in a classroom or online. Or you
could also take a class for fun, explore yourself and your life
through journaling, or stretch your brain by reading books



on a variety of subjects.

Neighbors and your community will also influence you
d ur i ng this Saturn transit, and although all these
experiences may not be what you wish for, you will learn
and benefit from them. You could be a positive force in
changing conditions in your community, such as a project or
policy related to libraries, schools, parks, or pets.

If you're a Leo born between August 22 and 31, Saturn
will clash with your Sun after it enters Scorpio October 5.
This transit through your solar Fourth House can affect both
your career and your domestic and family lives. Relocation
for employment is possible, and there could be challenges
with family members and your home. Make a point to
handle all household repairs when they arise, and be
cautious if you plan to purchase property. Purchase less
rather than more in order to minimize payments. Take a
similar path if you rent. A new roommate is inadvisable
now.

Also be prepared for increased family demands, or
concern about a relative who may need your assistance.
But you can also use this time to resolve lingering
childhood issues and to deepen family relationships. Sleep
will be especially important now as this transit can lower
your vitality. Plan ahead so you can spend more time at
home to rest and relax.

Uranus

If you were born between July 22 and 31, Uranus will
favorably contact your Sun from Aries, your solar Ninth
House. July will be a memorable month if your birthday is
July 29, 30, or 31, and Leos born July 25, 26, or 27 will
benefit most from this transit in December.

Travel is associated with this sector, and 2012 may be
the year you take your dream vacation, possibly to another
country. Business trips could also be on your agenda.
Another way to respond to this Uranus transit is to return to
school for advanced training or to earn a degree in order to
advance your career. This may come about because you
realize further advancement is remote at best without more
education. If so, your employer might help fund the
endeavor. However you choose to do it, motivation will be
strong to experience and increase your knowledge of the
wider world.

This influence could also prompt you to examine long-



held philosophical, spiritual, or religious beliefs. Reaffirm
them or pursue what is more appropriate to the person you
have become. The same is true of your basic values and
those of people closest to you. Be true to yourself
regardless of how others try to influence or persuade you to
see things their way.

Neptune

If you were born between August 20 and 22, Neptune will
contact your Sun from Aquarius, your solar Seventh House
of relationships. This transit, which is in effect through
February 2, is a terrific influence for romance, especially for
couples secure in their love. Unfortunately, there is a
downside to this transit. It's all too easy to hear what you
want to hear and see what you want to see, and this of
course makes you highly susceptible to people who only
want to deceive you.

Be as cautious in professional relationships as in matters
of the heart. Double-check references before hiring an
attorney, realtor, or accountant, for example, and postpone
a new business alliance. Do the same if you're considering
marriage, which could also fail to meet your expectations.

Pluto

If your birthday is between July 29 and August 1, Pluto will
contact your Sun from Capricorn, your solar Sixth House.
Wi th this influence in your job sector, you can expect
increased tension at times. Your best course of action is to
maintain a professional distance with coworkers and
supervisors, and to avoid being drawn into power plays and
the manipulative behavior of others. Because Uranus in
your solar Ninth House will square off with Pluto in June and
September, it's important to take every precaution to avoid
becoming entangled in a legal matter, especially one that
could jeopardize your job.

Family conflict involving in-laws is also possible with the
UranusPluto alignment, including debate over whether to
relocate to be near them or pressure for them to join the
household. Relocation might also be associated with your
or your partner's job, or you could return to school or accept
a position that requires extensive travel.



Planetary Lightspots

The universe brings you a gift this month: the January 9 Full
Moon in Cancer, your solar Twelfth House of self-renewal.
Listen when your mind and body encourage you to balance
hectic work days with time alone and restful evening hours
in the company of your favorite people. Stock up on books
or videos, put on your PJs and be lazy. This and sleep will
also help you avoid a cold or flu.

Relationships

Personal relationships benefit from the January 23 New
Moon in Aquarius, your solar Seventh House, and Venus in
the same sign through the 13th. This influence is especially
positive for couples, who will be on the same wavelength.
Plan a romantic evening for the 13th, when Venus meets
Neptune in Aquarius. Some Leos take a romantic
relationship to the next level this month, and others
announce an engagement.

Money and Success

Make budgeting and saving your priorities as Mars travels
in Virgo, your solar Second House, from January 23 to April
12. Doublecheck that all bills are paid on time, open
statements when they arrive and look for errors, and try to
avoid major purchases, new loans, and financial decisions.
Also take care to protect valuables when you're out and
about.

Planetary Hotspots

Your work life will be hectic and tense at times this month.
And, difficult planetary alignments involving the Sun and
Mercury in Capricorn, your solar Sixth House, have the
potential to trigger conflict and controversy. Be alert for
controlling people, and expect changing conditions and
delayed decisions. Avoid meetings and important talks the
third week of the January.

Rewarding Days

2,3, 5, 10, 13, 15, 23, 28

Challenging Days

8, 11, 12, 14, 20, 21



Planetary Lightspots

The spotlight is on you under this month's Full Moon in your
sign (February 7). Give yourself a mid-year checkup by
reviewing all you've accomplished since your birthday last
summer. Then use the lunar energy as motivation to
achieve much more in the next six months. Ask someone
close to you for objective feedback.

Relationships

Long talks can strengthen personal ties as the Sun and
Mercury in Aquarius, your solar Seventh House, align
favorably with Saturn in Libra, your communication sector.
You'll also gain quite a bit of useful information if you do the
same-listen as you socialize with coworkers on the 6th,
12th, or 19th. These dates are also good choices for
meetings or appointments.

Money and Success

The February 21 New Moon in Pisces, your solar Eighth
House, focuses your attention on joint resources. With
Neptune arriving in the same sign February 3, and merging
its energy with the New Moon, you'll want to be cautious
about money matters and financial decisions. If you apply
for a loan, deal only with the most reputable financial
institution and read all the fine print even if you're told the
paperwork is in order. Also check your credit report and
take action to correct errors, which could take several
months to clear up.

Planetary Hotspots

Job conflict could be an issue mid-month as Venus clashes
wi th Pluto in Capricorn, your solar Sixth House of daily
work. Be alert the preceding week when you may see initial
signs of what might be on the horizon. Above all, do your
best to avoid controlling people again this month, and don't
get mixed up in a workplace romance. You'll regret it if you
do.

Rewarding Days

2,6, 11, 12, 16, 19, 20, 25



Challenging Days

3,4,5, 15, 17, 22, 24

Planetary Lightspots

The March 22 New Moon in Aries spotlights your solar
Ninth House. The urge to travel may be strong, but
postpone it if you can. With Mercury turning retrograde
here, travel and travel planning are prone to mix-ups,
changes, and delays. Opt for the next best thing if you need
a change of scenery: explore your city or spend the
weekend at a nearby resort.

Relationships

Relationships experience the usual ups and downs this
month. Communication with relatives (including in-laws)
and neighbors could be challenging, but you'll find work-
related communication to be generally positive.
Unexpected news is possible in early March.

Money and Success

Despite this month's potential financial difficulties, you
could earn a raise after Venus enters Taurus, your solar
Tenth House, March 5. The second full week of March is the
most likely timing, but there could be a delay before you
see it in your paycheck. Major purchases are inadvisable
this month with Mars still retrograde in Virgo, your solar
Second House.

Planetary Hotspots

Money matters are in focus again this month, which can be
challenging and require close attention. Financial actions
begun under last month's New Moon will continue to slowly
evolve, with delays in pending matters. The primary reason
for that is Mercury, which turns retrograde in Aries March
12, and then retreats into Pisces, your solar Eighth House,
on the 23rd. Guard your valuables and be careful where you
use credit and debit cards. Also be sure bills are paid on
time, and hold off until late April or May if you want to apply
for a loan. Check your credit reports for errors early in
March.



Rewarding Days

1, 5, 6, 14, 18, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 28

Challenging Days

3, 4, 9, 13, 15, 20, 24, 27, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Both Mars and Mercury turn direct April 13 in your solar
Second and Eighth Houses of money. This is positive, and
recent financial challenges will gradually begin to improve
in the following weeks. The April 6 Full Moon in Libra ramps
up the daily pace as it highlights your solar Third House. It's
also good for a weekend getaway or day trip, but avoid the
15th. Meetings and important calls will be more productive
around the 17th, after Mercury enters Aries, your solar Ninth
House, on the 16th.

Relationships

The first few days after April 3, the date Venus enters
Gemini, your solar Eleventh House, could bring difficulties
with a friend. After that, however, your social life will get a
boost from this beneficial planet in your friendship sector.
Fill your calendar with lunch and dinner dates, especially
where you can meet other people. If there's enough interest,
organize an after-work event with colleagues.

Money and Success

This month's New Moon in Taurus on the 21st could bring
positive career developments, including a raise or step up
in status. Be cautious the next week, however, about what
you say and to whom. A power struggle with a coworker
could develop, possibly because of jealousy over your
success. Say little.

Planetary Hotspots

Up until Mars and Mercury turn direct April 13 in your solar
Second and Eighth Houses of money, you'll have some
additional hurdles to jump, so carefully monitor expenses
and your budget. Postpone an evening out the first week of



the month. It could be far more expensive than you
anticipated.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 10, 14, 17, 19, 22, 25, 28, 29

Challenging Days

3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 26

Planetary Lightspots

Expect to be pulled in two directions-career and family-as
the May 5 Full Moon in Scorpio highlights your solar Fourth
House. With the Sun and Jupiter merging in Taurus, your
solar Tenth House at that time, you'll want to be in both
places at once. Balance your time so you can get the best
of both, which will be a high point this month.

Relationships

The May 20 New Moon (solar eclipse) in Gemini has great
potential to energize your social life. It may not be as active
as you like because of retrograde Venus, but you'll still have
ample opportunities to see friends and attend social
events. Team projects at work and your involvement in an
organization also benefit from this New Moon. If you're
asked, accept a leadership position, or volunteer for one.

Money and Success

As Mercury advances in Taurus May 9-23, you'll have many
chances to showcase your talents for decision-makers.
Watch for them and take advantage of each one. Also be
the first to volunteer if you have an opportunity to make a
presentation or to organize a teamwork project. Aiming for
a promotion? Go for it! The odds are in your favor.

Planetary Hotspots

With Venus retrograde in Gemini, your solar Eleventh
House, you should take precautions to protect valuables
while out socializing. Also be sure to confirm places, dates,
and times so you don't miss out on the fun. Someone you
meet during the retrograde period, May 15-June 26, will



make another appearance in July. Keep this in mind if you
think you've missed an opportunity to connect with a
potential romantic interest or networking contact.

Rewarding Days

4,8, 11, 12, 17, 20, 22, 26, 31

Challenging Days

3, 7, 9, 13, 16, 21, 23, 30

Planetary Lightspots

The universe brings you a nice stress reliever in the June 4
Full Moon (lunar eclipse) in Sagittarius, your solar Fifth
House of creativity, leisure, and fun. Plan family activities,
see a sporting event, take your kids to an amusement park,
or spend the day at a nearby recreation spot. Reserve
some time for you and your interests, as well as romantic
moments with your mate.

Relationships

Jupiter enters Gemini, your solar Eleventh House, June 11,
marking the start of a year-long emphasis on friendships,
groups, and organizations. It gets a jump-start this month
from the New Moon in the same sign on the 19th. Plan
ahead for an active social life, seeing friends and attending
events. You can widen your circle through a community or
professional organization, where you could be chosen for a
leadership position.

Money and Success

Mars continues to advance in Virgo, your solar Second
House of income and spending. Remember your budget
around the 5th, when you'll be tempted to splurge, and take
time near the 21st to organize and file important financial
information. Shred what you no longer need.

Planetary Hotspots

Uranus in Aries and Pluto in Capricorn square off this
month, indicating stress in your solar Ninth and Sixth
Houses. Avoid travel if possible this month, and ride with a



designated driver when you're out socializing. This
alignment also could trigger challenges with a coworker or
a supervisor near the 11th. Be cautious about what you say
and do. Don't put your job at risk. You could be called for
jury duty. However, personal legal action is unlikely to be
successful.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 9, 14, 15, 16, 19, 25

Challenging Days

5, 10, 11, 12, 18, 20, 27, 29

Planetary Lightspots

The July 19 New Moon in Cancer, your solar Twelfth House,
complements the energy of retrograde Mercury. It
encourages you to slow the pace a little so you can listen to
your inner voice. You'll especially appreciate the time to
relax and catch up on sleep after busy days earlier in July.

Relationships

Mars enters Libra, your solar Third House of
communication and quick trips, on the 3rd. Try to avoid
important talks and meetings on the 17th and 18th, when
Mars will clash with Uranus and Pluto. These days could
also trigger a power struggle or conflict with a coworker. Do
your best to stay out of it. People will not be in the mood to
listen or compromise, so don't waste your time. Also be
especially cautious on your daily commute.

Money and Success

Expect a couple of stressful weeks at work following the
July 3 Full Moon in Capricorn, your solar Sixth House. You'll
be pushed to do more in less time, and there could be
news of major changes in your workplace that will directly or
indirectly affect you. With Mercury turning retrograde,
though, it could be several months before you know all the
details.

Planetary Hotspots



Be prepared for periodic frustration after Mercury turns
retrograde in your sign mid-month. Personal plans and
goals are prone to delays and confusion, and it will be easy
to mix up dates, times, and places. But this is also
something of a gift from the universe. Use the retrograde
period, which lasts through August 7, to think about and
identify what you want to accomplish in the twelve months
following the August New Moon in your sign.

Rewarding Days

1, 5, 6, 14, 15, 16, 20, 23, 28, 29

Challenging Days

9, 13, 17, 18, 24, 25, 26, 30

Planetary Lightspots

August is all about you. Bask in the limelight of the August
1 7 New Moon in your sign, which will direct plenty of
attention your way. You'll have plenty of opportunities to
socialize and see friends, thanks to beneficial planetary
alignments throughout much of the August.

Relationships

Relationships shine brightly under this month's first Full
Moon, August 1 in Aquarius, your solar Seventh House.
Even better, this is a lucky influence that could link you to a
valuable networking contact or a new romantic interest.
Either one could come through a mutual friend within days
of the Full Moon, so plan ahead to socialize with friends the
first weekend of the month. You'll also want to reserve a few
evenings for your partner. Spoil your love a little.

Money and Success

Money matters get a boost from the August 31 Full Moon in
Pisces, your solar Eighth House, and you or your mate
could see a bigger paycheck in the following two weeks.
But a loan might also be necessary. If so, take your time, do
some research, and shop around for the best rate and the
best deal on a major purchase. A friend could be helpful
with this, but be wary of lofty promises that could fall flat.



Planetary Hotspots

Life is more easygoing this month than it has been recently.
Take advantage of this lull to enjoy some summer fun. If you
have vacation time scheduled, consider staying home.
Planetary alignments continue to caution against travel,
which is prone to delays during the first two weeks of
August, and your vehicle or an appliance may need repairs
this month as well. If you need a replacement, try to wait
until after Mercury turns direct on the 8th.

Rewarding Days

2, 11, 15, 16, 17, 25, 29

Challenging Days

6, 7, 13, 20, 21, 26, 28

Planetary Lightspots

Your charm and charisma are at their best from September
6 on, when Venus is in your sign. This influence also boosts
your powers of attraction, so focus on what you want and
then ask the universe to deliver. You'll have luck on your
side.

Relationships

Mercury in Libra, your solar Third House, from September
16 on can trigger harsh words with a coworker or
supervisor, primarily because of stressful events. Fill your
mind with calm thoughts and try to stay emotionally
removed. Tempers won't change personalities or
situations. But you'll also have an uplifting talk with a friend
in the midst of turmoil that will inspire you to look to the
future with optimism.

Money and Success

The September 15 New Moon in Virgo could enhance your
bank account with a welcome deposit. Save some, spend
some, but don't let your generous nature get carried away,
especially with friends. Reserve that for yourself and your
family. Treat those you love to a special night out.



Planetary Hotspots

Uranus and Pluto clash again this month, just as they did in
June. Although you'll feel the effects of this alignment earlier
in September, it will be most apparent when the September
29 Full Moon in Aries activates both planets. As in June,
avoid travel all month if possible-especially the last two
weeks. Also be very cautious and aware when driving.
Expect further developments regarding any job matters that
arose in June, and try not schedule meetings and talks for
the 20th or at month's end. Any legal matters that began in
June could be resolved now as well, but probably not to
your liking.

Rewarding Days

3, 6,7, 13, 17,21,25,30

Challenging Days

2, 10, 11, 16, 20, 23, 24, 29

Planetary Lightspots

Although conditions aren't the best for long-distance travel,
consider a weekend away near the October 15 New Moon
in Libra, your solar Third House. In addition to being a nice
change of pace, a nearby destination will provide fresh
scenery to refresh your spirit. Take the family, or opt for a
romantic few days designed for two.

Relationships

Fill your leisure time hours with fun, socializing and seeing
friends, hobbies, and more as Mars transits Sagittarius,
your solar Fifth House, October 6-November 15. Be
prepared, though, for a few surprises from your kids in
addition to their pleas for a new toy or gadget. Spoil them a
little, but not a lot. Maintain a balanced budget. Mars could
also motivate you to join a gym, but take it easy at first.

Money and Success

Finances continue in positive territory, thanks to Venus in
Virgo, your solar Second House, October 3-27. Skip
shopping the first few days of the month, however, because



you'll have a tough time finding what you want. Your career
is also in focus this month, and the October 29 Full Moon in
Taurus, your solar Tenth House will carry the influence into
November. But you'll have a tendency to overwork. Strive
for balance.

Planetary Hotspots

Saturn enters Scorpio October 5, the sign it will transit for
the next two and a half years. As it advances through your
solar Fourth House, you may relocate or embark on a major
home improvement project. Set aside thoughts of a home-
based business, however, as conditions won't favor that for
at least several years. You also could find it necessary to
manage an elderly relative's affairs or to be more involved
in your parents' lives.

Rewarding Days

5, 6, 10, 13, 18, 22, 28

Challenging Days

1,4,7,9,14,20,25

Planetary Lightspots

Despite retrograde Mercury, family life will be upbeat in the
weeks following the November 13 New Moon in Scorpio.
And it will be even better after Venus enters Scorpio on the
21st. Create memories as you head into the holiday
season, and consider inviting a few friends for dinner
around the 24th.

Relationships

The November 28 Full Moon in Gemini, your solar Eleventh
House, is ideal for friendship and social events well into
December. Before then, Mars in Sagittarius will spark the
same. But once again, you could experience some
challenges with coworkers as Venus in Libra, your solar
Third House, clashes with several planets. The good news
is that any incidents will be much less intense than they
were earlier in the year.

Money and Success



Expect to move into high gear at work after Mars enters
Capricorn, your solar Sixth House, on the 16th. But try not to
push yourself or others too hard, especially during the last
week of November. A calmer approach will yield better
results.

Planetary Hotspots

Mercury begins its retrograde period in Sagittarius, your
solar Fifth House, on the 6th. It then retreats into Scorpio,
your solar Fourth House, on the 14th, before resuming
direct motion on the 26th. The usual cautions regarding
mix-ups and misunderstandings apply, especially with
social events and family activities. Also put all but the most
necessary domestic repairs and purchases on hold. Come
December, you're likely to change your mind about decor
and furnishings. Retrograde Mercury can also make it
tough to mesh family schedules. Be flexible. Adjust as
necessary-with a smile.

Rewarding Days

2, 6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 15, 24, 29

Challenging Days

3, 5, 10, 16, 18, 19, 23, 25, 26

Planetary Lightspots

Happy times with family continue with Mercury in Scorpio,
your solar Fourth House, through the 9th, and Venus in the
same sign through the 14th. Use the creativity of Venus and
the ideas of Mercury to decorate your home for the
holidays. With smart shopping, you can even do it for less.
These two planets also boost your interest in all things
domestic. Plan family activities and get the kids involved in
decorating cookies.

Relationships

Your social life continues in focus this month, thanks to the
December 13 New Moon in Sagittarius, your solar Fifth
House. This is also a great influence for time with your kids,
and romantic moments with your mate. If you're single,
someone new could catch your eye around the 16th. But



workplace relationships will be prone to tension at month's
end, when major job changes are possible.

Money and Success

The fast pace at work extends through the 24th as Mars
advances in Capricorn, your solar Sixth House. And
although you might receive recognition for your efforts, a
year-end bonus is unlikely. Keep this in mind as you shop
for gifts, and don't feel pressured to spend outside your
budget.

Planetary Hotspots

Workplace tension and turmoil returns this month as the
December 28 Full Moon in Cancer triggers difficult
planetary alignments in your solar Sixth House. Just like
earlier in the year, you'll want to avoid travel during the last
week of the month. Major delays or cancellations, possibly
triggered by severe weather, could disrupt your plans. Plan
your trip with this timing in mind or better yet, stay home.

Rewarding Days

12, 16, 17, 21, 26, 31

Challenging Days

3,7,11,20,28,30



The Virgin

August 22 to September 22



 





Your Strengths and Challenges

Your strength is in the details. Little escapes the attention of
your keen, discriminating mind, because you have a knack
for seeing what others miss. When compiled, all those bits
and pieces of information form a complete picture in your
mind that's part knowledge and part intuition. But the details
can also be a challenge if you get lost in them and fail to
view things from a wider perspective. Remind yourself to
periodically step back and take an objective look at the
specifics of a situation or project.

Many Virgos are shy in their younger years, a trait that
diminishes with life experience and expertise. But even as
your overall confidence rises your mutable sign has a
tendency to go with the flow, sometimes too much so.
Being adaptable is one thing; reluctance to take a stand is
another. Don't hesitate. Speak up.

With Mercury as your ruling planet, you also excel at
communication, and most Virgos are lifelong learners and
avid readers. Practical, commonsense ideas are your
specialty, and your sign is noted for its analytical ability. But
this also encourages your brain to work overtime, worrying



about what could be rather than what is as your imagination
runs wild. Rein it in and be realistic.

Ever-efficient, you have a talent for finding the quickest
and best way to do just about anything. You also excel at
planning and organization. This is true whether you're a
neat Virgo or one who prefers an organized mess. Either
way, you know where everything is and can reach into a pile
and pull out just what you need.

Your Relationships

You prefer a single relationship to playing the field-so much
so that some Virgos drift along in a relationship for years
without ever feeling the need to commit. All this changes
when the right person comes along to stir your passions.
As one of the most sensual signs of the zodiac, you're also
a sentimental romantic who treasures special events and
memories, and delights in elegant, candlelight evenings.
You'll know you're truly in love when you leave practical
reasoning behind and embrace every magical moment of
togetherness. You could make a match with Pisces, your
polar opposite, or one of the other water signs, Cancer and
Scorpio. Life with a Taurus or Capricorn might bring you
happiness, but changeable, freespirited Gemini and
Sagittarius could unsettle you.

Virgo's home environment encourages knowledge and
learning, and you probably have books and the latest
technology to connect you with the world. Big rooms, big
windows, and preferably a big home, appeal to you. Many
Virgos are avid do-it-yourselfers who tackle major home
improvement projects that can take months to complete.
Clutter can get the best of you if you're a messy Virgo, so
use your organizational skills and train yourself to put things
away. Virgos often get a late start as parents and usually
have only one or two children. As a parent, you have high
expectations and push your children to succeed in every
possible way. While this can build an excellent work ethic
for their adult years, children also need time and
encouragement to explore their own interests. Balance
constructive criticism with praise.

New people come into and out of your life regularly,
usually for a purpose. A few become close friends, people
you feel are family, especially if you live far away from your
roots, as many Virgos do. You're more comfortable with
these friends than you are on the meet-and-greet social
scene, and enjoy people in the comfort of your own home.



Your Career and Money

Virgo has a reputation for being a workaholic. There's a
good reason why: you like to be productive and you enjoy
working. It's that simple. Do remember, though, that there's
more to life than work, and that balance is as good for you
as it is for anyone. Some Virgos push things to the max and
have both a career and a side job, such as freelance work.
Many choose a career in communications or another field
where they can use their communication skills. Your career
fluctuates as opportunities come and go, and your flexibility
is an asset in adapting to changing conditions. In your job,
you need the freedom and independence to manage your
own work flow without constant direction. A hands-on boss
is not for you. You also do well in a teamwork environment
and coworkers often become friends.

Finances benefit from your common sense and practical
approach to life-at least most of the time. Occasionally, you
have the urge to splurge, especially on loved ones, and can
spend on impulse. That's great if you can afford it, which
most Virgos can, because you have excellent earning
power. Investments will be more profitable if you back
decisions with research and think long term. Be somewhat
cautious with credit; it's easy to get, but tack on interest and
all you have is an expensive bargain.

Your Lighter Side

It can be tough for you to set aside work in favor of leisure.
And when you do, the time is usually invested in something
productive and practical such as gardening, crafts,
household repairs and improvements, and cleaning and
organizing. But there are moments, when no one is looking,
when you indulge in laziness. Travel brings out this side of
you, as does your favorite comfy chair and a good book.

Affirmation for the Year

People inspire me.

The Year Ahead for Virgo

Although 2012 will get off to a slow start, you'll quickly pick
u p speed after the first several months. Money, people,
domestic life, and your career will be in the spotlight, and
you also could travel during the first half of the year. A
conservative financial path along with planning for the future
is the wisest choice in money matters.



Jupiter begins the year in Taurus, your solar Ninth House
of knowledge and travel. Both will capture your interest, and
if it's financially feasible, this might be the time to take a
dream vacation. This influence is equally advantageous for
education that can advance your career. A short-term class
you can complete before Jupiter moves on to Gemini June
11 could have an amazing influence on your career.
Thoughts might also turn to the more philosophical and
spiritual aspects of life. You can pursue this in any number
of ways from reading to religion to learning about other
cultures and their traditions and beliefs.

Your career will benefit from Jupiter's good fortune for
about a year as it transits Gemini, your solar Tenth House.
This influence, which occurs only once every twelve years,
can bring wonderful opportunities for success and
advancement. The first of these could come in July, but use
your notable common sense when choosing which
opportunity to pursue. Also be cautious about taking on
more than you can reasonably handle in the allotted time,
which is the main downfall of this transit. More often than
not you'll be among the favored few at your company, with
some influential people backing your efforts.

Saturn spends much of the year in Libra, your solar
Second House, before it switches its focus to Scorpio in
October. You may have experienced the financial downside
of this transit since it entered Libra in November 2009. Or,
even if finances are stable, Saturn could have motivated
you to save more than you spend and to avoid debt. This is,
of course, Saturn's message here, so either maintain the
good habits you've developed or put plans in action to
adopt them.

Saturn here also encourages you to examine what you
value, and is a reminder that you are your most valuable
possession. Think about what is most important to you in
life, what really matters, and then embrace your priorities.
You can also use this Saturn opportunity to get organized
while clearing out long-unused possessions and clothing.
Profit from them with a yard sale or head to the
consignment shop.

Saturn begins a new transit October 5, when it enters
Scorpio, your solar Third House. This influence, which will
be in effect until 2015, has many possibilities. In addition to
an increased focus on the activities of daily life, including
errands and communication, Saturn will spark a desire for
learning. This could motivate you to continue the studies
you began earlier in the year, possibly to complete a



you began earlier in the year, possibly to complete a
degree, or you might choose a series of classes for
personal enjoyment. If you've ever wanted to write, now is
the time.

This sector is also associated with siblings and cousins.
These relationships can deepen, and you can successfully
resolve any lingering issues from the past, as well as
reunite with any of these people you haven't seen in many
years. You could become involved in community activities
and possibly even take on a leadership role. Expect more
social activities with neighbors.

Uranus continues its multiyear transit of Aries, your solar
Eighth House of joint resources. As the planet of the
unexpected, Uranus here can just as easily boost your bank
account as bring extra expenses, possibly related to your
children. This is not the time to put funds at risk. It is the
time to save, just as Saturn advises, and to resist the urge
to spend on impulse, which will be tempting. Your or your
partner's income and benefits could also fluctuate, and you
should regularly check your credit reports for errors.
Insurance is another area related to this sector, so be sure
all policies are up to date and premiums paid. Read the
fine print so there are no surprises if you need to make a
claim.

An unexpected inheritance is possible but not likely. The
same applies to a lucky lottery win. Instead, you can use
Uranus to spot money-making opportunities, such as a
company bonus program, based on merit or achieving
specific goals.

Neptune will complete its transit of Aquarius on February
2 . Since it entered this sign in 1998, you've probably
experienced all the ups and downs associated with this
planet in your solar Sixth House of daily work. Neptune
undoubtedly inspired you in these areas at times, but also
brought disappointment and difficulty in attracting the
recognition you deserved. Set aside time to review what
you've learned about service and workplace relationships
a s well as what you've achieved. Chances are, you'll
remember far more positives than negatives, both of which
can be beneficial to you later this year when Jupiter is in
your career sector.

Neptune enters Pisces, your solar Seventh House,
February 3. It will be there until 2025, and during that time, it
will put you in touch with many people. Some will enhance
your life, while others will attempt to steer you down the
wrong path. Knowing the difference is the challenge, so



don't be quick to take anyone new at face value. And try not
to expect others to live up to your high ideals all the time;
after all, people are only human. Neptune is a perfect fit for
romance, which can be terrific if you're in a secure
relationship. Go slowly, however, if a new romantic interest
captures your heart, especially during the year that Neptune
connects with your Sun. Only with time will you know for
sure that this can be a lasting love. Apply a similar
approach if you hire a professional such as an accountant.
Check references and keep your options open.

Pluto continues its slow advance in Capricorn, your solar
Fifth House, where it encourages you to redefine yourself
by getting in touch with your creativity. A good way to get
started is to learn a new-and practical-hobby such as home
improvement skills, furniture refinishing, or specialized
gardening. Or give writing a try. Over time, you'll reap the
benefits of increased confidence and self-knowledge, and
you might even turn this hobby into a moneymaking
enterprise.

If you're a parent, you'll be more involved in your children's
lives as Pluto transits Capricorn until 2024. They too will
enrich your life in ways yet to be discovered as you
experience the tremendous personal growth parenting can
bring. But you should be alert for the tendency to push them
too hard or to try to mold them into the people you wish
them to be. Give your children the freedom to explore and
pursue their interests and talents.

What This Year's Eclipses Mean for You

This year has all the potential to be one of the best for your
career, thanks to two of four eclipses in your solar Tenth
House in 2012. The other two will spotlight your solar Third
and Fourth Houses. Each is in effect for six to twelve
months.

May 21 will bring a solar eclipse in Gemini, your solar
Tenth House, followed by lucky Jupiter's arrival in the same
sign June 11. This sector will be activated again by the
November 28 lunar eclipse in Gemini, extending this
favorable influence well into 2013. Plan ahead so you make
the most of this strong energy. This is important because it
will be all too easy to become complacent as success
comes your way. Go after this gift from the universe!

With so much energy focused on your career, there may
not be much time left for the domestic scene. The June 4
lunar eclipse in Sagittarius (your solar Fourth House),



however, has other ideas. Its purpose is to encourage you
to strive for a healthy balance of career and family
activities. This eclipse could also trigger a desire for home
improvements and more involvement with relatives,
especially parents.

The year's fourth eclipse, a lunar eclipse in Scorpio,
November 13, will complement Saturn in the same sign.
This influence will put all forms of communication in the
forefront, from social media to writing to public speaking.
Hone your skills in these areas and use them to advance
your career. Be prepared, though, for the possibility of a
vehicle needing significant repairs. A replacement might be
a better option.

Saturn

Saturn in Libra, your solar Second House of resources, will
contact your Sun if you were born between September 13
and 22. This influence will be at its peak in June and July if
your birthday is September 13, 14, or 15. Otherwise,
Saturn will connect with your Sun twice, once before June
and again in August or September. Actions taken and
decisions made in the earlier period will come up for
review during the second contact

Make financial responsibility and security your goal this
year. If you don't know where to begin, use Jupiter's transit
through your solar Ninth House (January 1-June 11) to
educate yourself on everything from budgeting to saving to
investing. This, plus a thrifty mind-set can not only save you
money but net some great deals on necessities. Also look
at resources from another viewpoint: recycle what you have
into something useful such as updating your wardrobe with
a few items that will create a new look for old outfits.

Saturn's Second House lesson, above all, is learning to
effectively manage personal resources, both when money
is tight and when things are status quo. Adopt the new
habits and attitudes that will be rewarded for many years to
come and culminate in about fourteen years when Saturn
enters your solar Eighth House of joint resources.

If your birthday is between August 22 and 31, you'll be
among the first of your sign to have Saturn contact your Sun
from Scorpio after it enters this sign October 5. With Saturn
in your solar Third House your mind will be at its best, but
you'll also have a tendency to dwell on things and to
overanalyze events and opportunities. Step back and get a
fresh perspective when you sense yourself slipping into this



pattern.

You, more than others born under your sign, should
seriously consider the benefits of additional education.
Even if you can't see the potential now, it could be the key
to maintaining this year's career momentum. Remember
that you don't necessarily have to pursue a degree in order
to take advantage of this transit. Concentrated, shortterm
classes to learn a specific skill can be just as valuable.

Uranus

If you were born between August 22 and 31, Uranus in
Aries will contact your Sun this year. Keep a close eye on
finances with an emphasis on saving rather than spending.
Then you can better weather any unexpected downturn or
additional expense. The main challenge with this transit,
however, is that money matters will be generally unsettled,
making it tough to plan and budget.

But it's also possible you could gain from a windfall. Be
careful, though, with any form of speculation because what
looks like a sure deal under a Uranus transit can backfire
well beyond what you can imagine. The Eighth House also
governs insurance, so be sure your property is well covered
and all premiums are paid. This is not the time to take
chances with anything financial, including taking on debt
based on anticipated future income. Don't loan money to a
friend or relative.

Neptune

If you were born between September 19 and 22, Neptune
will contact your Sun from Aquarius before it moves on to
Pisces February 3. With Neptune placed in your solar Sixth
House, confusion is possible at work, and it might be tough
to zero in on exactly what's happening both with your job
and your company. You'll also want to be very cautious
about sharing personal information with coworkers, who
could use it to their advantage. Double-check your work for
errors, which can be overlooked under a Neptune influence.
Any workplace issues that arose in 2011 can be resolved
now.

If you were born between August 22 and 26, Neptune will
contact your Sun from Pisces, your solar Seventh House of
relationships. As great as this transit is for love and
romance, it's decidedly chancy for commitment. So resist
the temptation to enter into what may not be a lasting tie.
The romantic interest you think you know may turn out to be



someone entirely different. This also applies to new
business partnerships and anyone who makes lofty
promises. If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is.

Like every planet, Neptune also has its positive side.
Help others to help themselves rather than take on
responsibilities not your own. Be an inspirational motivator
rather than an enabler, and a mentor who guides others in
their search for excellence. Also listen to your intuition,
which will be strong as Neptune contacts your Sun.

If you're in a committed relationship, Neptune can trigger
doubts, possibly because you suddenly realize your mate is
not the ideal person of your mind. Although this could
trigger thoughts of looking elsewhere, the better choice
may be to accept the new reality and the fact that no one
belongs on a pedestal. Consider it a lesson in human
nature.

Pluto

If you were born between August 29 and September 1,
Pluto in Capricorn, your solar Fifth House, will favorably
contact your Sun. This may be the year you've been waiting
for, the one in which you'll grow into yourself, confident and
empowered. Pluto's dynamic energy can help you
accomplish this whether you want to get in shape, embrace
a new personal direction, or achieve what you never
thought possible. Put this powerful planet's willpower and
determination to good use.

If you're a parent you can do much to support and
encourage your children, guiding them on the right path
through life. Listen closely to what they say. Their innocent
comments could trigger insights into your own life and how
to become the best you can be. Also find a way to express
your creative individuality because this too will contribute to
the person you are becoming. And be sure to give yourself
permission to make mistakes. It really is okay to do that.

There is, unfortunately, a strong negative involving Uranus
and Pluto this year. These two planets will clash in June and
September, involving your solar Fifth and Eighth Houses.
This could trigger unexpected child-related expenses or a
sizeable loss through an investment. Entrepreneurial
ventures such as starting or investing in a new business are
risky at best and should be avoided. There also could be a
power struggle involving an inheritance or difficulties
settling an insurance claim. Do your best to think ahead
even though it is next to impossible to guess the outcome



of any alignment involving Uranus. Be sure your property is
well insured, and don't sign anything without reading all the
fine print. This is not the time to take anyone's word on faith
or to cosign a loan for anyone, even a close friend, child, or
relative.

Despite all this, however, there's also a chance you could
net a nice windfall. The lottery is worth a try the last two
weeks of June and around mid-September. Remember
that it only takes one ticket to win. Don't invest the grocery
money.

Planetary Lightspots

Venus in Pisces, your solar Seventh House, from January
14 on, is ideal for love, romance, and togetherness. You'll
also enjoy time with close friends, and people will be helpful
and open to your requests. Return the good will and bring
cheer to the lives of others.

Relationships

Fill your calendar with social events as the January 9 Full
Moon in Cancer brightens your solar Eleventh House of
friendship. This influence also favors teamwork and other
group activities, and is a great opportunity for networking.
But you'll want to avoid gettogethers or first dates around
the 7th, 14th, and 20th, when egos could clash.

Money and Success

The January 23 New Moon in Aquarius, your solar Sixth
House, will energize your work life, and could trigger a raise
or bonus in addition to praise for a job well done. Business
travel is possible, or you could attend (or teach) a training
session or conference. If you want to take a class to learn a
specific skill, ask your employer about tuition
reimbursement. The date of the New Moon is a good
choice if you want to apply for a job.

Planetary Hotspots

At times you'll feel as though life is not just on hold but
moving backward as Mars travels retrograde in your sign
from January 23 to April 12. Frustration will be part of the
scenario, as will the desire to try to push matters forward.



Take a different view. Use this time to complete unfinished
projects and to think about what you want to accomplish
between now and when Mars returns to your sign in about
two years. Then you'll be fully prepared to embrace new
goals in April.

Rewarding Days

3, 12, 13, 17, 21, 22, 25, 31

Challenging Days

1, 7, 10, 14, 18, 20, 26

Planetary Lightspots

You'll welcome the opportunity to kick back a little, at least
some of the time, in the two weeks following the February 7
Full Moon in Leo, your solar Twelfth House. Treat yourself to
a massage or spa day, and spend evenings curled up with
a book and weekends with family or your mate. Time alone
will also appeal to you. Catch up on sleep.

Relationships

Other people, your partner, and friends brighten your life as
the February 21 New Moon in Pisces highlights your solar
Seventh House. Call out-of-town friends and relatives to
catch up on all the latest news, and spend quality time with
those closest to you. It's also a good time to get better
acquainted with coworkers. But avoid touchy subjects and
social events on the 22nd and 24th.

Money and Success

Mercury transits Aquarius, your solar Sixth House, through
February 12, and the Sun is in the same sign through the
19th. With this favorable alignment, you can make great
strides at work and maybe earn extra cash. If you're job
hunting, good news is possible near the 7th, but don't be
quick to turn down an offer if it pays less than you're worth.
Consider all the factors before making a decision.

Planetary Hotspots

Venus enters Aries, your solar Eighth House, February 8.



Although this influence often favors finances, don't depend
on it this month. Extra expenses, possibly related to your
children, are more likely as Venus clashes with Uranus and
Pluto. Don't put funds at risk, and avoid even the safest
investments. On the other hand, anything is possible with
Uranus involved, so take a chance on the lottery around the
9th.

Rewarding Days

2, 9, 13, 18, 23, 26, 27, 28

Challenging Days

3, 4, 10, 15, 16, 17, 22, 24

Planetary Lightspots

Venus in Taurus, your solar Ninth House, is great for travel
planning, a vacation trip, or out-of-town business
conferences and meetings from March 5 through month's
end. One small caution: Mercury, your ruling planet, turns
retrograde March 12 in Aries, your solar Eighth House,
which can trigger mix-ups. Take a carry-on just in case you
and your luggage are separated.

Relationships

The March 8 Full Moon in your sign is as much about
relationships as it is about you. Reach out to other people,
especially your mate, but avoid controversial subjects the
first few days of March, when even a casual comment could
spark conflict. The 18th is a good choice if you want to get
better acquainted with coworkers.

Money and Success

Despite the influence of retrograde Mercury, the March 22
New Moon in Aries, your solar Eighth House, has potential
to boost your bank account in an unusual way. But it could
just as easily trigger unexpected expenses. The lottery
might be worth a try near the New Moon, but remember, it
only takes one ticket to win.

Planetary Hotspots



When Mercury, your ruling planet, turns retrograde March
12 in Aries, your solar Eighth House, mix-ups with
payments and other money matters can occur. Loan
applications should be postponed until late April or May,
and do the same with contracts and other legal documents.
Relationships are prone to misunderstandings after
Mercury retreats into Pisces, your solar Seventh House, on
the 23rd. Clarify your comments.

Rewarding Days

8,11,12,16,18,21,25,26

Challenging Days

3,4, 7, 9, 13, 15, 17, 27, 30

Planetary Lightspots

This month's New Moon in Taurus on the 21st accents your
solar Ninth House of travel and knowledge. Make both a
part of your life. Plan a trip, attend a conference, take a
short-term class, or relax at a vacation destination. Any of
these will satisfy your desire for adventure, learning, and a
change of scenery.

Relationships

Mercury turns direct in Pisces, your solar Seventh House,
on the 13th, with Mars doing the same in your sign. Recent
relationship challenges will gradually wane, and you'll be
able to resolve any difficulties to the point where you can
put them behind you and move forward. Prior to that,
however, take care to avoid a major misunderstanding with
someone close to you.

Money and Success

The April 6 Full Moon in Libra, your solar Second House,
reminds you to live within your budget rather than spend if a
little extra money comes your way. The week after the Full
Moon you could luck into some bargains if you take the
time to search out sales and coupons. Look for work
clothes for you and your partner, but be sure the store
allows returns.



Planetary Hotspots

Your career could get a nice lift after Venus enters Gemini,
your solar Tenth House, April 3. Try to maintain a low profile
that week, though, because difficult planetary alignments
could trigger anything from a misunderstanding to a heated
argument. Be sure to confirm all instructions and projects
with the source. Don't take a coworker's word for it. If you
do, you could get the blame.

Rewarding Days

4,8, 12, 14, 17, 21, 22, 23, 27

Challenging Days

3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 16, 24

Planetary Lightspots

With Jupiter in its last full month in Taurus, your solar Ninth
House, the timing is ideal for a vacation trip or even a long
weekend. If you plan to attend a reunion, however, don't
believe everything you hear. Use similar caution if someone
approaches you about a business or financial opportunity.
Use this Jupiter influence and favorable planetary
alignments to take a quick class to learn a sport or how to
manage your money in order to achieve financial security.

Relationships

All the relationships in your life will benefit from the May 5
F u l l Moon in Scorpio, your solar Third House of
communication. You'll have a way with words that can
charm most anyone, especially because your message will
be upbeat and optimistic. Spread cheer and motivate
others. This Full Moon also emphasizes spirituality and a
strong belief in yourself and your future, which is bright. Get
better acquainted with colleagues at an after-work get-
together mid-month.

Money and Success

The May 20 New Moon (solar eclipse) in Gemini keeps
your career sector in high focus as it energizes your



commitment to succeed. Take advantage of any
opportunity for self-promotion, share your ideas, and be the
first to step up if there's a chance to make a presentation.
Creativity is strong this month. Use it!

Planetary Hotspots

A hoped-for promotion or another career endeavor could
be put on hold as Venus travels retrograde May 15-June
26, but have faith. This is a terrific career year overall, and
what you seek could come about this summer or fall. In the
meantime, keep pushing ahead and do all you can to
reinforce your position with all the right people.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 6, 10, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 24

Challenging Days

3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 21, 26, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Home life will be hectic once the June 4 Full Moon (lunar
eclipse) in Sagittarius energizes your solar Fourth House.
With Mars in your sign aligned with the Full Moon, you'll be
in high gear, managing everybody and everything. This is a
great period for domestic repairs, cleaning, and getting
your garden in shape.

Relationships

Uranus in Aries and Pluto in Capricorn square off this
month, and this alignment can trigger difficulties with a
friend or a group or organization you're involved in. It's
always a good idea to get acquainted with your children's
friends and their parents, as well as monitoring their online
activities. Be firm if you want your child to end a friendship
and then follow through.

Money and Success

You're on your way up in the world, thanks to expansive
Jupiter, which enters Gemini, your solar Tenth House, on
the 11th. This year-long influence can bring great gains and



the 11th. This year-long influence can bring great gains and
increased popularity. You could see immediate results in
the weeks following the June 19 New Moon in the same
sign, possibly as Venus turns direct in Gemini on the 27th.
However, don't feel obligated to give what you can't afford
even if you feel obligated to support a friend's effort.

Planetary Hotspots

As Uranus in Aries and Pluto in Capricorn transit your solar
Eighth and Fifth Houses, this difficult planetary alignment
can trigger events related to finances, a romantic interest,
insurance, or your children. This is not the time to put funds
at risk. Extra expenses involving your children are also
possible. And don't let anyone convince you to cosign for a
loan, no matter how much pressure is applied.

Rewarding Days

7, 8, 13, 17, 18, 22, 23, 26, 28

Challenging Days

5,6,10,11,12,20,21,24,27

Planetary Lightspots

Although retrograde Mercury periods aren't ones you
generally look forward to, it may be different this time.
Mercury, your ruling planet, will be retrograde in Leo from
July 14 to August 7. Placed in your solar Twelfth House, it
will boost your intuition and be an asset if you need to
research information. Dreams could also be insightful, so
put pen and paper next to your bedside and jot down notes
upon awakening.

Relationships

The July 19 New Moon in Cancer spotlights your solar
Eleventh House, making this month one of the best for
friendship and social events. Involvement in a club or
organization can connect you with new people, and you can
be an effective team member in a group project at work.
Good news could come from a confidential talk with a
supervisor in early or mid July, but it may be a while before
anything comes of it.



Money and Success

Mars enters Libra, your solar Second House, on the 3rd,
the same date as the Full Moon. Even though Mars will
initially aggravate the financial crunch, you'll have the
opportunity to maximize earnings and could earn a small
raise later in July. You could also net some cash by taking
unneeded items to a consignment shop, so get motivated
and clean out your closet.

Planetary Hotspots

Last month's challenges continue to evolve as the July 3
Full Moon in Capricorn activates Uranus and Pluto. You can
expect more financial stress, including a high probability for
unexpected expenses, possibly related to your children. But
conditions will begin to ease mid-month as solutions start
to emerge.

Rewarding Days

7, 8, 12, 22, 26, 27

Challenging Days

2, 4, 9, 17, 24, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Venus in Cancer, your solar Eleventh House, from August 7
on will have a positive influence on your social life later this
month. And when Mercury resumes direct motion in Leo,
your solar Twelfth House, on the 8th, you won't lose the
intuitive edge it provided, because August 17 brings a New
Moon in the same sign. Use the lunar energy to kick back a
little. Relaxation time will also enhance your concentration,
giving you the ability to tune out the world and focus on the
task at hand.

Relationships

You'll be drawn to people and they to you when this month's
second Full Moon, in Pisces on the 31st, spotlights your
solar Seventh House. This is a great influence for couples
and togetherness as well as spending time with family and



your closest friends. You'll also have more contact with
siblings and neighbors after Mars enters Scorpio, your
solar Third House, on the 23rd. But don't chance an
accident by talking on the phone while driving.

Money and Success

August begins with a Full Moon in Aquarius, your solar
Sixth House, on the 1st. That's sure to please your Virgo
work ethic, and it could even trigger a small advancement
or raise. At the least you'll be recognized for your efforts.
However, be prepared to tighten your budget mid-month.

Planetary Hotspots

Early this month, you can again expect conflict with a friend
or romantic interest, especially if things weren't resolved in
June. Even though it can be tough for you to cut ties, it
might be the best choice because things are unlikely to
improve if you wait another month or two or more.

Rewarding Days

3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 14, 18, 19, 22, 27

Challenging Days

6, 7, 13, 20, 21, 24, 26, 28

Planetary Lightspots

The September 15 New Moon in your sign signals the
symbolic start of your new solar year. Tap into this fresh
energy and use it to set your personal path for the next
twelve months. Luck and communication are strong themes
at this New Moon, which will help to boost your success.
Plan first and then go into action.

Relationships

People and relationships are emphasized this month,
primarily because of the transits of Venus and Mercury.
Venus in Cancer, your solar Eleventh House, extends the
positive aspects of friendship through September 5, after
which its transit of Leo shifts your focus away from the
social scene and into memorable moments with your



partner. You'll also have the benefit of Mercury in your sign
through the 15th, which will encourage people to seek your
opinion and listen to your words.

Money and Success

Career progress is steady this month, thanks to many
planetary alignments with Jupiter in Gemini, your solar
Tenth House. There may be additional talk about your future
prospects, which could materialize before year's end. Keep
your options open for now.

Planetary Hotspots

Uranus in Aries and Pluto in Capricorn square off again in
your solar Eighth and Fifth Houses. You'll experience the
strongest effect of this difficult alignment at month's end
when the Full Moon in Aries on the 29th targets your solar
Eighth/Second House axis. Continue to avoid investments,
and be sure to safeguard financial information, especially
when you're in public. Also check your (and your family's)
credit reports. Take action quickly if you find errors. You
might want to consider enrolling in one of the credit
monitoring services.

Rewarding Days

1,5,6,8, 15, 27, 28, 30

Challenging Days

2,10,11,16,19,23,24,29

Planetary Lightspots

You sparkle and shine with maximum charisma October 3-
27, as Venus transits your sign. Turn on the charm and
connect with people. Most will be delighted to grant your
wishes, and those who can't will direct you to another
source. You can also work this magic on your own. Share
your desires with the universe and fully expect them to
become reality.

Relationships

Family and domestic activities accelerate after Mars enters



Sagittarius, your solar Fourth House, on the 6th. The
challenge will be to get everyone together long enough to
make family plans. Keep trying and you'll succeed.
Someone you haven't heard from in years could make
contact around the October 29 Full Moon in Taurus, your
solar Ninth House. But don't believe everything you hear. At
least part of it will be fiction.

Money and Success

Finances enter a more positive period, thanks to the New
Moon in Libra, your solar Second House, on the 15th. You
may or may not earn more, but expenses will be about
average. It's still wise, however, to save for the months
ahead.

Planetary Hotspots

Saturn begins a new phase this month when it enters
Scorpio, your solar Third House, on the 5th. This is one of
the best influences for learning, and a great time to take
classes to advance your career. As Saturn progresses
through Scorpio during the next two and a half years you'll
also either have increased contact with siblings or distance
yourself from them. Work to resolve any issues, and don't
slip into a pattern of dwelling on the past. Look instead to
the future, while benefitting from the knowledge and
experience you've gained.

Rewarding Days

2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 16, 21, 24

Challenging Days

4, 11, 14, 20, 25, 27, 31

Planetary Lightspots

Mercury, your ruling planet, travels retrograde again this
month. Despite its retrograde status, your mind will be extra
sharp when the November 13 New Moon (lunar eclipse)
spotlights your solar Third House. Fill your free time with
reading, writing, or games, as well hands-on hobby
projects. You'll also have an extra keen knack for research
along with the determination to solve puzzling problems.



Relationships

Holiday socializing takes off as Mars enters Capricorn,
your solar Fifth House, on the 16th. But you'll want to
choose inexpensive destinations because this month could
bring yet another unexpected expense. Or invite a group,
including a few neighbors, to your place for a casual
evening of potluck and cards.

Money and Success

The November 28 Full Moon (lunar eclipse) in Gemini, your
solar Tenth House, is filled with luck, promise, and potential
for career gains well into next year. Give careful thought to
what you want, and then implement your plan to coincide
with Jupiter, which will be in Gemini until the end of June
2013. It isn't often you get an opportunity like this, so go for
it!

Planetary Hotspots

Mercury begins its retrograde in Sagittarius, your solar
Fourth House, on the 6th. It then retreats into Scorpio, your
solar Fourth House on the 14th before resuming direct
motion on the 26th. Expect more than a few mix-ups and
misunderstandings in family matters and communication in
general. It's also possible your vehicle or a watch or
something else could need a new battery while Mercury is
in Scorpio. But if an appliance needs to be replaced, hold
off until next month if you can. If not, consider an extended
warranty.

Rewarding Days

4, 8, 11, 12, 20, 21, 25

Challenging Days

3, 5, 10, 16, 22, 23

Planetary Lightspots

Fill your holiday season with special days and memories
with family at home. Even if you get a late start, decorate
your home as the New Moon in Sagittarius on the 13th



accents your solar Fourth House. Even better, the lunar
energy gets an extra boost from Mercury in the same sign
December 10-30, and Venus there from the 15th on. If you
want to host a party, the best choices are the 15th, 22nd,
29th.

Relationships

An active social life continues to be yours as Mars
advances in Capricorn, your solar Fifth House, through the
24th. But you don't have to accept every invitation you
receive, especially because you'll enjoy socializing at home
far more. That's to be expected as family relationships will
be at their best this month.

Money and Success

Gear up for a fast pace at work as 2012 ends and 2013
begins. Mars will transit Aquarius, your solar Sixth House,
from December 25 to February 1, so this will be an action-
packed time with enough work to satisfy even a Virgo. Plan
ahead to balance the overload with time for yourself as
stress, or even a cold or flu, can quickly put you behind
schedule.

Planetary Hotspots

This year's recurring theme pops up again as the
December 28 Full Moon in Cancer, your solar Eleventh
House, activates Uranus and Pluto. Again this time it can
involve finances, your children, a friend, or a dating
relationship. Caution continues to apply with investments,
as well as standing your ground regarding loans involving
others. If you've been anticipating an insurance settlement,
expect more delays and an attempt to reduce the award.

Rewarding Days

2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 19, 22, 24, 29

Challenging Days

1, 3, 7, 8, 20, 28, 30



The Balance

September 22 to October 22



 





Your Strengths and Challenges

You strive for balance, aiming for the middle ground in
everything from relationships to your career to leisure-time
activities. When the scales tip one way or the other you're
out of sync with yourself and your world. You value
cooperation and compromise as well as harmony. But
when necessary, you're a master strategist who can out-
think most any adversary.

Libras are known for their indecisiveness. This is true of
you at times, but not always. It just appears that way to
those who fail to understand your mind. Your airy sign
makes you a thinker, but it can be tough for you to reach a
conclusion because you have the unique ability to see both
sides of any question. While this might be an advantage in
certain situations, it becomes a challenge if you perpetually
sit on the fence.

Ever the diplomat, you have a charming, tactful way with
words and can leave people wondering whether your words
were intended as praise or criticism. You're also popular on
the social scene, and many born under Venus-ruled Libra



are attractive. Venus also gives you an eye for beauty and,
possibly, artistic talent. You know instinctively how to
achieve just the right look in clothing and home decor.
Traditional colors and furnishings that create a feeling of
calm and serenity are your favorite in decor.

Your sixth sense aids your exceptional people skills, and
you're a good listener who can remain emotionally
uninvolved. Despite all your grace and charm, however, you
can be aloof at times. For one so personable, you maintain
a polite distance except with those in your inner circle. And
although you dislike controversy, when pushed too far, your
temper is unforgettable.

Your Relationships

Born under the universal sign of partnership, most Libras
feel incomplete without a partner. Yet for someone who is
so attuned to one-on-one relationships, you enjoy group
activities with a date and friends. You're drawn to those
who share your need for communication, and mental
rapport is one quality you seek in a mate. Love can bloom
during long late-night talks. But you can mistake infatuation
for love and prematurely dash into commitment. So give
things a chance to develop and really get to know all sides
of your potential mate, both positive and negative. You
could feel the sizzle with Aries, your opposite sign, and the
other fire signs, Leo and Sagittarius, might spark your
interest. You have much in common with your fellow air
signs, Gemini and Aquarius, but life could be bumpy with
Cancer or Capricorn.

Tradition guides your family life, and you want quality time
with loved ones on a daily basis. Dinner and conversation
is your ideal, schedules permitting. You keep in touch with
elderly relatives, one or more of whom could live with your
family at some point. You may have grown up in a highly
structured environment with your every moment planned by
a parent. Out of that comes a need for private time and
space in your own home, as well as encouraging
independence in your children, who become more friends
than children when they reach adulthood.

You're loyal to your many friends, and take pride in having
a wide circle that includes well-connected people. And no
small part of your popularity on the social scene is your
ability to make each person feel like the center of your
universe. You entertain friends in royal style, classy and
elegant, whether it's a backyard barbecue or a formal
dinner. Many Libras have a large number of acquaintances



from their involvement in clubs and organizations, where
your leadership skills are at their best.

Your Career and Money

You have wealth potential, and with wise investments and
savings you can ensure comfort in your retirement years.
Real estate could also be lucrative, so you should aim for
home ownership and annual home improvements to
increase the value of your property. Many Libras receive an
inheritance from a family member, and some gain through
collectibles and antiques. But as careful as you can be with
budgeting, you also have an eye for the finer things in life.
L i ve within your means and maximize your excellent
earning power.

With your people skills you can be successful in most any
career, especially those that require working with the
public. You're patient and sensitive to clients' or customers'
needs, and bring out the best in coworkers, encouraging
them to succeed. But loyalty can keep you in a job when it
would be in your best interest to move on. A congenial
workplace and a pleasant atmosphere are vital to job
contentment; anything less can motivate you to send out
resumes.

Your Lighter Side

If you're like most Libras, candy and other treats are
irresistible. And although many people are unaware of it,
you can be the epitome of laziness. Enjoy! Knowing how to
relax is a gift and the benefits of kicking back help keep
you at your best when job pressure and other stressors
rise. So curl up in your favorite chair with a bag of candy
and a best seller and savor the moment-guilt free.

Affirmation for the Year Ahead

I have faith in myself.

The Year Ahead for Libra

Travel, money, and learning are in the forefront for 2012, as
is the domestic scene. All of these will bring you many
opportunities to interact with people, which is another
especially active pattern in your life this year. Some will be
positive, while others will challenge your diplomatic skills.

Jupiter spends about the first half of the year in Taurus,
your solar Eighth House of joint resources. This transit,



which occurs only every twelve years, is one of the best for
attracting money. The tough part is remembering that it
won't last forever. On June 11, when Jupiter moves on to
Gemini, this phase will end and life will return to normal, so
make saving a priority and you will have something to show
for this gift from the universe when the transit is over. You
can also use this time to learn more about money
management, investing, and how to plan for retirement
(whatever your age). Loans are usually easier to get under
this influence, but buy less than you can afford if you plan to
purchase property this spring.

Jupiter enters Gemini June 11 to begin its year-long tour
of your solar Ninth House. Placed here, Jupiter encourages
you to widen your horizons through travel, education, self-
study, reading, and talking with people. Do as many of
these things as you can and be aware of opportunities to
learn about other cultures and beliefs. As a result, you'll
enjoy a more enlightened perspective and a greater
awareness of your role in the world.

Jupiter also encourages you to look toward the future with
optimism and to clearly define where you're going and how
you plan to get there. This will have the side benefit of
reinforcing your faith in yourself and your skills, talents, and
abilities as you get in touch with the spiritual side of
yourself. If you regularly attend a place of worship, you're
likely to get more involved in related activities.

Saturn will conclude its transit of your sign October 5,
when it moves on to Scorpio. During its time in Libra, which
began in November 2009, you've undoubtedly reflected on
the past. This is positive, but it may have come with some
regrets. As tough as it is to put these thoughts aside, this is
exactly what Saturn wants you to do: learn from the past in
order to create a more fulfilling future, which is the only thing
you can change. This year you can use Saturn in tandem
with Jupiter in Gemini as a self-motivator to prepare and to
take the initial steps toward what you will launch in about
five years when Saturn enters Capricorn. Saturn does
nothing quickly. It's all about planting seeds and nurturing
their growth.

Take action now and do what's necessary to resolve any
issues within yourself or with other people so you can move
on without continuing to carry the baggage. You'll have all
the determination you need to accomplish this and much
more, thanks to steady Saturn.

Saturn will enter Scorpio, your solar Second House,



October 5. You'll have about two and a half years to master
Saturn's lessons here, which can lead to greater financial
security and stability. It's all about following the rules and
being a responsible money manager and consumer. This is
the practical side of Saturn in the Second House that
encompasses everything from budgeting to saving to
minimizing debt and living within your means.

But the Second House encompasses more than money,
which is only one of the resources available to you. The
most important resource you have is you, including your
many strengths and talents. Also a part of you are your
attitudes about money and possessions. Now Saturn
challenges you to take a close look at these attitudes and
to make any necessary changes. Cash or credit? Rich
gourmet foods or healthy ones? Pricey designer jeans or
comfortable ones at half the cost? Ask yourself these
questions and more as you decipher the best use of your
resources. Chances are, Saturn here will give you a head
start on this path. Take note if you catch yourself passing on
a purchase you wouldn't have questioned not too long ago.
That's Saturn at work.

Expect the unexpected in relationships as Uranus in
Aries continues its trip through your solar Seventh House. A
new friend, romantic interest, or mentor could suddenly
appear and just as suddenly disappear, having fulfilled a
specific purpose. So don't plan on a new relationship to be
a lasting one, especially in matters of the heart. Simply
enjoy the moment for what it is. Take this caution seriously:
avoid legal and financial partnerships.

Change will also touch you and your partner if you're
involved in a committed relationship. Because Uranus will
be in Aries until 2018, you won't necessarily experience this
in a major way in 2012. But there will be ongoing subtle
changes, a quick event or comment here and there. It will
be easy to perceive this as a negative. However, with a
positive attitude and true love in your hearts, you can make
the most of this transit to reinvent or revitalize your
relationship. It's also possible that this transit will manifest
as a change in your family or living environment that
requires both of you to adapt.

You'll also meet many exciting, stimulating people in the
next few years, even as you say goodbye or distance
yourself from others. This is really a reflection of your
changing personal needs, interests, and desires. Some
people will no longer be a good fit, while others will be an
even better one. You can learn much about yourself if you



view all these relationships as a mirror image of yourself.
The people you're with will be a reflection of you.

Neptune also changes signs this year, switching from
Aquarius to Pisces on February 3. Use its brief time in
Aquarius to complete any creative projects, even if you
started them as long ago as 1998, when Neptune entered
this sign. Also devote extra time to your children and their
activities. This is one of the best influences for romance, so
plan a special evening with your partner or socialize with
friends where you might meet someone new. Your sixth
sense could lead you to someone fascinating.

Neptune in Pisces will influence your work life for about
the next fourteen years as it transits your solar Sixth House.
You'll have inspirational periods as well as disappointing
ones, periods of illusion and confusion, and compassionate
and uplifting moments. The challenge will be to maintain a
professional distance with coworkers while you focus on
your own work without taking on theirs. However, if you're in
sales or a health care or service industry, this transit can
increase your job satisfaction.

A great use of Neptune here is creative thinking. A
different perspective can help you spot the things others
miss, or that you might miss if you're too close to a project.
You can accomplish this by freeing your mind with a walk or
by switching tasks. Take it a step further and offer your
creative ideas in meetings and talks. Even if they're at first
perceived as off-base, people will soon appreciate your
vision and imagination. Use both in problem solving.

Pluto in Capricorn, your solar Fourth House, will trigger
significant changes on the home front at some point during
its long transit. (Pluto is in Capricorn until 2024.) They could
be positive, such as an extensive remodeling project. Or
relocation might be necessary to take charge of a relative's
affairs or for a new job or promotion. You also should
periodically check your home for any sign of termites and
be sure your property is well insured.

On another, deeper level, Pluto challenges you to reflect
on your childhood and family life. Deal with unresolved
issues and explore the impact these experiences had (and
possibly continue to have) on your life. You could also use
Pluto's energy to research and discover your family tree
and possibly find relatives you never knew or haven't seen
in years. With Pluto's powerful focus and determination on
your side, you could trace your roots back many
generations.



What This Year's Eclipses Mean for You

There are four eclipses this year, two solar and two lunar,
and each is in effect for six to twelve months. Three
eclipses highlight your solar Third/Ninth House axis; the
fourth is in your solar Second House.

The May 21 solar eclipse in Gemini focuses its energy on
your solar Ninth House, as does the November 28 lunar
eclipse in the same sign. With Jupiter also here from June
11 on, you'll have incentive to travel, expand your
knowledge base, return to school or take a class for fun,
and to experience another culture in some way. You also
could attend a reunion or develop a strong bond with in-
laws. Chances are good that at some point you'll be called
for jury duty.

Sagittarius and your solar Third House are the site of the
June 4 lunar eclipse. This placement, which is opposite
Gemini and the Ninth House, also emphasizes learning,
along with errands and trips to nearby or familiar locations.
It's also your communication sector, so you'll need to
budget your time for e-mail, social media, and calls. You'll
find this to be a most helpful influence if your job involves a
lot of contact with people, meetings, or teamwork. This
eclipse could also motivate you to get involved in a
community project, and it can benefit relationships with
neighbors and siblings.

November 3 is the date of the second 2012 solar eclipse,
this time in Scorpio, your solar Second House. This eclipse
reinforces Saturn's lessons in thrift, budgeting, savings, and
minimal use of credit. The two influences could increase
your income, possibly as soon as October. Think carefully,
however, if a major domestic purchase or home
improvement would require considerable debt. That's the
best idea under these planetary alignments.

Saturn

If you were born between October 14 and 22, Saturn in
Libra will merge its energies with your Sun before October
5. You'll experience the full effect of Saturn in June and July
if your birthday is October 14, 15, or 16. For Libras with
birthdays on the other dates, Saturn will connect with your
Sun between January and May, and again in August or
September.

Although this Saturn-Sun connection has a reputation for



being difficult-and it can be-there's far more to it. This is a
learning experience (one of Saturn's favorite phrases!). The
more responsibility you take for yourself and your actions
the more successful the outcome. And even though it's not
the best time for new endeavors, it is an excellent time to
begin to establish new personal directions, goals, and
attitudes that will set your course for at least the next
fourteen years. Be prepared, though, to feel somewhat held
back because achievements probably won't come quite as
easily now. Stick with it. Saturn rewards long-term efforts.

Possibly the most important point to remember is that a
SaturnSun merger nearly always brings exactly what you
deserve. This of course can be positive or negative,
depending upon the actions you've taken and the decisions
you've made. Saturn is, after all, the ultimate karmic planet.
Also keep in mind that what you do as Saturn transits your
sign will come to fruition in the future. Make other people a
key part of the current transit as some of the alliances you
form will be invaluable in the future.

You may tire more easily during this period, which makes
sleep and relaxation important. You'll also be working
harder and may experience instant repercussions if you try
to take shortcuts. Anything less than a solid effort is likely to
result in difficulties. This too is part of Saturn's role as a
teacher. In turn, you can use your knowledge and
experience to benefit others by sharing your wisdom.

Uranus

If you were born between September 22 and October 1,
Uranus will contact your Sun from Aries, your solar Seventh
House. With this planet transiting your relationship sector,
unusual people will enter your life and you can also expect
the unexpected from some of them. There will be a
significant change in at least one close relationship, or an
indication that major changes are on the horizon.

On a personal level, the idea of change will be as
fearsome as it is attractive because in many ways you are
ready to go in a new direction, to be free from perceived
yet very real restrictions in your environment or
relationships. And the catalyst triggered by Uranus is likely
to be sudden and unexpected. But it will in some way set
you free with a strong spirit of independence.

One area, however, should be off limits: romantic
commitment. Although the thrill of new love can be
irresistible, this is not the year to commit or to make a



major relationship decision.

Neptune

Neptune will contact your Sun from Aquarius before
February 3 if you were born October 20, 21, or 22. This
connection was also active in 2011, so think back to the
events and feelings you experienced last year. A romance
could fade away during this final contact, or you could
complete a creative project and move on, content in the
knowledge that you had the opportunity to express yourself
i n this way. Your intuition will continue to be active, and if
you're part of a couple, this is an ideal time to celebrate
your love.

Neptune will advance into Pisces, your solar Sixth House,
February 3, where it will connect with your Sun if you were
born between September 22 and 26. Confusion and chaos
are possible in the work place with this transit, and you
might feel unsettled about your job or that an indefinable
something is going on under the surface at your company.
You also could feel disillusioned at times and question
whether you're on the best path for you. Finding the answer,
however, will be difficult if not impossible because your
thoughts and ideas will shift in tandem with illusory Neptune.
You'll also want to be very cautious about sharing personal
information with coworkers, and be sure to double-check
your work for mistakes.

Like every planet, Neptune also has its positive side. In
the Sixth House it can inspire you to go above and beyond,
to put forth the extra effort that's both personally and
professionally rewarding. Creative thinking and
approaches can contribute to this success, and you might
find yourself thrust into the limelight as a result. You might
also want to consider volunteering your time for a charitable
organization. This, along with a healthy diet and exercise,
can help promote wellness and ease daily stress.

Pluto

If your birthday is between September 29 and October 1,
Pluto will contact your Sun from Capricorn, your solar
Fourth House of home and family. Be sure your property is
fully covered by insurance, especially if you live in an area
prone to severe weather. Also regularly check your home
for pests and other damage. If you plan to purchase
property, make the offer subject to inspection, and carefully
check credentials before hiring a contractor for home
improvements. This is also the year to get your home in



order. You'll have the motivation to clean out closets,
storage spaces, basement, garage, and attic, so go to it
and enjoy the sense of freedom it provides.

It's also possible your living situation will change because
a relative or roommate moves in or out. If an adult child
wants to return home, set ground rules in advance and be
prepared to enforce them. You might also have issues with
your parents or feel the need to resolve events from the
past. While this can be healthy, it's also wise to think
carefully before you speak your mind.

Family relationships can be rocky this year, especially in
June and September when Uranus in Aries, your solar
Seventh House, will clash with Pluto. People with control
issues will display that side of themselves, and you could
be pulled into a family power struggle despite your efforts to
remain neutral. This planetary alignment could also trigger
damage to your home, so be sure it's insured by a
reputable company and for replacement value. Read all the
fine print in the policy.

Planetary Lightspots

Although retrograde Mars isn't exactly what you would think
of as a lightspot, it certainly can be if you use it well. Mars
will spend its entire retrograde period (January 23-April 12)
in Virgo, your solar Twelfth House of self-renewal. Use this
period to begin and follow through with those things you
enjoy but never have time to do. Also listen to your inner
voice, both in the intuitive sense and to reflect on your life
and your hopes and wishes for the future.

Relationships

Your social life will come alive later this month as the
Aquarius New Moon on the 23rd energizes your solar Fifth
House. A new dating relationship could spring to life under
this influence, and if you're part of a couple, it's an ideal
time to celebrate love and romance. Creative projects will
also benefit from this New Moon, and you'll be in tune with
your children.

Money and Success

The January 9 Full Moon in Cancer highlights your solar



Tenth House of career and status. Both will benefit from the
lunar energy, and you could have a confidential talk with
from someone who thinks you're going places. Don't,
however, be tempted to get involved in a workplace
romance. That would not be in your best interest.

Planetary Hotspots

The domestic scene will challenge you on several levels
this month. Planetary alignments in Capricorn, your solar
Fourth House, can trigger conflict with family members, and
this is also not the time to invite someone to join your
household. If a home repair is needed, check references
and get several estimates before proceeding with the work.

Rewarding Days

1,5, 10, 11, 15, 23, 24, 28, 29

Challenging Days

4, 7, 8, 12, 14, 16, 20, 21

Planetary Lightspots

Quality time with your children will be especially meaningful
during the first few weeks of February, and they will
appreciate the extra attention. Help with homework,
encourage them to express their creativity, and share your
pride in their accomplishments. Their wisdom will surprise
and inspire you.

Relationships

Friendship takes center stage as the February 7 Full Moon
in Leo shines in your solar Eleventh House. Join your
friends for evenings out, and meet others for lunch and
weekend activities. You can also expand your personal and
career networks now. If you're single, a potential romantic
interest could enter your life, but if a dating relationship isn't
working out, the lunar energy could prompt you to move on.

Money and Success

Your work life is hectic this month with four planets and the
February 21 New Moon in Pisces, your solar Sixth House.
One of the planets is Neptune, which enters Pisces on the



3rd, providing inspiration and creativity in your daily work.
Coworker relationships are generally positive, but one
person could try to undermine your efforts mid-month. Be
aware and don't share personal information.

Planetary Hotspots

Family or roommate relationships could be a bit rocky at
times after Venus enters Aries, your solar Seventh House,
February 8. Think calm thoughts and say little because it
will be tough to have a reasonable conversation. It's also
possible you'll need a domestic repair again this month, for
an appliance or weather damage. This too could trigger
relationship difficulties.

Rewarding Days

2,6,11,16,19,20,24

Challenging Days

3,4,15,17,22,25

Planetary Lightspots

You'll enjoy a momentary retreat from the world under the
March 8 Full Moon in Virgo, your solar Twelfth House. The
lunar energy could also help you find a missing item or
possibly a forgotten collectible that's now worth quite a bit
of money. So take advantage of the two weeks following
the Full Moon to clean out storage spaces. Look through
every box and pocket.

Relationships

Despite the antics of retrograde Mercury, March is an
overall positive relationship month. Spend quality time with
those you love, and connect with many others at social
events in the weeks following the New Moon in Aries on the
23rd. But avoid conflict-prone subjects and entertaining at
home on the 29th and 30th.

Money and Success

Finances are favorable this month, with Venus in Taurus,
your solar Eighth House, from March 5 on. You could gain
through a minor windfall around the 14th, which is also a



good date to take a chance on the lottery. A raise for you or
your mate is possible, but set a firm budget if you shop for
home furnishings. You could easily spend far more than
intended.

Planetary Hotspots

Mercury turns retrograde March 12 in Aries, your solar
Seventh House, and then retreats into Pisces, your solar
Sixth House on the 23rd. Despite your notable people
skills, the Aries transit can trigger misunderstandings, so
be sure others grasp the points you want to make.
Retrograde Mercury could be more problematic in Pisces,
where it has the potential to affect workplace projects and
communication. Be especially aware of this during the first
few days of March.

Rewarding Days

1, 6, 10, 14, 18, 19, 23, 26, 28

Challenging Days

2, 3, 4, 9, 15117, 20, 24, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Job-related activities put on hold resume momentum after
Mercury turns direct in Pisces, your solar Sixth House, on
the 13th. But it's also likely previous decisions will be
reversed, so be prepared to adapt as necessary. Take
advantage of the days prior to Mercury's direction change
to review recently completed projects. Chances are you'll
find errors that can be easily corrected.

Relationships

The April 6 Full Moon in your sign is as much about you as
it is about the close relationships in your life. Reach out to
loved ones, and spend quality time with your partner. You
could hear surprising and very unexpected news from
someone near the 22nd. However, expect challenges with
someone close to you around the 15th and the last full week
of April, when it will be tough to compromise on anything.

Money and Success



Your bank account could get a boost from the April 21 New
Moon in Taurus, your solar Eighth House. The source could
be anything from an inheritance to a property sale, lucky
find, or a raise for you or your mate. If necessary, put it
toward a home repair, but don't let the free flow of money
encourage you to incur debt. Take care in early April to
protect valuables from loss.

Planetary Hotspots

Difficult planetary alignments the first week of April caution
against travel, meetings, and contact with in-laws or people
at a distance. It will be tough to get anyone to listen to you
or understand your point, and it's also possible someone
could try to undermine your position or efforts.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 10, 14, 19, 22, 25, 27, 28, 30

Challenging Days

3,5,9, 11, 13, 15, 18, 20, 24, 26

Planetary Lightspots

The May 20 New Moon (solar eclipse) in Gemini triggers
your curiosity. Since travel is prone to difficulties this month,
find a good substitute to widen your horizons and your
knowledge. Take a class for fun, stock up on books, tour
local museums or historic spots, or explore your creativity
through a hobby.

Relationships

Relationships aren't a strong theme this month, but Mercury
in Aries, your solar Seventh House, through the 8th favors
one-onone interaction with people, especially your partner.
But avoid controversial topics and serious discussions on
the 3rd and 4th. It will be tough to agree on much of
anything then, and both of you will be unwilling to
compromise.

Money and Success

Again this month, you could end up with considerably more



money than you had on the first. Luck is definitely with you
in financial matters as the May 5 Full Moon in Scorpio, your
solar Second House, activates Jupiter in Taurus, your solar
Eighth House. This emphasis on your money sectors has
great potential to trigger a windfall, raise, or bonus for you
or your mate. Take a chance on the lottery around the 22nd
and 27th, and cross your fingers. Remember, though, it only
takes one ticket to win.

Planetary Hotspots

Venus turns retrograde in Gemini, your solar Ninth House,
May 15. Lost luggage is a strong possibility if you travel,
and you can expect misunderstandings with people at a
distance, especially workrelated communication. A lost pet
is also possible, so take extra precautions to prevent your
cat or dog from making a dash for freedom.

Rewarding Days

8, 11, 12, 15, 17, 20, 22, 26, 27, 31

Challenging Days

3, 4, 7, 9, 16, 21, 23, 29, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Jupiter arrives in Gemini, your solar Ninth House, on the
11th. This marks the start of a year-long emphasis on
travel, education, and spirituality. All of these will influence
your life in some way, and this month's New Moon in the
same sign on the 19th could motivate you to make
reservations, take off on vacation, or enroll in school. If the
latter, focus your studies on a short-term program that can
benefit your career when Jupiter moves on to Cancer next
year.

Relationships

Your intuition will be active under the June 4 Full Moon
(lunar eclipse) in Sagittarius, your solar Third House. This
can come in handy in conversation because you'll sense
what people are thinking but not saying. Ever the diplomat,
you're unlikely to let your irritation with a sibling or neighbor
emerge. That's best, anyway, because it will be short-lived.



Money and Success

You'll need to be cautious about what you say and do at
work because of the Uranus-Pluto alignment. Even a casual
comment could trigger conflict, and it's unwise to put your
trust in coworkers even though they'll encourage you to
open up. Silence is a better choice.

Planetary Hotspots

Expect challenges with relationships and home life as
Uranus in Aries squares off with Pluto in Capricorn. With
these two planets in your solar Seventh and Fourth Houses,
and triggering planets in Cancer, your solar Tenth House,
career difficulties could set things off. Also check your
home for termites, and be sure all property and
possessions are fully insured against weather damage.
The need to relocate is also possible.

Rewarding Days

7, 8, 13, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23 26

Challenging Days

5,10,11,12,20,21,24,28,29

Planetary Lightspots

There's no time like now to take off for a few days to delight
in a long weekend with your partner. Romance and fresh
scenery go together with Venus and Jupiter in Gemini, your
solar Ninth House of travel. Expect a few pleasant surprises
in addition to the ones you have in mind.

Relationships

If you let it, retrograde Mercury in Leo from the 14th on can
trigger mix-ups in your social plans. There's a simple
solution as this planet transits your solar Eleventh House:
confirm times, dates, and places before you go. However,
family life may not be quite so enjoyable around the July 3
Full Moon in Capricorn, your solar Fourth House. The lunar
energy could trigger conflict with a family member, possibly
as a result of domestic repairs or the needs of an elderly
relative.



Money and Success

Career success can be yours under the July 19 New Moon
in Cancer, your solar Tenth House. Expect it to come with a
price, however. It'll be hard work. But you already know that.
Even so, between the lunar energy and Mars in your sign,
remember not to push yourself too hard. Know when to quit,
and when to relax. This is also a good month to get better
acquainted with colleagues at an after-work get-together.
You could pick up some valuable information for the future.

Planetary Hotspots

Mars arrives in your sign July 3, where it will give you all the
incentive and initiative to achieve whatever you focus on.
But you'll need to calm your mind well before bedtime in
order to get the solid night's sleep you'll need to maintain a
fast pace. Also take care in the kitchen and when working
with tools as Mars can trigger accidents.

Rewarding Days

1, 5, 10, 14, 15, 16, 20, 23, 28

Challenging Days

3, 9, 13, 17, 19, 24, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Put fun at the top of your priority list when you're not
working. That will be a snap, thanks to this month's first Full
Moon, on the 1st in Aquarius, your solar Fifth House. Plan a
family outing, spend time with a favorite hobby, and enjoy
outdoor activities. Or opt for a day trip or another long
weekend at a recreation destination.

Relationships

Friendship is featured under the August 17 New Moon in
Leo, your solar Eleventh House. Expect your social life to
pick up in the following weeks. But this influence is just as
good, maybe even better, for job-related teamwork, with
you as the leader. If you plan to attend a conference or
travel on business, consider it an opportunity to widen your



circle of career contacts.

Money and Success

Earning potential increases after Mars shifts into Scorpio,
your solar Second House, on the 23rd. You could see
income rise during this seven-week transit, but you'll need
to control spending in order to realize a net gain. The work
pace will accelerate into September after the second
August Full Moon, on the 31st in Pisces, activates your
solar Sixth House. Time management is your best ally.

Planetary Hotspots

Career commitments could interfere with family and
partnership time after Venus enters Cancer, your solar
Tenth House, on the 7th. Be proactive. Explain and ask for
their support beforehand. This will help ease the tension
that will peak around the 16th. After that you'll benefit from
the extra popularity that comes with Venus moving through
this sector.

Rewarding Days

2, 5, 9, 11, 15, 17, 25, 29

Challenging Days

6, 7, 13, 16, 20, 21, 26, 28

Planetary Lightspots

You can enjoy some precious hours alone to pursue your
own interests around the September 15 New Moon in
Virgo, your solar Twelfth House of self-renewal. Slow the
pace a little, look inward, and listen to your subconscious.
Then you'll be ready to move into your new solar year with
confidence when next month's New Moon highlights your
sign.

Relationships

Despite relationship challenges in other areas, you'll enjoy
upbeat times with friends after Venus enters Leo, your solar
Eleventh House, on the 6th. Don't be surprised, though, if a
close pal presents a different perspective on other events



going on in your life. Listen and think. Although what you
hear may not be entirely on target, it will offer new insights.

Money and Success

Your career remains in the spotlight through September 5
as Venus transits your solar Tenth House. The pace will
ease after that and you'll be able to catch up and even work
ahead. Mars continues to advance in Scorpio, your solar
Second House, accenting income and spending. You could
find a bargain on household items if you shop around the
3rd.

Planetary Hotspots

The clash between Uranus and Pluto will be activated again
by the September 29 Full Moon in Aries, your solar Seventh
House. So relationships will be central to the challenges
you'll experience. Disagreement over a family matter is
likely, and it will be difficult for you and your partner to find a
compromise. In time, though, you will work things out.
Again, be sure your home is well insured, especially if you
live in an area prone to severe weather.

Rewarding Days

3, 6, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 30

Challenging Days

2, 10, 11, 16, 20, 23, 24, 29

Planetary Lightspots

Look to the future with optimistic enthusiasm as the
October 15 New Moon in Libra puts you in the spotlight.
Balance fun, and possibly travel, with thoughts of where you
want to be a year from now and how best to maximize your
talents. Include career goals on your to-do list because
you'll have opportunities in this area in 2013.

Relationships

Expect the daily pace to be hectic between October 6 and
November 15 as Mars advances in Sagittarius, your solar
Third House. With it will come increased communication,



much of it reflecting this positive relationship period. But
early October could bring confusion or even deception
involving a coworker, and questions concerning a project.
Intuition will help guide you to answers.

Money and Success

Although family income could rise this month, it may be less
than hoped for. The Full Moon in Taurus, your solar Eighth
House, on the 29th, could also trigger the need for a
domestic or vehicle repair or replacement.

Planetary Hotspots

Money and values will be a main focus as Saturn transits
Scorpio, your solar Second House, during the next two and
a half years. You could earn a raise soon after it enters this
sign on October 5, or be offered another opportunity to
increase your paycheck. Saturn here is all about becoming
a better money manager and taking a long-term financial
view rather than one that's month to month or year to year.
Part of this is will be due to your changing values about
materialism, and you'll gradually realize there are many
things you don't really need, or even want.

Rewarding Days

5, 6, 10, 13, 18, 22, 28, 31

Challenging Days

1,4,7,9,14,20,23,27

Planetary Lightspots

The November 28 Full Moon (lunar eclipse) in Gemini re-
energizes your solar Ninth House of travel and knowledge.
With this eclipse influence extending well into 2013, it might
be time to plan a dream trip, or to immerse yourself in
learning another language or a subject that's always been
of interest. Any of these will satisfy your spirit of adventure
and your curiosity.

Relationships

Early and late November could bring more stress involving



family relationships. The triggering event could again be a
relative who disrupts family harmony when you and your
partner disagree over the best course of action. There also
could be issues related to home improvements or
renovations, possibly because they aren't progressing as
they should be.

Money and Success

Despite retrograde Mercury, the November 13 New Moon
(solar eclipse) in Scorpio has the potential to boost your
bank account not only this month but in 2013. Spending can
rise as well. Set a budget and live within it while adding to
savings.

Planetary Hotspots

November brings another retrograde Mercury period that
begins on the 6th in Sagittarius, your solar Third House.
Mercury slips back into Scorpio, your solar Second House,
on the 14th, before resuming direct motion on the 26th.
Misunderstandings and confusion can alter plans while
Mercury is in Sagittarius. Once it returns to Scorpio,
however, the potential for mix-ups centers on money
matters. Check statements for errors, be sure deposits are
made to the correct account, and allow plenty of time for
payments to reach their destination. A watch or car battery
may need to be replaced.

Rewarding Days

2, 6,7, 11, 14, 15,24,29

Challenging Days

3, 10, 12, 16, 23, 25, 26, 30

Planetary Lightspots

You're in luck if your New Year's resolution involves
exercise and a healthier lifestyle. Mars in Aquarius, your
solar Fifth House, from December 25 to February 1 can get
you off to a fast start and provide the incentive and
determination to stick with the plan. Join a gym or a mall
walkers group. Probability of success rises even more if
you do this in partnership with your mate or a close friend.



Relationships

Quick, creative thinking and increased communication
accompany the New Moon in Sagittarius, your solar Third
House, on the 13th. And with Mercury in the same sign from
the 10th to the 30th, and Venus there from the 15th on, you'll
instantly put others at ease. But your notable, if seldom
seen, temper could spark to life at month's end. Take a
time-out rather than say what you'll later regret.

Money and Success

Money matters continue to be positive this month with
Mercury and Venus in Scorpio, your solar Second House,
before they advance into Sagittarius. Holiday shopping will
yield bargains if you take your time and watch for sales.

Planetary Hotspots

Although domestic and relationship issues will be minimal
much of the month, the December 28 Full Moon in Cancer
will fuel these ongoing challenges. The trigger could be
career-related relocation or major structural changes and
downsizing in your company. However, if you're just
frustrated with your job, resist the urge to act impulsively.
Conditions will ease with time. Also discard thoughts of a
home-based business, which is unlikely to be successful in
the next few years.

Rewarding Days

9, 12, 15, 16, 17, 21, 26, 31

Challenging Days

1, 7, 8, 10, 14, 20, 28, 30



The Scorpion

October 22 to November 21



 





Your Strengths and Challenges

Your determination is relentless and you'll push yourself to
the point of exhaustion to achieve a goal. Obstacles are
irrelevant to you and your willpower is in a class of its own.
Anyone who tries to circumvent your efforts soon learns you
will not be deterred, sometimes to the point of ruthlessness.
But it's also wise to know when to quit rather than put your
health at risk.

You take life seriously, and at times feel as though you're
on a path of destiny as you pursue your life purpose. Your
soul runs deep and you have an innate understanding of
both the light and dark sides of life.

You have a magnetic, mesmerizing charisma that
intrigues those around you. Yet, you're cautious about
expressing your views. When you do, you need only a few
words to say it all. This adds to your mysterious aura, as
does your classic poker face that reveals nothing-even
when you're seething inside. Your steely mask can also be
an advantage when you want to keep people guessing.

You're intuitive (and possibly psychic), perceptive, and
shrewd. These traits definitely give you an edge in life.



Besides being a step ahead of most everyone, you watch
and wait and take action only when the timing is to your
advantage.

But you also can be intense, and some Scorpios are
controlling and manipulative, using their personal power to
dominate others rather than to better themselves and their
own lives. Of all the signs, Scorpio is the one with the
greatest potential and willpower for self-transformation.

Your Relationships

People place their trust in you because they recognize your
honesty and integrity. They also share secrets because
they know you respect a confidence. Your circle of friends
and acquaintances is wide, but you know them far better
than they know you. This gives you a distinct advantage in
just about every area of life.

You're a romantic with a big heart. But you're hesitant to
express your emotions until you're sure the feeling is
mutual. It's a matter of self-protection; only those who know
you well are aware of your sensitive soul. Your passion runs
deep once you find your soul mate, but you can be
possessive and even jealous, as can your mate. Trust,
however, is what builds a foundation for lasting love. You
could find happiness with one of the earth signs-Virgo,
Capricorn, and especially Taurus, your opposite sign.
Compatibility runs high with your fellow water signs, Cancer
and Pisces, but you could clash with dramatic Leo or
independent Aquarius.

You like to be in control of your environment, and can
achieve this in some arenas, but probably not in your home
life. There anything goes and the unexpected is often the
norm rather than the exception. Many Scorpios opt for
contemporary home decor or an eclectic mix that makes a
statement. Family communication is also important to you,
and there are impromptu gatherings of friends in your
home. As a parent you're protective of your children and
can be a powerful motivational force in their lives. But you
also tend to see the best in them when a more realistic
view would be to their advantage. Find a balance between
spoiling them and giving them the life skills they need.

You're choosy about your friends. You have many
acquaintances, some of whom are business colleagues,
but your inner circle is small and select. The social circuit
isn't your scene; you much prefer casual evenings and lively
conversation with people you know well. And more than a



few Scorpios cherish their pets as best friends. You also
might develop good friends through involvement in a
charitable or service organization, which is a great way for
Scorpios to network and meet new people.

Your Career and Money

Your earning power is among the best of the zodiac. You
also go on occasional spending sprees. That's great when
you can afford it, but don't go into debt to get what you want.
Despite your financial savvy, income and expenses
fluctuate somewhat, so it's wise to plan ahead. You could
do well with investments if you take the time to do thorough
research, and can often find the best interest rates. Always
read the fine print being signing any contract, even those
that appear to be routine.

You have great potential to achieve a top career spot
where you can grab more than a little of the limelight.
Develop your leadership skills on the way up as you
encourage others. Then, you'll have the supporters you
need when you need them. You prefer a fast-paced work
environment where your initiative is valued. Endless
meetings are not for you. Neither is sitting behind a desk. If
your career requires an office workplace, be sure any job
comes with enough freedom to structure your work so you
don't feel hemmed in.

Your Lighter Side

Scorpio is the sign of transformation, something you do
almost unconsciously. You can take someone else's junk
and transform it into something beautiful or useful, or
resurrect what others have written off as a lost cause.
Personally, you have the inner strength to reinvent yourself
physically and mentally. What others call hurdles, you call
possibilities.

Affirmation for the Year

My mind is my greatest asset.

The Year Ahead for Scorpio

Money is a strong theme this year and into 2013, at the end
of which your net worth could be considerably more than it
is now. You'll connect with many people and may see
changes in your workplace and community. At year's end,
you'll begin a new phase that includes assessing and
defining your personal goals, what you've learned, what you



value, and where you want to go in the future. Opportunities
await!

Jupiter spends about half the year in Taurus, your solar
Seventh House of relationships, before moving on to
Gemini in June. Other people can bring you luck during the
Taurus transit, which occurs only once every twelve years.
It's also one of the best for couples and those who would
like to meet someone special. But be wary of mixing
finances with anyone other than a legal partner. Jupiter here
can also put you in touch with a wide variety of people, from
ne w friends to coworkers to professionals such as an
accountant. Most of all, take advantage of this period. You'll
attract positive energy and many opportunities, some of
which could bring you added income within the next few
years.

Jupiter advances into Gemini on June 11, to begin its
year-long transit of your solar Eighth House. Make the most
of it! This time frame can be a lucrative one, even to the
point where you'll feel as though the flow of money coming
your way will never end. Think long term to avoid the trap of
complacency. In a year, Jupiter will move on, so plan ahead
to have something to show for the universe's financial gift.
Also take time to update insurance policies, review your
retirement plans (even if it's years away), and pay off
existing debt while building savings.

Saturn completes its Libra transit October 4, and then
moves on to Scorpio. While this serious planet is in Libra,
your solar Twelfth House, take the time to think about where
you've been and what you've accomplished in the past
twenty-eight years. Also give considerable thought to what
you learned during those years as well as the personal
issues that hold you back. These memories and
realizations will be helpful to you as Saturn transits your
sign for several years.

Because the Twelfth House is the self-renewal sector, this
is also the time for an honest self-assessment of your
lifestyle, including diet, exercise, and general health. You
can draw on the strength of Saturn to make necessary
changes that will be especially beneficial as Saturn transits
your sign.

You might also be involved in helping to care for
someone, possibly an elderly relative, who is hospitalized
or otherwise confined. Or you could experience the rewards
of contributing your time and talents to a charitable
organization or cause that would benefit your neighborhood



or community.

Uranus spends the entire year in Aries, your solar Sixth
House of daily work, health, and service. While Saturn
gives added determination, Uranus, the ultimate planet of
change, provides added incentive to adopt a healthier
lifestyle, and possibly to get involved in a group effort for a
good cause.

Changing conditions can also surround your work life,
especially during the year that Uranus contacts your Sun.
Nevertheless, an element of change and the unexpected
will be more the norm than the exception until this planet
completes its Aries transit in 2018. Some changes will be
exciting opportunities that pop up in an instant, while others
will challenge your strong need to maintain the status quo.
Shift your perspective. You can be the initiator of positive
change now because you're uniquely placed to take the
lead and guide a group to success.

The Sixth House also governs wellness, so you may be
especially prone now to nervous tension. Find an outlet that
works for you exercise, walking, meditation, hobbies-and
that can ease workrelated stress. In tandem with Saturn in
your solar Twelfth House, Uranus here can help you change
your diet, end bad habits, and adopt an overall healthier
lifestyle.

Home and family life have been influenced by Neptune
since it entered Aquarius, your solar Fourth House, in 1998.
This year it completes that transit, moving on to Pisces on
February 3. Use the weeks before it shifts signs to finish
any domestic projects, even those begun long ago, or give
a room a quick creative and inexpensive update. On
another level, take time to think about how your perspective
of family and your relationship with relatives has changed.
You can successfully resolve any lingering issues now,
mostly because your outlook regarding family members
has shifted. Don't be surprised if this review motivates you
to move forward with greater confidence.

Neptune will switch its influence to your solar Fifth House
when it moves on to Pisces, the sign it will transit for many
years. Here, Neptune will focus all its traits on romance,
children, creativity, speculation, and leisure-time activities.
You'll undoubtedly experience both the positive and
negative sides of this planet during the years ahead. At its
best, Neptune signifies inspiration, spirituality, and
compassion, while its flip side can trigger disillusionment,
disappointment, and a lack of clarity.



So you'll want to be somewhat wary in matters of the
heart, because it will be easy to mistake real love with
being in love with love. Likewise, a promising investment
could pay off handsomely or leave you wondering how such
a "sure thing" could fail. It's also wise during this transit to
be aware of what your children are doing in their free time
and who their friends are because substance abuse is a
possibility. On the upside, you can inspire your children and
they might do the same for you. Also be sure to explore
your creativity through a hobby such as crafts, painting, or
music.

Pluto continues its long transit in Capricorn, your solar
Thi rd House. At times you'll find yourself lost in deep
thought about anything and everything from the meaning of
life to how you can maximize personal potential. Pluto here
is about looking within to discover the hidden side of
yourself, and self-help books can spur your thinking and be
an asset in dealing with any issues that limit you. This
powerful planet could also motivate you to study a subject
on your own or in school, or even to write a book.

The third house is also associated with siblings and
neighbors. You'll be more involved with these people, and
you could get involved in a community cause or project to
improve your surroundings. As a catalyst for change, the
effort you put into any such effort will be rewarded many
times over. You're also in a position to influence people one
on one, to be the person who makes a difference and
ultimately changes someone's life for the better.

What This Year's Eclipses Mean for You

There are four eclipses this year, two solar and two lunar,
with one in your sign and the other three highlighting your
financial sectors. Each is in effect for six to twelve months.

The May 21 solar eclipse in Gemini, your solar Eighth
House, is followed by a lunar eclipse in Sagittarius, your
solar Second House, June 4. As the year draws to a close,
another lunar eclipse will occur in Gemini. Together, these
three, along with Jupiter in Gemini, have the potential to
boost income both from earnings and other sources such
as investments, an inheritance, a windfall, or your partner's
income. Be especially cautious with investments in June
and September, and avoid major purchases in July and
December.

Scorpio is the sign of this year's fourth eclipse on



November 13. Use this solar eclipse to set new personal
goals and then let it and Saturn, also in your sign, motivate
you to achieve them. You might choose to set your sights
on career gains, financial security, getting in shape, or
something else entirely. What is important is that you take
full advantage of this strong solar energy to make great
strides in one or more areas into 2013. You have all the
determination to do exactly what you wish.

Saturn

If you were born between November 13 and 22, Saturn will
contact your Sun from Libra, your Solar Twelfth House,
before it advances into Scorpio. June and July will be
particularly significant months if your birthday is November
13, 14, or 15. For Scorpios born on the other dates, Saturn
will contact your Sun once between January and May, and
again in August or September.

Saturn in your sector of self-renewal encourages you to
be of service to others. This might be as a volunteer for a
community organization, helping people learn to read, or
organizing an adopt-ahighway team at your company.
Whatever you choose will in some way change your
perspective of daily life, leading to a greater appreciation
of yourself, others, and your role in the world.

This is also the time to complete unfinished projects, to
clear the slate for the new beginning that is on the horizon.
Take this a step further with a step into the past. Clean out
storage spaces, organize everything, use your creativity to
compile photos and mementoes in digital or paper
scrapbooks, or ask relatives to compile an oral family
history. You'll especially enjoy activities that offer the bonus
of time alone. But don't dwell on the past and regrets. See
this time instead as preparation for the future.

If your birthday is between October 22 and 31, Saturn in
Scorpio will join forces with your Sun between October 5
and year's end. Although this is not the time to begin a
major new endeavor such as a significant job or career
change, it is the time to reap personal rewards for what you
have earned. Of one thing you can be sure: Saturn will bring
you what you deserve when it contacts your Sun. Whether
the outcome is positive or negative or a combination of the
two, look inward and reflect upon and learn from it. Then
you'll be better prepared to strive toward earning Saturn's
rewards seven years from now and again in fourteen years.

Saturn's alignment with your Sun can reflect lowered



vitality so you'll want to get enough sleep and rest. This is
not the time to push yourself to your physical limits. You may
also feel somewhat lonely at times, almost as though
there's an indefinable distance between you and other
people. Rather than viewing this as a negative, see it as
Saturn encouraging a time of introspection so you can
better know yourself. And do try to motivate yourself to be
with people. You'll have a great time once you get there.

Uranus

If you were born between October 22 and 31, Uranus in
Aries, your solar Sixth House, will align with your Sun this
year. You can expect change on some level in your job or
work environment. This could take the form of different
responsibilities, the departure of coworkers and/or the
arrival of new employees or supervisors, or a job change.
Adaptability will be one of your greatest assets this year, so
do your best to go with the flow rather than resist the
inevitable. Also be wary and avoid anyone in the workplace
who could try to shift blame to you.

Restlessness will be a challenge at times, making it
difficult to focus on the current task. Take a few deep
breaths or a quick walk to dispel the energy. This will also
help take the edge off the tension associated with Uranus
in contact with your Sun. Uranus could also prompt the
desire to-uncharacteristically-initiate workplace change.
That is not the best idea this year as others might feel
threatened. Satisfy the urge instead with a productive
domestic project.

A pet may require extra attention this year as well as one
or several trips to the veterinarian. Think carefully, though, if
you want to adopt a pet, because the adjustment will be
difficult at best.

Neptune

Neptune in Aquarius, your solar Fourth House of home and
family, will contact your Sun before February 3 if you were
born between November 19 and 22. This will be the third
contact; the first and second occurred in the spring and fall
of 2011. Relationship matters left unfinished at that time
can be concluded now. But you may not fully appreciate
and understand the significance of what you've
experienced until Neptune leaves this sector. Keep this
thought in mind: Neptune is the planet of compassion and
spirituality.



During Neptune's final weeks in Aquarius, you'll want to
check your home for leaks, and take precautions to prevent
pipe breakage if you live in a cold climate. Also consider
giving your bathroom a fresh look with paint or wall-
covering and new towels.

If you were born between October 22 and 26, Neptune
will favorably contact your Sun after it enters Pisces, your
solar Fifth House, February 3. You can easily tap into the
creativity represented by this mystical planet, which will also
inspire you with hope. However, be sure to blend these
feelings with your innate Scorpio skepticism rather than let
uplifting thoughts become blind faith.

Find a new hobby outlet to express your creativity, or
revitalize one from the past. If you're a parent, you may
discover a child has a hidden talent that you can nurture.
But it will be much easier now for your children to charm
you, simply because you'll tend to see and hear what you
want to see and hear. And they'll try to convince you to fulfill
their every wish and desire.

Neptune will also enhance your mysterious aura,
attracting people and giving you the ability to easily adapt
and blend in with your environment and those you're with.
This can be a real plus in any situation where persuasion is
required, including romance. Be cautious with investments,
however, because it will be tough to be completely
objective.

Pluto

Pluto will contact your Sun from Capricorn, your solar Third
House, if you were born between October 29 and
November 1. This favorable connection will multiply your
already significant willpower and determination to change
whatever you wish about yourself this year. Get a new look,
or polish your public speaking and communication skills.

Pluto's influence this year also include relatives,
especially siblings. Make an effort to resolve any
longstanding issues with these people, or simply take the
time to learn more about them, their current lives, and the
depth of their personalities. You also could be a positive
force for change in your community, and neighbors will in
some way have greater significance in your life.

Learning has a role with Pluto in your solar Third House.
Your powers of concentration will be strong and you'll be
able to focus and master whatever you study. Just be



cautious about letting a new subject of interest become all-
consuming.

Although Pluto's influence will be generally positive, its
clash with Uranus in June and September could trigger
difficulties at work. Power struggles and a communication
breakdown are possible. Tread softly and say less rather
than more, no matter how you feel. This is not the time to
challenge the powers that be. The Uranus-Pluto alignment
could also indicate a problem with a pet or one related to a
family member or your home. Be sure property or renter's
insurance will cover any eventuality.

Planetary Lightspots

A vacation, or even a quick weekend trip, would be a nice
getaway around the January 9 Full Moon in Cancer, your
solar Ninth House. If that's not realistic, use the lunar energy
to learn. Visit the library or bookstore, or sign up for a
community class to learn a new hobby or advanced
computer skills that can benefit your job performance

Relationships

Home, family, and all things domestic will capture your
attention under the January 23 New Moon in Aquarius, your
solar Fourth House. Enjoy time with loved ones, begin a
decorating project, entertain friends, and simply enjoy time
in your own space. Romance is also in the forecast if you're
part of a couple. Plan a special evening for two around on
the 12th or 13th.

Money and Success

Mercury advances in Sagittarius, your solar Second House,
through January 7. Use this time to organize financial
records, and shred documents you no longer need. Then
develop a budget for 2012. Base it on 2011 income and
emphasize saving rather than spending. Bank or invest the
extra income that should come your way the second half of
the year.

Planetary Hotspots

At least one friendship will be rocky as Mars travels
retrograde in Virgo, your solar Eleventh House, from



January 23 to April 12. The same could apply to any group
endeavor you're involved in. Be especially cautious if it's a
work-related project. Back off no matter how much you want
to take control or how strongly you feel the group is headed
in the wrong direction. Anything else could bring
repercussions. On another level, take time to think about
your job, what you want from it, and whether this is the best
place for you.

Rewarding Days

3, 4, 8, 12, 13, 1, 25, 31

Challenging Days

7, 14, 15, 20, 26, 27, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Last month's emphasis on domestic life continues with
Mercury in Aquarius, your solar Fourth House, through the
12th, and the Sun there until the 19th. Both are great for
family talks, and around the 7th and 13th, you can make
great progress on a home improvement project or routine
tasks. You might even find a long-forgotten treasure if you
start digging through boxes.

Relationships

February brings the New Moon in Pisces, your solar Fifth
House, on the 21st, and Neptune's arrival in the same sign
on the 3rd. Together, they hold much promise for boosting
your social life as well as romantic opportunities. Expect a
challenge with your children, however, around the 22nd and
24th, when the same could be true of you and a friend.
Harmony returns at month's end.

Money and Success

You can command much attention under the February 7 Full
Moon in Leo, your solar Tenth House of career and status.
The lunar energy aligns favorably with Mercury then, making
that week a good choice if you need to schedule a meeting
or important talk. People will listen closely to what you say,
and a family member's comment could help you solve a
tricky problem at work.



Planetary Hotspots

Expect a surprising development at work around the 9th,
when Venus aligns with Uranus in Aries, your solar Sixth
House. Although you'll feel unsettled, accept that change is
inevitable and go with the flow. The following week could
bring a power play when Venus clashes with Pluto, and
controlling people will be at their worst. Also drive with extra
care on your morning and evening commutes.

Rewarding Days

8, 9, 13, 21, 23, 26, 27, 28

Challenging Days

3, 10, 15, 17, 22, 24

Planetary Lightspots

Love the one you're with after Venus enters Taurus, your
solar Seventh House, March 5. Positive planetary
alignments favor togetherness, and you can also use this
energy for professional consultations such as with an
accountant. If you plan to hire someone new, check
references rather than rely solely on a friend's
recommendation.

Relationships

The March 8 Full Moon in Virgo, your solar Eleventh House,
will boost your social life during the following two weeks.
See friends, meet new people. If you're single, the lunar
energy could bring a new romantic interest through a friend.
But avoid the first few days of March, when conflict is
possible even with someone you know well. Find another
weekend to socialize.

Money and Success

Expect your workload to pick up as the March 22 New
Moon in Aries energizes your solar Sixth House. Although
retrograde Mercury will move into Pisces the next day,
details still need attention as errors can come to light in late
April. The third full week of March is a good choice if you



need to schedule an important meeting or presentation.

Planetary Hotspots

Both your solar Fifth and Sixth Houses will be affected by
Mercury's retrograde period, which begins March 12. Set
aside time to doublecheck all work output and be sure you
fully understand instructions. This period can also bring
indecision about projects and misunderstandings on the
job. On the 23rd, Mercury retreats into Pisces, where it can
trigger mix-ups involving social events and your children's
schedules. Confirm dates, times, and places, and clarify
your thoughts rather than assume others understand what
you're saying.

Rewarding Days

5,11,12,16,18,21,25,26

Challenging Days

2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 13, 15, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Mercury turns direct in Pisces, your solar Fifth House, on
the 13th, as Mars does the same in Virgo, your solar
Eleventh House. The dual influence will stimulate your
social life, so plan ahead to see friends, especially where
you can meet other people. If you're single, someone who
caught your eye a few months ago could make another
appearance.

Relationships

The April 21 New Moon in Taurus, your solar Seventh
House, is designed for love and togetherness. Delight in
your partner's company, both alone and with friends, and
set aside time before month's end for a relaxing evening
with talk, laughter, and much more. The lunar energy also
favors time with your closest friends. Do lunch and go
somewhere fun and different for the day. Make it an
adventure.

Money and Success



Mercury returns to Aries, your solar Sixth House, on the
16th, where it could trigger unexpected news. You'll also
need to be wary of coworkers who could be talking behind
your back. The last week of the month could bring a difficult
talk or meeting with someone who's more interested in
power and control than progress.

Planetary Hotspots

Venus enters Gemini, your solar Eighth House, April 3.
Although this will be a plus for finances later in the month,
the first week will be the opposite. Expect extra expenses,
possibly involving your children, taxes, a friend, or social
event. Avoid the latter, which could be pricey, as well as
investments, and don't hesitate to say no to a friend who's
looking for a loan.

Rewarding Days

4, 8, 10, 12, 17, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28

Challenging Days

3, 5, 7, 9, 13, 15, 18, 20, 24, 26

Planetary Lightspots

You'll attract the attention of many in the two weeks
following the May 5 Full Moon in your sign. Among them
could be someone who turns out to be your lucky charm,
opening a door to money and prestige. Most of all, you'll
simply enjoy being with people, especially those closest to
you.

Relationships

In addition to the Full Moon, which encourages you to reach
out to others, you'll be on the same wavelength with most
everyone as Mercury transits Taurus, May 9-23. This
planetary influence could bring exciting news the third week
of May that calls for a celebration. Couples will be
reminded of all the reasons they fell in love, but hold off if
you want to take a romantic relationship to the next level.
With Venus retrograde, you could change your mind in late
June or July. If you're planning a wedding, avoid the
retrograde Venus period.



Money and Success

Despite retrograde Venus, the May 5 Full Moon in Gemini,
your solar Eighth House, has much potential for financial
gain. You or your partner could earn a nice raise or receive
a windfall. Venus's status, however, could indicate a delay
in receiving the funds. Don't share secrets with coworkers
the first week of the month.

Planetary Hotspots

Finances require close attention as Venus in Gemini
travels retrograde May 5 -June 26. Pay bills early, confirm
payments, and be cautious with investments. This is not the
time to apply for a loan, sign documents, or enter into a
partnership. It is the time to be sure your property and
possessions are well insured. If you need to make an
insurance claim for a lost valuable, the settlement could be
delayed.

Rewarding Days

1, 6, 10, 13 14, 18, 19, 24, 25

Challenging Days

3,4,7,9,16,17,28,30

Planetary Lightspots

Enjoy the final ten days of Jupiter in Taurus, your solar
Seventh House of relationships. That's all the reason you
need to celebrate togetherness with your partner and to tell
all the loved ones in your life how important they are to you.
Give hugs and feel the warmth you receive in return.

Relationships

Mars continues to advance in Virgo, your solar Eleventh
House. Although not a major influence, it will connect you
with friends. Aim for quiet evenings out where you can really
talk, especially with your best pal. You'll enjoy these far
more than the party scene.

Money and Success



Finances are in high focus this month as lucky Jupiter
enters Gemini, your solar Eighth House, on the 11th. You'll
also get the benefit of the June 4 Full Moon (lunar eclipse)
in Sagittarius, your solar Second House, and the New
Moon in Gemini on the 19th. Together, all these influences
have the potential to expand your bank account by month's
end. Take a chance on the lottery on the 4th and the 19th.

Planetary Hotspots

You'll experience the effects of this month's difficult
alignment between Uranus in Aries and Pluto in Capricorn
in your solar Third, Sixth, and Ninth Houses. Avoid travel if
at all possible, especially near the 11th and 29th. And be
very cautious on your daily commute and anytime you're
behind the wheel. If you socialize, catch a ride or go with a
designated driver. Workplace changes are also likely,
which may or may not directly affect you. This is not the time
to initiate legal action or to put yourself in a position where
that's possible. Be cautious and safe.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 9, 14, 15, 16, 19, 25, 30

Challenging Days

5,10,11,12,20,24,27,29

Planetary Lightspots

Venus and Jupiter in Gemini, your solar Eighth House, add
luck to money matters again this month. You or your mate
could gain through a raise or added benefits, which could
come in handy as unexpected expenses are also possible.
The 21st is a particularly lucky day, so take a chance on the
lottery that week.

Relationships

Mars in Libra, your solar Twelfth House, from the 3rd on will
trigger both upbeat and challenging discussions with
people, as will the Full Moon of the same date. News
received around the 11th brings optimism, but the 17th and
18th are more inclined to conflict. Much of this will occur
behind the scenes, away from others. Even so, you'll need



to use your powerful self-control. Think calm thoughts and
say little, no matter how you feel.

Money and Success

Career-related decisions are likely to be delayed or
reversed after Mercury turns retrograde in Leo, your solar
Tenth House, on the 14th. Projects can also be affected
because you'll lack all of the needed information. Patience
is your best ally. Limit frustration by letting things evolve in
their own time.

Planetary Hotspots

Travel continues to be inadvisable, especially during the
first three weeks of the month. Much of this is due to the
July 3 Full Moon in Capricorn, which will reactivate last
month's difficult planetary alignment. Also avoid
controversial topics at work, where more changes are
possible. This is not the time to challenge a supervisor or
coworker. Be especially cautious near the 3rd and 13th,
both on and off the road.

Rewarding Days

7, 8, 11, 12, 14, 21, 27

Challenging Days

4, 9, 10, 13, 17, 18, 24, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Family life is at its best under this month's first Full Moon on
the 1st, and you might even enjoy spending your vacation
days at home this year. With the lunar energy in Aquarius,
your solar Fourth House, the time is also ideal for domestic
projects and entertaining friends. If you want to host a party,
the 3rd and 4th are good choices.

Relationships

Relationships are mostly easygoing this month, especially
in your personal life. Again this month, however, there could
be challenges with a coworker. Rise above it, knowing you
have plenty of support behind you. Later in the month, the



August 31 Full Moon in Pisces, spotlights your solar Fifth
House. Your children and your own activities will have you
on the run in the following two weeks. Plan ahead in order
to keep everyone on schedule.

Money and Success

The timing is ideal to clear up any recent career-related
mix-ups. When Mercury in Leo, your solar Tenth House,
turns direct on the 8th, use the time between then and the
New Moon in the same sign on the 17th to be an attention-
getter. A promotion is a possibility, as is a job offer, and
with a little luck, you could see a bigger paycheck. You'll
also have many opportunities to interact with coworkers,
both on the job and after hours. Cultivate these ties as they
could be invaluable in the future.

Planetary Hotspots

Again this month, you'll have a desire for a change of
scenery after Venus enters Cancer, your solar Ninth House,
on the 7th. Resist the urge until after the 16th. Before then
you could encounter delays and cancellations because of
severe weather, as well as an increased chance for lost
luggage.

Rewarding Days

3, 4, 9, 14, 18, 19, 22, 23, 31

Challenging Days

6, 7, 13, 16, 20, 21, 26, 28

Planetary Lightspots

Your sixth sense will be especially active from the 16th on
when Mercury is in Libra, your solar Twelfth House. This
can help you sense what's happening in your workplace as
well as give you access to confidential information. On
another level, you can use this time for meditation or quiet
activities, either of which can be an excellent stress
reliever. Your dreams could be insightful.

Relationships



Friends and socializing also offer stress relief this month as
both the Sun and Mercury spend part of the month in Virgo,
which is also the site of the New Moon on the 15th. With all
this energy focused on your solar Eleventh House, you'll
also enjoy group outings. But be choosy about the people
you see. Anyone who hasn't exactly been a true friend in the
past is likely to be even less so this month.

Money and Success

This month's planetary alignments favor financial stability,
a nd possibly some extra cash. It could come from an
unlikely source, an investment, or an increase in your
partner's earnings. This is not the month, however, for major
purchases or loan applications.

Planetary Hotspots

Workplace changes are in the forecast as Uranus and
Pluto square off again this month. You'll see the first signs
of what's on the horizon within a few days of their alignment
on the 19th. But difficulties will be most apparent when the
Full Moon in Aries on the 29th activates both planets.
Challenges with coworkers are also possible, and other
changes could involve restructuring or downsizing. Even if
this doesn't directly affect you, it could change the scope of
your job. Be very careful on your daily commute all month.

Rewarding Days

1, 5, 6, 9, 13, 15, 21, 27, 28

Challenging Days

2, 10, 11, 16, 19, 20, 23, 26, 29

Planetary Lightspots

Your social life benefits from Venus in Virgo, your solar
Eleventh House, October 3-27. Connect with friends and
plan outings where you can meet other people. This is a
great opportunity to widen your circle of acquaintances,
both at social events and through a community project or
organization.

Relationships



The October 29 Full Moon in Taurus, your solar Seventh
House, encourages you to reach out to people and to
spend quality time with your partner. So even though you're
wrapped up in your own activities, make the effort to share
yourself with your partner and other loved ones. Earlier in
the month, plan a romantic evening for two around the 8th,
which is also a good date to entertain friends.

Money and Success

Get ready to invest more of your energy in making money
after Mars enters Sagittarius, your solar Second House, on
the 6th. Good opportunities to do this could come around
the 16th. But keep your budget in mind around the 28th,
when you'll have the urge to splurge. Avoid shopping on the
7th. What appears to be a bargain could instead be a poor
value and an expensive lesson.

Planetary Hotspots

October 5 is an important date for you. That's when Saturn
arrives in your sign, where it will be for the next two and a
half years. This is not the time for new endeavors. Rather,
it's a time to reflect on what you've achieved as a first step
to preparing for the future. Regrets are also a part of this
process, but don't let yourself dwell on them. Instead, learn
from them. Also make sleep a priority while Saturn is here,
and know when to quit. Don't push yourself too hard.

Rewarding Days

2, 3, 8, 12, 16, 21, 24, 30

Challenging Days

1, 4, 7, 9, 20, 27, 31

Planetary Lightspots

Despite the effects of retrograde Mercury, you'll enjoy time
in the spotlight, thanks to this month's New Moon (solar
eclipse) in your sign on the 13th. Use the days between the
New Moon and the 26th, when Mercury turns direct, to
reflect on the past twelve months and what you want to
accomplish in the next year. Then you'll be set to go at



month's end, ready to make your mark on the world.

Relationships

Some relationships benefit from Mars in Capricorn, your
solar Third House, from the 16th on. Others, however,
require careful handling. Avoid touchy subjects on the 3rd
and 23rd, especially with coworkers and siblings, and the
next day is a good choice if you need to make a strong but
congenial point with someone.

Money and Success

Your or your partner's income could get a boost from the
November 28 Full Moon (lunar eclipse) in Gemini, your
solar Eighth House. Also use the lunar energy to establish a
firm holiday budget within limits, even if you can afford
more. You'll find it surprisingly easy because the two of you
will be on the same wavelength.

Planetary Hotspots

Mercury travels retrograde for the final time this year, from
the 6th to the 25th. It begins in Sagittarius, your solar
Second House, and retreats into your sign on the 14th
before resuming direct motion on the 26th. Mix-ups will
center around money matters while Mercury is in
Sagittarius, so be sure to check statements for errors and
then be sure all payments are received on time. Avoid
major purchases, credit applications, and contract signing.
Be prepared to be frustrated at times when Mercury is in
your sign. Personal plans won't unfold as expected and
others will stall. Patience is the lesson.

Rewarding Days

4, 8, 20, 21, 22, 27

Challenging Days

3, 5, 10, 16, 18, 23

Planetary Lightspots

You'll be among the most popular guests at holiday social
events. For this you can thank Mercury in your sign through



the 9th, and Venus there through the 14th. Both will take
your natural charm and charisma to a higher level, which will
intrigue and attract many. You'll also be able to stay a step
ahead of just about everyone as Mercury sharpens your
focus and your thinking.

Relationships

Workplace relationships will be challenging at times,
particularly later in the month. Refuse to engage in debate
or to be pulled into a power struggle. If you can convince
others to listen, which is iffy at best, they'll benefit from your
knowledge and experience. Scorpio couples will have
many reasons to celebrate their love this month, but if
you're single, remember that first impressions can be off
base. The reality may be far different from the illusion.

Money and Success

Money flows your direction in the weeks following the
December 13 New Moon in Sagittarius, your solar Second
House. Splurge a little on gifts for loved ones while
remaining true to your budget, and also treat yourself to
something on your wish list.

Planetary Hotspots

As at other times during the year, this month's planetary
alignments caution against travel, and emphasize the need
to drive with extra care. This especially applies to the days
surrounding the December 28 Full Moon in Cancer, your
solar Ninth House. Weather-related delays and
cancellations are possible, so the best choice might be to
stay home for the holidays. If you want to visit relatives,
schedule the trip to avoid the last week or so of December
and the first few days of January.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 19, 24, 29

Challenging Days

3, 4, 7, 20, 28, 30



The Archer

November 21 to December 21



 





Your Strengths and Challenges

Sagittarius is the adventurer of the zodiac, and each day
brings new horizons to explore in your perpetual quest for
truth and knowledge. Thus, travel is a high priority for many
Sagittarians, while others prefer mental journeys to expand
their worldview. What you seek is not just information but
understanding. The questions intrigue you-everything from
how the pyramids were built to the psychology of human
nature. But as open-minded as you are, at times you're just
the opposite and quick to judge something as pure
nonsense rather than listen objectively to other opinions.

You're optimistic and outgoing, enthusiastic about life and
your daily pursuits. With expansive Jupiter as your ruling
planet, more is nearly always better in your mind. If only life
weren't so short! Jupiter is also the planet of luck, which
most Sagittarians have in abundance. You could win the
lottery; however, your good fortune is linked more to
opportunities and your knack for spotting and seizing them.
Just be sure to put your idealism on hold and look at the
realistic facts before jumping in.

You're generous and sincere, friendly and confident. But
you also can be blunt and speak the plain truth when a



more tactful approach is needed. Learn to soften your
message with kind and supportive words that will endear
you to others and advance your aims.

Your Relationships

You're popular with friends, coworkers, and just about
everyone you meet. They're attracted to your sense of
humor, and you have a sixth sense about what makes
people tick. As much as you enjoy your wide social circle,
you treasure your best friends and would find life
incomplete without them. These are the people you share
your inner feelings with, the ones who are always there for
you, as you are for them. You prefer going places and
doing things with a friend to spending leisure-time alone.
Love grows out of friendship for many Sagittarians who
need and want a mate who's also a best friend.

You delight in playing the field, and to you, love, like life, is
a n adventure to be explored to the fullest. You're
passionate and spontaneous, and can fall in and out of love
in a flash-at least until you meet someone who's as lively
and free spirited as you are. Mental rapport is also a must,
and you bypass anyone who doesn't share your thirst for
knowledge and information. You could feel the zing of true
love with Gemini, your opposite sign, and Sagittarius is
compatible with the other air signs, Libra and Aquarius.
Fiery Aries and Leo have much in common with you, but
Virgo and Pisces are likely to lack the spontaneity you
desire.

You have a strong spiritual connection with family, even
the people you're not particularly close to, and strive for a
home life that's peaceful and serene-the place where you
can escape the stresses and strains of daily life. Ocean
colors can help you achieve this goal. As a parent, you're
actively involved in your children's lives, pushing them to
succeed in everything from sports to school. But
consistency can be a challenge, so remind yourself to
deliver the same values-based message day in and day
out. Your children will benefit from it and both you and they
will doubly enjoy those moments when you give in and spoil
them.

Your Career and Money

You're likely to change careers at least once during your
lifetime and probably several times. With so many interests,
skills, and talents, it's only natural to expect your career life
to evolve to keep pace with your ever-increasing



knowledge. You're a natural teacher even if that's not your
profession. So you need the flexibility in your career to
share what you know, formally or informally. But you should
also take care not to lose sight of the big picture. The
search for the perfect career, which doesn't exist for you or
anyone else, can encourage you to leap from one to
another. Try to limit major shifts in career direction to those
that will contribute to lifetime success. A comfortable,
stable work environment is a must. And despite your
energy, you're happiest in a job where you can work at your
own pace, handling each task thoroughly and completely. A
highpressure job isn't the best option for you.

You can stretch a dollar further than most people when
necessary. An extravagant spender at times, and
conservative at others, the sooner you learn to save and
invest for the long term, the greater your wealth potential.
Doing this will also minimize the impact of tight financial
periods because you'll have savings to fall back on. Home-
ownership could net you sizeable gains, and you might also
receive a family legacy. If you're handy, you could profit
from owning rental properties.

Your Lighter Side

Although you're known for your adventuresome, action-
oriented approach to life, you're also a lover of peace and
harmony who's far more sensitive than most people realize.
This, plus your understanding of human nature, makes you
a fine negotiator and consensus-builder. You want people
to get along and thus emphasize cooperation and
compromise, both of which can also advance your personal
goals.

Affirmation for the Year

People are my pathway to the future.

The Year Ahead for Sagittarius

People will have a prominent place in your life this year as
several planets highlight your friendship, partnership, and
family sectors. The universe will encourage you to assess
your own life, your goals, your career direction, and what
you value most in yourself and in others.

The year begins with Jupiter, your ruling planet, in Taurus.
As it transits your solar Sixth House through June 10, you
can gain great satisfaction from your job. It will fulfill your
need to be of service to others while establishing a niche of



your own. Relationships with coworkers will be generally
upbeat, partly because of your enthusiastic optimism. You
could earn a nice raise, but don't expect a promotion. All of
this motivation could prompt you to take on additional
tasks. That's okay as long as you balance it with time for
yourself and the people in your life. This will promote
wellness, as will exercise and a healthy diet. Plan ahead so
you're less tempted to eat fast food on the run.

Jupiter advances into Gemini, your solar Seventh House,
June 11. During the following twelve months, relationships
will be an ongoing theme in your life, and you'll connect with
a wide variety of people. They'll fill your life with everything
from luck to laughter to opportunities. At times, it will be
tough to schedule dates with all those you want to see and
who want to see you. This Jupiter transit is among the best
for couples, as well as those looking for a mate. Most of all,
though, you'll simply enjoy the company of the ones you're
with.

Saturn spends much of the year in Libra, your solar
Eleventh House, before beginning its two-and-a-half year
transit of Scorpio. In Libra, Saturn focuses its energy on
friendship and groups, both of which will be learning
experiences for you. Some friendships may fall by the
wayside as you realize their lives no longer mesh well with
yours. New people will arrive to take their places, and some
of these will arrive for a purpose: to teach you something, to
motivate you, or to provide a networking connection.

A teamwork setting through your job or an organization
can help you polish your leadership skills, and you could be
asked to take on such a role. Be careful. With Saturn here
you could find yourself doing all the work, either because
people believe or expect you will or because you feel you're
the only one who can do things right. Get past this. Part of
Saturn's lesson is to learn to share the load.

The Eleventh House is also your sector of hopes and
wishes, goals and objectives. Give some thought to this
and make a wish list. Pare it down to what you can
realistically accomplish by this year and then set your plan
in motion.

Saturn moves on to Scorpio, your solar Twelfth House,
October 5. This influence is quite different from your
Eleventh House, as this sector represents self-renewal, the
hidden side of life, and secrets. It also represents
institutions such as hospitals, as well as humanitarian
organizations and activities, which you may want to



support.

Saturn's purpose here is to encourage you to look inward,
to examine your life: what you've accomplished and what
you hope to do in the future. This is all in preparation for
several years from now when Saturn will enter your sign.
Regrets are likely to emerge in your thoughts. Recognize
them and move on, appreciating where you are today. To
dwell on them is to take a step backward. Similarly, you're
likely to realize you have issues related to people and
events from the past. Make every effort to resolve these as
well, even if only in your own mind. Self-help books can be
invaluable in this process.

This is the time to complete unfinished projects. Look
around your house, room by room, and find all those things
you put off until another day-personal projects, hobby
projects, home improvement projects-and while you're at it,
discard or recycle unwanted items and those that are no
longer useful. Your to-do list could be long or short, or
somewhere in between. Whatever it is, get started. You
have until 2015 to complete it all.

During Saturn's time in Scorpio, you also could volunteer
your time and talents for a good cause, which could be a
great learning experience and one that brings you
countless intangible rewards. It's also possible that at some
point during Saturn's transit you'll be involved in the care of
a relative.

Uranus continues to move through Aries, your solar Fifth
House, where it will be until 2018. You can successfully
combine creativity and invention in leisure-time interests,
hobbies, and projects, and might even develop a new
technique or employ a new approach in gardening,
computer graphics, sports, or something else. This is also
a great influence for team sports such as a softball league.
You can be sure your evenings and weekends will be filled
with many activities, including socializing and romance. If
you're single, you'll enjoy dating but might be reluctant to
settle on one romantic interest. Uranus is after all the
ultimate planet of independence.

If you're a parent, your children will surprise you as they
reveal hidden talents and interests. Get involved in their
activities. Don't be a stage parent, though. If you have
teens, you'll want to keep a close eye on them and maintain
rules without being overly restrictive. They will assert their
independence in ways you cannot begin to imagine.



This Uranus transit can trigger your sixth sense in the
form of hunches. Use them to advantage, but be careful if
you plan to invest. With the planet of the unexpected
involved, sizeable losses are as possible as gains. Be
conservative.

Neptune in Aquarius completes its trip through your solar
Third House on February 2. Since 1998, when Neptune first
entered this sign, you've experienced its influence on
communication, sibling relationships, and learning. This
creative planet has surely helped you to think this way,
coming up with ideas that have amazed even you. It may
also have enhanced your intuition and helped you sense
what other people were thinking but not saying.

Neptune begins its next journey February 3, the date it
enters Pisces and your solar Fourth House. Here it will
focus on home, family, and all things domestic. At some
point during this long transit, which lasts until 2025, you'll
get the urge to redecorate a few rooms or your entire
home. Add a water feature, such as a fountain, which can
surround you with calming energy. Be aware of the
possibility for pipe or appliance leaks.

Family communication will reflect Neptune's reputation for
confusion as well as inspiration, and at times it will be
difficult to understand the intention behind the words.
Sometimes it will be honorable, and sometimes not. With
this transit you have an opportunity to sort through family
and childhood issues. Careful thought could lead you to the
realization that although these issues have in some way
shaped your life, you don't have to take ownership of what
you didn't create. In the process, you can become more
compassionate and accepting.

Pluto continues in Capricorn, your solar Second House,
emphasizing a conservative financial approach even
though gains can come as easily as losses. With Pluto,
though, it's wise to play it safe. Take a close look at your
financial attitudes and habits. If you find them lacking, or not
as effective as they should be, Pluto's transformative
powers can help you make necessary changes. Don't
hesitate. Do it. Otherwise, Pluto could trigger events that
will force the change. Save, invest for the long term, and do
all you can to maximize income. Also be sure your
possessions and property are fully insured as this is not the
time to gamble.

Pluto also urges you to clearly define (or redefine) your
values, both personal ethics and your attitudes about



possessions. Ask yourself some thought-provoking
questions about what is most important in your life, and
examine your materialistic views. The answers could
surprise you, and you could discover that things are not
nearly as valuable as your skills, talents, and relationships.

What This Year's Eclipses Mean for You

There are four eclipses this year, two solar and two lunar.
Together, they highlight your solar First, Seventh, and
Twelfth Houses, emphasizing you, your relationships, and
self-renewal. Each is in effect for six to twelve months.

The first eclipse of 2012 is May 21 in Gemini, the sign
that Jupiter, your ruling planet, will enter June 11. Later in
the year, on November 28, a lunar eclipse will shine brightly
in the same sign. This makes relationships a strong theme
in 2012, along with the opportunity to greatly expand your
circle. If you're in a couple relationship, get ready for a
memorable year of love, romance, and togetherness. But if
someone captures your heart, it might be best to wait until
summer 2013 before making a commitment decision. The
same applies if you're interested in forming a business
partnership. What initially looks good could turn into a very
expensive mistake.

The year's first lunar eclipse is in your sign on June 4.
You'll be an attention-getter and a popular guest. But this
eclipse is also about relationships, so your aim should be
to learn more about human nature as you interact with
others. In turn, you'll also gain new insights into yourself and
how you approach relationships.

November 13 will bring the second solar eclipse of 2012.
Placed in Scorpio, your solar Twelfth House, it will reinforce
the message of Saturn, which enters Scorpio on October 5.
Together, Saturn and the eclipse can empower you to look
more deeply into what motivates you and why you are the
way you are. Use it to access your subconscious.

Saturn

If you were born between December 12 and 21, Saturn will
favorably contact your Sun from Libra, your solar Eleventh
House. You'll experience Saturn's influence June or July if
your birthday is December 12, 13, or 14. For other
birthdays, Saturn will connect with your Sun between
January and May, and again in August or September.

Transiting your solar Eleventh House, Saturn can bring



seemingly endless meetings, at times surrounded by much
indecision, but also dynamic interaction with people and
groups in both your personal life and job. Your challenge will
be to keep others on track and to lead by example, with
every group member contributing a fair share of work. Job-
related teamwork projects can enhance your value to the
company and give you valuable experience that will pay off
in future years. You can be just as effective in a leadership
position with a professional organization or one that
supports a good cause. Saturn will also give you extra
stamina and determination, as well as patience.

You'll take friendships more seriously as Saturn contacts
your Sun from Libra. Some of these relationships will
deepen, but you'll drift away from others, primarily because
you no longer have much in common. You might also form
strong ties with a mentor, someone who can advise you on
life and your career. This could be an older person, or
someone with much experience that can beneficial to you.
Even if not a mentor, you may form a fond friendship with an
elderly person this year, possibly a neighbor or a friend of a
relative.

If your birthday is between November 21 and December
1, Saturn will connect with your Sun after it enters Scorpio
October 5. Placed in your solar Twelfth House, Saturn will
encourage selfunderstanding through introspection. This is
the first step in this process, which will come full circle in
2013 when Saturn again contacts your Sun. You'll also want
to spend more time alone, which can be both positive and
negative. While it will give you the opportunity to reach into
your subconscious, you will gain as much if not more from
being with people and long talks with your partner or best
friend.

You should also consider getting involved in a charitable
organization or another similar activity that would benefit
from your supportive efforts. This too will add to your self-
understanding as it widens and deepens your perspective
of life, people, and today's world. You could reap the
greatest satisfaction from involvement in a community
project, both hands-on and raising funds to advance the
cause.

Uranus

Uranus in Aries, your solar Fifth House, will contact your
Sun if you were born between November 21 or 30. This
favorable alignment with your Sun gives you all the tools
necessary to initiate positive, lasting change. You can



remake yourself almost any way you choose, whether your
goal is a firmer body, a new look, a new skill, or a healthier
diet. Your ideas will be innovative, and a flash of insight
could encourage you to develop a latent talent. A chance
encounter could trigger a fabulous love-at-first-sight
romance, or you might suddenly discover that a friend is the
partner you've been searching for. If you're part of a couple,
surprise your partner from time to time with an impromptu
night of romance.

Expect the unexpected from your children, whatever their
age. If you have youngsters, do all you can to encourage
them to explore their interests. This could reveal a hidden
talent that's well worth nurturing. Teens, however, could be a
major challenge at times because they'll want an
unreasonable level of freedom and independence. So it's
wise to get to know their friends and to monitor their
activities, both on- and off-line. Take swift action if
necessary, rather than hope for the best, and view this as
an opportunity to both teach and learn from your children.
Listen closely to what they say and keep an open mind. You
may ultimately gain more from the experience than they do.
It's also possible you could have an unexpected addition to
the family.

Neptune

If your birthday is December 19, 20, or 21, Neptune will
contact your Sun from Aquarius, your solar Third House,
before it advances into Pisces February 3. This is the final
contact to your Sun, the first having occurred in 2011.
Reflect on last year's events, especially those involving
siblings and neighbors, and what you learned from
interacting with people. The creative thinking and intuition
you developed will stay with you, but the periodic confusion
and disappointment in others will be left behind as Neptune
enters a new phase.

If you were born between November 21 and 25, Neptune
will contact your Sun from Pisces, your solar Fourth House
of home and family. On a practical level, your home could
suffer damage from a leaky pipe or appliance, or from
severe weather. Flooding is possible, so be sure you have
adequate homeowner's or renter's insurance. Check your
policy. Read the fine print.

Communication with some family members will be
difficult and confusing at times. You'll also find it tough to
understand their perspective and grasp their motivations.
Be cautious if you're looking for a roommate, which isn't the



best idea this year. Someone who appears to be a perfect
fit could turn out to be far different from your perception.

This transit is also about you and your identity. Family and
childhood are key components here, and you can learn
much about yourself by examining their influence on your
life, personality, needs, goals, and desires. This will help
you to replace disillusionment with faith and inspiration. You
may lack direction or goals under this transit. If so, be
patient. This too is part of the Neptune-Sun contact.
Question why, explore the issue, and begin your quest for
answers this year, knowing that you'll find the solution in
2013. Then your new direction will emerge. For all these
reasons, it's wise to postpone major life decisions rather
than push yourself to get back on track. Take note of your
dreams. They can be insightful.

Pluto

If you were born between November 29 and December 1,
money matters will be in the forefront as Pluto contacts your
Sun from Capricorn, your solar Second House. Expenses
may rise and income fall, so do all you can to build up
savings.

The Second House is also about possessions and what
you value. Both will be prominent themes in your life this
year and you'll be motivated to clean out junk, restore order,
and eliminate what is no longer useful. Sell the best at a
yard sale or consignment shop, and donate the rest to a
good cause. Clearing your space will bring fresh energy
into your home and mind, and bring you great satisfaction.
This is a very positive use of Pluto's transformative power.

However, Pluto will clash with Uranus in Aries in June and
September, with both planets contacting your Sun. The
alignment could trigger extra expenses involving your
children, the need for a new vehicle, or severe weather that
damages your home. Avoid investments or other
speculative ventures, especially those you believe, or that
someone tells you, are a sure thing. You also could find
yourself in a power struggle with a relative or one of your
children.

As difficult as the Uranus-Pluto contact can be, it will
ultimately result in positive change and a sense of freedom
never before experienced. View it as a growth opportunity
and one of enlightenment that can strengthen your faith in
yourself and the close relationships in your life.



Planetary Lightspots

Here, there, and everywhere sums up your life under the
January 23 New Moon in Aquarius, your solar Third House.
The daily pace will be hectic but also satisfying, and you
can be an effective communicator in your job. But stop
short of overloading yourself with too many projects or
commitments. Enthusiasm is great as long as you
recognize your limits.

Relationships

Venus in Aquarius through January 13 adds an extra level
of charisma as it helps you promote your ideas and
viewpoints. This is especially favorable in job-related
meetings and talks, and you'll connect with some people
who can be excellent networking contacts. Family ties get a
boost after Venus moves on to Pisces, your solar Fourth
House, on the 14th. Treat loved ones to a special evening
at month's end.

Money and Success

Your attention will focus on money matters as the January 9
Full Moon in Cancer highlights your solar Eighth House of
joint resources. Use this lunar energy to create a budget for
the year ahead and include a savings goal as well as a plan
to pay down debt, if necessary. If you're part of a couple,
include your partner in financial discussions. Joint
resources benefit from mutual decisions.

Planetary Hotspots

Expect career-related delays and frustration at times as
Mars travels retrograde in Virgo, your solar Tenth House,
January 23 to April 12. Take care not to assert yourself too
much, though, as this could create difficulties with a
supervisor. This is a time instead to focus on daily tasks,
which you'll enjoy, and to postpone any plans to elevate
your position or status. Good things will come if you're
patient.

Rewarding Days

10, 11, 15, 18, 19, 23, 24, 27, 29, 30



Challenging Days

1, 2, 6, 7, 13, 14, 16, 20, 22, 26

Planetary Lightspots

Family ties are upbeat this month, thanks to Neptune's
arrival in Pisces, your solar Fourth House, February 3, and
the New Moon in the same sign on the 21st. Plan some fun
family activities, and also set aside time to connect with
relatives, who will appreciate hearing from you. If you want
to host a get-together for friends, aim for the 11th or 25th.
These dates are also favorable for domestic projects.

Relationships

Relationships benefit from the February 7 Full Moon in Leo,
opposite the Sun in Aquarius, spanning your solar Ninth-
Third House axis. You could hear from someone from the
past, possibly an old school friend, mid-month. Use the
same timing if you need to call customer service about an
appliance or rebate, or to search online for a better price
for upcoming vacation travel.

Money and Success

Last month's career-related challenges continue as several
planets clash with retrograde Mars in Virgo, your solar
Tenth House. Conflict is more likely to erupt early in
February and again during the last full week of the month,
so be aware and do your best to stay out of it. You'll also
feel pushed this month to generate high output, which can
increase your overall stress level. Erase the day with
moderate exercise, a favorite hobby, a book, or video.

Planetary Hotspots

A dating relationship or friendship could end around the 9th
o r 15th as Venus in Aries, your solar Fifth House, forms
difficult planetary alignments. Money and values could be
the trigger, or you might suddenly realize life is too short to
try to maintain a less than satisfying relationship. The same
dates could bring an unexpected expense related to your
children.

Rewarding Days



2, 6, 11, 16, 19, 20, 25

Challenging Days

3, 4, 15, 22, 24

Planetary Lightspots

You'll be among the favored few after Venus enters Taurus,
yo ur solar Sixth House, March 5. Positive planetary
alignments signal good news mid-month, including a
possible raise. Or you could be asked to take charge of an
important project.

Relationships

Despite retrograde Mercury, March favors socializing and
romance. Just plan ahead so you don't miss out on an
opportunity to see friends and meet someone new. If you're
part of a couple, plan a special evening for two after the
March 22 New Moon in Aries spotlights your solar Fifth
House. Also set aside evening or weekend hours for your
children and your favorite leisure-time interests.

Money and Success

You'll be an attention-getter under the March 8 Full Moon in
Virgo, which shines brightly in your solar Tenth House.
Although this influence complements Venus in Taurus, you'll
need to get past the first few days of March in order to reap
its benefits. Before then, conflict with a supervisor could
bring a setback. Keep thoughts to yourself.

Planetary Hotspots

Confirm dates, places, and times for social events after
Mercury turns retrograde in Aries, your solar Fifth House,
March 12. You can also expect mix-ups involving your
children's activities and homework, and this is not the time
for investment decisions. Retrograde Mercury retreats into
Pisces, your solar Fourth House, on the 23rd, when it could
trigger an appliance problem or the need for a home repair.
Postpone home improvement projects until late April.

Rewarding Days



1, 5, 6, 12, 14, 16, 18, 23, 26

Challenging Days

3, 9, 10, 13, 15, 20, 27, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Relief arrives in the form of Mercury and Mars turning direct
on the 13th. Although it will take a couple of weeks to iron
out any mixups that occurred during the retrograde periods,
you'll gradually see things begin to come together on the
domestic scene and in your career. Be glad for the
progress and look forward to more.

Relationships

Friendship is in the spotlight as the April 6 Full Moon in
Libra shines on your solar Eleventh House. Make plans to
see friends and also to take your kids to a sporting event or
museum. With Mercury in Aries from the 16th on, you could
encounter a former friend or romantic interest. Move on
while remembering all the reasons you're no longer
together.

Money and Success

Your work life will be stimulating and upbeat under the April
21 New Moon in Taurus, your solar Sixth House. You could
even earn some extra money and well-deserved
recognition. If a new job is your goal, submit your resume
the day after the New Moon.

Planetary Hotspots

Tension could surround a close relationship within days of
Venus's arrival in Gemini, your solar Seventh House. The
issue is likely to be focused on the need to balance career
ambitions with family time. You also could have difficulties
with someone at work over what is essentially a
misunderstanding. Convincing anyone of that, however, will
be a challenge.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 10, 12, 14, 17, 19, 22, 25, 28



Challenging Days

3, 5, 7, 9, 13, 15, 16, 23, 24, 26

Planetary Lightspots

The May 5 Full Moon in Scorpio, your solar Twelfth House,
offers the ideal opportunity to briefly step out of the social
whirl in order to focus on some of your other interests. You'll
also value time alone and a chance to catch up on sleep.
Dreams can be insightful with this lunar influence and your
sixth sense unusually active.

Relationships

Despite Venus's retrograde status, the New Moon (solar
eclipse) in Gemini on the 20th is one of the best of the year
for relationships. If you're in a serious dating relationship,
however, hold off if you want to take things to the next level.
Your feelings could change after Venus resumes direct
motion, and in any case, weddings are inadvisable during
the retrograde period. Month's end could bring a few
challenging days with a supervisor, and you and a friend
could disagree in early May. Say little rather than aggravate
the situation.

Money and Success

Your work life continues to be on the upswing as Mercury in
Taurus, your solar Sixth House, stimulates ideas, optimism,
and enthusiasm. Look for a chance to casually connect with
a decision-maker the second week of May. You could hear
good news around the 22nd, but be sure you can handle
the extra work if you're offered an opportunity to do more.

Planetary Hotspots

Tactful words are even more important while Venus is
retrograde in Gemini, your solar Seventh House, May 15-
June 26. Listen closely in conversation, especially with your
partner and other loved ones, and be aware of body
language. Then you can quickly clarify your comments, if
necessary.

Rewarding Days



4, 8, 11, 12, 17, 20, 22, 26, 27, 31

Challenging Days

3,9, 13, 21, 28, 29, 30

Planetary Lightspots

You could hear good news from an out-of-town friend or
relative after Mercury enters Leo, your solar Ninth House,
on the 25th. But there's no reason to wait for others to
contact you. Call or e-mail your favorite people and catch
up on all the latest.

Relationships

Jupiter enters Gemini, your solar Seventh House, on the
11th, to begin its year-long emphasis on relationships.
You'll connect with many people, and many of them will
bring you luck as they fill your life with optimism and good
cheer. And you'll do the same for others. Take note of the
days surrounding the New Moon in Gemini on the 19th, as
well as the 27th, when Venus in the same sign turns direct.
Both will offer clues to what you can expect as the next
twelve months unfold. Some Sagittarians will fall in love,
and others will form beneficial partnerships.

Money and Success

Career motivation is strong under the June 4 Full Moon
(lunar eclipse) in your sign, which aligns with Mars in Virgo,
your solar Tenth House. Forge ahead, but slow down
enough so you don't miss important details.

Planetary Hotspots

Financial challenges could be triggered by a difficult
alignment of Uranus in Aries and Pluto in Capricorn.
Unexpected expenses are again possible involving your
children, and you should steer clear of investments. This is
also not the month to apply for a loan. Protect valuables,
especially your credit cards and other financial information.
Check credit reports and take swift action if you find errors,
and be sure your property and possessions are well
covered by insurance. All of these precautions are wise
and can help prevent loss.



Rewarding Days

7, 8, 13, 17, 19, 22, 23, 26

Challenging Days

5,6, 10, 11, 12, 20, 24, 27, 29

Planetary Lightspots

Venus and Jupiter in Gemini, your solar Seventh House,
accent love, romance, and togetherness for couples. If
you're single, a new romantic interest could appear at the
least expected moment around the 5th or 20th. But let
things develop at their own pace. It may or may not last.

Relationships

Some other relationships in your life won't be nearly so
positive. You and a friend could have major issues near the
17th when you realize your values are quite different. The
best choice is probably to move on because the chances of
repairing the friendship are slim. It might be wise to monitor
your children's online activities this month and also to get to
know their friends.

Money and Success

Expenses rise again when the July 3 Full Moon in
Capricorn, your solar Second House, activates Uranus and
Pluto. This will ease somewhat after the New Moon in
Cancer on the 19th in your solar Eighth House. But your
budget will still be tight, so you'll need to monitor spending
all month. You could get lucky, though, with Uranus involved.
Try the lottery in the few days around the New Moon, and
remember it only takes one ticket to win.

Planetary Hotspots

You'll have to contend with retrograde Mercury from the
14th on. Although generally not more than a minor irritation,
this time Mercury changes direction in Leo, your solar Ninth
House. This can trigger delays, cancellations, and lost
luggage if you travel. For students, it will be all too easy to
forget or misplace an assignment, and to include incorrect
information. Check the details.



Rewarding Days

1, 5, 6, 10, 14, 16, 20, 25

Challenging Days

2, 3, 17, 18,24,30,31

Planetary Lightspots

You'll be quite content to spend more time at home when
this month's second Full Moon, August 31 in Pisces, shines
brightly in your solar Fourth House. You can also take
advantage of this period to get caught up on all those
domestic tasks you intended to do this summer. If you want
to host a party, the September 3 holiday is a good choice
for a final outdoor get-together.

Relationships

Life will be hectic and you'll be on the go and on the phone
in the two weeks following the August 1 Full Moon in
Aquarius, your solar Third House. The more people you
connect with, the better, because someone you encounter
could be your lucky charm. You'll also delight in the
company of your partner. If you can manage the time, take
off on a romantic getaway to a nearby destination.

Money and Success

Use the days after the Sun enters Virgo, your solar Tenth
House, on the 22nd to lay the groundwork for career
achievements in September. Month's end could bring an
opportunity to talk with someone important who could be
your ally. But this is not the time to ask for a raise. The odds
shift more in your favor if you wait until next month.

Planetary Hotspots

Money matters are in focus again this month with yet more
unexpected expenses possible. This could be connected
with a trip, which isn't the best idea, especially if you plan to
travel with friends. But with beneficial Venus in Cancer, your
solar Eighth House, from the 7th on, the challenges will be
manageable. And once past mid-month, Venus could
actually help you make up any financial shortfall.



Rewarding Days

2, 11, 12, 14, 17, 25, 29, 30

Challenging Days

6, 13, 20, 21, 24, 26, 28

Planetary Lightspots

Venus in Leo, your solar Ninth House, gives you an outlet
when you need to get away from it all. Take a day trip, see
a movie, or escape into the pages of a good book with the
goal of in some way expanding your knowledge.

Relationships

Your partner will be especially supportive this month, and
you can easily seek the information you need by talking with
people. Do your own research, however, if you need to hire
a professional such as an accountant or financial advisor. A
relative's or friend's recommendation could be off-base and
even detrimental. Ignore the pressure and pleas of anyone
who looks to you for a loan or to cosign for one.

Money and Success

Your career and worldly status are high points this month,
thanks to Mercury in Virgo, your solar Tenth House, through
the 15th, the date of the New Moon in the same sign. A
promotion or job offer is as possible as a raise or bonus.
Do all you can to impress decisionmakers, especially
during the first two weeks of September.

Planetary Hotspots

Uranus and Pluto form an exact alignment this month, on
the 19th, when matters related to this summer's financial
stress will again be active. The events will peak at month's
end as the September 29 Full Moon in Aries activates both
planets. Challenges could involve your children or a friend,
or your children's friends. If you have teens, expect them to
assert their independence to a greater or lesser degree.
Above all, continue to monitor your children's online
activities as well as who their friends are, and be ready to
take action if necessary.



Rewarding Days

3, 7, 12, 13, 17, 21, 25, 30

Challenging Days

2, 10, 11, 16, 19, 20, 23, 29

Planetary Lightspots

Your popularity continues to rise this month, thanks to
Venus in Virgo, your solar Tenth House, October 3-27.
Enjoy the praise and recognition, but also keep things in
perspective. The second week of October could bring an
opportunity to connect with someone important who could
be a valuable ally at month's end.

Relationships

Fun and friendship mix beautifully in the weeks following the
October 15 New Moon in Libra, your solar Eleventh House.
A serious talk with a friend around the 5th can help you
resolve regrets and inspire you to envision a bright future.
You and your mate will be on the same wavelength much of
the month, with the 10th being a high point for love,
romance, and togetherness. But don't believe everything
you hear from a family member at month's end.

Money and Success

You'll be wrapped up in work during the weeks following the
October 29 Full Moon in Taurus, your solar Sixth House. So
much so that you'll feel cut off from the world at times.
Counteract this with quality time with friends and family. It
will be fun and a good stressreliever even if you think not.

Planetary Hotspots

You'll have all the initiative and energy you need to
accomplish most anything after Mars advances into your
sign on the 6th. That's a good thing. But you'll be more
impatient than usual, and shorttempered at times. Mars
here can also trigger accidents just because you're in a
hurry. Take care in the kitchen, on the road, and when
working with tools, as well as when working out or playing
sports. And be sure to calm your mind before bedtime so



you can get the rest you need.

Rewarding Days

5, 6, 10, 19, 22, 28, 30

Challenging Days

1, 4, 7, 11, 14, 20, 31

Planetary Lightspots

The November 13 New Moon (solar eclipse) in Scorpio
and retrograde Mercury send the message to retreat briefly
from your hectic life to enjoy family time and to catch up on
sleep. You can also put the lunar energy to work for you
around the house. Organize drawers and closets, and keep
an eye out for anything that's been missing for a while.
Retrograde Mercury could lead you right to it.

Relationships

Relationships are in the spotlight under the November 28
Full Moon (lunar eclipse) in Gemini, your solar Seventh
House. This is a real plus for close relationships, especially
romantic moments with your partner. Some Sagittarians will
take a dating relationship to the next level. You'll also have
plenty of opportunities to see friends as Venus transits your
solar Eleventh House through the 20th. However, the 3rd
could bring challenges with a friend or romantic interest.

Money and Success

Mars leaves your sign on the 23rd, when it enters
Capricorn, your solar Second House. An unexpected
expense is possible around the 23rd, but money matters
will otherwise benefit from this transit. Earn more. Spend
less.

Planetary Hotspots

Your sense of humor will be your greatest asset during this
retrograde Mercury period that begins on the 6th and ends
on the 26th. Just as life seems to be moving forward,
Mercury turns retrograde in your sign before slipping back
into Scorpio, your solar Twelfth House, on the 14th. Try not



to let the frustration get to you when delays and indecision
on the part of others limit your progress. It's actually all to
the good. Use the time to review and revise current plans
and directions.

Rewarding Days

2,6,7,11,15,24,29

Challenging Days

3, 8, 10, 16, 22, 23

Planetary Lightspots

The universe brings you fresh energy in the form of this
month's New Moon in your sign on the 13th. Embrace your
new solar year with optimistic enthusiasm and positive
change, along with increased faith in you and your skills,
talents, and abilities. Someone close to you will be your
greatest cheerleader in your new endeavors.

Relationships

You'll be an attention-getter as Venus travels in your sign
from the 15th on. And with Mercury there from the 10th to
the 30th, you'll have a way with words that will draw people
into your orbit. Share your bright ideas and listen to the
feedback. You'll gain new insights into yourself, human
nature, and the special people in your life. Choose the 15th
or 21st if you want to host a holiday get-together.

Money and Success

Mars continues to advance in Capricorn, your solar Second
House, through the 25th, where it can bring opportunities to
increase earnings, as well as spending. Venus in your sign
can also add to your bank account because it enhances
your powers of attraction. Wish for what you want and then
truly believe it can be yours.

Planetary Hotspots

This year's ongoing financial challenges will require yet
more attention as the December 28 Full Moon in Cancer,
your solar Eighth House, activates Uranus and Pluto. With



luck, however, and a favorable Saturn-Pluto alignment two
days before the Full Moon, you could finally bring these
matters to a conclusion. Push forward, gather all the
information you need, and let your determination prevail.

Rewarding Days

3, 6, 12, 15, 16, 21, 26, 31

Challenging Days

5,7,14,20,28,30



The Goat

December 21 to January 20



 





Your Strengths and Challenges

Worldly ambition defines you, although many Capricorns
don't fully discover their niche in life until reaching their late
twenties. But even in childhood, Capricorns feel the urge to
in some way make their mark in the world. That's most
likely to occur after age forty, when you and your success
potential suddenly take off. Being a late bloomer is to your
advantage, however, because you get the benefit of years
of knowledge and experience, which can help you dash
ahead of the competition.

Capricorn is an earth sign, so you're practical, sensible,
and patient. You're also responsible and conscientious,
and with serious Saturn as your ruling planet, you can be
overly cautious when a calculated risk could be a better
choice. Start slowly with inconsequential matters. Then
you'll feel more at ease when faced with major life
decisions.

You're efficient, organized, and thorough, and at times
can be intolerant of those who fail to measure up to your
high standards. Try to remember that not everyone has your
drive and ambition. Some people are content to simply drift
through life even though this is beyond your understanding.



Yet for all the caution you exercise in certain situations,
decisiveness is one of the strengths associated with your
cardinal, actionoriented sign. Your vast storehouse of
knowledge and excellent memory give you the ability to
quickly weigh the pros and cons in almost any situation.
When presented with an opportunity that feels right, nothing
holds you back.

Your Relationships

Your practicality extends to dating relationships, where
you're attracted to people who are level-headed. You can
be so content in a relationship that you're reluctant to move
on, preferring the known to the unknown. Although that
might be comfortable, you'll need to break out of this
pattern in order to find someone who makes your heart
zing. When you do, your sensual side emerges along with
your flair for romance. You could make an ideal match with
Cancer, your opposite sign, which shares your need for
emotional and financial security in a warm family setting.
The other water signs, Scorpio and Pisces, might interest
you, as could your fellow earth signs, Taurus and Virgo. But
life with Aries or Libra could be unsettling.

Home life is fast-paced for most Capricorns, with people
coming and going and many family activities. But it also
comes with a challenge: the need for balance. You can be
so focused on your career that you dash home to sleep and
dash out to work. Remind yourself that your mate needs
quality time and support, and that children grow quickly.
You'll also be much happier and more productive when you
have a well-rounded lifestyle. As a parent, you're warm and
loving but also expect rules to be followed. This no-
nonsense attitude is tempered by reasonable expectations,
however, and you excel at encouraging your children to
explore their interests and creativity within a stable,
tradition-based home environment.

Your wide circle of acquaintances includes people who
are financially successful and those who can benefit your
career. You're also an excellent judge of character and
quickly spot people who share your values. Some of these
become your closest friends and you'll develop a deep
emotional bond with them. Yet these friends don't
necessarily know each other. You tend to compartmentalize
them because each fulfills a different need in your life.

Your Career and Money



Only those who know you well realize how truly ambitious
you are. And that keeps you a step ahead of the
competition, because you're able to strategize, plan, and
implement your next move-all without tipping your hand. You
relate well with supervisors and VIPs and can successfully
develop positive give-and-take relationships with those
who can further your goals. Although your timing is usually
on target, impatience can get the best of you, so step back
and rein yourself in when necessary. In your daily work you
need a lot of variety, communication, organization, and
people contact. When that's in place you can be happy and
successful in any work environment. You also need the
freedom to multitask and structure your own work in order
to keep yourself interested and involved.

You can amass considerable assets as long as your ego
doesn't interfere with financial decisions. That's particularly
important with investments, credit, and spending because
you equate materialism with success. Rely on the same
practical approach you use in other areas of your life.
Otherwise, and despite your cautious nature, payments
could stretch your resources. Although your income and
expenses fluctuate somewhat, you can be thrifty and use
money and credit to advantage. Capricorns often luck into
special deals and other money-saving bargains.

Your Lighter Side

You're a hard worker, but you also know how to relax when
you let yourself do that. Tap into your lazy, comfort-loving
side and fill some of your evenings and weekends with
practical, productive hobbies such as gardening,
woodworking, furniture refinishing, and artistic pastimes.
Many Capricorns also enjoy photography, movies, and
reading fantasy novels.

Affirmation for the Year

Balance and moderation guide my life.

The Year Ahead for Capricorn

This year brings an emphasis on job and career, leisure-
time activities, friends, and your community. You'll be
involved in all of these and much more, including family life
and the domestic scene.

Jupiter highlights the lighter side of life as it transits
Taurus, your solar Fifth House, through June 10. Fill your
evening and weekend hours with all the fun things you enjoy



doing when not pursuing your ambitions. Your social life
gets a boost from this transit, and whether you're single or
part of a couple, Jupiter could bring you an abundance of
romantic moments. Hobbies can bring many satisfying
hours, especially those that free your creativity, as can time
with your children and their activities. Learn a new sport,
join a gym, or get involved in a community sports league.
Overall, this transit represents a gift from the universe to
kick back a little and enjoy life.

Jupiter will enter Gemini, your solar Sixth House, June 11,
t o launch an upbeat job year. Work will be especially
pleasurable even when it's tough to keep up with it all.
Remember this when you're tempted to take on more. Even
you can do only so much, and it's more important to deliver
top-quality work on time without pushing yourself to the
max. The Sixth House is also a wellness sector, so try to
maintain all the good leisure-time habits you developed
when Jupiter was in Taurus. Exercise will help keep the
pounds off when you drive in for fast food because you're
too busy to plan ahead.

Saturn changes signs this year, spending the first nine
months in Libra, your solar Tenth House, before moving on
to Scorpio. Do all you can to make the most of Saturn's
final months in your career sector, which represents a
significant pinnacle that occurs only every twenty-eight
years. You could be offered a promotion this spring or
summer, but be sure you fully understand the scope of the
job before you accept. It may or may not be the best option
to advance your career. You also could send out resumes
in June and see what develops.

The Tenth House represents status, so it can be tempting
to go after any opportunity solely to improve your presence.
The same is true of things. To you, luxury vehicles, top-
quality furnishings, a substantial home, and the latest
technology are tangible proof of your success. What will
serve you better now is hard work, connections with the
right people, and exceeding expectations.

Networking will be especially valuable to your career
ambitions after Saturn enters Scorpio, your solar Eleventh
House, October 5. During the two and a half years that
follow, you can widen your circle of career and personal
contacts through friends and group activities. This is a
great time to get involved in a professional organization or
a teamwork environment in your job. Both will put you in
touch with new people and give you the opportunity to
strengthen some of these ties. But some friends will



strengthen some of these ties. But some friends will
gradually fade from your life during this transit, primarily
because your interests and aims are changing. Others who
have more relevance will replace them, and some of these
can become life-long friends.

The Eleventh House is also associated with hopes and
wishes, goals and objectives. Use this influence to identify
your next career goals, as well as your personal and life
wish lists. Then you can begin to implement these with the
help of those you meet through your job, at social events,
and in your community. If you're involved in an organization
or a team project at work, you could be asked to accept a
leadership role. This can be a rewarding experience, but
b e sure to share the load rather than do it all yourself.
Otherwise, you could quickly become overloaded.

Uranus continues to advance in Aries, the sign it will
occupy until 2018. During these years you can expect many
domestic changes, including relocation, family members
moving in or out, home improvements and possibly
significant repairs. The Uranus energy will be strongest in
the year it contacts your Sun, although more often than not
you'll feel like the domestic scene is in a perpetual state of
flux. And it will be, with visitors coming and going, your
children's activities, and entertaining friends. Don't be
surprised if a periodic strong urge for change has you
rearranging furniture or painting a wall. Be cautious, though,
with all things electrical and take care not to overload
circuits.

Uranus here can also spark an interest in discovering
your ancestral roots. Your curiosity could be triggered by
the revelation of an old family secret, or an elderly relative's
stories. If you dig deeply enough, you'll find plenty that
surprises you. But it will also be enlightening, and in some
way enhance your independence. A good use of this
energy and Jupiter in Taurus the first half of the year would
be to organize old family photos and create scrapbooks to
be passed on to your children.

Neptune will complete its time in Aquarius, your solar
Second House, when it advances into Pisces on February
3. Since Neptune entered Aquarius in 1998, it has
influenced your personal resources, including what you
value, your income, your spending habits, and your attitude
toward debt. Confusion and disillusionment prevailed at
times, while at others you were inspired to do more in order
t o earn more. In all, both the positive and negative
experiences were a learning experience in money



management that will serve you well in the future. Keep
these in mind as you move forward in life.

Neptune will transit Pisces, your solar Third House, until
2025, influencing relationships with siblings and neighbors,
and focusing its energy on communication. Creative
thinking will be a strength during this time, enhanced by the
ability to view situations and events from a slightly different
perspective. This will be an asset in problem solving and in
sensing what people are thinking but not necessarily
saying. But as much as your sixth sense nudges you, it's
also important to rely on your notable common sense.
Remind yourself that although Neptune is the planet of faith
and inspiration, it's also known for illusion and confusion. All
of these will color your relationships with siblings and other
people you come in contact with on a regular basis.

The Third House is also associated with errands,
vehicles, and quick trips. Try to plan occasional weekend
getaways or day trips to nearby locations. The change of
scenery will refresh your spirit. Be sure to schedule routine
maintenance for your vehicle, and don't ignore any
suspected problem. It will only get worse, not better. Also
take precautions to protect valuables because it will be
much easier now to lose things as you dash through your
day.

Pluto continues its slow trip through your sign this year,
and you'll be influenced by its transformative energy until
2024. As the planet of willpower, you can use Pluto's
determination and drive to accomplish almost anything. But
step back periodically and view your mission from a wider
perspective. Otherwise, what is potentially positive could
become obsessively negative. Pluto in your sign will
operate on a more subtle level most of the time, gradually
changing your life direction and re-shaping your attitudes
about life and your role in relationships. As much as this
transit is about you, it's also about those closest to you,
especially your partner. Empower the one you love to
pursue his or her own interests even if they differ from your
own. In return, you'll experience a stronger, deeper
relationship that enhances your growth.

What This Year's Eclipses Mean for You

There are four eclipses in 2012, two in Gemini, one in
Sagittarius, and the fourth in Scorpio. Each is in effect for
six to twelve months, so their influence will extend into
2013.



The year's first solar eclipse, May 21 in Gemini, highlights
your solar Sixth House of daily work. Later in the year, on
November 28, there will be a lunar eclipse in the same
sign. Your job is, therefore, a major focus the second half of
2012, as the eclipse energy combines with Jupiter in
Gemini from June 11 on. You'll enjoy work so much that all
else in your life can become a distant second. Aim for
balance as you'll be more productive and more effective in
all areas of life. You also could find yourself in the role of
workplace cheerleader, encouraging others to do their
best, and you'll have many opportunities to get better
acquainted with coworkers at social events.

Let the June 4 lunar eclipse in Sagittarius, your solar
Twelfth House, be an ongoing reminder of the importance
of healthy living, a balanced lifestyle, and time for yourself
and your favorite leisure-time interests. This won't be nearly
the challenge you might envision. The November 3 solar
eclipse in Scorpio will accent your solar Eleventh House of
friendship and reinforce Saturn's emphasis on this sector.
Time with friends and social events will get a boost from the
eclipse, as will your stature as a leader in group activities.

Saturn

Saturn will contact your Sun from Libra, your solar Tenth
House of career and status, if you were born between
January 12 and 20. You'll experience Saturn's influence in
June or July if your birthday is January 12, 13, or 14. If you
were born on any of the other dates, Saturn will contact your
Sun between January and May, and again in August or
September.

Hard work can lead to lowered vitality with this Saturn
contact, so be sure to get enough sleep. This will help
maintain your immune system and high energy during
stressful career periods. Stellar achievements are also
possible now with Saturn, your ruling planet, in your
achievement sector. The determining factor is whether
you've lived up to Saturn's expectations by fulfilling
responsibilities and following the rules. Saturn rewards
these efforts, and when it contacts your Sun, it always
brings what you deserve.

If you're ready for a career boost, what you seek could
appear later this year after Jupiter enters your job sector
June 11. This won't necessarily be a promotion, but it will
expand your influence and re-energize your career
commitment. July could bring an exciting opportunity with
great income potential, but be sure to weigh all the pros



and cons in your decision-making process. Also consider
how it will fit with your long-term goals because career
decisions made now will guide you for the next fourteen to
twenty-eight years.

If you were born between December 21 and 30, Saturn
will connect with your Sun after it enters Scorpio October 5.
This favorable contact to your Sun will give you free access
to Saturn's steadying influence and the ability to do more
with less effort. But you also could fall into the trap of doing
everything yourself. Don't go there. Instead, let your
leadership ability prevail and motivate and empower others
to succeed. In many ways, this transit is about becoming a
skillful leader. In the process you'll sense that some of your
goals are changing and evolving as you realize you're
capable of even greater achievements. Be patient with
yourself. All of this is a work in progress as Saturn will
contact your Sun from Scorpio again in 2013.

You may become fond friends with an elderly person
under this influence, and you could also gain through a
mentor who can offer valuable advice. Listen closely when
knowledge and experience talk. This can give you the edge
you need for advancement, especially in an organization or
teamwork setting.

Uranus

If you were born between December 21 and 30, Uranus will
contact your Sun from Aries, your solar Fourth House of
home and family. Domestic changes will occur this year,
partly because you have the urge for change. You could
launch a major home improvement or redecorating project,
or look for a new home. Relocation to another area is also
possible. An adult child could move in or out, and you may
need to deal with a parent's changing circumstances. Try to
find an alternative if a parent wants to join your household,
because this could be extremely disruptive. You could be
faced with domestic repairs and the need to replace
appliances, and it's vital to be very careful with anything
electrical. Better yet, call an expert.

On a personal level, this Uranus-Sun contact will ignite a
strong urge for freedom and independence. This can be
positive if you use it to change those things about yourself
that need changing. Look inward rather than outward. A
change in your physical surroundings might temporarily
satisfy this urge, but it won't be long-lasting.

Neptune



If you were born January 18, 19, or 20, Neptune will contact
your Sun from Aquarius, your solar Second House, before
February 3. Reflect on the financial lessons you learned in
2011, when Neptune also contacted your Sun. Then use
this final transit to think about how your attitudes about
money and value have evolved. What is most important to
you now is probably vastly different from your attitudes prior
to this contact. Carry this forward, along with an increased
faith in yourself and your abilities.

If you were born between December 21 and 24, Neptune
will contact your Sun after it enters Pisces February 3. This
easy connection from your solar Third House will enhance
your intuition, so listen when your inner voice speaks, and
test it in small ways if this is a new experience for you. Your
confidence in your sixth sense will gradually grow and
become stronger.

This sector is also associated with learning, so consider
taking a community class to learn a new hobby or creative
writing skills. If you're inexperienced at public speaking, this
transit can not only help you learn these skills but take you
to a high level, where you're among the best. However,
communication on some levels and with some people can
be confusing, leading to misunderstandings. This could
happen with a sibling or in workplace meetings, almost as
though you're speaking two different languages. Cover
yourself when necessary by documenting your ideas and
opinions.

Get a second opinion if your vehicle or an appliance
requires an expensive repair. It may not need it at all, or
your best option might be replacement. If you purchase a
new vehicle this year, read all the fine print after shopping
around for the best deal.

Pluto

Pluto will merge with your Sun if you were born between
December 27 and 30. Although this can be a difficult transit
that occurs only once in a lifetime, it does have its up side.
Pluto transforms whatever it touches, which means you or
someone close to you will undergo major change in the
coming year. A relationship could deepen or end, or you
could suddenly recognize that you're caught up in an
unhealthy one. At the same time you can learn much about
human nature and relationships, thereby transforming
yourself and your attitudes. You can also use Pluto to
revamp yourself through diet, exercise, and an overall



healthier lifestyle. Use this powerful planet to replace bad
habits with good ones.

Take care not to become involved in any power struggles,
especially at work. This could be difficult to do at times
because others will try to pull you into the conflict while
pressuring you to choose sides. The more neutral you can
remain, the better. But here again you'll expand your
knowledge of people and what motivates them.

The most challenging Pluto period will come when it
clashes with Uranus in Aries, your solar Fourth House, in
June and September. Be sure your home and property are
well insured, especially if you live in an area prone to
severe weather. Read the policy even if your agent assures
you that every eventuality is covered. If major home
improvements are your goal, it would be wise to postpone
them as the positive results you expect are unlikely. It's also
possible a family rift could develop. Relatives could look to
you to settle the issue.

Planetary Lightspots

Your mind moves into high gear as Mercury transits your
sign from the 8th through the 20th. Direct your thoughts to
the year ahead, what you plan to accomplish and how best
to achieve your goals. Concentration peaks mid-month,
along with bright ideas, so use this time to get up to speed
on a work-related project. Gain the knowledge you need to
succeed.

Relationships

Your attention will focus on people and relationships in the
two weeks following the January 9 Full Moon in Cancer your
solar Seventh House. This lunar energy favors love and
romance, especially around the 13th. But be cautious if you
plan to consult a professional such as a financial advisor or
attorney. Ask pointed questions, check references, and be
sure you understand the potential losses as well as gains.

Money and Success

Money will flow your way under the influence of the January
23 New Moon in Aquarius, your solar Second House. You



could profit through a raise, bonus, or investment, or
receive a beautiful gift. Spending could rise at month's end
when the latest tech gadget catches your eye or your
children mount a campaign for a coveted item. Go for it if
you can afford it, but avoid buying on credit.

Planetary Hotspots

Travel plans can be disrupted at any time from January 22
to April 12, while Mars is retrograde in Virgo. Try to
schedule vacation or business trips before or after this
period. If that's unrealistic, confirm reservations and
prepare for delays. As Mars moves through your solar Ninth
House, you also could find yourself in the midst of family
turmoil involving a relative or in-law, as well as delays in
legal matters.

Rewarding Days

3, 4, 8, 13, 17, 21, 25, 30, 31

Challenging Days

1,7,12,14,22,27,28

Planetary Lightspots

If you can manage the time for a quick weekend trip, take
advantage of several planets and the February 21 New
Moon in Pisces, your solar Third House. If not, plan a day
trip instead. Either one will refresh your spirit and provide a
nice break from everyday stress. But avoid the first
weekend of February and dates around the 23rd, when
planets will clash with retrograde Mars.

Relationships

Mercury makes many favorable planetary alignments this
month, first in Aquarius, and then in Pisces. The first full
week of February could bring positive career news,
including a chance for a raise. Choose the 18th or 19th for
a meeting, especially if you need to sell an idea. Creative
ideas and approaches will come to you then, and you'll also
be able to charm even the most stubborn client or
coworker.



Money and Success

February 7 brings the Full Moon in Leo, your solar Eighth
House of joint resources. This is a positive influence for all
money matters, including financial decisions, loan
applications, and family financial planning. Include your
partner in discussions and use the lunar energy to find the
budgeting compromise that makes you both happy. Then
get started on your taxes.

Planetary Hotspots

Family relationships could be challenging after Venus
enters Aries, your solar Fourth House, February 8. Difficult
planetary alignments can spark conflict and domestic
disruption, possibly because of a needed household repair
or simply a battle of wills involving a family member. Be
sure your home and property are well protected and
insured, especially if you live in an area prone to severe
weather.

Rewarding Days

8,9, 12, 13, 18, 21, 26, 27, 28

Challenging Days

3,4, 10, 15, 17, 22, 24, 29

Planetary Lightspots

Despite the potential downside of retrograde Mercury in
Aries, the March 22 New Moon in the same sign will offer a
bright spot, including quality family time. If you want to host
a get-together, aim for the 24th or 25th, when family
members are also likely to pitch in on spring cleaning and
other domestic tasks.

Relationships

Your love life and your social life benefit from Venus in
Taurus, which enters your solar Fifth House March 5.
Positive planetary alignments enhance the influence, and if
you're single, you could launch an exciting relationship. It
might not be long-lived, but you'll enjoy the moment in the
meantime. If you're a parent, one of your children could



receive good news, including the possibility of a
scholarship or an award.

Money and Success

Your career life is mostly status quo this month, but you can
expect some challenging days, particularly in early and late
March. Try to maintain a low profile at these times, and also
be sure your work is up to date and accurate.

Planetary Hotspots

Family life and all things domestic will be affected by
Mercury, which turns retrograde in Aries, your solar Fourth
House, March 12. Laughter is a good antidote when
misunderstandings occur, but an appliance breakdown or
needed home repair won't be quite so amusing. It also will
be late April or May before any current family or domestic
events are resolved. Unexpected or surprising family news
could arrive mid-month, or you could receive an offer if your
home is for sale.

Rewarding Days

7,11,12,16,18,21,25,26

Challenging Days

2, 3, 4, 9, 13, 15, 22, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Be happy! And look forward to April 13. That's the date
both Mercury and Mars turn direct. The pressure you've
experienced in your solar Third and Ninth Houses will soon
ease, freeing the energy for effective communication,
travel, and decision-making. Take the initiative to smooth
over any recent relationship challenges.

Relationships

April's New Moon in Taurus on the 21st is all you need to
energize your social life and your love life. With this
influence in your solar Fifth House, you'll also enjoy time
with your children and friends. Even better, pack your bags
and take the family on vacation, even for a few days. The



lunar energy will trigger a new romance for some
Capricorns, possibly while traveling on business.

Money and Success

Expect some workplace issues to arise the first week of
April, primarily because of miscommunication. If at all
possible, try to postpone important talks and meetings until
late in the month. But you'll also get the benefit of the April 6
Full Moon in Libra, your solar Tenth House. This can be a
plus for your career, and bring you to the attention of
someone important.

Planetary Hotspots

Family life could be a bit rocky at times this month as
difficult planetary alignments influence your solar Fourth
House. The issue may be family time versus career time.
Take a close look at priorities and re-balance as
necessary. You also could be faced with an appliance or
home repair the last week of April. Don't attempt it yourself.
The result will be aggravation and frustration, as well as
additional expense. Call a pro.

Rewarding Days

4,8, 12, 17, 21, 22, 23, 27, 29

Challenging Days

3, 5, 7, 13, 15, 18, 20, 24, 26

Planetary Lightspots

The May 5 Full Moon in Scorpio, your solar Eleventh
House, is as much about creativity as it is about friendship
and group activities. With the lunar energy activating Jupiter
in Taurus, your solar Fifth House, you could be tapped for a
leadership position in a teamwork project or organization.
Then set yourself apart from the crowd with creative
thinking and ideas. Also reserve some of your free time to
enjoy a hobby or attend a sporting event.

Relationships

Mercury transits your Aries, your solar Fourth House,



through the 8th, and then advances in Taurus, your solar
Fifth House, May 9-23. While in Aries, you can expect
tension involving a family member or supervisor, because
both will want your full attention. Once Mercury enters
Taurus, however, relationships will be upbeat, with plenty of
opportunities to socialize with friends and spend quality
time with your kids. A new romance is possible, but don't
take things too seriously until Venus turns direct the end of
June.

Money and Success

Despite retrograde Venus, you'll experience satisfying
hours at work after the May 20 New Moon (solar eclipse)
energizes your solar Sixth House. Be the spark and the
cheerleader, the one who motivates others to do and be
their best. But curb a tendency to push others to be more
productive around the 25th.

Planetary Hotspots

Workplace projects will be error prone, and a few
challenges with coworkers pop up as Venus travels
retrograde May 15-June 26, although these will be mostly
because of misunderstandings. Play it safe. Keep personal
information and career plans to yourself. Someone could try
to use shared information to undermine you.

Rewarding Days

1, 6, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20, 31

Challenging Days

3, 4, 8, 9, 16, 17, 23, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Mercury enters Leo, your solar Eighth House, on the 25th,
where it could trigger a small raise or bring an opportunity
to earn some extra cash. Splurge a little if you realize a
gain and treat your family to a special outing. Let the kids
pick the restaurant and the movie. Or do the same with your
best friend.

Relationships



Challenges will surround a close relationship as Mercury
transits Cancer, your solar Seventh House, June 7-24. It will
be tough to find a compromise, and other stressful events
in your lives could be the trigger that sparks conflict. A
warm, supportive, and understanding approach will help
ease the tension.

Money and Success

Circle June 11 on your calendar. That's the date lucky
Jupiter enters Gemini, your solar Sixth House. Your work
life benefits from this year-long influence, which begins with
the New Moon in the same sign on the 19th. On the 27th,
Venus turns direct in Gemini to boost your popularity
another notch. Expect great things of yourself in the next
twelve months. If you're job hunting or want to see what's
available, submit resumes near the New Moon.

Planetary Hotspots

Pluto in your sign clashes with Uranus in Aries, your solar
Fourth House, this month. Between these two planets and
others in Cancer, your solar Seventh House, related events
will concern you, your home, and those closest to you.
Relocation or someone moving in or out of your household
are possibilities. Be very sure your property and
possessions are fully insured. Be especially cautious with
anything electrical in your home, and be alert to severe
weather. Try to find another option if a parent wants to
move in with you.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 9, 14, 15, 16, 19, 25, 26, 30

Challenging Days

5,6, 10, 11, 12, 20, 21, 24, 27, 29

Planetary Lightspots

Your work life continues to be upbeat this month, thanks to
Venus and Jupiter in Gemini, your solar Sixth House.
Coworkers will be helpful and friendly, and you'll feel as
though you're making solid progress on projects. Double-



check details, though, while Mercury is retrograde.

Relationships

Close relationships benefit from the July 19 New Moon in
Cancer, your solar Seventh House. You'll feel drawn to
other people, and they to you. But the best of all will be
special moments with your partner and others you love. But
the July 3 Full Moon in your sign could bring tension with a
family member (similar to last month), and it might be
necessary for you to take charge of an elderly relative's
affairs.

Money and Success

Mars dashes into Libra, your solar Tenth House, on the 3rd,
initiating a seven-week emphasis on your career. You can
make great strides in the weeks ahead, but be prepared
for some challenges around the 17th, when you should
tread carefully with supervisors. It's also possible you could
be pulled away to deal with family matters.

Planetary Hotspots

Mercury travels retrograde in Leo, your solar Eighth House,
July 14-August 7. Although its impact on money matters is
likely to be minor, it's still wise to check statements for
errors as soon as they arrive, pay bills early, and be sure
payments are received on time. Also avoid loan
applications and signing contracts or other legal
paperwork. It will be all too easy to miss an important
clause. If you're expecting a check or other funds, it's likely
to be delayed.

Rewarding Days

7, 8, 12, 21, 23, 25, 27

Challenging Days

3, 4, 9, 17, 18 24, 30

Planetary Lightspots

You'll be dashing here, there, and everywhere in the weeks
following this month's second Full Moon, on the 31st in



Pisces, your solar Third House. Remember to charge your
phone because communication will match the daily pace.
Enjoy all the activity, and take time out to touch base with
siblings. They'll be glad to hear from you.

Relationships

Mars moves on to Scorpio, your solar Eleventh House, on
the 23rd. In the following weeks you'll have plenty of
opportunities to see friends and socialize. This is also an
ideal time to take the lead in a work-related team project or
to get more involved in your community. Consider an
organization or good cause in which your entire family can
participate.

Money and Success

Money is a featured theme this month with the Full Moon on
the 1st in Aquarius and the New Moon on the 17th in Leo,
your financial sectors. You or your mate could earn a raise
or bonus, or gain through a small windfall. This dual
influence also makes August a good month for financial
planning after Mercury turns direct in Leo on the 8th.
Bargain shopping is at its best during the first few days
after the Full Moon, when you could luck into some super
buys on clothing.

Planetary Hotspots

Venus enters Cancer, your solar Seventh House of
relationships, August 7. You'll need to get past the 16th,
however, before you experience the upside of this transit.
Before then you can expect further challenges involving a
family member, but they'll pass as fast as they appear.

Rewarding Days

3, 4, 9, 14, 19, 22, 23, 27

Challenging Days

6, 7, 13, 16, 20, 21, 26, 28

Planetary Lightspots

Give yourself the gift of a short break as several planets



transit Virgo, your solar Ninth House, prior to the New Moon
on the 15th. A vacation trip with friends would be ideal, but
if that's not realistic, opt instead for a long weekend where
you can relax and refresh yourself, body and soul.

Relationships

This month's relationship challenges will of course be
strongly linked to family and career. But you'll also have
opportunities to see and socialize with friends as Mars
continues to advance in Scorpio, your solar Eleventh
House. Your partner will fill your heart with love and
invaluable support as Venus transits Cancer, your solar
Seventh House, the first five days of September.

Money and Success

Finances benefit from Venus in your solar Eighth House
after it moves on to Leo September 6. However, major
career changes linked to Uranus-Pluto could be on the
horizon as a result of company restructuring or a
management shift. These may affect others more directly
than you, and it's even possible you could be rewarded for
your past efforts.

Planetary Hotspots

Although Uranus in Aries and Pluto in your sign square off
September 19, the challenges associated with these two
planets will peak at month's end under the Full Moon in
Aries on the 29th. You'll be pulled in two directions, dealing
with domestic and career concerns, with both demanding
your full attention. Your career or family matters could
trigger the need to relocate, or stress could be related to
someone moving in or out of your household. Again, be
alert for severe weather that could damage your home.

Rewarding Days

1, 3, 5, 6, 9, 13, 14, 18, 27, 28

Challenging Days

2, 10, 11, 16, 19, 20, 23, 24, 26, 29

Planetary Lightspots



If you didn't manage to get away for a few days last month
(or even if you did), Venus in Virgo, your solar Ninth House,
brings another opportunity to do just that. If work-related
travel is on your agenda between October 3 and 27, take
your partner along and mix business with pleasure. Or
surprise your mate with a romantic weekend designed for
two.

Relationships

Relationships are generally upbeat and easygoing this
month, with a focus on friendship. But at times it will be
tough to know who's stretching the truth and who's telling
you what you want to hear. Be wary of confidential
information and enthusiasm that doesn't quite ring true. You
intuition will be helpful after Mars enters Sagittarius, your
solar Twelfth House, on the 6th.

Money and Success

You're a shining star under this month's New Moon in Libra,
your solar Tenth House, on the 15th. Catch the incentive
and initiative of the lunar energy to outshine the competition
and strengthen relationships with decision-makers.
Although you could gain through a promotion, this influence
is more about reinforcing your position for the future.
Indicate your interest in advancement if you have the
opportunity.

Planetary Hotspots

Saturn enters Scorpio, your solar Eleventh House, October
5. As it transits this sign for the next two and a half years
you'll form lasting friendships and see others fade away.
Work-related group activities, or those you're involved in on
your own time, can help to advance your career. But resist
the urge to do more than your fair share, or even to do it all
yourself, and focus, instead, on the value of teamwork.

Rewarding Days

2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 16, 21, 24

Challenging Days

1, 4, 7, 11, 14, 20, 27, 31



Planetary Lightspots

You'll be at your dynamic best from the 16th on, with Mars in
your sign. At times it will be tough to keep up with yourself
and all you have going on, but the effort will pay off for a
long time to come. Just be sure to get enough sleep, which
will be a challenge at times. Also slow down and focus
when working in the kitchen or with tools. Mars can spark a
mishap in a flash.

Relationships

As long as you're aware of the downside of retrograde
Mercury, this can be one of the best social months of the
year. You'll hear from many friends in the weeks following
the November 13 New Moon (solar eclipse) in Scorpio and
initiate contact with others. Get together with as many as
you can, and accept invitations that come your way. Each
will provide excellent networking opportunities as well as a
good balance for this high-powered month.

Money and Success

Your status and popularity continue on the upswing, thanks
to Venus in Libra, your solar Tenth House, through the 20th.
Equally favorable is the November 28 Full Moon (lunar
eclipse) in Gemini, your solar Sixth House of daily work. Go
all out to impress those who count. Luck is on your side.

Planetary Hotspots

Listen to your sixth sense again this month. It will be active
while Mercury is in Sagittarius, your solar Twelfth House,
and especially after this planet turns retrograde on the 6th.
Once it retreats into Scorpio, your solar Eleventh House, on
the 14th, you'll want to confirm times, dates, and places for
outings with friends and social events. Misunderstandings
can also occur, but you'll be able to quickly clear the air
after Mercury resumes direct motion on the 26th.

Rewarding Days

4, 8, 9, 11, 12, 15, 20

Challenging Days



3, 10, 16, 18, 23, 30

Planetary Lightspots

When everyone else is out socializing, you'll welcome a
muchneeded break under the New Moon in Sagittarius on
the 13th. With this fresh energy in your solar Twelfth House
of self-renewal, you'll enjoy time alone and at home with
those closest to you. This will also give you an opportunity
to review the past year and what you've accomplished. Use
this knowledge to prepare for the symbolic fresh start
represented by next month's New Moon in your sign.

Relationships

Quieter social events such as dinner with a few friends will
s ui t you well as Mercury transits Scorpio, your solar
Eleventh House, through the 9th, and Venus in the same
sign through the 15th. After that you'll be more interested in
family. It's also possible you could spend considerable time
involved in the care of a relative later this month.

Money and Success

Finances enter positive territory when Mars arrives in
Aquarius, your solar Second House, on the 25th. This
influence, which will extend into February, has the potential
to boost your bank account. Or it will if you can limit a
temporary urge to spend on impulse. Year's end could
bring some extra cash.

Planetary Hotspots

You'll feel like your life is a rerun when the December 28
Full Moon in Cancer sparks relationship, personal, and
domestic tension. On the positive side, it won't be as
intense as what you experienced last summer, and your
inner strength will help you to weather it all. Just be cautious
about becoming so focused that you fail to see the big
picture. Accept the help of the many supportive people
around you.

Rewarding Days

2, 5, 6, 10, 15, 19, 22, 24, 29



Challenging Days

1,3,7,8, 14, 20, 28, 30

The Water Bearer

January 20 to February 19



 





Your Strengths and Challenges

You're a fascinating mix of traits, sometimes traditional,
conventional, and friendly. Just when people think they
know you, you present the other side of Aquarius, and can
be progressive, eccentric and aloof. All of this makes you
an intriguing puzzle that keeps people guessing.

Aquarius is a fixed sign, which gives you great stamina
and follow-through. Often you're described as determined
and independent, but you also can be frustratingly stubborn
with a strong will that sees you through life's challenges and
motivates you to succeed. Uranus, your ruling planet,
shares the uncommon mix of your sign, insightful at times
and delivering the unexpected at others. You thus welcome
change, but only when it's your idea. Then it can't happen
fast enough because you like to shake things up. This can
be invigorating, but remember that change for the sake of
change isn't always the best idea.

Aquarius is the sign of friendship and the humanitarian,
so you're generous with your time and money. You support
those in your inner circle as well as organizations whose
mission you value. The original networker, you get great
satisfaction from connecting people with people and



people with opportunities, and you nearly always know
someone to contact for help or information when you need
it.

Because Aquarius is an air sign, you're a communicator,
albeit one who prefers to maintain at least some distance.
And thus you're at times perceived as aloof when in reality
you're uncomfortable with emotional expression. The
intellect is your arena.

Your intuitive, insightful mind is geared to the future, and
you have a knack for spotting trends, sometimes years in
advance. Many Aquarians are also innovators and some
are brilliant inventors. But remind yourself to also enjoy the
moment while anticipating and looking forward to the next
adventure or accomplishment.

Your Relationships

You're a flirt who plays the field, believing that variety keeps
things lively as you search for a partner. Long talks and
walks keep you interested and you can fall in love with
someone's mind. Communication is just as important once
you settle into a committed relationship because you know
it keeps your hearts and minds connected. Only a very
special person, however, can capture your independent
heart. Love could sizzle with a dramatic, outgoing Leo, your
opposite sign, and you might be compatible with Aries or
Sagittarius. Your fellow air signs, Gemini and Libra, share
your need for communication, but you could clash with
Taurus and Scorpio, both of whom are possessive.

Family life brings out your more traditional side and you
stay in close touch with relatives. You're protective of them,
and probably grew up in a loving, affectionate, and
comfortable home. The same is true of your own home,
although some Aquarians have difficulty letting go of things
and live with clutter-collectibles on every surface, stacks of
books, and stuffed closets and storage spaces. If this
describes you, ask yourself why you find security in the
things rather than the people in your life. Most Aquarians
have only one or two children and some have twins. You're
fond of your children, encouraging them to explore their
talents and develop their curiosity. This encourages an
easygoing relationship, but remember you're a parent first
and a pal second, at least until they reach adulthood.

Aquarius is the universal sign of friendship so it's only
natural that you surround yourself with many acquaintances
and only a few close pals. Group activities appeal to most



Aquarians, and you may be involved in clubs or
organizations that satisfy your humanitarian goals. You can
be the social butterfly working your way through a room full
of people, or find a like-minded soul and talk away the
evening, exchanging knowledge and information. You
accept people for what they are and have male and female
friends from all walks of life. Only one requirement is
necessary: they must be or different in some way. "Normal"
people don't interest you; in fact, they bore you.

Your Career and Money

Most Aquarians are content to remain in one career
throughout their lifetimes. You might switch your emphasis
or branch out into a related field, but your desire is to stick
with a main area of interest. Fortunately, you have the
staying power to do just that if you plan and strategize how
to achieve this goal. It's wise, however, to keep your grand
plan to yourself rather than risk tipping off a competitor. You
have the ability to rise to a powerful position, to network
your way into a spot where you can be in charge. In your
everyday work life you're happiest in a family-like
atmosphere and might even work in a family business. A
calm working environment is a must for high productivity, as
is the opportunity to initiate change and to revamp
procedures, policies, and even your work space. Your ideal
would be to overhaul an entire department or company, or
to take the lead in resurrecting a faltering enterprise.

In money matters you're both practical and naive, creative
and analytical. At times money slips through your fingers
almost as if it disappears into thin air. You also attract what
you need when you need it. Even so, it's wise to train
yourself to live within a realistic budget that includes
necessities, savings, investments, and fun money. Then
you'll always have savings to fall back on. Study facts and
figures before you invest and double-check all details in
loan documents before you sign. Overall, you can do well
financially if you plan, think long term, and look at the big
picture. Real estate can be especially profitable, and you
could receive a sizeable family inheritance.

Your Lighter Side

There's a certain electrifying something about you that
fascinates people. They're drawn to your magnetic charm
and uniqueness and intrigued by your ability to say a lot but
reveal almost no personal information. Only a select few
ever learn your full story, which keeps people wondering
about the mysterious you and what makes you tick.



Affirmation for the Year

My future sparkles with opportunity.

The Year Ahead for Aquarius

Fun, friendship, learning, and people are all featured in
2012, and later in the year you'll take the first steps toward
new career achievements. Money and creativity are also
themes in 2012, and a lucky moment this summer could
bring you a small windfall.

The year begins with Jupiter in Taurus, your solar Fourth
House of home and family. This positive influence in your
domestic sector through June 10 is great for home
improvement projects, memorable times with family, and
entertaining friends. Most of all, you'll simply enjoy being
home, where you can relax in comfort and be yourself.
However, Jupiter is the planet of expansion so it will be all
too easy to spend freely on a wide variety of things for your
home. You don't really need most of them as much as you
just want to have them. Establish a budget, and use Jupiter
to help you organize your space, eliminate clutter, and sell
or donate what you no longer need. Take the plunge in May
when it will be much easier to let go of unwanted items.

Jupiter moves on to Gemini, your solar Fifth House, June
11, where it spends the rest of the year and the first half of
2013. Then your interest will switch from the domestic
scene to socializing, leisure-time interests, hobbies, and
sports. If you're a parent, you'll create fond memories with
your children if you emphasize quality time instead of
indulging your desire to spoil them with gifts. A nearby
location will be more enjoyable for a summer vacation.

Saturn also transits two signs in 2012, spending most of
the year in Libra, your solar Ninth House of knowledge,
travel, legal matters, and life philosophy. Meditation is a
good outlet for this energy as you review the past and
explore your spirituality. Saturn here encourages you to
refine your beliefs so they better reflect your individuality
and the person you are today. This might mean stepping
away from some of your childhood or family traditions. You
a lso could gain a new perspective through travel and
exposure to other cultures.

Consider taking a class to boost your career skills, or
complete the program you began two years ago when
Saturn entered this sector. Knowledge gained will begin to



pay off as Saturn moves on to Scorpio, your solar Tenth
House of career and status, October 5. This can be a life
pinnacle, a step up that reaffirms all the effort you've
invested in your career during the past fourteen years. It
may be 2013 before you see real gains, but you could earn
a raise soon after Saturn enters Scorpio.

Meeting and getting to know the right people is important
a s Saturn transits your solar Tenth House. Target those
who could speed your path up the ladder and then let them
see you at your best. Take responsibility for all you do and
go out of your way to turn out high-quality work, day after
day. Remember, serious Saturn rewards a solid effort.

Uranus continues its seven-year transit of Aries, the sign
it will occupy until 2018. As it moves through your solar
Third House, your ruling planet will trigger everything from
surprising news to flashes of insight. In addition to
communication and thinking, this sector governs siblings,
cousins, neighbors, and quick trips. Life will be full of the
unexpected during these years, and at times you'll find
yourself dashing off for the day, a weekend, or just a few
hours in order to satisfy your need for a change of scenery.

This transit is great for community involvement and
getting acquainted with neighbors in order to widen your
circle. Among them could be just the networking contact
you've been looking for, and someone could spark thoughts
that change your self-perspective and ideas, as well a shift
in your life direction. You can do the same for them. You
can also use this transit to start a blog or a book, to master
your public speaking skills, or to take a class to learn more
about a subject that interests you.

Neptune completes its long transit of your sign February
2, and then moves on to Pisces, where it will be until 2025.
Use Neptune's final weeks in Aquarius to reflect on what
you've learned about yourself, life, relationships, and what
you value most in yourself and others. Then you'll be ready
to apply all of these inspirational thoughts as Neptune
transits your solar Second House of personal resources.

In your solar Second House, Neptune influences your
income and saving and spending habits. This will be a
challenge at times because money can disappear as if into
thin air. Also monitor credit card use or you could get a big
surprise when the bill arrives. For all these reasons and
more it will be important during these years to establish a
budget and live within it. Keep bills and financial records
organized in order to avoid late payments and Neptune's



characteristic confusion. But this transit can also be a
blessing because Neptune can provide just what you need
when you need it. Don't depend on it to come through all the
time, though. Dream big and then follow through with a
practical, commonsense plan to achieve your desired
wealth.

Pluto, the slowest moving planet in the Zodiac, continues
i n Capricorn, your solar Twelfth House, through 2024. Its
influence in your self-renewal sector will be subtle yet
profound as it works through your subconscious. Memories,
regrets, and unresolved issues will emerge for one
purpose: so you can come to terms with them. Some will be
positive and others will be negative. All, however, will have
a meaning in the context of your current life.

This transit will push you to examine your psychological
motivations, including self-limiting behaviors. Think about
how you react in stressful situations, especially those
involving other people, in order to find the reasons behind
your responses. You will learn much about yourself and this
will help you become the best you can be. A self-help book
could trigger your thinking.

What This Year's Eclipses Mean for You

There are four eclipses in 2012, two lunar and two solar.
The influence of each is in effect for six to twelve months.

The May 21 solar eclipse in Gemini and the November
28 lunar eclipse in the same sign favorably contact your
Sun sign. With Jupiter in Gemini the second half the year,
your solar Fifth House will sizzle with activity. The emphasis
here is on socializing, romance, children, fun, hobbies, and
all the things you enjoy doing in your free time. It's even
possible you could turn a special interest or hobby into a
sideline money-making endeavor. Go for it as long as it
doesn't require a sizeable investment.

June 4 will bring a lunar eclipse in Sagittarius, your solar
Eleventh House. This sector emphasizes friendship,
groups, organizations, and networking, so it's a nice
complement to this year's Gemini influence. A professional
organization could increase your circle of acquaintances,
and you could get positive results from involvement in a
community organization or your children's sports or school
activities. But this sector is also about goals, and what you
hope to achieve. If career gains are on your list, the timing
is ideal because Saturn enters Scorpio, your solar Tenth
House in October. Soon after, on November 13, Scorpio



will be the sign of a solar eclipse. The combination is very
promising for career success into 2013, so to take
advantage of all this planetary energy and earn the success
you deserve.

Saturn

If you were born between February 11 and 19, Saturn will
contact your Sun from Libra, your solar Ninth House, before
it moves on to Scorpio October 5. This easy connection
can give you extra stamina and determination, and at times
you'll have a more serious outlook on life. That's okay.
Saturn's purpose here is to encourage you to look to the
future in the context of the past, and to discard belief
systems that no longer work for you. Retain those that are
viable and say goodbye to the rest.

On a practical level, Saturn in this sector encourages you
to broaden your world view, whether through reading, travel,
or education. The goal is knowledge. The most effective
and productive way to achieve this could be additional
schooling. Complete a degree, take classes that will
enhance your job expertise, or attend a few conferences.
Consider online learning to maximize your time. The
knowledge you gain can open up new avenues for career
success in the next few years.

Saturn enters Scorpio, your solar Tenth House of career
and status, October 5, and will contact your Sun before
year's end and again next year if you were born between
January 20 and 31. Transiting this sector, Saturn will bring
exactly what you deserve. So if you've worked hard and
earned recognition and success, the odds are that Saturn
will deliver a nice reward. This time is a pinnacle of your
involvement in the outer world, and for many it represents a
time of maximum career achievement. Saturn's influence is
even stronger here because of the November eclipse
energy, so take time for a self-assessment before this
period arrives. Then you'll be better prepared to seek a
promotion or new position that reflects your skills, talents,
and abilities.

However, all this hard work can result in less stamina and
lowered vitality, which can do the same to your immune
system. This is only Saturn's way of reminding you that a
balanced lifestyle adds to success. Get enough rest and
sleep, and fill your evening and weekend hours with
friendship, family time, hobbies, and social events. You'll be
far more effective at work, and that can get you noticed.



Uranus

If you were born between January 20 and 29, Uranus will
favorably contact your Sun from Aries, your solar Third
House. If you've ever wanted to write, give it a try this year
when Uranus can provide the inspiration. Or study
astrology. At the least you'll gain fresh insights into yourself
and your mind. This contact is also one of the best for
learning, whether for the fun of it, in online classes, or as a
way to boost job skills. You can also expect flashes of
insight at the oddest times. Pay attention. Your intuition will
be strong during this time.

Restlessness can accompany this transit, so don't be
surprised if you're more than usually inclined to take
impromptu trips or to suggest spur-of-the-moment outings
with friends. But pay close attention while driving because
Uranus can trigger a mishap at the least expected moment.
Put your phone in the back seat so you won't be tempted.
Be extra alert, especially in July, August, October, and
November. The same periods could bring a clash with a
neighbor or relative. If so, listen closely. The underlying
message may be a learning experience.

Neptune

If your birthday is between February 16 and 19, Neptune in
Aquarius will join forces with your Sun before moving on to
Pisces February 3. This inspirational contact can help you
see yourself from a new perspective, with an emphasis on
boosting your selfesteem. What you see now may have
been obvious to others in the past, but with the help of
enlightening Neptune, you'll cherish who you are and who
you've become during this planet's long transit of your sign.
No small part of this is the intuition, compassion, and
creativity you've developed along the way, all of which are
very much a part of you and your life.

Neptune will contact your Sun after it enters Pisces
February 3 if your birthday is between January 20 and 23.
This transit through your solar Second House emphasizes
personal finances, spending, bills, and budgeting. You
could receive a nice raise in October, along with an ego
boost from positive feedback. But don't go on a shopping
spree because you could spend far more than you intend.
Instead, track expenses the first month or two of this transit
in order to find out exactly where your money goes. A little
bit here and a little bit there can add up to a mysteriously
depleted bank account and leave you wondering why. From
this you can set a realistic budget to cover your needs and



a few luxuries-and increase savings.

This transit is about far more than money, however. It's
about your most prized possession: you! Use Neptune to
explore your strengths and challenges, your talents and
skills, your best traits and those you'd like to change. You'll
find the exercise inspiring because you'll realize you have a
lot going for you. In fact, you may see yourself in a whole
new self-empowering light.

Pluto

If you were born between January 26 and 29, Pluto in
Capricorn, your solar Twelfth House, will contact your Sun
this year. Transiting your self-renewal sector, Pluto
encourages you to assess your life and lifestyle-what works
and what doesn't, what do you want to change and what do
you want to retain. Be honest with yourself. Are you as
healthy as you could be? With Pluto in place, you'll have the
willpower to change almost anything you wish, even
longstanding habits.

Pluto here also operates on a mental level, targeting your
subconscious, especially in June and September, when it
will clash with Uranus in Aries, your solar Third House. So
don't be surprised if memories and long-dormant wishes
and desires emerge into your daily thoughts. Explore each
one, resolve regrets, and take action to pursue the dreams
that capture your interest.

On another level, you may receive unexpected news
regarding a sibling, or find it necessary to purchase a new
vehicle. If you take daily walks, go with a friend and stick to
safe neighborhoods. Better yet, join a group of mall
walkers. Take similar precautions when you're out and
about running errands, and try to postpone travel, including
road trips.

Planetary Lightspots

The January 23 New Moon in Aquarius marks the symbolic
start of your new solar year. Use this strong energy to set
your path to success for the year ahead. Dream big! There
is much you can accomplish in 2012, especially on the
domestic scene and, later this year, in your career. This



year also brings an opportunity to access the hidden
recesses of your mind, including your sixth sense. The
more you listen, the stronger your intuition will become.

Relationships

Your charming ways will attract people as Venus transits
your sign through the 13th. Romance your mate, or flirt with
someone new. It's also possible a former romantic interest
could express interest in rekindling a relationship. Think
carefully and remind yourself why you're no longer together.

Money and Success

Your work life is highlighted by the January 9 Full Moon in
Cancer, your solar Sixth House. Expect the pace to be
hectic and pressure to build at times. That's a good reason
to balance long hours with time for yourself, sleep, and mild
exercise. All will help you maintain a healthy lifestyle so
you're at your most productive. Extra effort will pay off,
although not until later this year.

Planetary Hotspots

Money matters will require careful management as Mars in
Virgo, your solar Eighth House, travels retrograde January
23-April 12. But rather than see this as a negative or a
setback, you can use it to learn or improve your financial
skills, including budgeting, savings goals, debt reduction,
and investing for the future. During the retrograde period,
however, double-check that bills are paid on time and set
aside a few hours to organize financial records.

Rewarding Days

1,5,6,10,11,15,19,23,24,27

Challenging Days

2, 8, 12, 13, 14, 16, 20, 22, 26

Planetary Lightspots

January's spotlight on you continues this month with
Mercury in your sign through February 12, and the Sun
there until the 19th. Take advantage of these planetary



influences to gather and share information. Your mind and
memory will be especially sharp, as will your intuition and
your ability to clearly present ideas. Students will excel.

Relationships

The February 7 Full Moon in Leo, your solar Seventh
House, accents all the close relationships in your life, from
partner to family to your best friends. Plan ahead so you
can spend quality and quantity time with all of them. This
lunar energy is especially nice for couples in love, and will
trigger an engagement for some Aquarians. Be sure,
though, to listen more than you talk. Chances are, you'll
learn some interesting information.

Money and Success

This month's New Moon in Pisces on the 21st highlights
your solar Second House. The lunar energy could bring you
a raise, but there could be a delay before it goes into effect.
You'll also be able to find bargains on clothing and
household decor if you take your time and shop around
rather than buy the first thing you see. Set a budget first,
though, as you'll be in the mood to spend.

Planetary Hotspots

Venus advances into Aries, your solar Third House,
February 8, where it forms difficult planetary alignments. Be
especially cautious when driving, and don't take chances in
bad weather. Take your vehicle in for routine maintenance
prior to this period. The same time frame could trigger a
problem with an appliance, so be sure to ask someone to
check your home if you're away for a few days.

Rewarding Days

1,2,11,12,16,19,20,25

Challenging Days

3,4, 15, 17, 22, 24

Planetary Lightspots

Home life will be upbeat after Venus enters Taurus, your
solar Fourth House, March 5. Entertain friends on the 10th



or 18th, which are also good days for simply enjoying family
time. With Mercury turning retrograde this month, however,
it's unwise to begin domestic projects. But you can begin
making a to-do list.

Relationships

Relationships are generally upbeat this month, although
you'll want to confirm dates, times, and places for meetings,
seeing friends, and community activities. Try not to let a
controlling person get to you at month's end, and do your
best to avoid contact with relatives, including in-laws, the
first few days of March. Good news could come your way
the third week of the month.

Money and Success

The March 8 Full Moon in Virgo, your solar Eighth House,
has more potential to trigger extra expenses than income.
Don't be hasty, though, if you absolutely must replace an
appliance, for example. Also be wary of incurring debt, or
even applying for credit or a loan, because Mars is still
retrograde in Virgo.

Planetary Hotspots

Be prepared for some aggravation after Mercury turns
retrograde in Aries, March 12. With the planet of
communication affecting your communication sector, you
can expect everything from mix-ups and misunderstandings
to mechanical problems. Try to take your vehicle in for
routine maintenance before the retrograde period begins,
and if it all possible, postpone major purchases. Also hold
off until late April or May if you need a new cell phone or
computer.

Rewarding Days

1, 5, 6, 10, 14, 16, 18, 23, 26, 28

Challenging Days

2, 3, 4, 9, 13, 15, 22, 27, 30

Planetary Lightspots



Time with family and at home are favored when the April 21
New Moon in Taurus accents your solar Fourth House. Kick
back and enjoy your space again this month, and put off
those projects until June. But you could fill your home with
fresh energy by getting the entire family involved in spring
cleaning.

Relationships

Just in time for spring, Venus enters Gemini, your solar
Fifth House, April 3. Fill your free time with outdoor
activities, social events, and family outings the last two
weeks of the month. Before then, you could unknowingly
make plans for a fun event that ends up being a very
expensive one. Invite friends for a casual evening on the
10th, instead.

Money and Success

Financial challenges begin to fade after Mercury and Mars
resume direct motion on the 13th. All will not return to
normal, however, for another month or so. But at least you'll
feel as though you're making progress in unraveling any
problems that arose in the past few months, and income
will begin to flow your way. Remember this when frustration
mounts during the first full week of April.

Planetary Hotspots

Although the urge for fresh scenery could be strong under
the April 6 Full Moon in Libra, your solar Ninth House, this
isn't the time for travel. Difficult planetary alignments signal
a high potential for delays, changes, and lost luggage. Mid-
April could bring the need for a repair. If so, find a highly
recommended mechanic so you don't have to repeat the
process next month.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 10, 12, 14, 17, 19, 22, 25, 29

Challenging Days

3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 16, 24, 26

Planetary Lightspots



Family ties and communication will be upbeat as Mercury
advances in Taurus, your solar Fourth House, May 9-23.
Take advantage of this time to catch up on what's going on
with relatives, and also with your immediate family. You can
also use Mercury's mental focus to plan a home
improvement project before getting started after Venus
turns direct the end of June.

Relationships

The May 20 New Moon (solar eclipse) in Gemini highlights
many of the relationships in your life. Fun with friends and
family activities will be among the best, but a romantic
relationship could cool after Venus turns retrograde. If you
meet someone new, take it slowly as it may not last. But
you'll want to avoid workplace meetings, travel, and talks
with people at a distance in early May when Mercury is in
Aries, your solar Third House.

Money and Success

The May Full Moon in Scorpio on the 5th could trigger
exciting career developments as it brightens your solar
Tenth House. A promotion is as possible as a raise, or you
could receive an offer if you're job hunting. The latter would
be wise if your company is having financial problems.

Planetary Hotspots

Your social life will slow somewhat while Venus is
retrograde in Gemini, your solar Fifth House, May 16-June
26. Devote the time instead to your children, who will
appreciate the attention during this period. Be cautious,
though, with investments, because even the most promising
ones could leave you with a net loss. Creative projects can
be fulfilling now, but don't do anything you can't undo after
Venus resumes direct motion.

Rewarding Days

8, 10, 11, 12, 17, 20, 22, 26, 31

Challenging Days

3,4,9, 16, 21, 23, 24, 28, 30



Planetary Lightspots

Jupiter moves into Gemini on the 11th to begin its year-long
transit of your solar Fifth House. An addition to the family is
possible, but this influence is more likely to energize your
social life and your love life. Creativity is another element
here, so explore possibilities and find the best outlet for you
and your talents. Crafts and writing are two possibilities.
Your children, whatever their age, will make you proud.

Relationships

A week before Jupiter changes signs, the June 4 Full Moon
(lunar eclipse) in Sagittarius shines brightly in your solar
Eleventh House. This, too, is a great influence for
socializing and seeing friends, as is Venus returning to
direct motion in Gemini on the 27th. Fill your calendar with
summer outings where you can meet people, and look to
the June 19 New Moon in Gemini for romance and possibly
a new romantic interest.

Money and Success

Mercury enters Leo, your solar Sixth House, on the 25th, to
set the pace for July, which will be a busy one at work.
Work ahead as much as possible the last week of June so
you can get off to a fast start next month.

Planetary Hotspots

Uranus in Aries and Pluto in Capricorn square off June 24,
as they do again in September. This month's challenges
could be conflict with coworkers. Do your best to avoid
them, or refuse to engage in a battle. There also could be
developments regarding income and benefits, which could
be reduced because of economic conditions. Either
situation will be most apparent in the second week of June,
followed by more at month's end.

Rewarding Days

7, 8, 13, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 26

Challenging Days

5,6,10,11,12,20,24,27,29



Planetary Lightspots

Favorable planetary alignments involving Venus and Jupiter
in Gemini, your solar Fifth House, make July a good month
to see cousins and siblings and to get better acquainted
with neighbors. Among them could be someone who will
become a longtime friend or who will connect you with an
opportunity. Consider getting involved in a project that
would better your community.

Relationships

Relationships are prone to confusion and
miscommunication after Mercury turns retrograde on the
14th. Confirm times, dates, and places, and be sure others,
especially your partner, understand what you're saying.
Don't assume, as thoughts can be jumbled during this
period. More information regarding news received around
the 4th will be forthcoming near the 14th and the 28th.

Money and Success

The July 19 New Moon in Cancer, your solar Sixth House,
is all about hard work, and it might be tough to please the
boss. Stick with it. What you do now will be rewarded in
several months, if not sooner.

Planetary Hotspots

Last month's challenges make a rerun as the July 3 Full
Moon merges with Pluto in Capricorn and clashes with
Uranus in Aries. This two-week influence will be apparent in
your job, communication, and travel sectors. This is not the
month to travel, whether on business, vacation, or even a
long weekend at a nearby destination. Your vehicle could
need a repair mid-month, when you should also drive with
the utmost care. Catch a ride if you socialize.

Rewarding Days

1,5, 6, 10, 11, 14, 15, 20, 25, 28

Challenging Days

9, 12, 13, 17, 18, 24, 29, 30



Planetary Lightspots

The second August Full Moon, on the 31st, focuses its
energy on your solar Second House of income, spending,
and possessions. Its alignment with Pluto is all the reason
you need to clean closets, storage spaces, drawers, and
more. Dig deep and you'll find things you haven't seen in
years. Some of them could net a profit, but most of all this
exercise will free your mind and fill your space with fresh
energy.

Relationships

The August 1 Full Moon in your sign and the August 17 New
Moon in Leo, your solar Seventh House will work in tandem,
spotlighting the relationships in your life. Your goal is to
reach out to others in order to learn all you can about
human nature and how you interact with others. This will be
all the easier after Mercury turns direct in Leo on the 8th.
Someone will bring you luck.

Money and Success

Mars zips into Scorpio, your solar Tenth House, on the
23rd. During the following seven weeks you'll have many
opportunities to connect with people through your career,
and possibly earn welldeserved recognition along with a
raise.

Planetary Hotspots

Venus enters Cancer, your solar Sixth House, on the 7th,
but you won't feel the beneficial influence of this planet until
the second half of August. Until then you can expect
periodic challenges with coworkers and projects as well as
sudden, unexpected changes in decisions and projects.
Also be cautious what you say as someone could use the
information against you. Choose another venue if you're
looking for a new romantic interest. An office romance
would not end well.

Rewarding Days

2,9,11,15,16,17,25,29

Challenging Days

6, 7, 13, 20, 21, 24, 26, 28



Planetary Lightspots

Easy planetary alignments with Jupiter in Gemini, your solar
Fifth house, add a lightspot to the month, bringing optimism
and fun times with friends, your children, and your favorite
leisure-time activities. Enjoy!

Relationships

Venus transits Leo, your solar Seventh House, from
September 6 on. This is one of the best influences for
relationships. If you're part of a couple, plan a special
evening at home with your mate around the 13th or 21st.
Talk, laugh, and enjoy a takeout gourmet dinner as you
celebrate your love. Overall, you'll find people to be helpful
and ready to grant favors this month.

Money and Success

The September 15 New Moon in Virgo, your solar Eighth
House, has potential to boost your bank account. Not a lot,
but to the point where you'll be pleased. Earlier in the month
you can take advantage of Mercury in Virgo through the
15th. Use it for budgeting, financial planning, and learning
how to better manage your money.

Planetary Hotspots

Uranus in Aries and Pluto in Capricorn clash again on
September 19, but the major effect of this alignment will be
triggered by the September 29 Full Moon in Aries, your
solar Third House. Avoid travel unless absolutely
necessary, and also be very careful when driving or even
walking in your neighborhood. If you need to purchase a
new vehicle, try to hold off until next year. If that's
impossible, read all the fine print and buy nothing without at
least a year's full warranty. Do the same if you need an
appliance.

Rewarding Days

3, 6, 7, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 30

Challenging Days

2, 10, 11, 16, 19, 23, 24, 26, 29



Planetary Lightspots

Favorable planetary alignments and the October 15 New
Moon in Libra, your solar Ninth House, favor travel, unlike
last month. Take a quick vacation with the family or plan a
winter getaway. The lunar energy is also positive for visits
or talks with out-of-town relatives. Traveling singles could
launch a new romance.

Relationships

Mars arrives in Sagittarius, your solar Eleventh House, on
the 6th and continues there until mid-November. This is a
plus for holiday socializing with friends. You could kick
things off this month by hosting a get-together after the
October 29 Full Moon in Taurus, you solar Fourth House of
home. Around the same time, though, and also near the
7th, don't believe everything a friend tells you.

Money and Success

Money flows your way October 3-28, as Venus transits
Virgo, your solar Eighth House. You could earn a raise
soon after Saturn enters Scorpio, or make a lucky find. But
don't let anyone convince you to invest or make a loan.
Ignore promises. They're likely too good to be true. Take a
chance on the lottery mid-month, and also look where you
walk. A lucky find could be yours.

Planetary Hotspots

Saturn begins its transit of Scorpio, your solar Tenth House,
October 5. With it comes an opportunity to reach a career
peak, building on the experiences and successes of the
past as you make the most of your knowledge. Aim for a
promotion during the next two and a half years, live up to
your responsibilities, and set an example for others.

Rewarding Days

5, 6, 10, 18, 22, 23, 24

Challenging Days

1,4, 7, 11, 14, 20, 27



Planetary Lightspots

Mars transitions into Capricorn, your solar Twelfth House,
on the 16th, where it will activate your sixth sense. Listen to
hunches, especially the last two weeks of the month. They
can help you in everything from your career to finding
bargain gifts while Mercury is retrograde. It's also possible
you'll hear some secrets or confidential information that can
give you an edge at work.

Relationships

Your social life gets a burst of energy under the November
28 Full Moon (lunar eclipse) in Gemini, your solar Fifth
House. The influence extends into December, when other
planetary alignments will continue the trend. However, you
can expect a few minor challenges in early November,
when it's wise to avoid difficult people.

Money and Success

Your career gets a strong push from the November 13 New
Moon (solar eclipse) that can put you in the spotlight well
into 2013. This month, beneficial Venus adds its energy to
the mix when it enters Scorpio on the 21st. Push forward,
remembering to double-check work and details while
Mercury is retrograde. Listen to advice you hear during the
last ten days of the month, but make your own final
decision.

Planetary Hotspots

Mercury turns retrograde in Sagittarius, your Eleventh
House, on the 6th, so plan ahead to confirm details before
you head off to a social event or to see friends. Mix-ups will
be more the norm than the exception. Do the same with
career-related meetings and deadlines after retrograde
Mercury slips back into Scorpio, your solar Tenth House, on
the 14th, before turning direct on the 26th.

Rewarding Days

2, 6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 15, 24, 29

Challenging Days

3, 5, 10, 16, 18, 19, 23, 25



Planetary Lightspots

Mars enters your sign on the 25th, so you'll be ready to
dash into the new year with high energy. That's great, but
slow down enough to prevent accidents, which can happen
in a flash. Be especially careful in the kitchen and when
working with tools.

Relationships

The timing and placement of this month's New Moon on the
13th is ideal for holiday fun. Placed in Sagittarius, your
solar Eleventh House, your social life will be filled with
friendship, parties, and more. You also get the benefit of
Mercury in the same sign December 10-30, and Venus
there from the 15th on. All of this also favors evenings in or
out for couples making romantic memories. If you want to
host a get-together, the 17th is a good choice.

Money and Success

Your workplace popularity continues with Mercury and
Venus in Scorpio, your solar Tenth House, the first part of
December. Both these planets can help you get the
attention of decision-makers, but the real work begins just
before year's end when the Full Moon in Cancer on the 28th
lights up your solar Sixth House. Try to grab a relaxing few
days so you're ready to keep up the pace in January.

Planetary Hotspots

Try to slow the pace a little during the last ten days of the
year. With several planets in Capricorn, your solar Twelfth
House, and some difficult planetary alignments, you could
end up with a cold or flu. And that would interfere with
holiday gatherings and what will be a busy month at work.
Sleep, eat healthy, dress warmly, and treat yourself well.

Rewarding Days

9, 12, 15, 16, 17, 21, 26, 31

Challenging Days

3, 4, 7, 14, 20, 23, 28, 30



The Fish

February 19 to March 20



 





Your Strengths and Challenges

Born under the mutable water sign of the zodiac, you're
known for your flexibility. You can adapt in most any
situation, changing your approach and demeanor as
necessary in order to achieve a goal or gain acceptance.
This trait also gives you the ability to blend in or stand out
and to quickly get in sync with other people and your
environment. This can be a plus or a minus, depending
upon the situation. There are times when the best choice is
to take a stand, something you're reluctant to do if it might
spark controversy. Accept that healthy disagreements are a
necessary part of life.

Sensitive and compassionate, you're interested in the
welfare of others, and some with a Pisces Sun are actively
involved in charitable organizations that help the less
fortunate. If you find yourself consistently putting the needs
of others first, however, remember to look out for yourself;
no one else will.

Creativity is another of your strengths. Whether it takes
the form of artistic endeavors, ideas, or something else,



you envision possibilities that others miss. Neptune, your
ruling planet, also encourages you to inspire others and to
follow your own spiritual path. Your strong faith sees you
through hurdles, although you have a tendency to turn
inward when worries dominate your thoughts. Meditation
can re-center you, body and soul, during these times.

Idealistic and trusting, you strive to see the best in
everyone. While that's admirable, you'll benefit from asking
questions and taking less for granted. Your sixth sense can
steer you in the right direction here and in other life
situations. Listen to your inner voice. It's an asset, and the
more you listen the stronger it will become. Some people
with a Pisces Sun are psychic. But keep in mind that you're
also impressionable and can pick up vibrations, both
positive and negative, from other people and your
environment. Get in the habit of surrounding yourself with a
positive energy field.

Your Relationships

You're a romantic with a heart of gold, kind and sentimental.
Most people with a Pisces Sun dislike being alone and
need the security that a lasting relationship provides. This
motivates you to seek a mate, but dating can be
challenging at times. You so want things to work out that
you can hang on even when you should move on. Have faith
in the universe. Your ideal match may be only a date away.
Love at first sight could be yours with a practical Virgo, your
opposite sign, or one of the other earth signs, Taurus and
Capricorn. You're in tune with Cancer and Scorpio, your
fellow water signs. But life with a Gemini or Sagittarius
could upset the stability you both need and desire.

Your wish is to always be surrounded by peace and
harmony. Although you might achieve this in many areas,
home life is unlikely to be among them. There you can
expect a lot of activity, including neighbors and relatives
dropping in on the spur of the moment. Your home is a
place for communication, and you probably have
bookcases, the latest technology, and more than a little
clutter. Pisces parents are fond of their children and
involved in their activities, but you may tend to be
overprotective of them. You want to shield them from life's
ups and downs, which is a natural instinct. But in the
process you may actually do them a disservice. Learning
by experience and testing their independence in a safe
environment is often the best way for children to prepare for
the imperfect life they'll experience as adults.



Acquaintances and the social scene aren't your style. You
prefer a handful of best friends, some of whom are for a
lifetime, and enjoy their company in small groups in
comfortable, familiar surroundings. Even if you and
someone close drift apart, you quickly pick up where you
left off as though no time had passed. Among your friends
is probably a soul mate or two. These are the people you
lean on during difficult times and the ones who cheer your
victories. You also learn a great deal about life from them.

Your Career and Money

Although you can do it if you must, a career behind a desk
isn't your first choice. It becomes tolerable, and even
desirable, if you have the opportunity to learn, share your
knowledge, and possibly to travel. Once dissatisfaction
sets in, however, you're quick to move on in search of the
perfect career opportunity. This of course does not exist,
which is something you learn with time and experience. In
your day-to-day work life, you can have a significant and
very positive impact on many people. You're the resident
cheerleader, encouraging others, and exercising your
leadership ability to bring out the best in yourself and
coworkers. You also can do well as a manager.

You have excellent earning power, but also a tendency to
splurge on impulse, especially for loved ones. Do yourself a
favor: learn to live within a budget and make joint financial
decisions with your partner. Both will go a long way toward
creating the financial security you desire, as will regular
savings and conservative, long-term investments. You could
benefit from an inheritance or major gift from someone
close to you, either a relative or friend.

Your Lighter Side

Chances are, you have a semisecret hobby. You might be
a gourmet cook, or an outstanding musician, singer, artist,
or photographer, or have an interest in graphic design.
Explore this side of yourself this year by getting in touch
with your exceptional creative energy. Or take your skills to
the next level. It's also a great way to relax and recenter
after a busy work day.

Affirmation for the Year

Financial security is my strength and my goal.

The Year Ahead for Pisces



Finances, home and family, your career, friendship, and
knowledge are featured themes in 2012. All of these will
occupy your time and attention at various times throughout
the year, bringing gains in some areas and challenges in
others.

The year begins with Jupiter in Taurus, the sign it transits
through June 10. The daily pace will be hectic as Jupiter
advances through your solar Third House, a placement that
emphasizes quick trips, learning, and contact with siblings
and neighbors. A community or neighborhood project could
attract your interest this spring. If so, donate your skills and
talents rather than your money. Take a similar approach if
you plan to travel with friends or family, paying only your fair
share of the costs. You'll also want to establish boundaries
for calls, e-mail, and social media in order to better budget
your time.

Jupiter enters Gemini June 11 to begin its year-long trip
through your solar Fourth House of home, family, and
domestic life. You could relocate under this influence, and
rent or buy a new home. Be cautious, though, if you want to
purchase property, as enthusiasm could encourage you to
go for a larger mortgage. Do the opposite. Buy less and
keep payments low. Jupiter here is also great for do-
ityourself home improvement projects, so take a close look
at your place and let your creative mind generate low-cost
ideas. Most of all, you'll enjoy time at home and with family,
as well as entertaining friends.

Saturn changes signs later this year, spending most of
2012 in Libra, your solar Eighth House of joint resources.
Here, Saturn emphasizes your partner's income, insurance,
inheritance, taxes, and loans. This influence is one of the
best for paying down debt and learning to manage your
household with thrift in mind. It's important that both you and
your partner are in agreement about your overall approach
because this will increase your success in building financial
security. Find the compromise that works for both of you.

Saturn also encourages you to examine your financial
values and what matters most to you in a materialistic
world. A luxury vehicle or a reliable one? A house full of the
latest technology or only what satisfies your practical
needs? Designer clothing for your kids or music and
sports? Even if you've never considered these and similar
questions, take advantage of this time to set the lifestyle
pattern that's best for you and your family.

Saturn moves on to Scorpio, the sign it will occupy the



next two and a half years as it transits your solar Ninth
House. If you want to jump-start your career, develop a new
one, or aim for a promotion, consider returning to school to
begin or complete a degree or certification program. This
could turn out to be just what you need to reach a career
pinnacle when Saturn settles into your solar Tenth House in
2015.

Saturn in your solar Ninth House also favors travel,
especially trips that emphasize learning about other
cultures and visits to historical sites. You might also
consider taking a vacation crash-course to enhance your
cooking or creative skills. On another level, you can use this
transit to deepen your spiritual journey through life by
exploring and studying other belief systems.

Uranus continues its seven-year trip through Aries, your
solar Second House. Like Saturn in Libra, this transit
emphasizes money matters, but on a personal level: your
income, spending habits, and generally how you manage
your money. Take a close, honest, and realistic look at
finances from a personal perspective. You'll find the results
to be both surprising and enlightening. Then let Uranus
motivate you to make necessary changes, including
budgeting, the use of credit, savings goals, and how best to
maximize your income in the short and long term.

Also, like the Eighth House, the Second House
represents what you personally value-everything from
security to possessions to your skills and talents. Examine
this side of yourself, too, because these answers will help
you form new attitudes and motivate you to maintain newly
adopted financial habits. Take this a step further and tackle
household clutter. Everything you toss out or sell helps to
clear out old energy so you can attract an increased
income. You could even earn some extra cash by holding a
yard sale or taking unwanted items to consignment shops.

Neptune completes its time in Aquarius, your solar
Twelfth House, February 2. Since it entered this sign in
1995, you've probably experienced periods where you
preferred time alone to socializing and being with people.
At the same time, this has given you the opportunity to look
within, to access your inner voice, and to nurture your sixth
sense. You also might have gained a greater appreciation
for those less privileged by volunteering your time and effort
for a good cause.

Neptune, your planetary ruler, begins its long journey
through Pisces February 3. During the coming years, you'll



reap the benefits of this inspirational planet as well as the
faith it can generate, resulting in enhanced self-
understanding and self-esteem. You'll become more at one
with yourself, which will benefit the relationships in your life,
possibly even more than what you personally gain from the
experience. Despite these positives, you'll be more
susceptible to people who talk a good game and have only
their own best interests in mind. This of course means you
need to be cautious about new people, especially those
who make lofty promises or guarantees.

But Neptune is also known as the planet of illusion and
confusion, so you can expect these feelings to take hold at
times. It's all a part of the process of learning more about
yourself and what you most want from life. Go easy on
yourself and let your mind sort things out in its own time.
Illusion eventually will be replaced by reality, and confusion
by clarity.

Pluto occupies your solar Eleventh House as it advances
through Capricorn. During its years here (until 2025),
friends can change your life for the better in some way, and
you'll do the same for them. You'll also attract new people
into your life who are influential in the world, and others will
appear just to help you achieve a specific goal or fulfill a
wish. But there will be difficulties with some friends, and
others may try to use you for their own ends.

You could take on a leadership position in a club,
organization, or workplace team during these years, but
some caution is necessary. Work hard at keeping things in
perspective because it will be all too easy for your passion
to become an obsession. You'll also need to remember to
lead rather than dictate in any group activity. Prepare
yourself by reading best-selling books that focus on
leadership skills.

What This Year's Eclipses Mean for You

There are four eclipses in 2012, two solar and two lunar,
and each is in effect for six to twelve months. Two of the
eclipses are in Gemini, highlighting your domestic life,
another focuses on your career, and the fourth is in your
travel and education sector. All of these will influence your
life this year and into 2013.

Jupiter, which enters Gemini, your solar Fourth House,
June 11, will complement the May 21 solar eclipse in the
same sign. Together, these influences increase the chance
for positive developments in your domestic or family life,



including a new house that will quickly become a home. The
eclipse energy could motivate you to research your
ancestors, and to create scrapbooks to preserve family
memories. You also could welcome an addition to the
family later this year or in 2013 as the November 28 lunar
eclipse in Gemini re-energizes this solar sector.

June 4 will bring the year's first lunar eclipse, which will
shine brightly in Sagittarius, your solar Tenth House. You'll
be highly visible, thanks to this lunar energy, creating an
opportunity to advance your career aims and elevate your
status. Set your sights on a goal that could be attained this
fall, and devise a plan to get where you want to go. This
eclipse also encourages you to strive for a lifestyle that
balances career and family time rather than overdoing one
or the other.

The November 13 solar eclipse in Scorpio, your solar
Ninth House, mirrors the influence of Saturn in the same
sign after Octo ber 4. This will spark your spirit of adventure
and initiate a quest for knowledge. Plan a winter or spring
trip to a destination you've never before visited, and also
check into online learning programs.

Saturn

If you were born between March 11 and 20, Saturn will
contact your Sun from Libra before October 5. Saturn's
energy will be focused on your Sun in June or July if your
birthday is March 11, 12, or 13. Otherwise, Saturn will
influence your life once between January and May, and
again in August or September.

Money matters will require your attention during this
transit, which could bring a decrease in family funds,
possibly because of extra expenses or the increased cost
of job benefits. This may or may not occur, but you'll want to
plan ahead and get serious about putting your finances in
order. Target debt reduction, building savings and
retirement funds, and generally operating your household
on a slimmer budget. Saturn is always about learning and
responsibility, so make these your financial mission.

You'll also want to be sure your property and possessions
are fully protected by vehicle and homeowner's or renter's
insurance. Shop around if you need a new policy, and then
read all the fine print before you sign. Then you can be
confident you're covered should a claim be necessary.

During this time you could hear news about an



inheritance, or an old financial matter could come to light or
be settled. Check your credit reports for errors. If you're
owed money, you may be able to collect it now. Conversely,
it may be necessary to settle an old debt.

If your birthday is between February 19 and 28, you're
among the first of your sign to have Saturn contact your Sun
from Scorpio, your solar Ninth House. This favorable
connection, which will occur after Saturn enters this sign
October 5, will increase your stamina and determination,
and have a steadying influence in your life. Saturn will again
contact your Sun next year, so think of this first transit as
only an initial step in your journey.

Seriously consider additional schooling that could help
advance your career in a few years. Or enroll in a class to
learn a foreign language or another subject that has always
been of interest. Your goal, however you achieve it, should
be to stretch your mind in order to explore new territory. You
can also do this through travel, public television, reading,
and getting acquainted with people from different cultural
backgrounds.

Most important is individual growth. Get in touch with the
world at large by exploring your life philosophy and how you
fit into the bigger scheme of things. The more you question
things, the greater your growth. Similarly, religion and
spirituality are also associated with this sector. You may
return to or reject the religion of your childhood, or embrace
a new set of beliefs to guide your daily life. Examine the
past to prepare yourself for the future.

Uranus

If you were born between February 19 and 29, Uranus will
contact your Sun from Aries, your solar Second House of
income, possessions, and spending. This transit won't
necessarily affect your income. But it could, so the wise
choice is to conserve resources. Be thrifty, avoid credit as
much as possible, and save a higher percentage of your
income. Take a close look at how you spend and on what,
and then find ways to cut back where you can. Learn to be
a better, thriftier shopper, and set up an savings plan at
your bank.

This Uranus-Sun contact is great for disposing of
unneeded and unwanted items, and you can probably net a
profit from your discards. This is the practical, outer level of
the changes occurring within as you sort through what you
value personally, materialistically, and in your life as a



whole. Define this first. Otherwise, you could toss out more
than you intend just because of the urge to acquire new
possessions, which could be strong-and expensive.

Neptune

If your birthday is between March 17 and 20, Neptune will
contact your Sun from Aquarius, your solar Twelfth House,
during January and the first few days of February, just as it
did in 2011. Use this brief contact to review the past year
and what you learned about yourself and your innermost
desires. Reflect on the new truths you discovered and then
decide how you can best incorporate them into your life as
Neptune begins its transit of your sign.

If you were born between February 19 and 22, you'll have
an extra special aura this year, thanks to Neptune's merger
with your Pisces Sun. This magical combination is among
the best for romance. But don't take things too seriously if
you launch a dating relationship. What feels like true love
may be only an illusion of the moment.

In addition to boosting your charm and powers to attract,
Neptune will trigger your sixth sense. The more you listen
the greater its strength, so nurture this side of yourself. Also
take note of dreams, which can be insightful and even
prophetic. Find an outlet to express your creativity, whether
through art, music, or a favorite hobby.

But Neptune's influence can have you feeling as though
you're in a fog, drifting and directionless, with ideas and
plans shifting like the wind. Postpone major life decisions
until next year, and be skeptical of anyone who tries too
hard to convince you to make a major step, especially one
involving money. Under this transit, it's as easy to be
deceived by others as it is to experience moments of
idealistic self-deception.

Pluto

If your birthday is between February 25 and 28, Pluto will
contact your Sun from Capricorn, your solar Eleventh
House. Group activities and friends will be prominent in
your life this year, and you can be an effective leader in a
teamwork setting, motivating others to do and be their best.
In the process, you'll gain strength as a leader and deepen
your knowledge of people.

You can also effectively tap Pluto's willpower and make it
your own on a journey of transformation. Use it to slim



down, maintain a moderate exercise program, change your
diet, replace a bad habit with a good one, or almost
anything else that will enhance your self-esteem.

A friend could transform your life this year, and you can
do the same for others. It's also possible that someone you
meet could become a valuable networking contact. But the
possibility for manipulation also exists, so be wary of
people who play games or try to push you into supporting
their ego-driven interests.

Uranus in Aries, your solar Second House, will clash with
Pluto in late June and mid-September. This could trigger a
rift between you and a friend or organization. The issue
could be related to finances or a strong difference in
values. No matter how much you're pressured, don't mix
money with friendship, especially if you're asked to cosign
a loan. The odds are that you'll end up with the debt, or
never be repaid if you lend money to a friend in need.
Protect your resources and put you and yours first.

Planetary Lightspots

Look forward to January 14. That's the date Venus enters
Pisces. With it comes an increased ability to attract exactly
what you want, from people to good fortune to money to
success. You could hear good news within a week or so
after Venus arrives in your sign, so share your wishes with
the universe.

Relationships

Your social life gets a boost from the January 9 Full Moon in
Cancer, your solar Fifth House, along with Mercury in
Capricorn, your solar Eleventh House, from the 8th to the
26th. But you'll want to avoid seeing friends on the 14th and
20th, dates with potential for conflict. The 13th, however, is
a good choice for a first date or a romantic evening with
your partner.

Money and Success

You can be an effective communicator on the job the first
week of January, thanks to Mercury in Sagittarius, your
solar Tenth House of career and status. But you'll need to
stay focused and remain calm on the 6th, when it might be



tough to get your point across. Schedule an important talk
or meeting for another date, if possible, and remind
yourself not to be overly sensitive to the comments of
others.

Planetary Hotspots

Expect periodic relationship upsets from January 23 to
April 12 as Mars in Virgo, your solar Seventh House,
travels retrograde. This can affect a committed relationship,
family ties, and close friendships. But the retrograde period
is not the time to end a relationship. A better choice is to try
to objectively reflect on events and viewpoints that differ
from yours. Then you'll be better prepared to make the best
decision for you in late April or May.

Rewarding Days

3, 4, 13, 17, 21, 25, 30, 31

Challenging Days

1, 6, 7, 8, 14, 20, 22, 26

Planetary Lightspots

You're at your most charming around the February 21 New
Moon in your sign, and its alignment with Neptune
enhances your ability to convince others to see things your
way. Dream big as your symbolic solar year begins and
then narrow your thoughts to the personal goals you want to
achieve in the next twelve months. Make sure they're
achievable and then put plans in motion.

Relationships

Again this month, relationships will be rocky at times with
Mars still retrograde in Virgo, your solar Seventh House.
But you'll also experience some uplifting moments as
Mercury forms favorable alignments from your sign. Your
words can inspire others around the 19th and at month's
end, when you could also receive some very good news.
Avoid controversial topics the first few days of February
and again on the 22nd and 24th.

Money and Success



The work pace picks up under the February 7 Full Moon in
Leo , your solar Sixth House. Balance busy days with
evening exercise or time with a hobby. You could hear
confidential job-related information near the Full Moon, or a
coworker might share a secret. Don't share any of yours,
however, because it's likely to be revealed later this month.

Planetary Hotspots

Unexpected expenses could arise after Venus enters
Aries, your solar Second House, February 8. The 15th
could be particularly challenging. A forgotten bill could
come to light at that time or someone might ask you for a
loan. Deal with the first possibility, and say no to the
second. But planetary alignments could also bring you a
small windfall around the 9th.

Rewarding Days

9, 13, 17, 21, 23, 26, 27

Challenging Days

3, 4, 10, 15, 22, 24

Planetary Lightspots

Happy thoughts and good news accompany Venus in
Taurus transiting your solar Third House after March 4.
Connect with friends, socialize with coworkers, and share
your upbeat optimism with everyone in your world. If you
have the opportunity, get involved in a community project
that offers the chance to network.

Relationships

The March 8 Full Moon in Virgo spotlights your solar
Seventh House of relationships. Although you'll experience
some uplifting moments with those you love, there is also
increased potential for misunderstandings with Mars
retrograde in this sector. Choose your words with care, and
try to avoid difficult people, especially the first few days of
March.

Money and Success



Even with retrograde Mercury, the March 22 New Moon in
Aries could bring favorable financial news. But the cash
could be delayed. You could profit through a small windfall,
or find a sensational deal on clothing. If you shop, look for
mismarked items at deep-discount sales.

Planetary Hotspots

Pay bills early this month and confirm that payments are
received. With Mercury turning retrograde in Aries, your
solar Second House, March 12, it would be all too easy for
a payment to go astray, or be forgotten. Also avoid major
purchases and financial decisions during this period.
Retrograde Mercury slips back into your sign on the 23rd,
so don't be surprised if some personal plans are stalled.
Consider it an opportunity to review your goals for the next
twelve months. Then you'll be able to move ahead with
speed in midApril.

Rewarding Days

11,12,16,18,21,25,26

Challenging Days

2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 13, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Look forward to April 13. That's the date Mercury turns
direct in your sign. Within days your life will begin to gain
momentum as fresh energy triggers thoughts of all you want
to do. Better yet, you'll feel as though you're making
progress on the personal to-do list you developed (or
should have) in March.

Relationships

Relationships also begin to return to normalcy after Mars in
Virgo, your solar Seventh House, resumes direct motion on
the 13th. Make a point to resolve any disagreements that
occurred while Mars was retrograde, especially with
partner and family. Prior to that, however, you'll want to go
out of your way to avoid misunderstandings during the first
week after Venus enters Gemini, your solar Fourth House,
April 3.



Money and Success

The April 6 Full Moon in Libra, your solar Eighth House,
highlights joint resources. If you haven't yet filed your tax
return, the lunar energy will help you remedy that. Be sure to
double-check all figures as Mercury will still be retrograde
at that time. If you've already completed this task, the Full
Moon could bring you a modest refund.

Planetary Hotspots

This month's hotspot isn't a single event. Rather, you'll
experience aggravation in several sectors, mostly involving
communication. A disagreement could end a friendship
mid-month. But hold off if you have a change of heart later
in April as the issues that caused the problem will always
be present, even if under the surface. Focus on other
friendships and look to widen your circle with people who
are more compatible with you.

Rewarding Days

4,8, 12, 14, 17,21,22,27

Challenging Days

3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15, 16, 24

Planetary Lightspots

Need an excuse to dash out of town for a long weekend or
vacation trip? It's yours, thanks to the May 5 Full Moon in
Scorpio, your solar Ninth House. Make reservations for a
summer getaway, or treat yourself to a relaxing few days
this month. But go before the 20th, after which you'll be
more in the mood to stay home.

Relationships

Relationships benefit from Mercury in Taurus, your solar
Third House of communication, May 9-23. Easy planetary
alignments favor memorable moments with your partner
and siblings, as well as community and neighborhood
friends. The 19th is a good choice if you want to host a
barbecue for neighbors and their families. But month's end
could bring domestic tension. Avoid sensitive subjects.



Money and Success

Finances could be tight in early May when difficult
influences involving your solar Second House indicate
restriction. This is also not the time to seek a loan, incur
debt, or even to shop. It will be tough to find what you want
and at a reasonable price. Particularly avoid an evening out
with friends because you could end up with far more than
your fair share of the bill or lose a valuable possession.

Planetary Hotspots

Venus in Gemini begins its six-week retrograde period
May 15. You'll feel its influence most strongly in family and
domestic matters, including periodic confusion and
misunderstandings. This is not the time to begin a home
improvement or decorating project even though you may
have a strong urge to do this. If you do, the result won't be
as expected or you'll decide to start over once Venus turns
direct in June. Instead, use this time for planning.

Rewarding Days

1, 6, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 24

Challenging Days

3, 4, 8, 9, 16, 21, 23, 30

Planetary Lightspots

Jupiter enters Gemini, your solar Fourth House, June 11.
Good fortune will surround your family and domestic life for
the next twelve months, and you'll create many happy
memories of special times with loved ones and close
friends. This month, Jupiter accents inspiration and
optimism for the future when someone close to you shares
words of wisdom.

Relationships

Venus travels retrograde until the 27th, before which it can
trigger disagreements with family members. But this might
be more your perception than reality. Listen closely to what
others say. There may be far more truth and honesty in their
statements than you're initially willing to accept. Later in



June, Mercury in Cancer favors inexpensive social outings.

Money and Success

The June 4 Full Moon in Sagittarius, your solar Tenth
House, could trigger conflict with anyone from a supervisor
to a coworker to your partner (business or personal).
Maintain a low profile, steer clear of controversial subjects,
and don't let your temper take hold. It will be all too easy in
the heat of the moment-even for you-to say or do something
you'll later regret.

Planetary Hotspots

June 24 marks the date of this year's first Uranus-Pluto
alignment. (The second is September 19.) With the energy
coming from Aries and Capricorn, your solar Second and
Eleventh Houses, money will be a key component. It also
could involve a friend, lowered income, or a debt. In any
case, this is not the month for major purchases or anything
other than necessities. Save what you can.

Rewarding Days

1, 2, 9, 14, 15, 16, 19, 21, 25

Challenging Days

5,6, 10, 11, 12,20,24,27,29

Planetary Lightspots

The universe offers you a perfect stress reliever this month:
home. Take advantage of favorable planetary alignments
involving Venus and Jupiter in Gemini, your solar Fourth
House, to relax and unwind at the end of the day. If you feel
ambitious, use your creativity to redo a room on a budget. If
you want to entertain friends, the 7th is a good choice.

Relationships

Both the July 3 Full Moon in Capricorn and the New Moon
in Cancer on the 19th will trigger relationship difficulties. A
friendship could end as a result, and the same is possible
with a dating relationship. The issues are likely to be money
and values or your or your partner's spending habits. But



you'll also have some upbeat times, especially around the
22nd, when loving ties will become more so.

Money and Success

Mars enters Libra, your solar Eighth House of joint
resources, July 3, the same date as the Full Moon. Expect
finances to be on the agenda around that date. But try to
remain calm even if you and your mate disagree about a
purchase or how best to budget income. Use Mars instead
to change habits that need changing and to generate extra
income during the next seven weeks.

Planetary Hotspots

Your job will be the main area of life affected by Mercury
after it turns retrograde July 14. Transiting Leo, your solar
Sixth House, Mercury can trigger mix-ups with projects and
instructions, misunderstandings with coworkers, and
missed details. Double-check all your work, even if you
think it's error-free. It's not. Also be prepared for indecision
in some matters and delays on others.

Rewarding Days

7, 8, 12, 22, 23, 26, 27

Challenging Days

2, 4, 9, 17, 18, 24, 30

Planetary Lightspots

The two Full Moons this month-August 1 in Aquarius, your
solar Twelfth House, and August 31 in your sign-focus their
energy on you and the value of taking it easy evenings and
weekends. After working hard, it's the least you can do for
yourself. Even better, get some exercise, spend time with a
hobby and your kids, and also enjoy your own company and
the comforts of home.

Relationships

You could experience some difficult moments with your
children this month, including a battle of the wills. If you have
a teen, expect a strong independent streak to emerge that
will test your limits. Don't necessarily believe all your



children tell you. Research the facts on your own, and also
make a point to get to know your children's friends and their
parents. You and your partner will be on the same
wavelength after the Sun enters Virgo on the 22nd.

Money and Success

Your work life is upbeat this month, especially after Mercury
turns direct in Leo, your solar Sixth House, on the 8th. Later,
the August 17 New Moon in Leo adds extra incentive for
high productivity and could even earn you a raise or small
bonus. If you're job hunting, the New Moon could help you
find a new position.

Planetary Hotspots

Although not to the level of last month, money matters will
be challenging at times, with the most trying period being
mid-month when several planets clash. Continue to monitor
your budget and limit spending while finding free activities
for summer fun. But there's also a chance you could earn
some extra money during the last two weeks of August.

Rewarding Days

3, 4, 8, 9, 14, 18, 19, 22, 23

Challenging Days

6, 7, 13, 15, 20, 21, 24, 26, 28

Planetary Lightspots

Your home will continue to be your haven this month as
Jupiter advances in Gemini, your solar Fourth House. Be
lazy and enjoy relaxing moments there, knowing you're
surrounded by upbeat energy and your favorite people.
Keep in touch with relatives, who will be especially
supportive.

Relationships

The September 15 New Moon in Virgo puts other people in
the spotlight as it activates your solar Seventh House of
relationships. You'll have much contact with friends, family,
coworkers, and most of all, your partner, and you'll be in
tune with almost everyone. In addition to being one of the



best months of the year for relationships, others will inspire
you to pursue your goals with determination. If you're in a
serious dating relationship, the lunar energy could prompt
you to take things to the next level.

Money and Success

You'll be among the most popular coworkers as Venus
transits Leo, your solar Sixth House, from September 6 on.
A business trip is possible at month's end, or you could
have an opportunity to attend a training class. If you have a
desk job, add a few personal touches to your space such
as family photos or a plant.

Planetary Hotspots

Uranus and Pluto clash again this month, just as they did in
June. The most challenging days will be those around the
September 29 Full Moon in Aries, your solar Second
House. Finances will be the major thrust, with secondary
emphasis on friends, groups, and legal matters. You could
find yourself in a conflict involving insurance or an
inheritance, or feel the pinch of reduced income and
increased expenses.

Rewarding Days

1,5,6,9, 14, 27, 28, 30

Challenging Days

2,10,11,16,19,23,24,26

Planetary Lightspots

A vacation or even a weekend getaway could provide just
the change of scenery you need to unwind and refresh your
spirit. It's a great way to use the positive planetary
alignments in Scorpio, your solar Ninth House. But avoid
the last week of the month, when weather delays are
possible. If time away is impossible now, substitute with a
quick community class that will enhance your creativity. You
might even get the urge to return to school after Saturn
enters Scorpio October 5.

Relationships



Love, romance, and togetherness are in the spotlight as
Venus travels in Virgo, your solar Seventh House, October
3-27. Give loved ones extra time and attention, and plan an
evening for two with your partner early in the month. A
friendship could deepen considerably this month, or you
might discover that someone you've known quite a while
has romantic potential.

Money and Success

Finances are on the upswing this month, with the New
Moon in Libra, your solar Eighth House, on the 15th. The
week before you could hear long-awaited positive financial
news, and possibly a raise or additional benefits for you or
your mate.

Planetary Hotspots

Life calms somewhat after some challenging months, and
you can look forward to days and even weeks that are
mostly status quo. Mars, however, will stir things up after it
enters Sagittarius, your solar Tenth House of career and
status, October 6. Handle any upsets with finesse and
charm and go out of your way to befriend those who aren't
exactly your biggest supporters. Be skeptical, though, of
anyone who tries too hard to win you over.

Rewarding Days

2, 3, 8, 12, 16, 21, 24, 30

Challenging Days

1, 4, 7, 11, 14, 25, 27, 31

Planetary Lightspots

You'll be just as happy to stay home, especially as the
November 28 Full Moon (lunar eclipse) in Gemini activates
your solar Fourth House of family and all things domestic.
Use this upbeat lunar energy to decorate your home for the
holidays and also to host a December get-together for
friends and coworkers.

Relationships

Your social life gets a holiday boost from Mars, which



enters Capricorn, your solar Eleventh House, November
16. But you'll need to avoid some dates if you plan to see
friends. The days near the 23rd and 27th could bring harsh
words with a friend, and you'll also realize that buying gifts
for a wide variety of people is far too expensive. That's
okay. Plan now to bake cookies and other treats to give as
gifts. Be sure to confirm dates, times, and places while
Mercury is retrograde.

Money and Success

Venus in Libra, your solar Eighth House, through the 20th
could bring a small windfall, but also an unexpected
expense. Social outings with friends could be expensive,
so check prices ahead of time and be prepared to suggest
an alternative. Be alert on the 1st, when you could make a
lucky find.

Planetary Hotspots

Despite the influence of action-oriented Mars in Sagittarius,
your solar Tenth House, through November 15, career
matters will stall as Mercury turns retrograde in the same
sign on the 5th. It then slips back into Scorpio, your solar
Ninth House, on the 14th before turning direct on the 26th.
Travel will thus be prone to cancellations and delays. If you
invite relatives to visit, be prepared for them to stay a while.

Rewarding Days

4, 9, 12, 20, 21, 25

Challenging Days

3, 5, 10, 16, 23

Planetary Lightspots

Mars slips into Aquarius, your solar Twelfth House, on the
25th, where it will be until early February. Consider this a
time-out, the chance to catch up with yourself and your life.
You can also use this influence to clean closets and storage
spaces and turn the discards into cash. The exercise will
be therapeutic and could be lucrative.

Relationships



Both Mercury and Venus form favorable planetary contacts
this month, first from Scorpio and then from Sagittarius.
Together, they'll put you in touch with many people,
including out-of-town friends and relatives. Organize a
holiday get-together with coworkers after the 14th, when
both planets will be in your solar Tenth House. And with
Jupiter in your solar Fourth House, this month is a good one
to entertain friends.

Money and Success

The December 13 New Moon in Sagittarius will have you in
the career spotlight. It also could trigger a nice year-end
bonus, and possibly talk of even greater things to come in
2013. Use the lunar energy for subtle self-promotion with all
the right people, but don't believe everything you hear.
Some people may stretch the truth in order to further their
own interests.

Planetary Hotspots

December perks along until the last week of the month
when the year's recurring themes are activated by the Full
Moon in Cancer on the 28th. The lunar energy could trigger
conflict with a friend or challenges with one of your children
or a group you're involved in, and possibly finances. Help
things along by taking charge and having faith in yourself.

Rewarding Days

2, 5, 9, 10, 15, 19, 22, 24, 29

Challenging Days

3,7,8,14,20,28,30
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by Bruce Scofield

arly cultures such as the Egyptian, Hindu, Chinese,
and Maya developed mythologies that offered nontechnical
explanations for why we humans are here on Earth. It is
natural to ask such questions, and large human societies
tend to standardize such explanations, which over time may
become doctrines of the dominant religions. Traditionally,
our Western world view has been based on Middle Eastern
mythology as written down by the Hebrews. Here the
creator god first makes the world and then makes a human,
Adam. But things are not right with Adam, and so the
Creator makes a woman, Eve. But then the serpent tempts
Eve, leading to expulsion from the Garden of Eden, and
things get complicated.

After this fall from perfection, Adam, Eve, and their
descendants have to learn to survive in the real world. The
authoritative text of the Judeo-Christian religion, the Bible,
recounts this story and then goes on to link these
mythological early humans with historical personages. The
Maya did the same thing in their creation epoch, the Popol
Vuh. In this text the creator god made other gods who then
made people, but the people had to learn on their own how
to navigate the dark Underworld and better understand
sacrifice and death, the two big themes of Mesoamerican
civilization. When the hero twins of the Popol Vuh triumph
over death, the narrative moves on to link the ancient
mythology with historical family lineages. It appears this
linking is a fine way to cement the authority or importance
of one group over another.

The Bible describes the world as lying between Heaven
and Hell. In Maya cosmology, we find a similar, though
more detailed, description of a layered universe where the
Earth plane is at the center, or between, the Underworld
and the Heavens. The Earth plane itself is actually located
on the back of a gigantic primordial crocodile that rests in
an immense pool filled with water lilies. The Maya
perceived the Earth as flat with four corners corresponding
to the four directions, each with its own specific color.

White - North



Yellow - South

Red - East

Black - West

Green - the Center

The sky was created from a two-headed serpent whose
body was generated by the paths crossed by the Sun,
Moon, planets, and so forth, which is probably the ecliptic
used to measure the planets in astrology. The heavens,
supported either by four skybearers or five trees (four in
each cardinal direction and one in the center), were of
thirteen levels, with one god assigned to each level.
Beneath was the Underworld, called Xibalba, where one
god was also assigned to each of its nine levels. In the
Popol Vuh, the hero twins defeat the Lords of Xibalba, and
thereby save humanity from their visitations.

The Aztecs were a culture that flourished more recently
than the ancient Maya, yet their cosmology was similar.
Their layered universe was also sometimes described as a
primordial cosmic serpent, though the serpent was divided
into three sections. Each section had a special domain: the
head held the thirteen heavenly levels, the Earth was at the
center, and the tail contained the nine levels of the
Underworld. Like the Maya cosmos, each of these three
sections had their own cardinal directions and all were
connected at the center.

Once the general nature of the cosmos is mapped out, a
culture needs to explain how the world we live in came to
be. The Bible says God created all things. In Aztec
mythology, Ometeotl, the first god, actually created itself.
Ometeotl was not just a single god, it was a duality: both
male and female, good and evil, light and darkness, fire
and water, and so on. But Ometeotl only created so much,
and then this dual god stepped out of the creation
business. Ometeotl created or gave birth to four major
gods, the four Tezcatlipocas, who each preside over one of
the four cardinal directions. The correspondences are:

East - White Tezcatlipoca; Quetzalcoatl, god of light,
mercy and wind

South - Blue Tezcatlipoca; Huitzilopochtli, god of war

West - Red Tezcatlipoca; Xipe Totec, god of gold,
farming and springtime



North - Black Tezcatlipoca; Tezcatlipoca, god of
judgment, night, deceit, sorcery, and the Earth

You can see that there is some confusion here, because
one of the Tezcatlipocas goes by that name alone. But the
important point is that these four gods created all the other
gods and the world itself. The work of the first god,
Ometeotl, was done. However, before the Tezcatlipocas
could get anywhere with the work of creating other gods,
nature, and finally people, they had to destroy Cipactli, the
giant earth crocodile that kept destroying their creations.
They did this by ripping her in half, an action that formed the
Earth and sky. Her head, the symbol of the first of the twenty
day-signs, is always depicted as having only an upper jaw.
The four Tezcatlipocas next created the other gods, the
most important of whom were the water gods: Tlaloc, the
god of rain and fertility; and Chalchiuhtlicue, the goddess of
lakes, rivers, oceans, and also beauty.

In Aztec mythology there was not a "single" creation, but
rather a series of creations called "Suns." The first four
Suns failed and were destroyed at the end of their time
span. These four previous Suns are depicted in the center
of the Aztec Sun Stone, the Piedra del Sol, as squares
surrounding the central face. The first Sun was the jaguar
Sun (Nahui Ocelotl), which was established by
Tezcatlipoca. To complete the world, a great source of
energy had to be created-the physical Sun. Tezcatlipoca,
however, only managed to become half a Sun, making this
first creation incomplete. During this first age, the gods
created giant people from ashes, and gave them acorns to
eat. But things did not go well, and a fight began between
Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca. Quetzalcoatl, one of the
original four gods, couldn't bear his enemy ruling the
universe, so he knocked Tezcatlipoca, as the fiery Sun, out
of the sky. In anger, Tezcatlipoca sent jaguars to destroy
the giants and the world, so things sank back to the
conditions that had existed at the beginning. This age is
commemorated in the Sun Stone with the glyph of the day-
sign Ocelotl (Jaguar) on the upper right.

Next, Quetzalcoatl took his turn at the steering wheel of
creation and started the second age of the world, called the
W i nd Sun (Nahui Ehecatl). Soon this world became
populated again, this time by humans of normal size. They
lived on pinon nuts, and things went along fine for a while.
Eventually, however, the people became corrupt, and the
meddling Tezcatlipoca turned them into monkeys, probably
out of frustration for his failure with the first Sun. Furious at



this interference, Quetzalcoatl sent a hurricane to blow the
monkeys away, and this ended the age. This age is
commemorated in the Sun Stone with the glyph of Ehecatl,
the form of Quetzalcoatl as a wind god, and the glyph of the
day-sign Ehecatl (Wind), located on the upper left.

The next Sun was the Rain Sun (Nahui Quiahuitl). Tlaloc,
the god of rain, took charge of this creation. He shone as
the Sun, but for some reason refused to send rain in spite
of the pleas of the people. Then, the ever-meddling and
aggressive Tezcatlipoca stole Tlaloc's wife (Xochiquetzal),
and Tlaloc was grief-stricken. Drought swept the Earth.
Finally, in a rage, Tlaloc made it rain fire, which burned
away this version of the world-except for a few humans who
survived and were turned into birds. This age is
commemorated in the Sun Stone with the glyph of the day-
sign Quiahuitl (Rain), a symbol of Tlaloc, on the lower left.

Next the gods selected Tlaloc's sister Chalchiuhtlicue, the
Water Goddess, to became the Sun (Nahui Atl). But
Tezcatlipoca and Quetzalcoatl were filled with jealousy and
they struck her down. As she fell, the sky opened up and
water flooded the Earth, bringing a great destruction. The
people who survived were turned into fish. This creation is
commemorated in the Sun Stone with the glyph of the day-
sign Atl (Water), located in the lower right. This fourth world
that was destroyed by a flood was the world before the one
we live in now. It is interesting to compare this with similar
myths from other cultures. Perhaps they all recall the rapid
rise in sea level at the end of the last ice age.

Now, in the darkness between the Suns, Quetzalcoatl
could not accept the destruction of his people, so he came
up with a plan to restore humans in a new and better world.
Along with his nagual (spirit twin) Xolotl the dog, he
descended to the Underworld to collect the bones of the
ancestors, the previous humans, from which he would make
new people. To do this, he had to confront and trick the
Underworld death god Mictlantecuhtli, which he did, and
then he retrieved the sacred bones. Quetzalcoatl then
ground up the bones and mixed them with corn and with his
own blood. Human beings were the result of this
combination.

People now existed, but there was no Sun for light
because no other god or goddess wanted the job of being
the Sun. This was a big problem because the next world
could not come into being without a Sun. This crisis
required a great meeting of the gods at the ancient city of
Teotihuacan, which means "the place where men become



Teotihuacan, which means "the place where men become
gods."

In each of the four previous creations, one god had taken
the toil of being the Sun: Quetzalcoatl, Tezcatlipoca, TIaloc,
and Chalchiuhitlicue. But each age inevitably ended
because the gods fought amongst themselves and were
not satisfied with the people they had created. Together the
gods decided that the future, and possibly last, Sun would
require the ultimate sacrifice. Two gods were chosen for
this job: the haughty Tecciztecatl and the disease-stricken
and lowly Nanahuatzin. A great fire was made, which
burned for four days. When it came time for Tecciztecatl to
jump into the fire, he failed four times out of fear. Frustrated,
the other gods asked the weak Nanahuatzin to jump, which
he did and succeeded in becoming a heavenly body. When
Tecciztecatl saw that Nanahuatzin had jumped, his pride
was wounded and so he jumped into the fire. Eventually,
two Suns appeared in the sky. The gods became disturbed
by what they saw because the second glowing disk, an
undeserving Tecciztecatl, was shining equally to
Nanahuatzin. So one of the gods took a rabbit and threw it
in the face of Tecciztecatl. Tecciztecatl lost his brilliance,
and the rabbit became permanently marked on his face-
and the people of Mexico still say the Moon has the image
of a rabbit!

But still the Sun did not move, and the gods came to
accept that a very powerful sacrifice was needed-all of
them needed to die so that people could live. The great
god Ehecatl then singlehandedly sacrificed all the rest of
the gods, and with a powerful wind that was blown from his
mask he started the new Sun in motion. After this mass
sacrifice, the Aztec gods had no real earthly power,
because they only existed in the spiritual world. But the
actions of the gods reminded people that they needed to
repay the gods through their own sacrifices. As we know,
the Aztec high priests took this very seriously and
institutionalized a rather gruesome religion.

According to the legend of the Five Suns, the world is
now in the fifth creation. In the Aztec Sun Stone, this is
indicated by the face in the center, the image of the god
Tonatiuh. He is the deity of the day-sign Ollin, which
translates as "motion" or "earthquake." This age is said to
end with destructive earthquakes. But when does the age
end?

In a post-conquest document, "Legends of the Sun,"
some numbers are given that suggest the ages are



measured in multiples of fifty-two, the number of years in an
Aztec calendar round, what some call the Aztec century.
The Harmonic Convergence of 1987 was justified by its
orchestrators as being nine cycles of fifty-two years since
the 1519 invasion of the Aztecs by Hernado Cortes. But
nobody knows for sure what the official counting of the ages
really was. The legend only tells us that there are five ages
and that we're living in the last one, and that it will likely end
with earthquakes.

All of this brings us to the present year, 2012. The Maya
wrote many dates in stone and there is no question that
their Long Count ends this year on December 21.
Something to consider is that the 5,125-year Long Count is
very close to one-fifth of the cycle of precession, which
suggests the Maya looked at this approximately 26,000-
year orbital cycle as composed of five ages-not unlike the
Five Suns. The Maya didn't say any of this specifically, but if
you consider that so many Maya things are just like those of
the Aztec, it's possible that these similarities are really
quite fundamental, and we could reasonably consider the
Long Count to be essentially equivalent to the fifth Sun.

Does that mean the world will end in 2012? Not at all-the
Maya had much longer periods of time and for them this
fifth Sun was just one of many long blocks of time the world
was passing through. Maybe it just marks a bumpy ride on
the road to a better future.
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by Alice DeVille

n our rapidly changing economic climate, over 10
percent of the United States population will look for
opportunities to switch careers in 2012. People who were
laid off from traditional jobs in recent months will perform
many of these job searches. And while many of these new
hires will feel lucky to have landed a new job, they will also
feel dissatisfied with the transition position if it pays less
than their former position, or if they feel underutilized in the
new job. Hoping to tap into new and emerging networks, an
increasing number of avid job hunters will look at career
paths that have been designated "green." While looking at
the realistic "Big Picture" that includes some of the
obstacles to progress, this article broadly highlights career
possibilities in green industries.

The Reality Check

It has been suggested that in the next decade it will be hard
to distinguish between a green job and those that are
viewed as traditional. Want the truth? When it comes to
creating a green environment, interrelated industries are in
different stages of implementation. Their challenge is to
collaborate to bring green processes to the forefront. But
first they must identify what resources are considered
"renewable" and where they can be found. With a federally
mandated renewable energy standard (RES), a
percentage of each state's energy is supposed to be
produced from "renewable" sources. The problem with
such a mandate is that geographical locations vary, and
some states do not have access to affordable renewable
energy sources, meaning the legislation is inequitable.

Going "green" comes with a price. Organizations with big
budgets can move more easily into the flow. Small
businesses that are struggling to recover from the
recession and do not have the deep pockets to pay for
implementing new policies and proposals dictated by
Congress are apt to feel an additional burden. The capital
in these smaller firms takes too big a hit. Fewer jobs are
generated, profits and employee benefits are reduced, job



layoffs occur in some cases, and higher prices are passed
on to consumers. These companies need to hire smart
business managers and long-range planners to steer them
toward profitability. And the case for phasing in the energy
policy over time needs to be made to the government.

Astrological Indicators of Career Change

The trail-blazing spirit of transiting Uranus in Aries offers us
a new beginning and the challenge to be pioneers in
emerging fields of discovery in 2012. Transiting Neptune is
also in a neophyte stage as it enters its natal home, Pisces,
in early February, launching a journey that combines deep
insight with spiritual integrity. Along with the stamina to
work behind the scenes to create new definitions for the
evolving changes, Neptune enjoys quiet time and reflection
t o identify key steps in career transition and to refine
destiny. Jupiter in Taurus is a solid bet to work in tandem
with Neptune to define the need for secure incomes and
investments in new products. Saturn spends the first nine
months of the year wrapping up its tour in Libra, the sign
that seeks balance in life, in cooperative agreements, in
partnerships, and in compromise. Pluto in Capricorn, the
planet associated with transformation, could attract you to
the interests of large enterprises or government agencies
hiring staff for emerging initiatives.

If any of these transiting planets occupies your natal
Second House (income and resources), Sixth House (daily
work and productivity), Tenth House (career and status),
and sometimes the Eighth House (partnership income and
assets, income from a new source, or investment in a
commodity), you could be among those seeking a new
career. If you are aware of new green initiatives and feel the
desire to join forces with organizations that set high
performance standards, it will be up to you to articulate
what type of position you would like in your search for
greater career fulfillment. See your astrologer for a chart
update to determine the best times for seeking new
employment.

How Are Green Jobs Defined?

Green jobs are designed to have either a direct or an
indirect positive impact on the environment. You hear about
them mostly through the media. Although no universal
definition for green jobs exists yet, government leaders at
the first Meeting of the Middle Class Task Force headed up
by Vice President Joe Biden defined green jobs as those
that provide "products and services that use renewable



energy resources, reduce pollution, conserve energy and
natural resources, and reconstitute waste." It is much easier
for individuals engaged in work suggested by this definition
to connect the dots and see how their contributions improve
the condition of the environment.

Part of your homework as a job seeker is to understand
the array of industries that are creating green jobs and how
to match them to your skills and interests. Although I have
identified certain career fields that relate to specific Sun
signs in the sections below, every profession has
employees that represent of all signs of the zodiac.

Identifying Jobs within Industries

Organic Farming and Gardening

According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture's National
Organic Program, demand for organic products continues
to grow even though only about 1 percent of the world's
farmlands are organically farmed. Organic foods are
expensive largely due to transportation costs to get foods
to the marketplace. Initiatives are in the works to create
farms in urban centers so that food can be grown closer to
the consumer base. Tailor-made opportunities go to the
Earth signs Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn, as well as
Cancer, Libra, Pisces, and others with a natural green
thumb. If you enjoy gardening and one of your goals is to
reduce the use of nitrogen fertilizers to limit the effect of
green house gases and toxic runoff, this field could host the
perfect career for you.

Energy

Alternative energy jobs are those that derive energy from
resources that are readily available on the planet and
include: solar photovoltaics, onshore and offshore wind,
municipal solid waste-to-energy, geothermal power, and
sugar-based ethanol. Tony Soprano isn't the only one high
on waste management. Waste is probably the most
abundant renewable resource on the earth. Innovations in
recent years have given way to biomass power, which
creates electric power from organic material like manure,
wood, crops, food, and garden waste in addition to
reducing greenhouse gases. Waste-toEnergy (WTE)
facilities burn both organic and manufactured waste in
innovatively designed boilers that produce electricity to
heat buildings.



Since the United States has well over 100 biomass
power plants in several states, those of you with a scientific
flair (Taurus, Virgo, Scorpio, and Aquarius) may target your
search for appropriate positions. Examples include:
agriculture specialists, microbiologists, research and
development scientists at universities, chemists and
biochemists for industry plants, and engineers.
Construction workers are critical to designing and building
bio-energy plants that also need mechanics, technicians,
and equipment operators to run and maintain them. Some
firms advocate cross-training in these disciplines. As the
alternative energy field continues to grow, organizations will
actively seek farmers and foresters to produce and harvest
biomass, and waste-management employees will be
needed to collect and move the waste materials.

Air Quality Management

Poor air quality impacts everyone, because it is dangerous
to breathe. Jobs in this area include those that monitor air
quality and hold others compliant. Of interest to individuals
with a number of planets in Gemini, Sagittarius, Pisces,
and Virgo are positions such as: air quality program
manager, air quality consultant, air quality chemist, project
manager, engineer, planner or air compliance specialist,
as well as environmental air specialist or compliance
officer. Remediation experts are needed to solve
problems. Other related positions cover the gamut of
designing and manufacturing air pollution control
technologies. The American Lung Association campaigns
to limit ozone emissions that can exacerbate lung disease
and even cause premature death. One source of harmful
ozone emissions comes from air purifiers that aggravate
asthma and other respiratory conditions and can cause
shortness of breath and coughing. Check out ALA to see
how your medical, scientific, or service skills can serve its
escalating needs.

Human Capital Management

Established companies need the full range of HR positions-
benefits coordinators, employee development
professionals, labor relations specialists, performance
experts, planners, recruiters, safety coordinators, and savvy
program and project managers to keep the goals in focus
and the output high. If this is your area of expertise, look for
advertised jobs in green companies or check in with a
headhunter to narrow down your search. While the signs
Aries, Cancer, Libra, Capricorn, and Aquarius often make
their home in this profession, it may also be a match for you



their home in this profession, it may also be a match for you
if you have two or more planets in the First, Fourth,
Seventh, Tenth, or Eleventh House.

Green Building

Effective use of natural resources in building structures to
improve air and water quality and create less waste will
create new jobs in the construction field. The net effect is
that people who live and work in these buildings are
healthier, more productive, and balanced because the
architecture, building supplies, materials, energyefficiency,
design, furnishing, and landscaping used in construction
are much more sustainable over time. The field has
numerous job openings and requires a vast array of
specialists in disciplines related to these functions. Among
the job titles you'll find are: architects, senior project or
design managers, draftspersons, home performance
retrofitters and specialists, construction managers,
residential energy auditors, home energy consultants,
interior designers, furniture designers, healthcare facilities
consultants or designers, manufacturer's representatives,
interiors project managers, landscape architects, grounds
managers, landscape estimators, designers, and
gardeners, and irrigation technicians. All Sun signs having
multiple planets in the Second, Fourth, Sixth, and Seventh
Houses please apply.

Publishing Design, Production, and Supply

Finding paper sources from sustainable forests is a critical
part of greening the industry. Most publishers seek a variety
of sustainable paper products for their green press
initiatives because their products have a significant impact
on landfills and on natural resources. Even fonts make a
difference in how much ink it takes to create a product. The
world would come to an abrupt halt without the use of paper
and you wouldn't be reading this article. Smart choices and
astute management reduce the industry's impact on the
environment. This industry speaks to those of you with
strong Third, Sixth, and Ninth house placements or the Sun
sign Gemini, Virgo, or Sagittarius. Many excellent authors
and editors come from these signs or have strong planets
in these signs. The industry still needs talented writers.
Fortunately, every Sun sign has its share of writers. Those
of you with Mercury in Air signs, affiliated with fluency and
flair with the written word, could be tapped for some plum
assignments, so make your presence known. Other writing
assignments in high-demand could come from Internet and
mainstream firms looking for personnel to develop material



for their social networks, apps, blogs, e-zines, how-to
publications, and online newsletters. Salary varies, yet
many freelance writers make a lucrative living searching the
Internet for unique writing assignments. See how your
expertise matches consumer demand and get on board
with the electronic community.

Telecommunications

By now you have probably heard of the "smart grid," which
refers to the electricity supply chain that touches all of us in
a variety of ways through power generation, transmission,
and distribution. The electrical infrastructure is undergoing
a major overhaul, and it is going to take a number of
enterprises and a lot of money to make the revisions we
need to operate efficiently. A variety of service providers
will evolve as smart grid transformation unfolds. Cable,
telephone, and wireless companies are looking for ways to
service the smart grid. They need a number of specialists
to analyze demand, sell products, deal with logistics,
develop and land contracts, service customers, offer
training, and verify compliance. Internet providers and the
technology industry are moving gradually into "cloud"
computing as one way to improve IT systems and reduce
costs. Special studies have been done to look at how the
federal government can improve its system for purchasing
and using these systems. The transition to the cloud is
going to help start-ups and new businesses, especially
smaller ones, control costs because they won't have to go
out and buy several expensive servers. Businesses can go
to Amazon and rent them on an as-needed basis. Always
looking for the leading edge in technology, Microsoft is one
of the first firms to come out with plans to make their
business case for web-based or "cloud" computing. They
and other partner firms looking to make a global difference
will need personnel who understand the complex benefits of
this emerging technology. Positions to consider include:
business consultants, customer service representatives,
cyber-security specialists, technical experts, and trainers.
Perfect jobs for every techie wizard, especially Aries,
Gemini, Leo, Virgo, Scorpio, and Aquarius-so scope it out!

Automobile Sales and Service

Auto makers are shifting to plug-in hybrids, electric, and
hydrogenfuel-cell-powered cars. They need sales
personnel who are proficient in the latest technology and
able to sell the public on the merits of these cheaper-to-
operate vehicles. People with strong Gemini, Leo, Libra, or
Sagittarius traits make excellent sales professionals. The



Sagittarius traits make excellent sales professionals. The
long-awaited Chevrolet Volt went on sale in the fall of 2010
with a base price of $41,000, putting that car way out of
range for the average consumer. Innovative technology is
needed not only to keep costs at bay but also to give other
manufacturers the incentive to compete in the market. As
far as building and designing these vehicles, Aries people
master the mechanical details and Aquarius types excel at
the intricacies of computerized components.

Appliances Sales and Service

Home energy efficiency benefits everyone, homeowner or
not, because it reduces the overall dependence on foreign
sources for oil and natural gas. In the last two years, a
survey by the Political Psychology Research Group at
Stanford University noted that 80 percent of respondents
favored government requirements to make new homes and
office buildings more energy efficient. Most consumers
have heard of the federal government's Energy Star for
Homes Program that takes a neutral, bipartisan approach
to rationalize saving energy. Homes and appliances that
meet the strict requirements carry the Energy Star label.
Tax incentives to purchase energy-saving replacement
appliances, as well as to install them in new construction
and in business environments, save consumers a
significant amount of money in the long run. Industry hires in
addition to sales include factory workers, designers,
testers, and installers. Signs that work in this field include
Leo, Virgo, Gemini, Cancer, Scorpio, and Aquarius.

Home Building or Improvement

Home builders have the opportunity to make a huge impact
on reducing greenhouse gas emissions that cause global
warming, but they don't necessarily sell that concept when
marketing new homes. Why? Home builders believe that a
large sector of the public is still skeptical about global
warming. Instead, they build homes that use less energy,
while making only minor changes in their construction
practices. More new job openings are available for people
who will plug air leaks and aid homeowners in holding
down the costs of heating and cooling homes. Ditto for
those engaged in home improvement and maintenance.
Cancers, Capricorns, and Libras may find home building,
sales, design, and improvement appealing as a transition
career.

Charitable Work

Charities have long been known to use recycled clothing



and household goods to improve the quality of life for those
with limited resources. These charities need both salaried
workers and volunteers to keep operating. Employers will
need bookkeeping, customer service, human resources,
inventory managers, receptionists, record-keepers,
salespersons for outlet stores, and individuals who solicit
donations for goods or cash. Other types of charities need
a wide range of personnel to plan events and major fund-
raising drives and to support their operations. Jobs in these
fields might be ideal for service-oriented signs like Taurus,
Virgo, Aquarius, and Pisces.

Education

Education is a means of providing indirect yet positive
results and solid contributions to the green economy. The
initiative needs individuals who are skilled at motivating
and persuading people and organizations to take greener,
more sustainable actions. Information about green laws
and policies and how they are enforced is critical to making
viable progress through public awareness. Readers with
First-, Third-, and Ninth-House planets please apply,
especially if you are Gemini, Leo, or Sagittarius or have
planets in those signs.

Career Counseling

Career counselors from the high school level and beyond
provide a valuable resource that helps students to identify
"green collar" jobs. Headhunting firms need expertise in
placing individuals in positions that get the job done. These
positions are likely to be technical, nontechnical, and
management positions for firms with established green-
hiring practices. Due to budget constraints, organizations in
emerging industries will take longer to hire for nontechnical
positions that are normally comprised of individuals in
financial management, human resources, marketing, and
operations. Another reason for the delay in hiring
nontechnical workers is that they are probably in the
research and development phase of their transition and
need all the scientists and technical specialists they can
find to become competitive. You can count on an interview
if you are a Gemini, Libra, Scorpio, or Aquarius or have
ma ny natal planets in the Third, Seventh, Eighth, or
Eleventh House.

Your Personal Touch in the Green World

Now that you have considerable insight into green careers,
you can make a difference in how you use resources by



changing your behavior even before you change jobs.
Consider conscientious options.

• When preparing the resume for your green job, skip the
print copy and submit it electronically along with your
cover letter.

• Purchase recycled paper, count the pages you print
each day, reduce that number, and use double-sided
printing.

• If your organization has a recycling program, get some
handson experience by volunteering to be the in-house
czar in charge of properly disposing of employees'
recyclable products from paper to phones to outdated
electronic equipment.

• Turn off all electronic equipment at home, or at work,
each night.

• Reuse packing material when preparing items for
mailing. Allow adequate planning time to use ground
shipping and you'll significantly reduce the carbon
footprint and pay much lower prices than shipping by air.

• Sign up for training in green practices to improve
marketability and gain a competitive edge among
applicants.

By discovering where your skills are needed in a green
organization, you will find the incentive and the money to
fulfill your career dreams in the "green frontier."
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by April Elliott Kent

rowing up in the pre-DVD era, watching The Wizard
of Oz on network television was a much-anticipated annual
event in our household. I'm referring, of course, to the
classic movie starring Judy Garland as Dorothy, a Kansas
farm girl, who is magically transported to the extraordinary
Land of Oz. There she meets a trio of friends who
accompany her to see the Wizard, who they hope will grant
their wishes.

As an astrological metaphor, it's tempting to think of this
sweet story as a lunar tale, since young Dorothy spends
most of the film looking for a way to return home. But I see
the story a little differently. Maybe it's just those shiny,
ostentatious ruby slippers that got Dorothy in so much
trouble with the Wicked Witch, but I prefer to think of Oz as
a story about the astrological Sun-a story of wishing to be
something more than we think we are.

In astrology, the Sun symbolizes aspiration, the desire to
reach our ultimate potential. But rather than earning our Sun
sign's gifts from the outside world, what if we carry the
seeds of their potential within us from the moment we're
born? In Oz, Dorothy and her companions each wish for the
very qualities that they already possess. The Lion laments
his lack of courage, but shows bravery despite his fear; the
wise Scarecrow doesn't believe in his brains, or the
sentimental tin woodsman in his own tender heart. And
Dorothy, of course, longs to return home to Kansas,
unaware that the ruby slippers on her feet could take her
there with three clicks of her heels.

Dorothy and her friends are far from alone in failing to
recognize their innate gifts. How often have you heard
someone say, "I'm not at all like my Sun Sign"? It's true that
there's much more to astrology than the Sun's sign at your
birth, and many other factors in your birth chart can
overshadow the characteristics of that sign. But another
reason it's often difficult to relate to Sun-sign astrology is
that we're not necessarily born knowing how to "be" our
Sun sign! It can be helpful, then, to think about your Sun
sign not as a description of your personality, but as a
blueprint for what you can potentially become.



The Tall Poppy

We live on a planet that owes its existence to the Sun, and
our spirits open up to its warmth as a flower blooms on a
sunny day. In yoga, we salute the Sun as the force that
animates all life on Earth. And in astrology, the Sun holds a
similar status: it is the animating force of the birth chart, and
the sign it occupied at your birth tells us what brings you to
life.

Some are born with a natural ability to celebrate the Sun's
energy in their lives. Their dispositions are "sunny," open,
and welcoming. Others cluster around them as they might
surround a crackling fireplace on a cool evening.

But many of us are raised to think that calling attention to
ourselves is selfish and unattractive. Where my husband
comes from, they call this the "Tall Poppy Syndrome."
Sometimes when people feel frustrated in their own lives,
they try to "chop down" anyone else who succeeds in
standing out from the crowd (the "Tall Poppy").

If you spent your life among smaller poppies, it might
have been difficult for you to develop and embrace "solar"
energy in your life. So look to the Sun's sign at your birth as
a map to hidden treasure. Your Sun sign's best qualities
are already yours-just waiting, like Dorothy's ruby slippers,
for you to step into them and walk the path with heart.

Aries (March 21-April 20) If I Only Had the Courage

Aries is usually described as assertive and courageous.
But what if you're an Aries who is a little shy, or who has
trouble initiating action? Or perhaps you've known an Aries
who covers up fear with aggression and bullying.

The most common misconception about courage is that
brave people are not afraid. Of course they are; if they
weren't, there would be no need for courage! As Eleanor
Roosevelt once said, "You must do that which you think you
cannot," and that is especially true if you were born with the
Sun in Aries. To follow the path with heart, you must seek
opportunities to test your strength, courage, and ability, and
you need to do it every day.

You may, however, need to expand your concept of
bravery. Courage is certainly found in soldiers, warriors,
and firefighters, but it's not confined to the battlefield or to
burning buildings. Courage is found, for most of us, in less
spectacular but still difficult situations, such as the awkward



conversation you're afraid to have with a coworker. Go
ahead and have that conversation; you'll find you are braver
than you think!

Taurus (April 21-May 20) If I Only Had the Bucks

Wealth, comfort, and ease: Taurus is symbolized by the
contented, well-fed bull. If you're struggling on your Taurus
path, however, you may feel poor, even if you're not. You
may deprive yourself of life's pleasures, or overcompensate
by enjoying them too greedily.

It can be hard to appreciate all that we have; there always
seems to be someone else who has more. Yet each of us
came into the world with nothing at all, not even a stitch of
clothing, and still found a way to get what we needed! You
would think that transcending these humble beginnings
would give all of us confidence, but the truth is, we
misunderstand wealth. We imagine it lies in things that we
can gather and use, but in fact, that path only leads to more
cravings.

For Taurus, the path with heart celebrates the natural
bounty of the physical world and the satisfaction of simply
being alive. When you're feeling deprived, enjoy a beautiful
painting. Listen to the song of the ocean's waves, enjoy the
touch of a cat's fur, savor the taste of a chocolate bar, or let
your nose linger over an obliging peony. No matter what
your bank statement says, you are much wealthier than you
know.

Gemini (May 21) If I Only Had the Words

Gemini is known as the chatterbox of the zodiac, with an
insatiable urge for information, new experiences, and fresh
ideas. But what if you're a Gemini who "never has anything
to say," hates talking on the phone, and rarely picks up a
book?

In fact, some people born with the Sun in Gemini do talk a
lot; but it's worth remembering that Gemini is the sign of
communication, which requires listening as well as talking.
Many Geminis are happiest sitting quietly on the sidelines
at a party, observing everything and listening to every
conversation at once, all of which they share with a dazzled
partner on the drive home.

For Gemini, storytelling is the path with heart. You were
born to listen to the world's stories and to retell them, and to
pollinate the world with ideas as a hummingbird tends to a



garden full of flowers. If you think you haven't got much to
say, just open your ears and heart and listen to the world's
stories; they will give you all the words you need.

Cancer (June 22) If I Only Had a Home

The Wizard of Oz's Dorothy was, without a doubt, a home-
loving Cancerian. Dorothy spends the entire film caring for
her friends and her dog, and missing her aunt and uncle
back home. Meek and timid, she only gets riled up when
someone she loves is threatened.

You may be a Cancer like Dorothy, clinging to the
familiarity of home and loved ones. Or you may be one of
the rare Cancerians who makes do with rented furniture
and microwaved meals. The truth is, while we think of home
as a place where we live and people who share that place
with us, that's only part of the story. For a Cancer, who is
filled with the energy of the Sun, "home" is a state of being,
and a quality of mind.

For Cancer, the path with heart lies in being the home
that you're looking for, and giving others the comfort you
seek. Give all that you can; the size of your home is limited
only by the size of your heart.

Leo (July 23-August 22) If I Only Had the Nerve

"Courage" was the wish of Oz's cowardly Lion. And while
courage naturally belongs to Aries, it takes nerve-boldness
and pure spunk-to follow Leo's true path: being true to
yourself. "Oh, I'm not a typical Leo at all," you might protest.
"I don't like all that attention." On the other end of the
spectrum are Leos who take the negative stereotype of
their sign to ridiculous lengths, preening and hogging the
spotlight.

But limelight-hungry egotists and shy pussycats are miles
from their hearts' true path. Leo shines when he is inspiring
others through performing, creating, or simply by being the
life of the party. Leo gives heart to every timid person who
watches and thinks, "Hey, if she can do it, maybe I can,
too." Watch a loving Leo on her heart's path, and you'll
notice she spends as much time shining the spotlight on
others as basking in it herself.

So do what you love. Do what makes you feel alive. You
really do have a lot of nerve, Leo-celebrate it!

Virgo (August 23-September 22) If I Only Had a Brain



"If only I were smart," moans the Scarecrow, the wisest,
most resourceful fellow in Dorothy's merry band. Likewise,
Virgo is often blind to his own sterling qualities. "I'm not a
proper Virgo," declares my friend Beth. "My apartment is a
mess, and my checkbook is never balanced." But an untidy
Virgo often just has unreasonable standards of perfection,
and grows disheartened when they can't be met. Why
clean, when things will just get dirty again? Why tackle your
checkbook if you can't balance your account to the penny?

If you're a Virgo who is too focused on life's
imperfections, you may overlook your greatest gift: the
ability to fix and soothe a broken, troubled world. It's true
you have to notice problems before you can fix them, but
you also need to know when to stop cataloguing the
problems and start rolling up your sleeves! For Virgo, the
path with heart lies in fixing problems. It takes a lot of skill,
resourcefulness, and yes, brains to keep the world
operating smoothly. Roll up your sleeves and tackle the
problems one by one, and you'll find you're usually the
cleverest person in the room-and a "real" Virgo after all!

Libra (September 23-October 22) If I Only Had a Partner

Libra, the sign of relationship, has a sweet, refined, and
harmonious reputation that is not entirely deserved.
Because more precisely, Libra is the sign of balance, and
one cannot balance sweetness with more sweetness.
Behave too politely around a Libran and you're just begging
for a fight.

So what if you're a Libran who has had trouble finding or
maintaining a romantic relationship, business partnership,
or even close friendships? Does that mean astrology is
nonsense, or that you've failed as a Libra?

Neither. It means the key to having strong relationships is
to know yourself first. Libra's heart path lies not in niceness,
but in collaboration! An ideal relationship is one in which
the partners' strengths are complementary, with each
yielding gracefully to the other and neither feeling like a
doormat. This balancing act requires a strong sense of self,
so anything you can do to know yourself better (and
spending time alone is a good place to start) is a step
along your heart's true path. Your ideal partner is out there,
and when you've embraced your true self, you will be able
to recognize one another!

Scorpio (October 23-November 21) If I Only Had the
Strength



Interestingly, those born with the Sun in Scorpio nearly
always announce that fact with pride, relishing their sign's
racy reputation for intrigue, sexual magnetism, and
emotional drama. Scorpios who don't reveal themselves
are equally easy to identify, because they're the ones who
refuse to tell you when they were born. Both reactions are
usually born out of a desire to seem invulnerable and
"cool."

But is that what Scorpio was born to be: a sexy,
mysterious stranger with a pet snake and a full complement
of body piercings, or someone who turns up their nose at all
that is mysterious and magical in life, claiming that they're
"not into all that stuff'?

For Scorpio, the path with heart lies in developing true
strength, not just outer toughness. It takes fearlessness to
merge in sexual and emotional intimacy with another
person, to stand up for the weak and stand up to the strong,
and to look mortality straight in the eye and say, "I'm not
afraid of you." How can you move beyond your tough
facade and develop inner strength? Simply by being as
willing to confront your own normal, human weaknesses as
you are adept at exposing the frailties of others-that is your
heart's path to real strength.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21) If I Only Had the
World

Though President John E Kennedy (Sun in Gemini) was a
wizard with words, a trip to Germany found him with his foot
planted firmly in his mouth. "Ich bin ein Berliner," he
declared, intending to show solidarity with the people of
Berlin by claiming to be one of them. Unfortunately, he later
discovered that "Berliner" was a colloquial expression for a
kind of doughnut.

Such are the risks of treading upon foreign soil! You don't
know all the cultural subtleties that betray foreignness. If you
were born with the Sun in Sagittarius, the sign of foreign
lands, you should appreciate that laughter, not
embarrassment, is the only correct response to having
made a faux pas like President Kennedy's.

Your heart's true path, Sagittarius, is to become a full-
fledged, passport-bearing world citizen. You are designed
to shine brightest among people who do not share your
nationality, race, religion, creed, or political beliefs.
Develop your spirit of adventure and ease with the



unfamiliar by eating exotic foods, sampling cultural
festivals, or learning a new language. Don't settle for a little
corner of the world, when it's your birthright to enjoy the
whole thing!

Capricorn (December 19) If I Only Had Respect

Do you have a problem with authority figures? Are you
constantly furious about the strict rules of your workplace
and fed up with society's cruel and arbitrary laws? That kind
of rebelliousness is fine if you're an Aquarian. But it's not
quite right for you, Capricorn, because you were designed
to be in charge.

I've known people born with the Sun in Capricorn who
wa lk into a store to purchase something, only to get
approached for help by fellow customers who assume
Capricorn is the boss! You are designed to be looked up
to, to remind others of our responsibilities, and to point out
the ways in which we limit ourselves. Your heart's path is to
be treated with respect.

To move toward your heart's path, build your authority and
credibility. You do this every time you offer good advice,
take the high road, and keep your word. So do these things
without fail, in matters large and small; demonstrate respect
for yourself and others, and you will find you receive all the
respect you could hope for in return.

Aquarius (January 20-February 18) If I Only Had a Friend

Aquarius is the odd flower in astrology's garden-a bird of
paradise, spiky and colorful. As any gardener knows, the
bird of paradise is also desperately hard to remove once
it's taken root. Aquarius is considered eccentric and
unpredictable, but here's his secret: Aquarius may enjoy
shaking things up in your life, but he prefers to avoid too
many changes in his own routines. And here's another
secret: Aquarius wants to do things her own way, but she
also wants to belong to a group of friends.

If you are an Aquarian and you pride yourself on your
collection of buttoned-down oxfords, go out of your way to
be radical and shocking, or shy away from social activities,
then you have wandered away from your true path. You're
not like anyone else, and that's exactly what makes you like
everyone else, because each of us is utterly unique. For
Aquarius, the path with heart lies in making everyone feel
that they "fit in." Celebrate your weirdness, and love
everyone else for theirs; that is the essence of friendship,



and the surest way of making friends.

Pisces (February 19-March 21) If I Only Had a Heart

There is, sadly, a certain kind of Pisces who gives up on
life much too soon. It's all too difficult, the world is too rough
a place, and they read once that Pisces is "supposed" to
just drift through life and be spacey. And there's another
kind of Pisces, too-the kind that is determined never to
show even a moment's weakness, sensitivity, or
vulnerability. "Everyone is a victim," growls this species of
fish sarcastically, impatient with weakness in himself and
others.

But Pisces, drifting and insensitivity, carry you far from
your heart's true path. You shine brightest when you love the
worldnothing more, nothing less. It takes a lot of courage
and heart to love everything and everyone; it's a tall order
indeed. But like the tin Woodsman, alleging his lack of a
heart while rusting from his own tender tears, open the
floodgates of emotion and you will find that you have all the
heart anyone could hope for. Yes, it's scaryyou may feel as
though you'll drown in your own tears. But after all, you have
fins to help you navigate the floodwaters-and a heart that is
more resilient than you know.

 





by Tim Lyons

he Mayan Long Count that an end date of December
21, 2012, has engendered so much discussion and
trepidation, began on August 11, 3114 BCEi-over three
millennia before the people we now call the Maya
developed their civilization. Though much of what we know
of the Maya comes from inference, the following
conclusions seem warranted:

• Their leaders (often referred to, these days, as
"astronomer priests") seemed obsessed with time;
they organized Mayan society with reference to that
obsession.

• They made extremely precise measurements of time
and the movements of celestial bodies, extending
those measurements far into the past and future.

Unfortunately, most of the Mayan texts that might have
contained interpretations of these measurements ended up
in the bonfires of Bishop Diego de Landa, who, in one of
the ironies of history, not only destroyed vast numbers of
Mayan texts, but also, in his Relacion de las Cosas de
Yucatan (c. 1566), transmitted to the future much of what we
know of the pre-conquest Maya. We find ourselves knowing
the Mayan dates, but left largely to our own speculations in
trying to figure out what significance the Maya attached to
those dates. Though many such speculations have proven
quite helpful-beginning with the pioneering work of such
people as J. Eric Thompson, the later work of Frank
Waters, and in our own era, people like John Major
Jenkins, whose Maya Cosmogenesis 2012 contains
abundant material on Mayan calendric science and its
connection to astronomical facts and Mayan architecture-
we still might wonder what December 2012 means to us.

We can begin to understand the Long Count first by
setting its start date into a larger historical context, and then
by casting a horoscope for that start date. By looking at that
horoscope and progressing it through time, particularly to
December 21, 2012, we can discern something of the
significance of the period, even if what we find has no
necessary connection to Mayan notions. In an article of this



length, we can't do an extensive analysis, but we can at
least make a beginning, attempting to determine what it is
that comes to an end on that date.

The Historical Context2

The Long Count start date falls in the middle of the Age of
Taurus, a period that brought the consolidation (Taurus) of
many of the intellectual explorations that took place during
the preceding Age of Gemini. Two of the most important of
these explorations involved written language and
metallurgy, two developments that played indispensable
roles in the kind of social organization that arose during the
Age of Taurus-the kind of social organization we perhaps
facilely call "civilization." Both of the explorations carry the
markings of Gemini: tremendous curiosity and intellectual
activity.

Metallurgy first appeared about 6,000 years ago, as the
Age of Gemini gave way to the Age of Taurus. We can see
it as a preeminently intellectual (Gemini) process, requiring
objectivity and curiosity: people noticed that some
materials became malleable, eventually liquefying when
heated enough; they had to make careful observations, no
doubt over many generations, driven by curiosity and
without a clear sense of where that curiosity would lead.
The Gemini element led to Taurus, for the curiosity led to
very practical, down-to-earth developments.

Written language, too, developed in stages. During the
Age of Cancer, people settled into agrarian villages (during
what some archaeologists now call the Neolithic
Revolution), so parents had sufficient time and security for
new approaches to child rearing, surely increasing,
generation by generation, the intellectual acuity of the
children and unwittingly providing the ground for the
development of writing during the succeeding Age of
Gemini. Like metallurgy, written language took definite form
during the Age of Taurus, and it did so in relation to
practical, down-to-earth matters.

One other Age of Gemini development demands
attention: a marked separation between agrarian people
and hunters, the separation reminding us again of the
Twins. Though farmers and hunters can clearly develop a
symbiotic relationship, with the hunters killing animals that
would otherwise threaten crops and the farmers providing a
steady supply of food during periods of scarce game, the
split during the Age of Gemini eventually became an



egregious one. The hunters, possessing the weapons and
audacity necessary for the hunt, eventually emerged as
what Lewis Mumford calls an aristocratic minority,
eventually gaining control over large populations. A new
ruling class developed, backed by violence and weaponry.
We, therefore, can't separate the development of
"civilization" from the dominance of the warrior class.

Taurus, of course, has to do with abundance, growth, and
fertility. We see all of these during the Age of Taurus, as an
agricultural surplus, resulting from newly developed large-
field agriculture, gave people a heretofore unimagined
security against want. Despite its obvious benefits,
however, the surplus did prove to be a mixed blessing.
Once people had a surplus, a managerial class developed
in order to manage that surplus (Taurus), a process in
which writing became necessary for the keeping of
records. But though the class structure enabled a potentially
helpful differentiation of function, it also led to many of the
difficulties that arose over the next five millennia.

Eventually, people began to build larger cities, and surely
one of the marks of civilization was bigness, both in crop
output and building size. Within these larger cities people
built central granaries. The newly developing military class
(the descendants of the hunters) took control of this surplus.
The central granary developed in tandem with the
centralized temple; indeed, the temple served as a
storehouse for the surplus. So we see the development,
around the middle of the Age of Taurus, of all of these
elements: large cities; central granaries and temples; gods
demanding obedience; and a military class controlling city,
granary, and temple. None of these developments could
have taken place without the class structure.

Nor could the building of the pyramids, which required the
workings of what Mumford called the mega machine, the
first machine created by humans. On that machine, all
succeeding machines, first with human parts and eventually
with non-organic material, were modeled. That we have
come to the end of the Long Count suggests that this form
of social organization has outlived its usefulnessthat human
beings must develop new ways to live together, ways
probably not based on a hierarchical, pyramid-shaped
model, but on something more open and less machine-like.

We may interpret the Mayan Long Count horoscope as
symbolizing the birth of the new kind of social organization
that arose in the middle of the fourth millennium BC, a
mode of social organization marked by bigness, class



mode of social organization marked by bigness, class
structure, military conquest, centralized bureaucracy, and
ecological destruction. But though the Long Count
horoscope symbolizes this process quite precisely, we
shouldn't conclude that the various elements magically
came together on August 11, 3114 BCE, or on any other
specific date, for the process surely took many
generations. One of the mysteries of the Long Count lies in
how the Mayan astronomer-priests intuited a date that so
nicely encapsulates that process through the astrological
factors active on that day, a matter to which we now turn.3

The Horoscope for the Long Count

I have cast the horoscope for August 11, 3114 BCE, the
most commonly accepted date for the Long Count.
Because a full analysis of all horoscope factors would take
up more space than we have available here, let's focus on
two groups:

1. The various quincunxes: from Venus and Mercury to
both Jupiter and the Moon; from Saturn to Uranus and
(more loosely) Pluto. The first set forms a yod,4 and the
Saturn/



Uranus quincunx is one of the closest aspects in the
horoscope (with an orb of aspect of only 17'). Through
its conjunction with Saturn, the Leo Sun participates,
though loosely, in this last quincunx.

2. The squares from the Mars-Neptune conjunction in
Scorpio over to (again) the Mercury-Venus
conjunction in Leo, forming a large and multiple
square, with Mars making a pair of close squares and
Neptune making squares with slightly wider orbs of
aspect.5

Yods have a well-documented connection to imbalance
and illness. The imbalance appears because signs in a
quincunx relationship have so little in common, falling in
signs of different elements and incompatible modes. At the
same time, the sextile at the base suggests intellectual



acuity. The quincunxes here link planets in Leo (fixed Fire)
with planets in Capricorn (cardinal Earth) and Pisces
(mutable Water). In general, quincunxes result in ritualistic
behavior patterns that bring planetary energies together
unconsciously, often in a manner not healthy for the
organism. For this reason, people work best with
quincunxes not merely by gaining awareness, but by
altering ritualistic imbalances embedded in the ongoing
patterns of living.

A quincunx involving Leo and Capricorn suggests an
imbalance related to authority, for though both signs have
close connections to authority, the connections differ, Leo's
having to do with kingship, Capricorn's with hierarchy.
Interestingly, the two developed together back in the fourth
millennium BCE, with the development of centralized, solar
deities and of class structures and authority hierarchies
surrounding the Sun-king. The uneasy relationship between
the regal and hierarchical modes has generated a host of
problems and potentials, but because of the quincunx
aspect, we often don't see them clearly, perhaps because
we see them simply as "parts of life."

The squares between Mercury and Venus in Leo to Mars
a n d Neptune in Scorpio symbolize an uneasy union
between delusionbased aggression (Mars-Neptune) and
the aforementioned regality (Mercury-Venus in Leo), with
the king's bureaucracy (Sun-Saturn in Leo; Leo/Capricorn
quincunxes) serving as mechanism. Thus, Lewis Mumford
tells us that the kings of the period, in order to ensure
obedience, fell back on "force in ferocious, sadistic forms,
repeatedly magnified into nightmarish extravaganzas of
cruelty, as dehumanized as those we have witnessed in the
last generation in the ingenious horrors, perpetrated by
`civilized' governments in Warsaw, Auschwitz, Tokyo, and
Vietnam."6

We clearly see the marks of Scorpio and Leo in the
violence, cruelty, and sadism ordered by the king, the solar
deity. Neptune in Scorpio appears as delusions regarding
power; Mars here could suggest cruelty perpetrated by the
king's (Leo) warrior-army. Mumford tells us that "from the
beginning, the balance of mechanized power seems to
have fallen on the side of destruction," and that "insofar as
the mega machine was passed on intact to later civilization,
"it was in the negative form of the military machine-drilled,
standardized, divided into specialized parts-that its
continuity was

Now at the end of the Long Count, we must deal with the



Now at the end of the Long Count, we must deal with the
results: environmental degradation, a planetary illness
symbolized by the quincunxes of the Long Count horoscope
and inseparable from prevailing militarism. Our dominant
mode of social organization has apparently caused a host
of problems that resist easy solutions. We can trace these
problems to their source: to the problematic linkage of
centralized authority (what we could appropriately call
"regality") and extensive bureaucracy, and then with the
insistence on military might and aggression as a dominant
mode of social expression. Now, we have social structures
deemed "too big to fail" (in which group we can include not
only corporations and banks, but militarized nation-states
as well) that have wrought untold destruction; we have
environmental destruction on a daunting scale; and we
have endemic warfare carried on with apparently mindless
cruelty. All these patterns developed first back in the fourth
millennium BCE, the period of the Long Count's birth.

Time Analysis

In the astrological configurations discussed above, the area
around 8-9 Aquarius, though untenanted, looms large: that
area contains the trigger point of the yod,8 so a transiting
or progressed planet arriving there would "trigger" the yod
into manifestation; it would also turn the natal square (Leo
to Scorpio) into a t-square. With these ideas in mind, we
can turn to the progressed horoscope for December 2012,
where we find secondary progressed Saturn and Pluto in
that area of the zodiac.9

If the natal yod symbolizes a fundamental imbalance
expressed as an incubating illness, then the triggering of
that yod could easily indicate the full manifestation of that
illness: the present environmental crisis, a serious planetary
fever (possibly suggesting the strong Leo-fixed Fire-in the
natal horoscope) resulting from the kind of social
organization already discussed. We see, too, the
problematic role of militaries the world over, for the
resultant fear and desire for security has done much to
hinder, or even prevent, measures that might have dealt
more effectively with the imbalance. The yod (imbalance,
illness) and the square (military violence arising from
delusion) intertwine, forming a knot difficult to untie.

Secondary progressed Saturn brings forward the natal
SunSaturn conjunction and thus has to do with the regal
hierarchies discussed above. The challenging aspects
from SP Saturn (opposed natal Venus and Mercury; square
natal Mars) suggest not only the resistance of those



hierarchies to change, but also a marked increase in
tension as a result. Secondary progressed Pluto could
obviously suggest destruction, particularly when, together
with SP Saturn, it squares the Mars-Neptune conjunction.
The symbolism certainly suggests the threat either of
nuclear conflagration driven by governments, or
widespread destruction perpetrated by other Plutonic
groups (the ones we often call "terrorists," who, along with
many national governments, seem to qualify as "Plutonic").
At the same time, the ongoing conjunction between SP
Saturn and SP Pluto could suggest a death-and-rebirth
process involving the hierarchies themselves, resulting in a
major change in social structuring. Plutonic war (e.g. driven
by plutonium) or environmental catastrophe could obviously
serve as triggers for such a change.

On the more hopeful side, we have SP Uranus, which by
2012 has moved almost exactly 60 degrees from natal
Uranus, forming (with natal Uranus) a precise yod to natal
Saturn. The sextile, pointing to the unprecedented
intellectual development of humanity over the past few
centuries, suggests an abundance of technical means
available to solve the problems that beset us. But though
we have the technical know-how (SP Uranus sextile natal
Uranus), our social structures resist (quincunxes to Saturn)
the necessary changes, perhaps because our quasi-
ritualistic bureaucracies tend to perpetuate themselves at
whatever cost.

The natal Saturn/Uranus quincunx certainly suggests an
uneasy, and possibly illness-producing, imbalance between
technical means developed via human brilliance (Uranus)
and the aforementioned regal bureaucracy (Saturn in Leo
conjoining the Leo Sun). Thus, an inner tension, developing
over 5,125 years, manifesting in illness. Secondary
progressed Uranus comes along and provides the means
to deal with that tension, but with Saturn as the focal planet
of the yod, the resistance comes from what needs
changing: the social structure itself. The yod suggests that
we have come to a fork in the road.



The Horoscope for December 21, 2012

What will follow? Though scholars disagree about whether
the Maya saw the end of this Long Count as ushering in a
new one (for this one, associated with the symbol ollin,
concludes a series of five that seems to encompass what
we call a Great Year), we should take at least a brief look at
the horoscope for December 21, 2012. The following seem
important:

•Yods appear again: one has Jupiter focal in Gemini;
another has Saturn focal in Scorpio; and the two
interlock, via the close quincunx between Jupiter and
Saturn. The yod to Jupiter in Gemini has Venus in
Sagittarius at the trigger point. The strong mutability
suggests not the obdurate social forms of the previous
Long Count, but something more fluid and disparate.
The Jupiter/Saturn quincunx suggests a ritualized
imbalance between expansion and order; this aspect
may reflect difficulties related to population growth or



resource depletion.

Of course, the yod to Saturn in Scorpio could suggest
hierarchies clinging to power despite the strong
mutability, even volatility (e.g., Moon in Aries conjoined
Uranus) of the rest of the horoscope. But the horoscope
does not have the daunting fixed square of the 3114
BCE horoscope.

• Whereas, in the previous horoscope we find an
integrated Mars (square Mercury-Venus, conjoined
Neptune, sextile Moon, trine Jupiter), in this one we find
Mars unaspected. This could suggest highly organized
(Capricorn) military aggregations not associated with
the dominant social groupings. The symbolism certainly
could suggest renegade but well-organized (Capricorn)
para-military groups wreaking havoc throughout the
globe. Of course, when we consider the harm done by
the military mega-machine (to borrow Mumford's term),
we might feel at least a little relieved at its demise.
Further, our fears about Mars-related developments
may have derived from the Leo-Scorpio afflictions of the
Long Count horoscope. The new Mars has no afflictive
aspects, and it appears in the sign of its exaltation.
Perhaps we will see not roving paramilitary groups
killing at random, but organized and unaffiliated groups
performing necessary and valuable functions. Or
perhaps we will see both.

•Finally, the horoscope has a square from Pluto in
Capricorn to Moon-Uranus in Aries. The symbolism
suggests radical insecurity, possibly coming from a
breakdown of old social forms as a prelude to ways of
organizing society, ways perhaps more malleable and
less gargantuan. The Moon in Aries suggests
pioneering new ways to find security; Uranus could
suggest that new technologies born from human
brilliance play an important role in this security.

A note of caution seems in order, though, particularly with
regard to that concluding remark about technology. The
Long Count ends just as we enter the Age of Aquarius.
Despite human brilliance and the development of new
technologies, we may find, as we enter an age ruled by a
barren sign, an increasingly barren Earth. Whether we wish
to or not, we may well need to rely on new technologies in
order to make the adjustment.

End Notes



1. We can find, admittedly, some disagreements about the
date. However, most scholars opt for either the 13th or the
14th, a difference that matters very little to this discussion.
See note #4.

2. In presenting this historical material, I rely heavily on two
sources: Lewis Mumford's Technics and Human
Development (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovitch,
1966) and Arnold Toynbee's Mankind and Mother Earth
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1976).

3. We first might note, here, a difference between our Great
Ages and the Mayan version, for though both seem to add
up to the Great Year (12x2,160=25,920,
5x5,125=25,625), for our Great Ages we have precise
symbolism but no definite beginning date, whereas for the
Mayan Long Count we have much less available
symbolism but a very precise beginning date. The
Mayans based their calendar largely the numbers 5 and 7,
whereas we base ours largely on 3 and 4-an important
matter, but one we must bypass for now.

4. I've set the horoscope arbitrarily for midnight, so we
should consider the Moon's position as approximate. At
precisely midnight, we would have found the Moon around
10 Capricorn, participating in a yod; in the hours after
midnight, the Moon steadily moved out of orb. I should
add, here, that even if we choose August 13th or 14th, we
would still have a close quincunx from Saturn to Uranus
and from Mercury and Venus to Jupiter. We would also
have the square (see below) from Mercury and Venus to
Mars-Neptune. The Sun would more closely participate in
the Saturn-Uranus quincunx, but the Moon would have
moved out of Capricorn.

5. Mercury's square of Neptune has an orb of certainly
close enough for us to consider it a viable square. The
closest aspect, Mars' square to Mercury, as an orb of If
we use either August 13 or 14, the orbs from Neptune to
Mercury, Venus, and Mars narrow.

6. Mumford, 184.

7. Mumford, 228.

8. I have borrowed the term "trigger" from Bil Tierney. See
his discussion of yods in The Dynamics of Aspect
Analysis (Reno, NV: CRCS, 1983).

9. Though in the horoscope of a human being, secondary



progressed Saturn and Pluto don't generally play
important roles unless they change direction, in the
horoscope of a period of time lasting over 5,000 years,
these progressed planets may play vital roles. (Also,
some of the factors that play vital roles in natal horoscopy
will play little or no role in the Long Count's progressions.
For example, the secondary progressed Moon will
generally not play a role; ditto for most transits. Close
study of transiting Neptune and Pluto in the Long Count
horoscope shows that these transits do play an important
role, and sometimes transiting Saturn and Uranus can
serve as triggers, but a full study of this would take us well
beyond the scope of this short essay.) Pluto had arrived in
the trigger-area by the Renaissance; Saturn arrived in the
nineteenth century, after which the two have moved more
or less in tandem.

 





by Robin Ivy

ental clarity, physical tone, emotional balance, and
spiritual connection are all benefits of a regular yoga
practice. Yoga is at least 5,000 years old, yet it's a modern
form of exercise and relaxation. In our technology-based
world and fast-paced lives, yoga is restorative, working all
the muscles and unifying mind, body and spirit.
Encompassing control and surrender, the philosophies of a
yoga practice can extend to our daily decisions and tasks.
There are many styles of yoga, and for some of us one
seems more compatible than another. However, in all forms
of yoga, we benefit from conscious breath, physical
movement, and meditation, or rest.

The Sun Salutation sequence is made up of postures that
correlate with and can benefit everyone from Aries to
Pisces. Sun Salutation is an asana central to the Hatha
style of yoga. This sequence of postures, traditionally
performed at sunrise, has origins in Hindu worship of the
solar deity. As there are twelve signs of the zodiac, there
are also twelve postures that form the Sun Salutation.
Completion requires moving through the series twice,
alternating left and right sides of the body and inhalations
with exhalations. The entire body stretches backward and
forward in turn, as well, indicating a connection to the signs
Leo, ruler of the spine, and Aquarius, sign of the nervous
system. Sun Salutation, in name and energy, has a natural
connection to Leo and indeed does work the part of the
body correlated to this regal and strong sign of the Sun.
Integrated in the salutation are postures that energize,
move and strengthen the Capricorn bones, Pisces feet,
Cancer abdomen, Sagittarius hips, and Gemini wrists and
hands among others.

Follow the sequence of Sun Salutations postures either
by mentally picturing or physically acting out these
descriptions and find your sign in the commentaries. If you
are having difficulty with feeling energized in a certain area
of your body, consider your connection to and the traits of
the ruling sign for insight, and perhaps extra attention in
your yoga practice.

Mountain Pose



Mountain pose, in name, relates to the element of Earth,
shari ng energy with Capricorn, Taurus, and Virgo.
Capricorn, sign of the goat, metaphorically climbs and lives
in the mountains. Mountain pose is a motivator, activating
Capricorn ambition to start one's practice, and this posture
activates the increase in blood flow to all parts of the body,
encouraging Virgo flexibility. Mountains are timeless, and
like fixed-sign Taurus, aren't going anywhere but instead
remain constant! As you engage in the Mountain and
Extended Mountain postures, meditate on your strong
connection to the Earth and tap into your Earth-sign energy!

Pisces rules the feet, and close attention to the toes and
rooting to the Earth with all parts of the feet are both key to
Mountain. In Western culture, we probably don't pay enough
attention to our feet, yet we use them more than almost any
part of our body since they get us where we're going!
Mountain is a great opportunity to tune in to the lower
extremities and remember how much energy is released
there!

Begin by bringing your feet and legs together, and spread
your toes apart wide. Root your heels and feet to the
ground and firm your legs. Then, roll your shoulders back
and down and spread and lift your chest while your hands
remain at your side, palms forward.

Extended Mountain Pose

Inhale through your nose and raise your arms up to the side,
palms facing upwards. Extend your arms above your head
to either side, and hold. Follow by bringing your hands
forward in front of your chest and to prayer position.

Swan Dive to Forward Bend

The Swan relates to the Air signs. Libra's traits of grace
and harmony are embodied in the Swan Dive. For Gemini,
a sign with energy to burn, the cycle of Sun Salutation
breaths begins with this first exhale, fueling the body for the
remainder of practice. For Aquarius, sign of the central
nervous system, the first forward bend begins to open the
vertebrae, creating space and encouraging expansion.
During your first Swan Dive, feel how the release of breath
relaxes the nervous system while bringing a flow of blood to
the brain, the place or intellect and thought and therefore,
air!

Exhale through your nose while moving forward from the



waist. Open your arms wide and fold into a standing
forward bend. Touch your hands to the floor if you can or if
not, to the front of the shins or ankles.

Standing Lunge

The action of a lunge is Mars' assertive Aries energy! This
part of the salutation mimics the initial part of another
posture called Warrior. Consider where you could make a
breakthrough by taking an active stance in your life as you
move into your first lunge.

This posture also engages the Sagittarius energy of the
hips and thighs as it opens the pelvis and strengthens the
glutes and quads. Lunge has the quality of the archer's
stance as he aims his bow.

Inhale through your nose and place your hands next to
your feet on the floor and step one foot back into a lunge.
Keep the front knee directly over the ankle and keep the
back leg firm. Now, exhale and bring the other foot back
form to Downward-facing Dog position.

Downward Dog and Plank Pose

Downward Dog and Plank Pose work the belly and wrists,
domains of Cancer and Gemini, respectively. The hands
and wrists support us in both postures, helping move
tension stored during daily tasks, including our use of
computers, texting on our phones and other technology, as
well as more strenuous physical work. Though it may not be
comfortable for our hands, these postures are freeing and
open up our hands and wrists to aid in the recovery
process. Our hands are also integral to how we express
ourselves, both in body language and through writing, so
communication may flow more easily when our Gemini
parts are open and activated.

Strengthening core abdominal muscles brings energy to
the stomach, ruled by Cancer. Plank Pose is particularly
good for the abdomen, requiring some strength and
endurance as we hold ourselves up from the ground,
engaging the core.

Both positions, done in a sequence, relate to how we
support and nurture ourselves. Our hands and our core
muscles need to be strong as do the complementary
Gemini and Cancer traits of intellect and sensitivity, self-
expression and ability to turn inward. The two postures
encourage balancing and blending these energies and



building both physical and emotional resilience.

Downward Dog

Exhale and bring the front foot back to align with the back
foot and form Downward Dog. Spread your fingers and
press your palms into the mat, they should be shoulder
width apart. Now, lift your hips up toward the sky,
lengthening your spine. Gently straighten your legs,
pressing your heels down into your mat as far as you can
go.

Plank Pose

Inhale and take your shoulders forward directly over your
wrists, extending well with your arms to form the Plank
Pose. Keep your thighs strong and firm, your feet flexed
and your belly drawn in. Your body should look like a plank,
at a slight angle from shoulders to feet with hips and
abdomen level. Avoid the tendency to move your hips
higher than the rest of your body.

Cobra and Knee-Chest-Chin

Cobra engages the entire spine, raising kundalini energy
from root of the spine to crown of the head. Scorpio, the
sign that governs the sex organs, and Cancer, sign of the
abdomen and chest, are closely linked to this posture. The
pubic bone presses to the floor sending energy through the
lower charkas while the chest moves upward and forward
opening the heart. The abdomen stretches fully as the front
of the body raises from the floor. The Cancer and Scorpio
parts of our body are awakened.

Cobra is also a Leo posture since the spine fully
stretches and engages in back bend while the fourth chakra
opens. Leo rules the back and heart.

Knees-Chest-Chin to Cobra Poses

From Plank, exhale and bend your knees to the floor and
then lower your chest and chin to the floor. Keep your chest
open and your elbows close to the side of your rib cage.

Inhale and raise your chest to begin Cobra pose. Roll
your shoulders back and extend the shoulder blades down
while pressing them in toward the chest. Your chest should
be lifted and open and your elbows close to the body.
Engage the muscles of the legs to firm your thighs. Your
legs and feet should be well extended with toes pointed



backward and tops of the feet to the floor.

Extended Child Pose to Downward Dog Pose

In Extended Child posture, the nurturing aspect of Cancer is
at work. Bringing yourself to a place of safety and rest, this
is a posture similar to a fetal position.

Exhale and tuck in your toes while bending your knees
and pushing back to the Extended Child's position with
head to the floor, bent knees and arms outstretched in front
of the head.

From Child, move directly back into another Downward
Dog. Pull the belly up and toward the back of the spine.
Raise the hips toward the ceiling.

To complete the Sun Salutation, repeat in reverse the first
thre e postures that began the series, using these
instructions as a guide.

Standing Lunge

Inhale and bring the opposite foot forward in between your
hands to the lunge position. On an exhale, bring the back
foot forward to join the front foot so that your feet are
together. Rest your hands on the floor, shins, or ankles,
depending on your comfort level.

Reverse Swan Dive Transition

Inhale and lift your arms up to the side with palms facing
upwards to the sky. Extend the arms above your head and
bring to prayer position.

Mountain Pose

Exhale and return to Mountain Pose to close the Sun
Salutation.

Sun Salutation represents just one asana, or series of
postures, that happens to integrate all and activate all the
body parts, systems, and chakras. However, there are
many forms of yoga to explore and practice. If Hatha does
not strike a chord for you, you might try a form of hot yoga
like Bikram, where the room is heated and a regular series
of postures are practiced in each session. In some styles of
yoga, poses are sustained, while in others a flow is created
and we move from posture to posture more rapidly. Some



signs, like the Fire signs, might prefer heat and a strenuous
or athletic workout while others might find meditation and
restorative poses more well-suited.

Whichever practice you choose, yoga's focus on the
breath, on stretching and working the muscles and body
systems, and on centering the self applies to all elements
and signs of the zodiac. Awareness and attention to each
part of the body helps bring us back into balance, cooling
fires, heating where motivation might lack, releasing
emotion, and grounding us solidly to the Earth.

 





by Carole Schwalm

it Spills are Neptunian, from their angelic side to the
darkest of the dark. Astrologer Kim Rogers-Gallagher, in
Llewellyn's Daily Planetary Guide, defines Neptune as a
planet representing the capability of "compassion and
sensitivity for beings and creatures less fortunate than
yourself." Neptune symbolizes "charity or volunteer work
because you realize we're all part of a bigger plan."

Organizations and volunteers immediately responded to
wildlife in peril endangered by the Gulf oil spill. Hundreds of
volunteers saved oiled birds and sea turtle eggs. Groups
like the Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana, the
National Audubon Society, the National Wildlife Federation,
the Student Conservation Association, and the direction of
the Department of the Interior and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife
were on site. Call centers were established so people
could alert wildlife volunteers of animals in peril. And
people from all over the world donated money.

The combination of Aquarius and Pisces Neptune is very
much a symbol of recovery and saving humanity from itself,
through obliga tion and sacrifice. Human conservation
efforts do work and will be increasingly necessary when,
according to journal, "Science," onefifth of the world's
mammals, birds, reptiles and fish are in danger of
extinction. Where wildlife may have naturally saved
themselves, they can't when we join Mother Nature's normal
disasters and soak habitats in oil, log and hunt and upset
the balance of nature.

Neptune rules the ocean and oil, beaches, swamps
frequented by waterfowl, and places where fish are, like the
ocean and canals. All cry out for Neptunian "angels," now
and in the future, because it takes years, even decades, to
recover.

Crude Awakenings: The Dark Side of Neptune

Deepwater Horizon, Gulf of Mexico, April 20, 2010

Neptune rules chaos in general. Millions of barrels of oil
spilled into the Gulf, and Deepwater started chaos and



disorder of the balance of nature. Harry Roberts, professor
of coastal studies at Louisiana State University, stated that
four million barrels of oil in a spill can wipe out marine life
and may alter the chemistry. In the Gulf, there are 1,200
species of fish, 200 species of birds, 1,400 mollusks,
1,500 crustaceans, 4 species of turtles, and 29 species of
marine mammals. The yearly catch of blue crab alone is 50
million pounds. Ninety percent of sea life spawns off of the
coast, and all are impacted by the oil spill.

Neptune rules and sudden collapses. It also rules oil
exploration, hydraulics, and anything relevant to marine and
submarine issues. Last but not least, Neptune rules
addiction, like addiction to oil. All represent Neptune's dark
side. There are 35,000 miles of pipeline in the Gulf alone,
according to information available from
www.worldphoto360.com. And there are miles and miles of
pipeline in other areas, capable of collapse. There are oil
tankers, oil storage units, all sitting targets for that matter.
With Neptune, negatives aren't always visible immediately.
Oil spills are literally accidents waiting to happen.

Other Neptunian sinister sides are bribery, conspiracy,
and graft-all have a part in Neptunian deception. Neptune
rules misinformation and/or mistakes that come to light
later. British Petroleum couldn't contain the well, but it did a
stellar job of limiting information about the extent of the
disaster. Neptune rules hidden things that operate so that
effect isn't noticed. I needn't add, but I will, that oil-rich
people have mega-millions to lobby and to control
politicians and rulings, courts, and just about anything else.

Neptune rules asphyxiation and poisoning. In 1962, the
last time Neptune was in a Water sign, Rachel Carson's
Silent Spring was having a great impact on twentieth-
century life. Silent Spring addressed the chemical industry.
Neptune symbolizes forgetfulness, or failing to remember
previous chaos.

To prove how little we learn from the past:

• 1.8 million gallons of chemical dispersants were used in
the 2010 Gulf oil spill. The dispersants contain, among
other things, bio-concentrates. The dispersants are toxic
"to earlylife stages of fish, crustaceans, and mollusks,"
according to an Exxon study. "They damage fish, then to
the predator fish and up through the food chain to human
eaters." Dispersants and petroleum toxicity are alive
with carcinogens with known risks to humans, who also
risk injuries to red blood cells, kidney and liver.



• The Exxon Valdez, destroyed plankton, a big part of the
natural food chain. In the Valdez oil disaster, it is
estimated that 250,000 seabirds, 2,800 otters, 300
seals, 247 bald eagles, 22 orcas, and billions of herring
and salmon eggs died. In the Gulf War oil disaster in
1991, tidal flats were sealed in by tar. They still find oil in
the marshlands.

John Muir said, "When we try to pick out anything by itself
we find it hitched to everything else in the universe."

2012 and Beyond: Neptune in Pisces

The planet Neptune is in Pisces, the sign it rules beginning
April 4, 2011. Then, a retrograde takes it back to degrees
held April 20, 2010, when gallons, and gallons, and gallons
of oil gushed out of BP's oil rig Deepwater Horizon.

Are more large "environmental disasters in the United
States," and around the world, ahead? Yes, unless
something is done the future will echo the past, while we
are still trying to repair the previous disasters. Estimates
with the Valdez are that it will take at least thirty years to
recover. As of 2007, NOAA reported 26,000 gallons of oil
remained in the sand on the shore, attributed to the Exxon
Valdez (March 24, 1989).

In the Gulf War oil disaster in 1991, during the Iraq
invasion of Kuwait, over eleven million barrels of oil were
dumped in the Persian Gulf. The estimate is that recovery
there will take hundreds of years.

We may never totally recover from Deepwater. University
of South Florida's Ernst Peeples notes that six months after
the disaster, scientists found no living fauna on the ocean
floor where they have found oil. They also discovered dead
animals at the bottom of the sea.

Neptune is in Pisces for fourteen years. Neptune rules oil
a n d the sea, chaos and collapses. According to the
Huffington Post in October 2010, the United States did the
same thing, returning to deep-sea drilling with the same
equipment six months later. Neptune recognizes no
boundaries. That can't be negligence of laws that force
companies to be responsible, can it?

How to Clean Oiled Birds

This process requires three people and three hours of



patient, loving work. According to the Oiled Wildlife Care
Network, first spray the bird with Dawn detergent. Then,
gently wash the bird from beak to toe with swabs and Q-
Tips. Then, rinse the bird with freshwater only to remove
soap scum. Remove bird to a freshwater recovery tank.
Give antifungal drugs if necessary.

When the bird has recovered, release where food
sources haven't been damaged. The bird cannot return to
the oil-spill habitats until the habitats are safely restored.

How to Rescue Sea Turtle Eggs

First, plan on spending long and hard hours, as Lorna
Patrick did. Carefully and ever so gently remove the eggs
one by one. Place the eggs in a special environment.
Federal Express generously provides climate controlled
trucks, and then will transport the eggs to another controlled
environment at the Kennedy Space Center.

Maintain the eggs until the hatchlings can be relocated
and/or released safely in a place where they aren't
swimming in oil.
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